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Abstract

This thesis presents a study of what is required for a computer system to support
human creative collaborative design activity. The field of design study is targeted on

architecture. Design is seen essentially as an activity of modelling complex objects with
or without computers. "Teamwork in architectural modelling" is, therefore, the realm of
inquiry, with the goal of identifying the representation and communication requirements
for computer support. A phenomenon of collaborative design to be explained is how
the distribution of design work among multiple participating expertise is related to the
integration of individual design contributions into products with architectural integrity.

Several historical cases of building design projects are studied. We examine the
design expressions produced by members of the design team in each case. Based on

the results of case studies, we put forward two distinct teamwork patterns in collabo¬
rative design: metaphorist and structuralist. The teamwork patterns are subsequently
treated with more elaborate analyses and simulations. Prior to the presentation of the
requirement studies, a survey of the current state of the art in building collaborative
drawing and design support systems is provided. The survey shows that our concern
of supporting collaborative design modelling remains a subject largely unexplored by
the current system designs.

For each teamwork pattern identified, a situation-theoretical framework is adopted
for carrying out a more elaborate analysis. Designers' performing of modelling acts in
individual and group modelling spaces gives rise to a number of situation types. By
examining the conditions for design information to flow among the situation types, we
arrive at constraints on collaboration. Representation and communication requirements
for system support are then discussed in accordance with the constraints identified.
Given the metaphorist and structuralist requirements studied, we continue to explore
two potential forms of collaborative design computing by simulating some simple design
examples in the algebraic specification language OBJ3. The simulations suggest a

number of more specific issues in designing components of computer support. Finally,
by commenting on the current findings, a direction for further research is proposed.
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Chapter 1

Understanding and Supporting
Teamwork in Design

It is impossible to divorce the building from its legal, technical, political, and
economic context. At the same time, a major part of any design approach
is the way constraints may be absorbed and whenever possible inverted into
positive elements.

— Sir Richard Rogers, 1980

As an introduction, this chapter is intended to give an overview of the subject mat¬
ter, problem context, research objective and method that constitute this thesis on the
requirements for supporting creative human collaboration in design. Rather coinci-
dentally, this thesis was developed at the time when computer-supported collaborative
design (CSCD) has become a distinctive research area. CSCD now attracts many

researchers to work on experimental tools and systems from various perspectives, in¬
cluding, to name some of the most active, Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI),
Enterprise Integration (EI), Concurrent Engineering (CE), and Computer-Supported
Cooperative Work (CSCW). As an alternative perspective on what computing meth¬
ods and design environments can be developed to assist or participate in collaborative
design activity, this thesis adopts a research perspective pertaining to Design Studies.
The field of design concerned is architecture or, more broadly, built environment. It is
believed that an enquiry into the nature of human collaboration in designing buildings
can open up further fundamental questions of computer-supported collaborative design
which may in turn motivate new ideas of system design.
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CHAPTER 1 1.1 Basic Issues Raised by Architecture

C Integration ])

CArticulatiori)

Figure 1.1. The basic issues of collaborative design set out by a view of
group practice in architectural design.

1.1 Basic Issues Raised by Architecture

There are two main reasons why it is thought in this thesis that an investigation into
teamwork in architectural design can contribute to an understanding of collaboration
among people when designing things in general: Firstly, as a matter of technical ne¬

cessity, the design of buildings, or, more broadly, of environmental artefacts, has to be
based upon the participation of multiple design experts, each of which is more capable
than the others of dealing with a particular design domain of a project; secondly, as

a consequence of exchanging critical judgements among participants in the course of
designing, the production of final unity in design products is a common concern shared
by all parties of a design team.

To put the above perception of the problem context more clearly, let us consider
a picture of design practice in focus. In the world of architectural design, we often
see two salient features in the entire practice of design production, which may be
better illustrated by the diagram shown in Figure 1.1. On the left hand side, there is
the participation of multiple individuals of various design perspectives and specialisms,
who may act on heterogeneous design worlds to undertake domain-specific design tasks.
On the other hand, there is the goal of developing a single integrated design of an
artefact that satisfies all participants' design judgements. This overall picture of group
practice in design suggests three basic issues of collaborative design which may be
better understood:

Seen from left to right, the first issue is about teamwork in design integration. The

9



CHAPTER 1 1.2 Putting CAAD into Group Practice in Design

second issue, seen from right to left, is to do with teamwork in design articulation. And
thirdly, being, perhaps, less straightforward than, but closely related to, the previous
two issues, there is the interplay between integration and articulation. It can be argued
that any model or theory proposed to explain what is involved in collaborative design
must encompass these three aspects. This thesis aims to propose such a descriptive
theory and show its implications for the development of computer support.

1.2 Putting CAAD into Group Practice in Design

There are always many designers working together in producing meaningful and use¬

ful environmental artefacts. Though design practice is traditionally teamwork-based,
modern designs and implementations of computer-aided architectural design (CAAD)
systems have not entered the realm of supporting group design activities. We have not
seen systems developed deliberately from the pespective of supporting direct or indirect
communication and coordination among members of design teams for the purposes of
integrating and articulating individual contributions.

As we can see in the 60's and 70's, some public institutions employed computer

system developers to build up integrated CAAD systems with the intention of embrac¬
ing nearly all aspects of building design and production. Classical examples are the
OXSYS system [Hos77], developed for hospital design, and the SSHA system developed
for low-cost housing design [BSR79]. Notably, these early pioneering integrated CAAD
systems were developed under two conditions: firstly, these integrated design systems
were targeted at particular regularised building construction methods (e.g., the Ox¬
ford Method of construction in the OXSYS system, and the Scottish Special Housing
Association Standards in the SSHA system); secondly, what contemporary computing
systems could provide were highly centralised services [Bij89], which did not facilitate
the more modern notions of distributed operations.

When less centralised and lower-cost computing resources were made available by
the information technology advanced in the 80's, knowledge-based approaches to CAAD
system engineering came into place. The new trend adopted novel techniques of inter¬
facing or networking several diagnostic or generative Expert Systems as the features of
integrated design environments [Pen89]. Examples from the work done at Carnegie Mel¬
lon University were the use of knowledge-based programming techniques for interfacing
knowledge-based systems to database management systems (KADBASE) [Reh85], and
the Integrated Building Design Environment (IBDE) [Sch90]. Clearly, these computing
approaches aimed to automate some portions of the design tasks by compiling formal
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CHAPTER 1 1.3 Design as Modelling Complex Objects

design evaluation or generation procedures into specialised knowledge bases interlinked
via a blackboard architecture.

It is evident that those early integrated CAAD systems and the later knowledge-
based design environments present a rather optimistic assumption: under the command
of some solitary individual, design can be achieved by machine processing of large
established bodies of design data or knowledge.

Within the research field of design studies, a number of interpretative frameworks
describing the social and distributed nature of design activities were proposed (see,
for instance, [Law80, War87, Buc88, HG88]). Apparently, these descriptions put a

greater emphasis on 'group dynamics' instead of on what specific knowledge of design
is involved. However, the studies of participation and group interaction in design have
not systematically resulted in requirements for the development of design computing
environments that support teamwork.

Rather recently, the problems of what and how to develop communicating and
computing systems that can be supportive for people involved in collaborative design
have been researched not in the field of CAD but in Computer-Supported Cooperative
Work (CSCW)1.

In particular, as a sub-area of CSCW research, a large portion of the research
on shared workspaces has to do with building prototypes of shared drawing space2.
Being motivated and guided by earlier observational studies of working group graphics
and shared drawing space activities, researchers have been implementing a range of
prototypes of collaborative drawing systems. Being different from traditional drawing
systems, the CSCW-oriented drawing tools are primarily devised to be used by a group

of users for undertaking experimental collaborative design in various spatio-temporal
situations.

1.3 Design as Modelling Complex Objects

In investigating computer-supported collaborative design, a basic position is taken
throughout the thesis: design is viewed as an activity of modelling complex objects.

1The term "computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW)" was first coined by Irene Greif and Paul
Cashman in 1984, calling for researchers and developers to participate in a series of ACM-sponsored
conferences that examined how people work together and how information technology may support
them. The conferences led to the subsequent publication of the first book on CSCW, advocating
CSCW as a distinctive research field [Ge88].

2This conclusion is drawn from Saul Greenberg's well annotated bibliography of CSCW papers
published during 1986-1991 [Gre91].
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CHAPTER 1 1.3 Design as Modelling Complex Objects

Design is such a rich activity that it is not possible to characterise the nature of de¬
sign via a single particularly adopted perspective, for instance, information gathering
or processing, representation, actions of making, evaluation etc. None of them can be
said to be more correct or important than the others. It is merely our intuition that the
current view of design as modelling complex objects is, relatively, a more comprehensive
one as explained in more detail below.

Owing to the large varieties of components as well as the dynamic relations between
parts and whole, the objects designed by architects or engineers tend to be complex in
nature. However, there have been alternative techniques devised to convey and manage

the complexities involved in design. As can be observed in many architectural or engi¬
neering workshops, designers often use and manipulate physical tokens (e.g., cardboard,
strings, paper, wooden blocks and polystyrene, etc.) when they construct models for
various purposes. Working with these physical models, designers are better equipped
to develop, reflect, and communicate design ideas with themselves and others. Though
it can be extremely tedious, model making has been generally considered by design
educators and practitioners as an essential part of design processes. The construction
and use of physical models has been widely observed not only in individual cases (see,
e.g., [Jan78, G0I88]) but also in group processes (see, e.g., [Sch85, War87]).

In addition to making physical models, designers always produce drawings. There
are intimate relations between the production of drawings and model making. Some¬
times models are made after drawings have been produced (i.e., drawings serve as

blueprints in model construction); and at other times, drawings are produced on the
basis of models constructed (i.e., models serve as referents or primary sources for draw¬
ing construction). In, perhaps, most cases, designers work in quite a mixed manner;

that is, designers produce drawings to develop or elaborate design solutions suggested
during model construction, and designers construct models to better inform themselves
of the consequences of associating or disassociating design ideas explored in drawings.
It is therefore reasonable to say that, in designing complex objects, there is a need for
constant switching between drawing making and model making. Seen in this context,

drawing can be thought as a somewhat abstract form of design modelling.
As already pointed out by Tjalve and his colleagues in their systematic introduc¬

tion of 'engineering graphic modelling' [TAS79], a drawing is a model if it is made to
demonstrate the following attributes:
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CHAPTER 1 1.3 Design as Modelling Complex Objects

• A drawing represents modelled properties (e.g., structure, form, ma¬
terial, dimension, surface, etc.);

• A drawing has a receiver who is the person or persons to whom the
drawing communicates information;

• A drawing is coded in systems of symbols (e.g., coordinates, graphical
symbols, types of projection) known to the receiver.

Seen from the viewpoint of design as modelling complex objects, the activity of
designing in general can be said to encompass two interrelated aspects: the represen¬

tation of conceptual structures and the performance of modelling actions. The former
decides to a large extent the range of basic construction elements and their properties
for design use; the latter, when performed by individuals, can lead to specific design
descriptions (depictions).

Design as modelling is even more meaningful and useful when considering the de¬
velopment and use of computers as design tools. The kinds of conceptual structures,
as largely embedded in the processes of making physical models or drawings, can be
made overt when the models are constructed in an electronic design studio. Given the
advancement of computer science and technology, modern CAD systems have provided
designers with various computational devices to do so. One of the main benefits of do¬
ing so is that a dynamic integration of model construction and design production can be
achieved. A good example for illustrating this rather hard to achieve but more promis¬
ing CAD approach can be found in the MOLE project [Kri85, Bij87, TB88, Whi92],
where a general descriptive formalism, "kinds-slots-fillers", is provided for designers to
represent and evolve their own conceptual structures that can then be used by them¬
selves to instantiate specific design instances.

There are researchers who advocate the importance of activities that are observed
in collaborative design sessions (e.g., [Bly88, Tan89]). To meet the requirements for
direct communication among collaborators, the supply of real-time supports for group
interaction in design (i.e. via talking, gesturing, sketching and writing etc.) among geo¬

graphically distributed participants is of primary concern. Given those CSCW findings
and experiences, this thesis proposes that design as modelling can be an alternative
perspective for investigating the communicative aspects of collaborative design. The
objective of the investigation is to identify conceptual frameworks that unify the aspect
of activities and that of artefacts, such that the basic criteria for defining CAD tools
with CSCW features can be articulated.
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1.4 Exploratory Collaborative Design Computing

It seems that we now have two major resources for research into computer-supported
collaborative design: one is from collaborative computing which can now be achieved
through rapid combination of various computing and communication technologies, and
the other is from design computing which already presents diverse approaches to the
making of design tools and environments in CAD. As pointed out by Grudin [Gru91],
collaborative computing utilises networking, communications, concurrent processing,
and windowing environments. These new techniques and facilities have opened up the
possibility of collaboration via group interaction in real-time even if participants are

geographically remote to each other. To better inform ourselves about the state of
the art in collaborative computing, especially in the latest designs and implementa¬
tions of group drawing tools, we dedicate a whole chapter to a survey of this exciting
development.

Working closer to some domains of design practice, some CSCW researchers already
considered that the sharing and use of certain kinds of structures of design artefacts
by group members can be captured in a formal language or a dedicated design sys¬

tem (e.g., [Lak90, FGL+92]). Collaboration-supporting design tools developed in this
view contain an underlying assumption that the structure and knowledge of the design
products built into the systems is stable and usable to most design practitioners over

the lifetime of the systems.
Research in theories of design computing has shown a different approach to that of

knowledge-based one. Again, referring to the MOLE experiments, it has been shown
that designers can work with a general descriptive system in constructing their own
models of design objects in pictures and words. As proposed by Bijl [Bij86] and [Bij89,
pp.172-208], a more fundamental position is to allow users to be able to instruct ma¬
chines what to do in a CAD modelling environment with minimal or no prescribed
domain-specific knowledge.

In drawing possible links between the existing developments in collaborative com¬

puting and in (non-prescriptive) design computing, a theme of study into computer-
supported collaborative design is emerging: exploratory collaborative design computing.
Given the background of enquiry, this thesis work sets out to investigate the require¬
ments for supporting design as an explorative process involving communication and
coordination among a team of designers. It is expected that the requirements derived
from the present study can serve as a useful set of pointers to future development of a
collaborative design computing framework.
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1.5 An Approach to Requirements Study

Having introduced the background and the scope of study, the next ingredient of the
thesis to be introduced is, naturally, the research method. Given the aim of research
as indicated above, we have chosen to perform a requirements study. In the field of
software engineering, the importance of formal or informal approaches to capturing
and specifying system requirements has been recognised both in theoretical develop¬
ment and in industrial practice [FKN+92, WL88]. At least two benefits of addressing
requirements specification or engineering can be mentioned. First, good specifications
may save developers from making mistakes at an early stage that often result in a

huge increase of system development cost [PST91]. Secondly, formal specification of a
computational architecture can be an economic and sufficient way of expressing one's
understanding of the functionality of the system without actually building it [Cra91].

The requirements study carried out in this thesis, however, did not reach (nor was
intended to achieve) a formal specification of a system architecture at the level of math¬
ematical precision. One obvious excuse is the limited time and space allowed for a thesis
of a reasonable length; the other reason is due to the current rather poor understanding
of the subject matter which by no means can be handled neatly by a complete and
sound specification. Instead, along with the development of the thesis over years, our

approach to the requirements study consists of three parts: case studies, requirements
classification, and concepts modelling, each of which deserves more discussion.

1.5.1 Observing historical cases

A number of case studies were carried out at the outset. Three examples of teamwork
in design are eventually presented in the thesis. These cases examined are 'historical' in
the sense that they were selected from existing design documents or research literature
that gives reports of real building projects undertaken by some design teams. The data
collected are mainly instances of diagrams, drawings, illustrations of models and the
designers' or researchers' verbal descriptions annotating the graphical evidences.

Case study or protocol analysis has been widely practised in conducting research
into design thinking, design teaching and learning etc. (See [Row87, Buc88, Sch91]
among many others). In a more 'laboratory-based' case study, with modern means like
video cameras, tape recorders, a huge amount of data can be captured for later analysis,
including gestures and even facial expressions. Subjects are invited to carry out some

given design problems or tasks in rooms equipped with data-capturing facilities. The
drawings and other design expressions produced by the subjects are the outcome of
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some, at most, hours of work.
Case study based on historical material has a different flavour. Without the kinds of

artificial controls imposed by laboratory-based studies, the design representations and
expressions presented in historical cases are often the outcome of much longer design
processes (involving many people over years not hours). Since, from a research point of
view, making sense out of what designers produce is an important part of enquiry, we
should be aware of the fact that, in relation to time-limit (i.e., hours or years) and the
initial working condition (i.e., being in simulation or being real), designers may produce
things of different natures that may reveal what design is about very differently both
in individual as well as teamwork cases.

The above is not to belittle any of the methods discussed but to draw out limitations
of case studies. It is certainly interesting to compare the understandings of design
resultant from different attitudes toward protocol analysis in design cases. Nevertheless,
as far as case study is concerned, one thing is clear: The full spectrum of teamwork in
design is by no means represented by these three examples presented here, but they do
provide sufficient material and variation to serve as an informative backdrop for later
conceptual expositions.

1.5.2 Classifying teamwork patterns

The basic unity of each of our case studies is the design project. Within a design
project there are participants working in various domains of the project and a collection
of graphical expressions which are viewed as 'traces' left by some members of the
design team. Two kinds of reading are followed: direct reading of the depictions and
a reading of the textual descriptions associated with the depictions. The readings lead
to a distinction between two basic categories of design information: commonly shared
and individually held. Given the boundaries initially drawn, we then ask what are the
possible relations between the two categories of information (i.e., between the shared
and the individual). It turns out that there appear two distinct teamwork patterns in
our current case studies: metaphorist and structuralist, discussed in Chapters 4 and 6

respectively.
In our attempt to give a deeper analysis of the teamwork patterns differentiated,

we apply a theory of information, situation theory, which is concerned with the "flow of
information". Here we make a basic assumption, that is, collaboration among members
of a design team can be characterised by explaining how information flows across the
boundaries of different types of representation.

After an overall picture of the flow of information is gained, according to situation
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theory, we are in a position to spell out the constraints on information flow. Following
our line of enquiry, this is equivalent to a spelling out of the constraints on collaboration.
Guided by the constraints identified, a final part of the conceptual exposition is to

produce a classification of representation and communication requirements for both
the metaphorist and the structuralist approach.

1.5.3 Modelling the components of collaborative design computing

The third part of our requirements study is concerned with a more fine-grained exam¬

ination of the constituent concepts of teamwork in design as readily proposed by the
preceding analyses. This part of work involves computational modelling of the frame¬
work of design sharing and distribution operated in each teamwork pattern. The study
is carried out more like performing some 'design exercises.' These exercises were also
intended as an exploration into two potential forms of collaborative design comput¬

ing: joint substantiating of common generic structures and joint abstraction of shared
integration schemas. We firstly give examples of design constructs and instances as

contributed by some imagined design participants working as a whole or as markedly
different individuals. Given the representation context set up in the first instance,
we then examine the communication and coordination issues that may be necessarily
involved in design integration and articulation.

The modelling environment used to carry out these exercises is provided by the
functional programming language OBJ3, designed and implemented by Goguen and
Winkler at the SRI International [GW88]. As an experimental language, OBJ3 presents
several features that are not common to other high-level programming languages. These
include the mechanisms supporting hierarchical modulisation and sophisticated param-

eterisation. Both features were extensively utilised in the construction of the represen¬

tation contexts that simulate the exchanges of information among different domains of
design representation as seen in the metaphorist and structuralist patterns. Our expe¬
rience of using OBJ3 shows that the language itself is relatively easy to work with, and
the exercises done in this manner demonstrate some experiences of requirements study
concerning a combination of informal conceptual analyses with formal computational
syntheses.

More specifically, with hindsight, it seems that the usefulness exhibited by the
OB.J3 exercises is twofold: first, it evaluates our conceptual accounts by implementing,
as we see it, some of the salient concepts of collaborative design in computing terms;
second, it delivers a sharper view of supporting communication and coordination in
collaborative design. The requirements study presented in this thesis suggests that the
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most interesting and challenging functionality to be developed in a teamwork design
environment is the capability of supporting emergent communication frameworks; we

envisage a system which is able to accept and maintain the communication strategies
and processes developed and evolved by participants in the course of designing.

1.6 Organisation of the Thesis

Without a division into parts, the remainder of the thesis consists of seven chapters
organised in the following sequence. In Chapter 2, three historical cases based on three
building projects are studied, each of which provides a rich collection of graphical il¬
lustrations of design objects. The graphical evidence we examined reveals, mainly, the
representational bases for cooperation. In exploring further the interconnection be¬
tween different types (or domains) of representation, we found it useful to characterise
teamwork in terms of the interaction between common images and distributed design
developments. In consequence, two generic patterns of teamwork in design are identi¬
fied, providing two alternative conceptual frameworks for more elaborate analyses in
later chapters.

Before a closer look at the teamwork patterns characterised in the previous chapter,
we report, in Chapter 3, a survey of the current experimentation in building prototypes
of collaborative drawing support systems. The survey has a particular objective to re¬

view how the researchers and developers of the prototypes have addressed the issues
of supporting collaborative design. The review is organised into three aspects: (a)
the key collaborative drawing activities that the tools were designed to support, (b)
a framework for classifying the system design issues that the tools address, and (c) a

catalogue of the system features of the various tools developed. The current survey
shows that there are presently at least three different strategies of developing collab¬
orative drawing support tools, which reflect the existence of diversified understanding
and technological responses to what and how human collaboration in design may be
supported.

To continue our enquiry into the patterns of teamwork in design initially identi¬
fied in Chapter 2, an exposition of the 'metaphorist' approach to collaborative design
is presented in Chapter 4. The focus is to explain how the production of integrated
design is interrelated with the communication and coordination among participants of
different design expertise. Our analysis begins with an abstract scenario describing the
key elements that constitute the metaphorist pattern. We then examine the flow of
information among different types of representation. Constraints on collaboration are
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discussed in terms of the conditions of information flow identified. The metaphorist
approach shows that common design metaphors which emerge from group processes can

function as a communicative device, allowing for participants to collaborate effectively.
We conclude some supporting issues regarding how to support the continual interac¬
tion between the inputs from local design decisions to the production of integrated
design and the feedback from resultant integration to the individual courses of design
developments.

In Chapter 5, following some of the key concepts provided by the metaphorist
framework, a design exercise is set up to show how individual members of a design
team can use their own concepts and methods for producing design expressions, and
how those expressions can be correlated and integrated with those composed by other
designers using different means. The simulation exercise is modelled computationally
in the OBJ3 language; it shows that if joint abstraction of shared integration schemas
is practised as another approach to collaborative design computing, there arise three
supporting issues to be dealt with in a system design: (a) co-specification of spatial
operations, (b) joint provision of source design expressions, and (c) coordination in
making design changes.

As a companion chapter to Chapter 4, Chapter 6 is devoted to an analysis of the
'structuralist' approach to collaborative design. The aim of the chapter is to explain
how design participants collaborate to achieve integrated design on the basis of shar¬
ing and substantiating common generic structures with domain design developments.
As before, the analysis begins with an abstract scenario describing the key elements
that constitute the structuralist pattern. The elements are then grouped into the as¬

pects of model construction, model-constructing constraints, and modelling acts. The
structuralist logic of collaborative design is found in the necessity of maintaining a

dual correspondence between the evolution of common generic structures and the de¬
velopment of domain design solutions distributed over several sites. Following the
constraints derived, the structuralist requirements for collaborative design computing-
are presented.

Like the simulation presented in Chapter 5, our second symbolic simulation of some
design examples that bear some of the structuralist features is reported in Chapter 7.
Two design examples are introduced to illustrate, first, a general practice of design
substantiation—a process of giving more specific substances or contents to a generic
design outline set up in the first instance. The second example, as an extension to
the first, depicts a case of multi-party design substantiation. The main purpose of the
simulation is to demonstrate what we mean by 'sharing common generic structures'
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in computing terms. Especially, the formal supports for 'parameterised programming',
including theories, parameterised modules, actual parameters, and views, provided by
the language OB.J3, are used extensively in the simulation. As far as a system devel¬
opment strategy is concerned, our current simulation suggests that a basic theory of
design substantiation and a parameterised joint-substantiation function may have an

important part to play in developing a supporting environment for the structuralist
approach.

Finally, in the concluding chapter, we present a review of what we have been through
in the thesis. The background theory of the thesis is built upon our observations of the
historical cases, in which we envisage the metaphorist and structuralist patterns of col¬
laborative design. The focus theory is presented in the subsequent situation-theoretical
analyses of the two teamwork patterns identified earlier. And the OBJ3 simulations of
some collaborative design examples provide, we think, the data theory of the thesis.
Limitations of our current work are discussed. To show that the finding of the thesis, in
particular, the differentiation between the metaphorist and the structuralist patterns,
is not an isolated one, we look at some related findings in other areas. The chapter
ends with a proposal of a direction for future research.

Published papers of the thesis. A record of the published papers that are closely
related to the development and presentation of this thesis is provided in Appendix E.
In respect of the thesis chapters, Chapter 2 was first presented in Participatory Design
Conference 1992, and a more elaborate version of the paper was accepted for publica¬
tion in the journal Design Studies. The survey of collaborative drawing support tools
in Chapter 3 was accepted for publication in the journal Computer Supported Cooper¬
ative Work. A position paper abstracted from Chapter 4 on the metaphorist pattern
was accepted for the AAAI 1993 Fall Symposium on Human-Computer Collaboration:
Reconciling Theory, Synthesizing Practice. An algebraic specification simulation of
joint shape construction in Chapter 5 was first published in Edinburgh Architectural
Research, and was subsequently accepted for a poster presentation at HCI'923. An
earlier version of Chapter 6 on the structuralist pattern was presented in the AAAI
1993 Workshop on Artificial Intelligence in Collaborative Design.

JDue to the lack of financial support at the time of submission, a poster presentation based on the
paper was not finally implemented.
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Summary
This introduction has outlined the background of the thesis. It is argued that research
into the issues raised by group practice in architectural design can make a general
contribution to the study of computer-supported collaborative design. The issues cover
the basics of group processes, including design integration, design articulation, and the
interplay between the two. A quick look-back at the CAD developments in architecture
shows that the goal of computers as mediums or tools to support designers working
together as design teams still presents an original challenge.

In investigating architectural design as teamwork activities, a research perspective
is adopted that views design as the activity of modelling complex objects. This view
assumes that designers not only draw or make things directly but also describe and
represent underlying conceptual or procedural structures or knowledge during design¬
ing. In this regard, computers can be best envisaged as design modelling tools. Having
set out the background and perspective of the study, we project the research interest
in exploratory collaborative design computing that places more weight on human de¬
signers' active uses of computers in establishing their own working relations. Given
this research programme, the components of our approach to requirements study are

explained, leading to the present structure of the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Designers in Teamwork

A true team between architect, painter and sculptor, aiming at an organic
synthesis of their work by symbolic association, needs an intensive exchange
by its members. For only a thorough, mutual penetration into the ideas of
the various team-mates may lead to that kinship of spirit which can make
a creative entity out of the individual contributions. ••• If contributions of
sculptors and painters are desired by a client, he should let the architect
choose congenial collaborators at the initial designing stage of a building.
Only such foresight will enable the architect to build up his team in time
to let each member take part in the creative process of the basic space-

conception, a process so essential to the result of final unity in the building.

— Walter Gropius, 1961

This chapter reports an observation of communication in collaborative design by ex¬

amining several historical cases of building design projects. It will present three cases
of teamwork in architectural modelling. Each case provides a collection of drawings or
illustrations that depict the artefacts being designed and constructed. Looking at the
cases from the design as modelling perspective, two important factors of collaboration
are observed: (1) the existence of multiple heterogeneous worlds of representation and
action that members of a design team work with, and (2) the emergent correlation
between common goals shared by all participants and domain-oriented goals pursued
by individuals. Starting with the notions of common images and domain design devel¬
opments derived from the case studies, we put forward explanations of the aspects of
group dynamics in collaborative design. The current exposition concludes two generic
patterns of teamwork in design, which suggest a spectrum of possibilities in developing
communication and coordination supportive architecture.
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2.1 Searching for the Evidence of Teamwork

Like many other human activities, the design and construction of built environments
has always involved many designers working jointly as teams. One obvious reason is
that buildings as design objects are often too complex to handle very well in every

aspect by a single person. It has been like this in the history of design as described by
Khan [Kah35], and it is even more the case in modern design practice as reported by
Middleton [Mid67]. Though we often see famous buildings being associated with famous
architects, in reality, they are the outcome of teamwork over, more often than not, years
of collaboration among partnerships or associates of various design specialisms.

Certainly, the phenomenon of group approach to design is not an entirely new

subject to the research community of Design Studies. For this subject matter, a variety
of interpretative frameworks have been proposed. One widely taken metaphor of group
design process is, perhaps, design as game. Lawson reviewed several design games

that were specially devised to model group dynamics in architectural and urban design
[Law80]. Working closely with the game metaphor, Habraken and Gross constructed
a computer program called "concept design game" that can record and then replay
sessions of more than two participants' playing for control distribution and territorial
organisation [HG88].

Protocol analysis and case study are other popular methods used by design re¬

searchers. We mention two examples. Based on his analysis of a documented design
dialogue between an architecture student and a studio master, Schon proposed a the¬
ory of "reflection-in-action", acting as an epistemological framework of design learning
and teaching [Sch85, Sch91]. A studio-based empirical study of a design project partici¬
pated in by a group of architecture students was carried out by Ward [War87], in which
seven subjects went through group processes and developed archetypes for a commercial
complex project by, mainly, gathering together individually made cardboard models.

Rather recently, understanding and supporting collaborative design has become a

prominent topic among some computer scientists working in the newly developed re¬

search field of Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW). As the amount of this
research work has now reached a significant level, a comprehensive survey of the CSCW
researchers' work will be given in the next chapter. Being different from the design
theorists, the CSCW people look at group design activity with an eye of identifying
specific opportunities for developing collaborative drawing or design tools. Also, the
domains observed can be very different from that of architectural design, including, for
instance, computer interface design, robot design, or group writing etc.
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Given the orientation above, our searching for evidence of teamwork in design,
through a number of case studies, is set out in the domain of architecture with the
intention of identifying the group dynamics in collaborative design. As will be shown
in later chapters, the dynamism of group interaction identified spell out important
requirements for building computer-based group design tools.

Still a few more words need to be said about the nature of our case studies. In

contrast to the design studies mentioned above, we take a different measurement. It is
considered that an investigation of cooperative design can be approached by analysing,
not simulated nor controlled, but naturally created and evolved design expressions
taken from historical cases of building projects. We have explained the basic rationale
of doing this in Chapter 1. As will be shown at the end of this report, the current
study has delivered some results not seen in other research literature.

First, in each case, we see different kinds of design expressions that correspond to
the participation of multiple individual design worlds and the production of integrated
designs. Second, there are relations embedded among the different types of design rep¬

resentation; it is by explaining the relations that we arrive at some general conceptual
accounts of group interaction in design modelling. What appeals to us in these con¬

cepts is that they are not bound to particular structures of design products or processes
nor to specific strategies of design organisation or management. This study comes up

with some descriptive concepts that invite further investigations into generic patterns
of teamwork in design.

The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. The next section gives ob¬
servations of three historical cases as examples of cooperative architectural modelling.
The third section presents an exposition of the aspects of the group dynamics in collab¬
orative design based on the preceding case studies. The exposition leads to two concep¬
tual frameworks for describing cooperative design modelling, which centre around the
interrelations between common images and distributed domain design developments.
Finally, in the fourth section, the implications of the current work and further analyses
to be carried out next are discussed.

2.2 Examples of Teamwork in Design Modelling

Architectural modelling can take place in various dimensions, allowing for a wide variety
of collaborative involvement. What follows in this section is an introduction to this

variety illustrated by three case studies. The first case shows a convergence of two
individual design worlds employing different conceptual schemes in modelling a fountain
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Figure 2.1. The landscape designers' introducing and operating with
score in modelling fountain patterns and actions over a period of time.

design. The second shows the overlaying of two-dimensional diagrams constructed by
at least three engineering disciplines, for re-engineering a large industrial building. The
third case illustrates a three-dimensional funicular model that was devised commonly,
but used differently by individuals who participated in a church design project.

2.2.1 Case 1: Between score and diagram

Design project: Seattle Center Fountain, Seattle, USA, 1962-1964.
Participating design worlds: (a) waterscape design by two landscape architects
(Lawrence Halprin, Curtis Schreier); (b) fountain engineering by a mechanical engineer
(Daniel Yanow) [Iial69].

The scoring and diagramming spaces

• The Landscape Architects (LA) used a particular representation scheme called
"score" for modelling fountain patterns and actions in a temporal frame (Fig¬
ure 2.1, drawing taken from [Hal69, p. 56]). A score has two dimensions: one for
regulating multiple temporal sequences, represented in certain lengths of bars; the
other for configuring spatial structures of different fountain stages (platforms),
represented as point, square cross, rectangle etc. By manipulating the bars, a

score reveals different compositions of active fountain stages against the inactive
ones over a period of time.

• The Mechanical Engineer (ME) used "diagrams" to model mechanical compo¬
nents for piping, jetting, and sprinkling design (Figure 2.2, drawing taken from
[Hal69, p. 56]). A pool piping grid was composed in a system of graphical sym¬
bols, corresponding to a set of design objects whose attributes were specified in
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Figure 2.2. The mechanical engineer's introducing and operating with
piping diagrams in modelling the behaviours of the mechanical compo¬
nents.

words and numerals. In relation to the piping grid, a mechanical section was

constructed to convey sectional information. Due to the correspondence set up
between the mechanical components and the graphical symbols, the ME could
virtually change his idea of the attributes and relations of particular design ob¬
jects by manipulating parts of the diagrams.

A common space for projecting water effects Figure 2.3 (drawing taken
from [Hal69, p. 56]) shows a series of graphical expressions of squiggles spreading over

a regular grid. This evidence implies that a common modelling space shared by LA
and ME was being used, combining the designs in the score and in the diagram, by
which a sequence of water effects can be projected. Here we see an example of a set
of common images generated, allowing for interpretations of the design consequences

from various viewpoints. It is clear that the images of water effects can be interpreted
both in LA's view—the actions of fountain stages as scored over a time span, and in
ME's view—the fountain kinematics concerning the motions in pipes, jet heads, and
sprinklers, as configured in the piping grid and mechanical section.

Interrelations between the score and the diagram Given the above evidence,
two interrelations between scoring, diagramming, and projecting spaces are worth not¬

ing, which yield further explanations of what constitutes participation in developing
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Figure 2.3. The graphical indications of a shared fountain modelling
formed by a combination of LA's scoring and ME's diagramming, which
can project water effects, allowing for different interpretations.

the fountain design:

• Sequences of water effects at particular moments cannot be projected solely in
LA's scoring space nor in ME's diagramming space; the ability of projecting these
effects is conditioned by knowing what fountain stages are active and what me¬

chanical devices are operating on those active stages, plus how they will behave—
a convergence between two individual modelling spaces whenever a projection is
undertaken.

• Modelling actions taken in individual spaces change not only the state of score or
diagram but also the state of the common image when projected; ME may take
further actions upon what he interprets as changing water effects propagated
from LA's actions in changing the score, and vice versa—communication and
coordination are called for to resolve disagreements or conflicts thus arising.

2.2.2 Case 2: Cooperation through overlay diagramming

Design project: Cummins Research and Engineering Center, Indiana, USA, 1964-
1968.

Participating design worlds: (a) Structural Engineering (SE) (The Engineers Col¬
laborative), (b) Lighting Engineering (LE) (William Lam Associates), (c) Mechanical
Engineering (ME) (Cosentini Associates). The main design issue is centred on how to

"rearrange ductwork to the structure and to baffle the indirect light sources" [Lam77,
pp. 125-129].
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Figure 2.4. Multiple diagramming spaces in different layers showing the
participants' heterogeneous coding systems for modelling aspects of the
building design.

Distributed diagramming spaces Each engineering discipline had its own

object-based diagramming space. There were at least three domain-oriented diagram¬
ming spaces participating in the project: SE, ME, and LE (Figure 2.4, drawings taken
from [Lam77, p. 126]). Each diagramming space employed a special coding system to
represent the modelled building components.

Collaborative environmental design through overlaying According to

Lam, the group processes evolved a "fishbone layout" which proved to be economi¬
cal and satisfactory to all participants [Lam77] (see Figure 2.5, drawings taken from
[Lam77, p. 126]). Clearly, the emergence of the fishbone image is conditioned by the
participants' continuously overlaying their individually produced diagrams. But an im¬
portant point is that the common projection, here in the form of a 'fishbone', provides
the members of the design team with a common focus for expressing agreement.

Articulation of common images In the previous case we saw an example of
two participating design worlds related to each other by the projection of final design
effects. The current case, however, shows that participants can further articulate a

projected common image into various parts that play different roles or functions in the
design (the spinal cord and ribs of a fishbone, in this example). Differentiated portions
of a common image are then distributed to serve individuals' further development of
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Figure 2.5. The combined images of structural, mechanical, lighting
design solutions get evolved through the participants' overlaying domain
design developments.

domain design solutions. Given the evidence that common images can be evolutionary
(i.e., the designers evolve their ideas about what the 'fishbone' will look like and how it
will work), it is important to recognise the process of group articulation. That is, parts
of an existing common image get identified and developed by different individuals,
which, in turn, may contribute to a new state of the common image. Teamwork in

design is therefore maintained by a to and fro relation between the individual and the
common.

The method of overlay diagramming or drafting has been developed for sometime
in design practice. Woods and Powell have documented the method and recommended
it as a standard team practice [WP87]. In general, we can point out that the overlay
method is used to enable collaborative design practice in the following aspects:

• overlay dint/ram construction: A participant can construct diagrams on top of
extracted common images which may contain parts of diagrams drawn by other
designers working in different aspects.

• overlay design checking: Participatory design can be evaluated by checking over¬

laid consequences according to certain criteria such as detection of spatial clashes.
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• overlay design amendment: A participant can modify parts of diagrams by refer¬
ring to the diagrams underlaid for various purposes (e.g., geometrical, structural,
or aesthetical etc.); and one designer's amendments may cause related changes
to be made by others.

2.2.3 Case 3: Funicular modelling revisited

Design project: The Colonia Giiell Church, Barcelona, Spain, 1889-1914.
Participating design worlds: (a) site planning and structural form by architects
(Antonio Gaudi, Jose Canaleta), (b) structural engineering by a civil engineer (Eduardo
Goetz), (c) ornamentation by a sculptor (Juan Bertran) [Mar79].

The funicular modelling space An upside-down funicular model was con¬

structed by the design participants at the inception of the project. According to Collins
et al. [CN83], this large 3-dimensional model, which was shared and manipulated by
all participants for different design tasks, had the following distinctive types of model
components (Figure 2.6, picture taken from [CN83, Fig. 39]):

• cords hung in loops corresponding upside down to the placement and shapes of
the piers and arches of the building's vault;

• several pieces of irregularly shaped boards fixed onto the structure of the work¬
shop, representing contour lines of the building site;

• weights made of pellets contained in small sacks (measured in the scale of 10 ^q),
when attached to the hung cords, distorting the cords' catenary curves into fu¬
nicular polygons;

• fabric (tissue paper) draped onto the web of funicular polygons, representing the
volumetric effects of the building exterior;

• a set of domain-neutral objects made of jointers, hooks, and clippers, which do not
represent any particular components of the building design but function impor¬
tantly in connecting the model objects and in manipulating parts of the funicular
model1.

From the funicular model to the distributed drawing spaces Apart from
the funicular model constructed by the group, there are other special modelling spaces

Pointers were used for attaching weights to cords; hooks for connecting the ends of cords to par¬
ticular locations on the boards; clippers for clipping cords together at various heights (bifurcation).
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Figure 2.6. The funicular model constructed for the Colonia Giiell
church project as it hung in the workshed.
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created and used by different individuals. As reported in the research literature, the
graphical evidence shows that the distribution of special modelling spaces includes at
least the following:

• The civil engineer's structural calculations: the distribution of loads in space

and the thrusts of force lines were calculated by the engineer in a 2-dimensional
vector space; to him, the funicular model was seen as a 3-dimensional illustration
of planar and sectional graphic static calculations (Figure 2.7).

• The architects' sketching out of the exterior and interior spaces: photographs
of the exterior and interior of the funicular model were taken and turned right-
side up by the architects as the underlay information for modelling the locations,
proportions, and shapes of opening (the fenestration of the building) (Figure 2.8
and Figure 2.9).

• The sculptor's sketching out the ornamentation: the sculptor was concerned with
the design of sculptural objects as the ornaments for the building's exterior and
interior; like the architects, he was able to take photographs of the funicular
models for his own design purposes and try out overlay sketching (Figure 2.10).

By gathering the different sets of pictorial evidence, Figure 2.11 (drawings and
picture taken from [CN83, Fig. 41, PI. 57, PI. 55A, and PI. 59]) shows an overall
view of the collaborative setting for the Giiell church design: first, there is a common

workspace used to construct and change the funicular skeleton; second, there is number
of separate workspaces created and used by different participants for domain-specific
design developments; and thirdly, the distributed modelling spaces are related to the
funicular modelling space in one way or another.

Group interaction in the funicular modelling space Given the above obser¬
vations, several accounts can be given of what makes the funicular modelling space a

shared workspace for the design team, and how the shared model serves as evidence of
interaction between the participants:

• First of all, the funicular modelling space was continuously developed and used
by the design team for supporting long term participation; it was reported that
the participants collaborated on delicate exploratory work lasting over 10 years

[Mar79].

• Though all participants shared the same construction of a structural form, the
shared funicular modelling space allowed them to manipulate parts of the skeleton
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The attachment of weights to cords hung in loops and the
resultant distortion of the cord loops into funicular polygons.

A sheet of graphic-static calculations for the ramp-porch of the church
produced by the civil engineer.

Figure 2.7. The civil engineer's way of working out detailed structural
calculations in relation to the funicular structure.
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Inverted photograph taken outside the moaei. The church's exterior form sketchod out py the architects
on loo of inverted photographs of the funicular model

Figure 2.8. The architect's way of working out the exterior of the church
in relation to the funicular structure.

Figure 2.9. the architect's way of drawing out the interior of the church
in relation to the funicular structure.
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Inverted photograph of the interior of the model.

Figure 2.10. The sculptor's way of sketching out the interior ornamen¬
tation scheme in relation to the funicular structure.

for reasons other than the strictly structural.2

• For any state of the model, the participants could have individual interpretations
and derive design information from, perhaps, different measurements; and the
information derived further served as the basis for the individuals to elaborate

individual design models distributed over several work settings.

• The fact that the earth's gravity was one of the (direct) forces in shaping the
model can explain how the group interaction could be coordinated by the shared
modelling space. Through the action of G-force, the model constructed and
manipulated always conforms to the physical law of funicular structure [Sch80].
Therefore, a modelling action taken by an individual, for whatever reason, can
stimulate other team members' interpretations and evoke actions in response to
the changing state of the funicular model.

2For instance, for the purpose of site planning, cords can be shifted to different hooks or by moving
the hooks around the board; for modifying fenestration design, cords can be bifurcated at various
heights by sliding the clippers along the force lines; for changing structural form, loads can be redis¬
tributed in space by controlling the number of pellets in sacks or by displacing the sacks' jointers to
different positions on cords.
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Figure 2.11. An overview shows a number of distributed workspaces
that participated in the Gtiell church design project: (a) the funicular
model constructed in the common workshop, (b) an inverted photograph
taken inside the funicular structure on which the sculptor's ornamentation
design was based, (c) the church's exterior design sketched out by the
architects on top of inverted photographs taken outside the model, and
(d) force lines constructed by the civil engineer on a projected elevation
for structural calculations.
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2.3 Group Dynamics in Collaborative Design
Given the various examples of diagrams, drawings, and models observed above, can we

extrapolate some forms or processes of communication and coordination that must have
taken place for the design teams to arrive at a certain integrity in the design results?
In the source materials that we have seen, evidence of how the design developments are

related to the interaction among participating design worlds is not explicit. The aim
of this section is to explore the hidden dimension of communication embeded in these
cases, and to see if we can establish some general notions about "group dynamics" in
collaborative design. The general notions arrived at here will serve as an ontological
basis for more elaborate analyses of the approaches to teamwork in design in Chapters 4
and 6.

However, it should be made clear from the outset that the group dynamics searched
for here has a different emphasis from that of social psychological enquiry, which is
concerned more with the knowledge about social psychological forces associated with
groups [CA68, p. 4], In dealing with creative collaborative design, we think it more
appropriate to look at the information factors associated with teamwork. After all,
what we have seen is clearly designers' creating, sharing, distributing, integrating, and
changing design information that represents the parts of artefact being designed.

To unravel a general picture of group dynamics in collaborative design, it is impor¬
tant to make the starting point clear. We therefore discuss first what general conditions
and goals of teamwork can be abstracted from the case studies. Following the premises
of teamwork in design, we introduce the concepts of modelling spaces and modelling
acts. In conjunction with the cases studied earlier, a combination of the modelling
spaces and some example modelling acts leads to the notions of communicative acts. It
is with these abstractions that we attempt to outline some aspects of group dynamics
in collaborative design. We will give more detailed expositions of the ontological terms
introduced here in later chapters.

2.3.1 Some general conditions and goals observed

Though adopting different modelling approaches to the developments of design solu¬
tions, the preceding three examples do suggest some general conditions and goals of
collaboration. To develop a general account of communication and coordination among

members of a design team, the following initial conditions need to be taken into account:

• Specific or concrete goals of collaboration (e.g., definite descriptions or depictions
of final design products) are unknown to or cannot be clearly defined by any
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participants at the outset;

• Heterogeneous systems of representation and action employed by individual mem¬
bers are necessarily involved3;

• No predefined scheduling schemes can be applied to determine how participating
design disciplines should coordinate with each other during collaborative sessions,
i.e., the strategies for specifying and satisfying precedence constraints of fulfilling
cooperative processes cannot be determined by particular individuals in advance.

Working with the above conditions, designers often commit themselves to producing
sorts of design information in the forms of sketches, drawings, physical models, and
specifications etc. These are the outcomes of individual as well as group working. More
specifically, the production of two kinds of information can be generally recognised as

the goals of teamwork:

• The information conveys shared conceptions of unity in design artefacts to be
realised via construction in the real world. Presumably, design expressions of
unity can be reached collectively by participants on the basis of, perhaps, their
common life experiences and knowledge in dealing with general issues, such as

form, movement, human biological or ecological needs, and so on.

• The information contains separate records of specifications addressing require¬
ments occurrent in particular design domains. The design specifications are pro¬

duced on the basis of separated individual specialisms in dealing with technical
and detail designs, such as structural, lighting, mechanical services, and so forth.

Based on our case observations, we propose that the two goals are parallel to each
other in the sense that no one goal is fully determined by the other. At best, we

can say that they are influenced by each other in the course of project development.
Now this is an important observation since it requires a more dynamic view of the
potential working relations among team members. Metaphorically, we are given two
open-ended goals interacting with each other. If some of the dynamisms can be brought
out from the general picture, we may be in a better position to further spell out the
basic requirements of engaging in creative teamwork in design.

3The heterogeneity appearing among participating design worlds is what we observe externally;
it should be admitted that there is also (hidden) homogeneous similarity among individual design
worlds which makes understanding across heterogeneous differences possible. Not to mention that the
co-existence of the two ends is certainly a simplified view of reality.
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To start with, we shall return to the basic view of design as modelling complex
objects. In theory, the activity of design modelling can be considered to have two
components: defining a modelling space, and acting in the defined modelling space.4

• design concepts and constructs are continuously introduced and (re)structured
as the basic workspaces used by an individual or a group—the aspect of forming
modelling spaces; and

• shapes and non-shape properties of design artefacts are substantiated, manipu¬
lated, and evaluated iteratively by an individual or a group—the aspect of per¬
forming modelling acts.

2.3.2 Modelling spaces

In a longer term collaborative design process involving heterogeneous modelling spaces,
as shown in each of the examples, a clear distinction can be made between the modelling
spaces that are formed and used by an individual and spaces that are formed and
used by all participants (i.e., the team). Therefore, it can be said that there are

multiple Individual Modelling Spaces (IMSs) which are physically and/or functionally
separated from a Group Modelling Space (GMS). GMS and IMSs are constructed to
hold the creations and modifications of common images and domain design expressions

respectively.

Common images in a GMS

It is repeatedly shown in all the three cases that participating designers' working with
heterogeneous design worlds does not prevent their achieving some design expressions
that can be commonly shared by all the participants. This is known to us by seeing
the sequence of squiggles drawn in the fountain design project, the fishbone image
evolved and reported in the engineering research center project, and the state of the
funicular structure in the Giiell church project. Taking in various forms, expressions
of common images are created and used to serve either as generic structures (e.g., the
funicular skeleton) or as specific instances (e.g., the fountain squiggles), which allows
for individual participants to apply different modelling actions.

4'Modelling Space' introduced here is not to be confused with 'Design Space' used in, mostly, AI
approaches to design automation. Given an initial condition, a design space can be generated by a

generative system comprised of a set rules (grammar) plus a reasoning or searching strategy. A design
space contains a finite number of design solutions that are syntactically sound to the system's grammar.
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Constructing common images It can be observed that, embodied mainly as graph¬
ical objects, common images can be constructed in a group modelling space in the
following two approaches:

1. A common image is constructed jointly by all participants employing a shared
representational and operational system; serving as a generic conceptual struc¬
ture, a common image allows for each participant's deriving and distributing its

parts into individual modelling spaces for different modelling purposes.

2. Common images are found by participants' combining and integrating domain-
specific design expressions with, perhaps, heterogeneous underlying conceptual
structures; serving as outcomes resulting from participation and coordination,
common images are inspected and evaluated by individuals to reflect on the design
consequences from particular viewpoints.

Changing common images Given an existing common image, its state is subject to
unpredicted changes. In respect of how it is formed (in either of the two ways discussed
above), changes onto the state of a common image can be effected in two ways:

1. Changes can be made directly to parts of a common image by any participant, if
it is formed in a GMS using a common representational and operational system;
changes made by one individual to parts of a common image may have related
consequences as seen in other participants' IMSs.

2. Changes can be effected indirectly to parts of a common image, if it is formed by
combining and integrating parts of heterogeneous design expressions produced by
participants. That is, the state of a common image held in a GMS gets updated
whenever one or more participants modify parts of their domain expressions.

Therefore, changes to a common image caused by one individual in his or her
IMS may stimulate further design changes by other participants.

Domain Design Expressions in IMSs

The design of complex things like buildings can seldom reach an executable state with¬
out continuous development over months or even years. Each of the case studies clearly
shows that a design project can generally not be accomplished within a single profes¬
sion's judgement and technical specialisation. This means that design developments
are often carried out in distributed work processes and settings. In continuing our

exposition, it is considered that design developments lead to the generation of design
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expressions, and these expressions tend to be domain-specific in the sense that they
may contain information only fully comprehensible to the persons from the same de¬
sign disciplines. Being different from the modelling of common images, domain design
expressions are created and stored in a number of logically and/or geographically dis¬
tributed individual modelling spaces.

Constructing domain design expressions Regarding the construction of domain
design expressions, another abstraction from the case evidence can be made as follows:

1. Domain design expressions are developed by elaborating parts of a common image
that have been proposed in a GMS. Participants interpret the state of a common
image from different perspectives and trace down derivative images for individual
purposes. The derived images are then imported into IMSs and serve as the basis
for further design elaboration, using whatever domain methods that are intended
by the individuals.

2. Design expressions addressing particular design domains are firstly developed
in participants' IMSs. The initial developments may be independent from one

another; but at later stages, some of these expressions may be brought by the
individuals into a GMS, serving as the basis for joint construction of common
images.

Changing domain design expressions In respect of how they may be constructed
in IMSs as discussed above, domain design expressions can be modified in two different
ways with the following consequences:

1. In cases where domain design expressions are developed on top of the information
derived from a common image, changes in domain design expressions need to be
effected and reflected back in parts of the common image. The changes thus made
may consequently change parts of other derivative images that are distributed in
other IMSs.

2. In cases where a common image is formed on the basis of combining and inte¬
grating domain design expressions, changes targeted at the latter can be made
directly in the participating IMSs. The changes thus made may lead to an up¬

dated state of the common image, which in turn can motivate further changes to
be made in other participants' domain design expressions.
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Coupling of modelling spaces

In the above, four concepts in terms of group and individual modelling spaces, com¬

mon images and domain design expressions are formulated. These basic constructs may

constitute what we think the artefactual factors of cooperative design modelling. It is
for purposes of clarity that they are described as separate conceptual entities. As has
been implied, there are intrinsic relations among these factors. Particularly, in consid¬
ering the construction and subsequent changes to common images and domain design
expressions, there exist necessary exchanges between group and individual modelling
spaces. For these interrelations, the fifth concept —coupling of modelling spaces—is
now formulated more concisely:

# ((7Ms YmsB- That is, the construction and change of Common Images (CI)
in a group modelling space leads to (or constrains) the developments of Domain
Design Expressions (VVSs) in distributed individual modelling spaces. The fu¬
nicular modelling and the graphical modelling in other aspects shown in Case 3
is an example of such a coupling between group and individual modelling spaces.

* (7ms! gms^I That is, the developments of domain design expressions in dis¬
tributed individual modelling spaces lead to (or constrain) the construction and
change of common images in a group modelling space. The coupling of the scor¬

ing, diagramming and projecting spaces shown in Case 1, and that of the three
diagramming spaces together with shared overlapping space shown in Case 2 are

two examples of this type of modelling spaces coupling.

2.3.3 Modelling acts

Following on the artefactual aspect of design modelling just described, we explore what
acts designers perform in the course of modelling design objects. It is widely acknowl¬
edged that there are no 'correct' architectural designs. Given the same design task and
tools, it is probable that very different outcomes will come from different designers.
A reasonable account of the differences may be formed in the element of action. It
is through an individual's actions on artefacts that design objects show their essential
character. Therefore, as another conceptual deliberation, the execution of modelling
actions constitutes what we call modelling acts. Not intended as an exhaustive list,
some of the examplar acts seen from the design as modelling point of view are:

• Representing— involving, first, a collection of primitive objects (constructs) which
represents analogically or symbolically the corresponding elements of a design
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artefact in the real world; secondly, specifying how instances of the primitives are

related in terms of what operations are applicable to the constructs. The act of

representing leads to (explicit) conceptual structures in a modelling space.

• Mapping — the act of translation and integration of (parts of) an existing con¬

ceptual structure to (parts of) another conceptual structure.

• Constructing — (given a formalised conceptual structure) the act of applying
operations onto selected primitives for creation and modification ofCI or VD£s.

• Querying — (given a formalised conceptual structure) the act of applying oper¬

ations onto parts of W£s or CI for evaluating design instances.

2.3.4 Communicative acts in collaborative design

As a final part of our exposition, a matrix of communicative acts in collaborative
design is proposed (See Figure 2.12). The matrix is constructed by putting together
the elements drawn from the preceding descriptions of the artefact and the action
aspects of collaborative modelling. A key point is that, when situated in the settings of
coupled group-individual modelling spaces, modelling acts become design actions that
require communications among designers working in different domains (See Figure 2.12,
note that the circled numerals shown in the matrix correspond to the enumerated items
where more detailed explanations are given in this subsection.)

The matrix formed above actually generates eight entries of communication in col¬
laborative design. Obviously, the number of entries is not significant, since more com¬

municative acts can emerge if further modellings acts are added. But a more immediate
task is to focus on what the current entries tell us about group interaction. For this, a
closer examinination of the matrix items is given below.

1. (Representing in (f^}s —> ) The modelling act of representing becomes
communicative among participants in the setting up of shared generic structures
in a group modelling space. This involves the team members' sharing of group
primitives and the operations for manipulating instances of the primitives such
that common images can be evolved.

2. (Representing in 7TKTs) Conceptual structures are set up by participants
in individual modelling spaces; group communications are required when parts of
individual conceptual structures are combined and integrated into common sets
of constructs in a group modelling space.
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Figure 2.12. When situated in the two settings of coupled group-
individual modelling spaces, modelling acts become communicative acts
in collaborative design.

3. (Mapping in —► f^Ss) Participants apply deductive or projective means
on states of common images and produce derivative images for individual uses.
Group communications come into play when a member's mapping parts of a

common image overlaps (spatially or logically) with another member's mapping.

4. (Mapping in jyj-ff -* cms) Participants translate parts of individual conceptual
structures set up in one design domain into another. An individual's knowing
what parts to be translated and translate to what relies on communication for
resolving interpersonal/group purposes.

5. (Constructing in ^ls —► ) Participants apply operations onto group prim¬
itives yielding states of common images in a group modelling space. Owing to the
spaces coupling, events of creating/changing parts of a common image has conse¬

quences that may affect members' creating/changing domain design expressions
distributed over a number of individual modelling spaces. Group communications
are called for in case some of the participants refuse to accept the changing states
of design expressions that are their domains of concerns.

6. (Constructing in ZTMs) ^n individual applies operations onto his or her
own conceptual primitives yielding instances of domain design expressions. Owing
to the spaces coupling, the events of creating/changing domain design expressions
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in individual modelling spaces may lead to changing states of a common image
that are observable to all participants. Group communications are called for
to resolve disagreements or conflicts thus manifested in the changing states of
common images.

7. (Querying in general, querying is to ask for information
about the consequences of making or changing states of common images or do¬
main expressions. In this case, designers are concerned with the consequences of
changing parts of common images modelled in a group space. The acts of query¬
ing become communicative since a true picture of modelling consequences can

only be delivered by gathering the states of domain design expressions affected
by the events.

8. (Querying in —► cms) this case> designers are concerned with the
consequences of making changes in domain design expressions. Group communi¬
cations are called for due to a presentation of the current state of common images,
which in fact requires participants' providing the latest states of domain design
expressions constructed in their individual modelling spaces.

2.4 A Spectrum of Possibilities

Given the above exposition, we may now give a list of factors that can be associated
with group interaction in collaborative design:

• the sharing of a group modelling space — participants need to share (to know
and to operate with) a collection of design primitives and operations to construct
shared generic structures, or a scheme of integrated conceptual structures to

project shared design metaphors.

• the construction of common images— in the case of constructing a shared generic
structure, participants need to be constantly aware of the current state of the
structure in relation to their local design developments; in the case of projecting
shared design metaphor, participants need to provide source expressions jointly
so that common images can be projected in their group modelling space.

• the interdependence between CI and VD£s — due to the coupling of group and
individual modelling spaces and participants' making changes in the spaces, there
are consequent flows of design information between common images and domain
design expressions.
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• the communication of design judgements — designers need to say to each other
what he or she thinks of the effects of design changes proposed by others from
his or her own domain point of view.

By putting these information factors together, two distinct teamwork patterns of
collaborative design seem to emerge from our current discussion. To better present this
distinction, we propose to characterise the two teamwork patterns as structuralist and
metaphorist. A diagram summarising the operations of the two teamwork patterns is
provided in Figure 2.13.

Seen from the structuralist stand-point, to collaborate on modelling complex ob¬
jects, common images as shared generic structures built upon group primitives and op¬

erations play a significant role in coordinating participants' modelling activities. Group
modelling spaces in this case shall function mainly as a shared construction system,

making use of some sort or sorts of physical forces. The funicular modelling space is
such an example. However, in serving a similar purpose, there can be other form-finding
systems which introduce physical or formal laws other than the gravitational one.5 By
mapping parts of common images into derivative images from different design perspec¬

tives, domain design expressions can be further developed (or elaborated) in distributed
individual modelling spaces. Designers then receive consequences of making changes
by querying states of common images which may activate interpersonal coordination.

On the other hand, seen from the metaphorist stand-point, cooperative design is
approached by participants' introducing domain primitives and operations with which
domain expressions can be modelled in individual spaces. By presenting domain propos¬

als in a public forum, the collaboration for achieving integrated conceptual structures
or schemata is initiated. In this case, common images are collaboratively constructed
by combining and integrating domain design expressions, using the shared design con¬

structs or primitives and operations. Common images are said to serve the participants
as shared metaphors whose states in turn play a role in coordinating design activities
across various modelling disciplines. The emergence of squiggles and fishbone are two

examples of common images that reveal the consequences of integrating participating
domain expressions in certain ways as intended by the collaborators.

Limitations and work to follow

In the above, we have looked for evidence of teamwork in design exclusively from

5As far as the construction of spatial structures or skeletons is concerned, there are other emi¬
nent formal form-defining systems such as the ancient Greek taxis schemas of subdividing a building
composition discussed in [TL87], and the more modern spatial grammars devised by Durand [Dur75],
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Figure 2.13. Two abstract communication patterns found in the current
study of cooperative architectural modelling are characterised as struc¬
turalist and metaphorist. The number of designers indicated is arbitrary.
The scaling of 2 to n designers in a design team can be envisaged by
viewing this diagram as a 'section of a cylindrical structure'. Seen from
this picture, in coordinating modelling activities with other members, an
individual's workspace is a combination of his or her own IMS and a
GMS.
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the design expressions generated among (professional) designers. Collaborative design
to many people may include a wider scope of participation including, for example,
clients, end users, or governmental representatives, etc. How and what to support
teamwork involving both professional and non-professional designers is an important
and challenging subject, and it will certainly demand much more efforts to describe the
representation and communication requirements in a clear and organised way. Given
the limited research resources of the thesis, a research into a wider scope of participation
is not considered.

Having admitted the overall limit of this study, our current observation of the dy¬
namism of group interaction in collaborative design has other limitations. Obviously,
the number of case studies is limited. The subsequent explanations given and the gen¬

eral concepts derived are, therefore, restricted to the scope where supporting evidence
from the case studies can be found. In consequence, the current inclusion of the in¬
formation factors associated with group interaction may need to be extended when
the base of case studies is enlarged. Also, our characterisation of the structuralist and
metaphorist patterns can only be considered as, not two alternatives, but two among,

possibly, many others that are beyond what we have observed here.
However, the limitations shown here seem not to pose fundamental questions to

the validity of the current exposition. What is needed is a more fine-grained structural
study into each of the teamwork patterns characterised here. Especially, we need to
know more about the aspects of information flow, which will help to deliver a sharper
understanding of the representation and communication requirements for supporting
inter-personal and domain-crossing interaction in collaborative design. A deeper ap¬

preciation of the teamwork structures is also expected to produce useful guidance in

exploring the potential computing architectures that support collaborative design. But
before delving into the structuralist and metaphorist patterns, we shall go through, in
the next chapter, a survey of recent experimentation with communicating and comput¬

ing tools in supporting group drawing activity.

Summary
At the beginning of this chapter, the aim and nature of our searching for the evidence
of teamwork in design is outlined, which appears somewhat different from the existing
research done in the fields of design studies and computer-supported cooperative work.
From this initial position, the graphical evidence collected from three historical cases
are examined. The evidence commonly points to a problematic situation of collabora¬
tive design. First of all, participants of a design group often work with heterogeneous
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systems of representation and action that correspond to individual schools of design
expertise. Moreover, participants have the common goal of achieving overall design
unity in parallel to individual goals of achieving technically sound domain design so¬

lutions. Given a situation such as this, an interesting issue to account for is how do

designers manage to achieve both common and individual goals and what is involved
in their doing so.

By extending our basic view of design as modelling, we come to the notions of
modelling spaces and modelling acts. Given the case evidence, two categories of de¬
sign representation are differentiated: common images and domain design expressions.
By putting these concepts together, we arrive at a matrix of communicative acts in
collaborative design. Eight communicative acts are discussed to show where commu¬

nications and coordination among group members are needed. In consequence, four
information factors associated with group interaction in collaborative design are iden-
tidied. By drawing the factors and concepts into a framework-like structure, our current
case studies end up with a distinction between two teamwork patterns: structuralist
and metaphorist, which suggest two general supporting architectures for more detailed
studies to follow.
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Chapter 3

Experiments in Supporting
Collaborative Drawing

Along with recent experiments in the design of communication or computer tools for
supporting various kinds of group working, the development of collaborative drawing
systems has emerged as a notable research area within the field of Computer-Supported
Cooperative Work. This chapter reports on a survey of the experiments in collabora¬
tive drawing support tools with the objective of reviewing how the issues of supporting
collaborative design have been addressed by the research prototypes. The survey is
presented in three parts: (1) findings from the observations of group interaction in
drawing and design activities, (2) a framework for classifying the design issues experi¬
mented with by prototype developers, and (3) a categorisation of the current prototype
systems by interrelating the patterns of group use observed with the system features
classified. The survey indicates that there are currently at least three different strate¬
gies for developing collaborative drawing support tools: as media of real-time graphical
conversations, as tools used by participants to manage design ideas, and as media of
performing in team-room. The differences reflect the existence of diversified under¬
standing and technological responses to what and how human collaboration in design
may be supported.

3.1 Background and Objective of Survey

Design as a human activity is pervasive; and designers often work jointly to develop
usable and meaningful artefacts. The problem of how to develop communication and
computer systems that can support collaborative design or problem solving has become
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an active research area, attracting researchers working on various perspectives. In
a recent bibliographical survey of the research literature in the field of Computer-
Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), Greenberg [Gre91] has formally introduced the
key word shared workspace. It is noticeable that a large portion of research work on

shared workspaces has to do with building prototypes of collaborative drawing support
tools. Being perhaps inspired and guided by earlier observational studies of working
group graphics and shared drawing space activities, (see [Lak83, Bly88, TL88] among
others), researchers have been attempting to design and implement prototypes of shared
drawing systems. The requirements for these systems to meet are different from the
traditional ones; one of the major goals of implementing shared drawing tools is to
facilitate communication and coordination among participants in the course of creating
and using technical or non-technical drawings.

However, group interaction in design has been observed, described, and analysed
differently due to the various perspectives adopted. There accordingly appears a di¬
versity of understanding as well as assumptions as to what might constitute a shared
workspace which enables human communication and coordination in carrying out de¬
sign tasks. Differences in the basic investigation of the question

how are drawings as shared artefacts, and group drawing as shared drawing
space activity, related to collaborative design processes?

have resulted in varied technical approaches to answering

what is to be facilitated by shared drawing support tools?

Though a number of group drawing support tools have been previously reviewed
(see, for instance, [Lu92]), this survey, by reviewing a wider range of group drawing
tools, is intended to be more comprehensive. Instead of giving descriptions specific
to particular system implementations, the objective of our survey is threefold: (1) to
identify the important aspects of understanding collaborative drawing and design ac¬

tivities, regarding the original studies that have been made, (2) to present a framework
for classifying the design issues being experimented with by the current prototype de¬
velopers, and (3) to catalogue the features and components of the prototype systems
in the survey.

The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. A discussion of different un¬
derstandings of group drawing activities from various perspectives is given in the next
section. Given the conceptual aspects discussed, Section 3.2 is devoted to a classifica¬
tion of the design issues emerging from the current experimentation in collaborative
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drawing systems. In Section 3.3, to give a clear overview of the current status of proto¬
type development, a categorisation which mixes the dimension of the modes of system
use with the dimension of system components is presented. Finally, some potential
topics for further investigation are discussed in Section 3.5.

3.2 Aspects of Group Drawing and Design Activities

Most developments of collaborative drawing tools were motivated and guided by the
current understandings of group drawing and design activities. It is therefore an ap¬

propriate starting point to look at what has been said or characterised about these
activities. Table 3.1 is a summarisation of nine such studies. The nine groups' stud¬
ies are chosen because they present original research perspectives and respond to the
problems with various prototype solutions. The differences arising here are significant
in showing that it is quite possible to have very different angles when characterising
what is involved in group drawing activities.1

To better understand the various issues raised by these original studies and ex¬

perimentation, a more detailed comparative study is presented below, focusing on the
aspects of events, information, tools, and ownership. These four aspects are chosen
because they are the common conceptual issues that were addressed by the research
groups to various extents. Other issues concerning more of the aspects of system design
and implementation are left to the next section.

3.2.1 Events: collocated vs. remote; synchronous vs. asynchronous

Since any collaborative drawing or design activity must take place in space and time, the
patterns of events can be generally differentiated in terms of four basic spatio-temporal
structures2 (Figure 3.1).

1. collocated, synchronous. All participants taking part in a shared design project
work in the same setting via face-to-face simultaneous interactions. A typical

1It may be controversial to include the observations and systems made by Fischer's group in our

survey. However, the inclusion is intended to establish a wider concept of 'shared drawing' activities.
In particular, as mentioned in the beginning of the chapter, we feel the need for an examination of any
possible links between supporting shared drawing activities and supporting collaborative design. To us,
Fischer's systems present a distinct attempt to support a form of shared drawing activities, involving
participants' indirect (i.e., asynchronous) communication for exchanging technical knowledge. It is
evident that, in Fischer's systems, 'graphical construction' is an integral part of the overall collaborative
design processes, though it may appear highly task-oriented.

2Similar time space matrices have been proposed by Johansen [Joh88] and Ellis and others [EGR91]
in their discussions of groupware design
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Research
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engineering, with non- text-graphics manipulation of Languages
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in computer
user-interface
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user-interface
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Video-audio

protocol and an
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protocol analysis
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using drawings

VideoDraw
MdeoWhite-
Board

Ishii et al. Informal drawing Intuitive The importance TeamWork-
and computer 2—3 understanding of integrating Station

(Ishii 1990; generated images designers and building social protocols ClearFace
Ishii & Arita in computer various versions with shared ClearBoard-1
1991; Ishii systems design of experimental workspaces ClearBoard-2
et al. 1992) prototype systems

Fischer et al. Formal coding Observing design The integration of
systems and the experts in work, the design of the JANUS

(Fischer et al. structures of expert not then developing artefact (made in NETWORK-
1991; Fischer knowledge in the specified a conceptual combined graphics HYDRA
et al. 1992; designs of kitchens framework and and texts) and the XNETWORK
Reeves et al. and computer a demonstration communication

1992) networks system among designers
Lu et al. Multi-layer Generating fifteen user

informal drawing 2-A requirements by requirements for CaveDraw
(Lu & Mantei in architectural designers mapping design a drawing system
1991; layout design behaviours onto to support idea
Lu 1992) skeleton design management
Wolf et al. Informal small Developing a pen- The potential

group meetings 2—10 based prototype meeting process We-Met
(Wolf & for the conceptual persons system, putting it gains/losses, and
Rhyne 1991; design of a "Clutter in group uses, and the areas for
Wolf & Collector Robot" getting detailed aiding search and
Rhyne 1992) user feedback retrieval of info.

Brinck et al.

(Brinck &
Gomez 1992;
Brinck 1993)

The remnants of

office whiteboard
conversations made
for technical versus
administrative uses

2—3

designers

Recording and
analysing sketches,
writing, and
retrospective
descriptions of
conversations

A classification
of whiteboard

objects and their
semantic

properties in
conversational use

Conversation-
Board

Table 3.1. A tabulation of nine studies of group drawing and design
activities which have direct influences on their own or other prototype
system developments.
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Figure 3.1. A spatio-temporal frame for classifying the events of group
drawing or design activity into four basic patterns of collaboration. (The
numerals correspond to the enumerated items described in the main text.)

group process of this pattern is a design meeting or brain-storming session which
demands close physical proximity for intensive communication among group mem¬

bers. As studied by Lakin ([Lak83, Lak88]), working group graphics, operated by
one or more operator (or facilitator), plays an important role in aiding collocated
simultaneous interactions.

2. collocated asynchronous. Given the same projects to embark on, members of a
design group are located in the same setting (say, a large design studio) through
indirect communications over a period of time. Though not being a substan¬
tial observational study, a scenario of what might be involved in a day of office
work where five staff members take part in a telescope engineering project was
described by Lakin [Lak90]. What Lakin considered is that participants work
in the same setting but are left alone to concentrate on different aspects of the

project. 3 In this way, teamwork is carried out mostly via indirect communication

3To this point, 'collocation' seems not an obvious factor for 'collocated asynchronous' being fun¬
damentally different from 'remote asynchronous' if the actual physical distance is taken into account.
But, basically, 'collocated' implies that members can see and talk to each other without moving from
one place to another. To better illustrate this event type, we may think of a group of people engaged
in 'team room' activities, and another good example of collocated asynchronous is 'shift work' (i.e.,
when one shift passes information to the next shift).
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among collocated participants (e.g., passing working documents or CAD files to
one another not necessarily involving face-to-face meetings).

3. remote asynchronous. In carrying out shared design projects, participants work
in geographically distributed settings through indirect communications. As a

rationale of designing computer tools supporting design teamwork of this pat¬

tern, Fischer and others explained that remote asynchronous collaboration can

be commonly seen in modern technologically oriented design projects [FGL+92]:
"Meetings and other types of direct communication are the commonly used
means for coordination and collaboration, but in many situations — es¬

pecially ones involving long-term collaboration — these are not feasible.
Modern design projects can extend over many years and can involve a high
turnover in personnel. People who are not in the project group at the same
time need to coordinate and collaborate in the design of a system."

4. remote synchronous. Geographically, team members are separated (from a few
feet to, perhaps, thousands of miles away); but they are enabled to have direct
communication while making drawings. Events of this type attract most CSCW
researchers' attention. In fact, a large proportion of the research prototypes are

dedicated to supporting group drawing activities of this type. Under the spatio-
temporal circumstances, collaborative drawing activities are made possible by
providing participants with shared virtual drawing spaces which emulate as much
as can be achieved in a direct face-to-face interaction. In several published studies
of supporting remote synchronous group interaction in designing or drawing, the
following concepts have been put forward:

• Drawing activities once shared (simultaneously) can pull designers together
and increase their attention and involvement in the design task [Bly88];

• The processes of creating and using drawings can convey information that
is as important as, or, actually, not found in, the resulting drawings [Bly88,
Tan9l];

• Designers are themselves skilled at coordinating communication, and the
social protocols acquired via the face-to-face communication can serve the
needs of constructive collaboration in the shared workspace [Tan89, IO90,
IM91, IK92],
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3.2.2 Information: action-oriented vs. representation-oriented

Collaborative work in design or problem solving in one way or another has to do with
the generation and exchange of information. However, different perspectives have var¬

ied considerations of what information is to be captured and transmitted. On most

occasions of synchronous collaboration, information useful to group interaction is con¬

sidered to be action-oriented; that is, actions recorded or tracked by devices such as

video imaging, shadow projecting, mouse movements and so on, are the kind of infor¬
mation that participants may generate, recall, interpret, and share.

Actions that have been studied in group drawing activities include sketching, writ¬
ing (listing alpha-numeric text), talking, gesturing, gazing (making eye-contact). The
sharing of action-oriented information is claimed to foster and maintain group aware¬

ness; but how is collective awareness related to the performance of collaborative work?
Recently, Ishii and Kobayashi commented on how 'gaze awareness', as supported by the
ClearBoard system (see Figure 3.4), affects two participants' solving the 'missionaries
and cannibals' puzzle [IK92]:

"Through this experiment we confirmed that it is easy for the players to
say which side of the river the partner is gazing at and this information
was quite useful in advising each other."

In less direct collaboration, on the other hand, synchronous or asynchronous shar¬
ing of design ideas or knowledge conveyed by participants in some representation form
is considered more important. When group work involves more technical matters (e.g.,
the production of technical drawings or the performing of graphical modelling in en¬

gineering design), collaboration may necessarily involve some formal system for con¬

structing and interpreting individual or collective expressions. The views in favour of
representation-oriented collaboration have presented the following points, arguing how
formal representations of information (graphical as well as non-graphical) may serve

group interaction in design:

• In Lakin's view [Lak86, Lak90], spatial and temporal structures (schemata) can be
observed when designers create and manipulate text-graphic expressions. These
structures, on the one hand, limit the kind of expressions and arrangements one

may make, while, on the other hand, provide the basis for well-defined spatio-

temporal regularities available for automated machine interpretation. Various
visual languages for collaborative working such as co-authoring, brain-storming,
and task structuring can therefore be formally defined.
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• In the view of Fischer and others [FGL+92], long-term indirect collaborative
design takes the model that coordination of individual work in groups is achieved
by the individuals' interactions with 'group memory', which can be represented
formally as

"a collection of shared information repositories containing a cumulative
record of rationale, solution components, information about prior projects,
and other information resources for collaboration."

Given the group memory represented both in (hyper-) textual and graphical forms,
indirect communication among designers can be supported by the computer-based
methods of 'argumentation'4 and 'critiquing'5.

3.2.3 Tools: homogeneous vs. heterogeneous

The third aspect of understanding collaborative drawing activities is concerned with
the use of tools. The problem lies in whether all participants work with the same set of
tools, or each of them may need to operate different sets of tools. There appears again
a dichotomy between homogeneous and heterogeneous sets of tools used by participants.
Heterogeneity of tools may be due to, for instance, being manual or computer-based, the
structures of drawings produced, ways of storing and retrieving data, actions involved
in manipulating expressions, or domains of interpretation and so on. Referring to

Tang's, Bly's, and Fischer's studies (see Table 3.1), we may first point out two main
arguments why the provision and use of homogeneous sets of tools are considered as

being sufficient for supporting collaborative drawing and design:

• Synchronous group interaction does not involve domain-specific information or

knowledge; i.e., participants converse with each other on design issues readily
supported by sufficient common sense such that 'pencil and paper' type tools can

satisfy the communication needs of the group.

4The argumentation here refers to the argumentation in the Issue Based Information Systems (IBIS)
method originally developed by Kunz and Rittel [KR70], and extended by Conklin and Begeman in
the gIBIS tool [CB88]. According to Fischer et. at, the issue-based argumentation method is intended
as an interpretation of the 'reflection' in the design theory of reflection-in-action proposed by Schon
[Sch85],

5As a method parallel to argumentation, critiquing (the generation and sending of critic messages)
is developed by the Fischer group to identify and explain why a given design construction is inconsistent
with the state of group memory (the so called breakdown situations). The critiquing method has been
experimented with by the same research group in implementing several cooperative problem solving
systems (see [FLMI91], for more details). For the theory and practice of expert critiquing systems, a
comprehensive survey can be found in [Sil92].
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• Participants come from more or less the same professional background and work
within the same design domain; i.e., there is no need for streams of expert knowl¬
edge across different design disciplines in the course of collaboration. It is there¬
fore sufficient for all participants to operate the same set of tools, even if it is a

highly sophisticated one.

Taking a rather different view, Ishii and Miyake introduce the concept of 'open
shared workspace', expressing that "group members should be able to use a variety of
heterogeneous sets of tools (computer-based and manual tools) in the shared workspace
simultaneously [IM91]. And according to Lakin's observation [Lak90], in ordinary
office work, there exist group-individual mode switching, (i.e., participants sometimes
work as individuals and sometimes as members of a group), and technical task switching
(i.e., work change between various tasks requiring special technical support). The
design of various visual languages for cooperation is aimed to provide heterogeneous
analytical tools, to which not all participants need to pay equal attention. Lakin
also believed that the availability of a general-purpose text-graphic editor, together
with multiple special-purpose analysis tools will enable the team to switch between
discussing general issues and dealing with more technical details during a meeting
session.

3.2.4 Ownership: group vs. individual

There can be no groups without individuals, and this is largely true even if group
members have the same background and work with common languages and tools. As a

need or an obligation, an individual's identity is basic to the concept of ownership in a

context of group work. A drawing created by a group member may not necessarily be
owned by the individual, if other members are allowed to change or remove it at will.
Shown by the observational studies, some researchers suggest that participants them¬
selves are good at coordinating individual activities so that there is no need to provide
extra facilities for controlling ownership; some others implicitly or explicitly address the
issue of supporting the preservation of ownership control to prevent potential malicious
or accidental acts such as removing individual and group work results.

Borrowing from the model of 'permissions' found in many multi-user operating
systems, the levels or degrees of ownership can be defined in terms of two dimensions:
identities, and operations. For identities, these can be further divided into, for example,
personal, sub-group, group, all; in operations, there can be a differentiation between
read, write, and execute. This file-based permission model however, can only partially
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illustrate the ownership issue in a shared drawing space; a more fine-grained framework
is needed.

As reported in Lu's study of teamwork in architectural design [Lu92], three user

requirements were identified, revealing the need for 'seamless and dynamic' transitions
between group and individual ownership:

• Allow participants to declare any portion of a sketch as private and
not subject to deletion by others.

• Allow participants to identify, with no additional interaction, who
owns a specific design sketch.

• Allow participants to bring in their own ideas from a private drawing
surface provided by the shared tools or from a private file to a shared
drawing surface.

Given the different considerations of how ownership may be defined and managed,
there are currently three kinds of approaches: (1) the building of multi-user interface
components, (2) the design of arbitration algorithms, and (3) ownership embedded
in separate drawing spaces. To give some examples, the CaveDraw drawing surface,
developed by Lu and others [LM91, Lu92], has the distinction between 'pencil' input (for
producing pencil marks that can be changed by any participants), and 'marker' input
(for producing marker marks in distinctive colours owned by individuals); an operation
of 'cut-and-paste' is further provided to enable transitions of design ownership during
collaboration6.

In arbitrating the potential conflict of multiple users' grabbing the same drawing
object simultaneously, the design of GroupDraw [GRWB91] regulates ownership into
various levels (see Section 3.2.4. for a more detailed discussion). Being rather as

a technological consequence of video-based or fused computer-video shared drawing
spaces, (e.g., VideoDraw, TeamWorkstation), a participant naturally owns what he or
she draws on an individual screen or desktop surface, since no one can change or erase
other participants' work simply by viewing or pointing at them on one's own drawing
surface. Ownership, in this approach, is inherent.

To summarise the above discussions, Table 3.2 gives an overview of the aspects of
understanding shared drawing space activities. It is shown that some research aspects
are comparatively less explored either empirically or conceptually than others.

®For instance, an individual can cut parts of a drawing originally in his or her own colour marker
and then paste them into the public domain in pencil marks [LM91],
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Table 3.2. An overview of the aspects of understanding shared drawing
space activity investigated by the different research groups in the survey.

3.3 Prototype Developments and System Features

In the above, we have given a review of the current researches on the aspects of group
drawing or design activities. Motivated or guided by the various understandings of
what, CSCW researchers have worked on the problem of how, i.e., the development of
prototype systems and the demonstration of using these tools in various contexts of
group working. In this section, a survey of the system issues arising in the current

prototype developments is presented. As a result of this survey, five clusters of sys¬

tem design issues are classified: (1) structures of graphics, (2) network configurations,
(3) information storage and retrieval, (4) multi-user interfaces, and (5) other dialogue
channels. The classification, which emerged from our comparative study of the proto¬

type systems reported, is not intended to be exhaustive. Nevertheless, to our view, it
is in dealing with these issues that components of experimental collaborative drawing
systems were introduced, and put together. A discussion of these issues is given in the
subsections below.
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3.3.1 Graphics primitives and operations

Drawings as visual objects, created and passed around among people, are often con¬

structed from some graphics primitives which may or may not have computational
representations within a drawing system. In computer-based drawing surfaces, users

are provided with drawing functions for making marks or constructing graphics objects
such as lines, rectangles, circles etc. The provision of drawing primitives and functions
determines the properties of a drawing surface to a great extent, since these primitives
delimit what pictorial expressions are allowed, and what drawing operations can be
applied to parts of these pictures. Certainly, the design of shared drawing spaces is
not an exception to this basic principle; but the requirements for supporting possibly
concurrent multi-party interaction in shared drawing space have motivated different
views on what drawing primitives and operations should be provided. Five different
structures of group graphics are found on this basic issue.

1. video-captured images of freehand sketches. By using markers directly on draw¬
ing surfaces, drawings are simply participants' freehand sketches. To transmit
the images of sketches made by team members located in different workspaces,
video monitors, video cameras, projectors, and networks are set up as working
suites. Since there are no computational representations of drawings involved,
participants can use white board markers to draw freely whatever they want.

Supported by video networks, what appears on an individual's drawing surface is
a synthesised visual space containing a translucent overlay of his or her sketches
and video-captured images of those by others. Apart from physically erasing and
taking pictures of the marks left on the drawing surfaces, little can be done on

the drawings once made. Figure 3.2 to Figure 3.4 show three design examples of
(purely) video-networked drawing surfaces.

2. pixel-based graphics. Pixel-based (or bit-mapped) graphics is often defined as

the picture representation of drawings as arrays of pixels on computer screens,

which corresponds closely to the data storage pattern in computer memory. As
the primitive of most painting systems, a pixel has only the states on or off,
and it has no relation to the states of others. Therefore, drawings in pixel-
based graphics have typically no underlying structures or models specified by
the graphics system. Drawing functions can be implemented as procedures for
generating images of arbitrary marks, lines, rectangles, circles etc. Due to its
simplicity, pixel-based graphics has been used in several prototypes of shared
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Figure 3.2. The drawing surface of VideoDraw, developed at Xerox
PARC, used horizontal video monitor screens (20" diagonal) with dry-
erase ink markers. (Source: Fig. 2 of [TM91a])
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Figure 3.3. The shared drawing space of VideoWhiteboard, also devel¬
oped at Xerox PARC, used wall-mounted rear projection screens (approx¬
imately 4.5'x6' with standard dry-erase whiteboard markers. (Source:
Fig. 5 of [TM91b])

Figure 3.4. The shared drawing board of ClearBoard-1 developed at
NTT was composed of a projection screen, a polarising film and a half-
silvered mirror with water-based fluorescent paint markers. (Source: A
juxtaposition of Fig. 7 and Fig. 10 of [IKG92])
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Figure 3.5. Boardnoter of Colab at Xerox PARC provides participants
with mouse-driven cursors ('chalk'), operating at individual workstations
but not visible on the large meeting room screen. (Source: Fig. 13.2 of
[SFB+87])

drawing space. Operations like erasing, selecting-and-dragging, and cutting-and-
pasting are commonly used for changing bits of drawn or textual expressions.
Among the shared drawing tools built of pixel-based graphics, a diversity in the
design of input devices shows different approaches to experimenting with how
drawing events can be shared among participants (Figure 3.5 to Figure 3.8).

3. object-structured graphics. Freehand sketches and pixel-based graphics are un¬

structured graphical expressions to which very few operations can be applied. To
be able to manipulate parts of a drawing as the constructs of line, rectangle, circle
etc., geometric structures need to be included in the implementation of graphics
primitives. The term "object-structured" as applied to graphics refers to a sys¬

tem's drawing primitives being programmed as objects and stored in a database to
be addressed, manipulated, copied as individual entities. In an object-structured
graphics system, types of drawing objects can modify themselves with various
sorts of operations, such as creating, moving, resizing, grouping, rotating, dupli¬
cating, deleting etc.

To give an example of object-structured graphics, one of the 'tool palettes' of
Conversation Board [BG92] provides a range of geometric objects including oval,
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Figure 3.6. Being similar to Boardnoter as a meeting support tool, the
We-Met drawing surface developed at IBM Watson Research Center has
the feature of a 'pen-based' interface. (Source: Fig. 1 of [WRB92])
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Figure 3.7. The drawing/writing surface of the Commune workstation is
comprised of transparent digitising tablets with styli; each digitizer tablet
continually reports the position of its local stylus to the processor, and
each user's stylus is represented on the screen as a pencil-shaped cursor

producing marks in a distinct colour. (Source: Fig. 4 of [MB91])
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Figure 3.8. In GroupSketch, multiple mouse-driven cursors represented
by different icons are used to convey participants' physical gestures such
as drawing, typing, pointing, erasing, and directing public attention. The
positions and movements of the cursors at all sites are visible to all par¬
ticipants in real-time. (Source: Fig. 1 of [GB90])

line, arrow, and rectangles (see Figure 3.9).

Putting object-structured graphics into group use, there arises the problem of
concurrency control which is not significant in pixel-based group graphics. In a

session of collaborative drawing, it is likely that two or more designers intend
simultaneously to manipulate the same object appearing on the shared drawing
surface. To coordinate users' potential concurrent manipulations, the message-

sending mechanism of object-oriented programming has been used in attempting
to sequence concurrent processes at different sites. A good example is the design
of object-structured group graphics in GroupDraw [GRWB91] (see Figure 3.10).
The design of GroupDraw system shows an interesting attempt to integrate the
design of communication primitives with the design of the graphics primitives. As
Greenberg's team did, two instance variables were built into the root object of all
graphics primitives: ownerProcess and couplingStatus7. By indicating who the
owner of the process is, the former serves to arbitrate contention in manipulating

7The concepts and algorithms of flexible coupling and coupling awareness were firstly explored and
used in programming multi-user interfaces by Dewan and Choudhary. See [DC91a, DC91b] for more
details.
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Figure 3.9. The Conversation Board developed at Bellcore provides a
number of structured objects including oval, line, arrow and rectangle;
after objects are placed on the shared canvas they can still be edited and
moved. (Source: Fig. 2 of [BG92])

an instantiated object; by indicating the status of object being 'private', 'public',
or 'sharable', the latter determines the extent to which graphical objects are

shared [GRWB91].

4. knowledge-based graphics. In contrast to manipulating objects at a syntactical
level (as in object-structured systems), graphical objects are defined and manip¬
ulated semantically in knowledge-based graphics. In a knowledge-based approach,
graphics primitives are programmed in terms of abstract construction and oper¬

ation components that are specific to particular design domains. Evaluations,
explanations, advice, alerts, or criticism of graphical expressions constructed in
those components can then be computed and presented to the designer at work.
A shared drawing space connected to a knowledge base provides a set of domain-
specific graphic constructs as a common design language shared by its user groups.

The drawing operations, which enable a user's direct manipulations of objects,
are more conceptually bound to the system's knowledge domain; for example,
parts of a construction can be manipulated by changing the values of attributes

a TflepO'n't':
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Figure 3.10. GroupDraw was one of the first shared drawing systems us¬

ing object-structured graphics to address the issue of concurrency control
in collaborative drawing space. (Source: Fig. 2 of [GRWB91])

associated with the graphical constructs embedded. At a higher level, a user may

gain multiple views of a design by switching from one underlying construction
kit to another8. The design of XNETWORK environment (a recent update of
NETWORK-HYDRA) is such an example (see Figure 3.11), and it proposes a

way of sharing drawing space through (indirect) collaborative construction of the
common knowledge repository [FGL+92, RS92].

5. semi-structured graphics. The term 'semi-structured' refers to a picture repre¬

sentation resulting from a mixture of unstructured graphics (freehand or pixel-
based) with structured graphics (object-structured or knowledge-based). Cur¬
rently, there appear two ways of enabling the use of semi-structured graphics in
shared drawing space:

®Note that multiple views of a design is different from multiple views of a drawing. In a kitchen de¬
sign, for example, multiple views such as structure, lighting, mechanical services etc., can be involved,
and each view may produce drawings in a distinct domain of construction. Multiple views of, say, a
sketch of a kitchen plan, on the other hand, require multiple interpretations of a single graphical con¬
struction from different views. For an exposition of a multi-layered model for interpreting architectural
drawings, see [VerOl].
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Figure 3.11. The Construction Kit of XNETWORK which allows for a
connection between graphical construction and a knowledge base repre¬
senting 'group memory' of network design. (Source: Fig. 3 of [RS92])

• Video captured images of freehand sketches superimposed on formal draw¬
ings generated by some graphics package — the design of TeamWorkStation
presents a shared drawing space where transparent video images containing
hand-drawn expressions are overlaid with formal drawings constructed on a

computer screen [IM91] (see Figure 3.12).
• Formal drawings embedded in unstructured conversational sketches — the
graphic editor vmacs9 plus visual languages for cooperation is an example of
this approach [Lak90] (Figure 3.13).

3.3.2 Communication networks and interprocess communications

As shown by the observational studies, the different perspectives have led to various
choices of what communication networks are appropriate for supporting the various
patterns of shared drawing events. The term 'communication networks' has to cover a

wider scope of system architectures in implementing shared drawing space; computer

networks, as usually thought of, may not necessarily be involved here. Video networks,

9
vmacs is a trademark of the Performing Graphics Company.
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Figure 3.12. The shared drawing space of TeamWorkStation facilitates
a translucent overlay of a desktop image of a freehand sketch and an

image of operational drawing, which is displayed on the shared screen of
all participants for remote meetings. (Source: Fig.5 of [IM91])
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Figure 3.13. Semi-structured graphics in the shared drawing space of
vmacs enables both unstructured conversational expressions and visual
language expressions to appear in the same workspce. (Source: Fig. 17.7
of [Lak90])
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for example, have been exploited to support real-time collaborative drawing sessions
held between remote working sites.

When computer networks are used to serve the communication infrastructure of
collaborative drawing surfaces, there arise the issues of concurrency control and main¬

taining consistency in data and view sharing. Message passing seems to be the most

widely employed mechanism to handle interprocess communication which receives in¬
puts from multiple users' drawing acts and delivers the computed end results to each
participating site. It is possible to classify current network configurations in shared
drawing space into the following four different types.

1. hard-wired configuration. This is the network design adopted by most video-
based, or computer and video fusion approaches. The components of the network
are purpose-built to perform the specific system functions as a shared drawing
surface. In a fully video-based configuration, video cameras, monitors, and pro¬

jectors are hard-wired for imaging, transmitting, and projecting the images of
participants and the state of their work. There may be two main reasons why a

hard-wired architecture is constructed: (a) to investigate how tele-presence can

be realistically supported, which is conditioned by whether the configuration can

convey cooperative work together with participants' 'body language' (e.g., hand
gestures, facial expressions, eye contacts etc.) in the course of a remote meeting;
(b) to simulate the elements of a natural setting of freehand sketching.10

2. centralised configuration. A shared drawing tool with a centralised communi¬
cation structure can be explained by the 'star' network topology, in which all
workstations are connected via a single link to a central switching node [SK87].
Within the configuration, a central server runs a single application and confer¬
ence process. The conference process handles most of the synchronisation and
serialisation issues, the application process computes output of drawing func¬
tions from input multiplexed by the conference process. Each user's workstation
runs a participant process (a user interface client), providing low level interac¬
tive graphics primitives11. Two constructs of interprocess communication in the

10For example, in the prototype design of Commune, Bly and Minneman have described the decision
of modelling the system after a shared pad of paper, which leads to the use of a horizontally positioned
drawing surface and a writing tool like a pen [BM89].
nIn Patterson's terms [Pat91] , the centralised application and conference process is the single

abstraction process containing the abstraction objects for the application; and a participant process is
a.view process containing the view objects for a particular user.
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Figure 3.14. The communication structure of CaveDraw—an example
of a hybrid network configuration. (After Fig. 17 of [Lu92])

client-server model have been borrowed from distributed programming: Ren¬
dezvous and Remote Procedure Call (RPC)12. The advantage of a centralised
architecture is the relative ease of maintaining synchronous display among dis¬
tributed participant sites. Centralised architectures may present heavy network
demands if high-bandwith protocols like the X-Window system are employed in
implementation, and hence they are less robust in the face of network and host
machine malfunction. Another problem concerning the centralised approach is
that if low bandwith protocols are used, the system may not be able to support

participants' sharing the acts of creating and using drawing expressions, which is
an important requirement as specified in [Bly88, Tan91].

3. replicated configuration. In contrast to the centralised approach, a replicated ar¬

chitecture runs a copy of the conferencing and application processes on every

workstation that a user may interact with. The conference process at each site

sends/receives input to/from other networked sites, and passes received input to

12More detailed explanations of the difference between the two communication primitives can be
found in [BST89].
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the application process for generating output and updating its resident display.
Besides the merit of reduced network demands and hence gaining lower latency
of application response on each local site, the replicated approach supports the
conveying of drawing actions in the course of group meeting. A replicated con¬

figuration is built upon the serial bus or highway network typology13, in which
simultaneous transmission by multiple stations may result in interference; there¬
fore, a media access control mechanism is needed to prevent or resolve contention
for the transmission medium [SK87]. As a consequence, it is harder for a repli¬
cated architecture to achieve integrity of shared drawing surfaces crossing all
participating sites.

4. hybrid configuration. Here, a participant process run on every workstation may

use a central conferencing process only for serialisation and synchronisation, and
all other shared drawing space acts are communicated directly between partic¬
ipant processes. Taking CaveDraw as an example, a hybrid configuration may

consist of a central communication server that mediates the participating work¬
stations which all run a copy of the application program [Lu92] (Figure 3.14).
According to the CaveDraw experiment, there remains the problem of concur¬
rency because of the seemingly unavoidable time discrepancy between passing
local events (by any one participant process) to the central communication man¬

ager and updating local displays (by the central manager).

3.3.3 Information storage and retrieval

To complete a shared design project, it may take participants hours, days, or even

years to carry out individual as well as group tasks. The third class of design issues
in shared drawing space involves the facilities to record and to manage the history of
collaboration. Drawings and other forms of information created and used in the past

may need to be brought back to the present for individual as well as group purposes.

Several notions and functions of storing and retrieving information for supporting group

design activity have been attempted.

1. camera or video record. To make records of work results from collaborative draw¬

ing sessions, fully video-based workspaces often resort to video-taping and/or
picture-taking. Since the video-based approach puts great emphasis on the shar¬
ing of drawing actions rather than on data sharing, storage and retrieval have not

13Note that this is true of some implementations, but is not an essential requirement—in principle,
any standard network topology is acceptable in building replicated architectures.
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been considered an essential function of a shared drawing surface. This decision
is based on two explicit design rationales: that "drawings as artefacts in them¬
selves are often meaningless" [Tan89]; and that "hand gestures help participants
to store (to remember) design discourse" [Tan91].

2. workstation drawing files. Workstation-based group drawing tools can make di¬
rect use of the file management facilities of most operating systems. In supporting
storing and retrieving data during collaborative drawing and design sessions, there
appear to be different metaphors of storage and retrieval which lead to interfaces
with various design features:

• (time-stamped) pages or scenes: In systems like GroupSketch, Commune,
vmacs, or We-Met, the interface for storage and retrieval simulates the pages

of a note pad or flip chart. New 'pages' or 'scenes' can be continuously issued
for making marks; and, when facilitated by a history mechanism, one or more
pages can be reloaded onto the current working surface.

• (time-stamped) miniature sheets. In Boardnoter, sketches are saved into
reduced views as a collection of miniature sheets visible on the common

screen. When retrieved, each sheet can be re-displayed at full screen size
[SFB+87].

• drawing layers. In CaveDraw, the use of drawing files by a team of design¬
ers comes close to that of tracing paper by a design team, which facilitates
transparent overlay drafting [WP87]. Drawings sketched on one or more lay¬
ers can be stored in a single file; when recalled, it can be displayed together
with other resident layers on one's drawing surface.

• catalogue items. In NETWORK-HYDRA, design representation is saved in a

catalogue serving as a repository of designs constructed by participants over,
perhaps, a long period of time. The catalogue contains several items, dealing
with different aspects of the design task such as graphical construction,
design rationales, design specifications etc. Existing items in the catalogue
can be accessed and copied into a new construction by modifying what
is retrieved; and completed instances of design can be archived into the
catalogue for future use or reference [FGL+92],

• content-directed retrieval. As one of the visual languages designed for coop¬
eration, Lakin proposed a novel function of retrieving drawing files by their
contents. It is suggested that content-directed retrieval might proceed by
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having users write and draw their expressions in a formal visual language,
such as TEXT-GRAPHIC-QUERY14 [Lak90].

3.3.4 Multi-user interfaces

In supporting multi-party synchronous graphics interaction between collocated or re¬

motely separated designers, there arise several novel design issues which are not com¬
mon in traditional single-user drawing systems.

1. telepointer. A telepointer is a large cursor that appears on a common screen

of a meeting room or on every workstation connected over a local network. As
an interface device for group interaction, it is designed to be manipulated by
participants (one at a time) to point to specific locations on a shared drawing
surface. Telepointing is often said to simulate the conveying of information by
hand gesturing in group drawing activity. Limited effects of telepointing have
been reported in, for example, Boardnoter and Conversation Board (see Figure 3.5
and Figure 3.9 respectively).

2. multiple cursors. The rationale underlying the design of multiple cursors is that
multiple identities can be attributed to local cursors used by individual partici¬
pants. Identity of a cursor can be defined by, for instance, the colour it produces,
the name of its (current) user, or the gesture indicator it serves (i.e., pen, marker,
eraser, pointer, etc.). But there is a tradeoff between the support for the various
modes of gesturing and the support for rapid switching among drawing, writing
and other actions [Bly88, GRWB91, BG92].15

3. group vs. individual views. A shared drawing space may allow users to have
different views that are local to individuals. On this issue, there appear different
approaches to user-controllable view sharing:

• A view sharing facility based on the "What You See Is What I See" (WYSI-
WIS) principle serves all participants' sharing strictly the same view during
collaborative sessions; events taking place on any one site immediately affect

14TEXT-GRAPHIC-QUERY is a trademark of the Graphics Performing Company.
lsThe distinction between telepointers and multiple cursors made here is to point out, mainly, the

different design concepts and effects resulted. As a multi-user interface device, a telepointer is more
of a (generic) communication tool used to direct a single common visual focus among participants.
Multiple cursors, on the other hand, are used to represent or indicate what individuals want to act
(e.g., point to, draw a line, erase, write, etc.) in a session of group drawing activity.
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Figure 3.15. The juxtaposition of individual screen and shared screen
in TeamWorkStation. (Source: Fig. 5a of [IM91])

the current states of the shared drawing surfaces appeared on other sites.
In this case, no individual views are allowed for private work.

• A participant's workspace consists of an individual screen and a shared
screen. With this workspace setup, a user is given great flexibility of con¬
trolling what and when things are to be made individual or public. Given
the view sharing design of TeamWorkStation, a participant can simply drag
a drawing or a document image on his or her own individual screen onto the
neighbouring screen which can be synchronously shared by all networked
working sites (see Figure 3.15).

• The WYSIWIS principle is relaxed to some extent so that the effects of

manipulating parts of a shared drawing space can be kept locally. A partic¬

ipant can turn away from a public domain by scrolling the shared drawing
interface to different places (e.g., in We-Met, see Figure 3.6; and in Group-
Draw, see Figure 3.10), or by moving onto another drawing layer (e.g., in
CaveDraw, see Figure 3.16).
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Figure 3.16. The overlapping layered approach in CaveDraw. Two
participants can have individual drawing surfaces when co-working on
different layers/ (Source: Figs. 12a and 12b of [Lu92])

3.3.5 Other dialogue facilities

In supporting rich and complex collaborative design activity, communication channels
other than a shared drawing surface are often provided in parallel. At least three other
dialogue channels have been regularly used to complement the design of shared drawing
space:

• Audio links are most widely employed to support participants' talking about parts
of sketches while drawing or pointing at them.

• Video links are used not only to capture desktop images but also to transmit facial
images of participants. There is a difference in the extent to which captured facial
images are integrated with a shared drawing surface, and these are separate (e.g.,
in VideoDraw, Commune), juxtaposed (e.g., in TeamWorkstation), and entirely
fused (e.g., in ClearBoard-116).

• A messaging service is provided in connection with a shared drawing surface,
enabling users to send textual or graphics messages in the course of collaboration.
The MUSK system was designed with a text-based messaging service [Cra87];

16The design of ClearBoard-1 was subsequently extended to ClearBoard-2 in which a multiuser
paint editor, TeamPaint, run on network Macintosh computers, was integrated with the original video
network and drawing boards. For a detailed report on the design and use of the ClearBoaid-2 system,
see [IKG92].
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the visual language VISUAL-MAIL17 working together with vmacs enables users

to mail text-graphic pages [Lak90]. A mailing service is a practical alternative
channel when auclio/video links are not made available, or collaborative work is
not based on synchronous interaction.

3.4 Shared Drawing Spaces in Three Group Uses

In the above, we have reviewed the empirical/conceptual studies of group drawing
activity and the design issues in developing prototypes of shared drawing support tools.
To interrelate the two parts of the survey, this section presents a discussion of the use

of the prototype tools developed. Seen in this survey, it seems that the current research
and development of shared drawing support tools aims to serve three different group
uses of shared drawing tools: conversation, management, and meeting. Each of the
three group uses reflects a way of collaborative working which points to a set of goals
of system support. With this view, the current prototypes of collaborative drawing
support tools can be put into three categories:

1. as conversation media. As seen, most of the prototype designs are concerned
with supporting real-time drawing interaction among remotely located partici¬
pants who, presumably, come from more or less the same professional or technical
background. To be used by group members, the functions of shared drawing space

are devised mainly for supporting conversations. Systems built for this purpose

may employ graphics primitives and drawing operations ranging from freehand
sketches to object-structured graphics. Since facilitating tele-presence is a major
goal, the provision of multi-modal dialogue channels is as important as the setup
of a shared drawing surface. Concerning shared use of the data resulting from
conversations, however, current conversation-oriented systems provide compara¬

tively less sufficient functionality for storing and retrieving during collaborative
work sessions.

2. as management media. In the attempts to support collaboration via graphical
and/or knowledge representations of design ideas or rationales, a shared draw¬
ing system may be characterised as a medium for users to manage collaborative
design work. Two different views of supporting users' management behaviours
have been expressed. As in the case of CaveDraw, one addresses the need for

17 VISUAL-MAIL is a trademark of the Performing Graphics Company.
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direct communication among participants; this view considers the users' need to

organise design ideas that are often represented in graphical form. The other ad¬
dresses indirect and long-term collaboration, considering the need of representing
design knowledge in textual form; the formally captured knowledge is further
connected to the system's drawing space. The shared drawing surface, as in the
case of XNETWORK, is shared in the sense that the graphic construction space

has formal (internal) communication with the state of a shared knowledge base
containing design rationales written down by, perhaps, designers involved in the
past.

3. as performing media. The third design perspective considers shared drawing space

activity taking place in meetings, participated by two working sub-groups; namely,
a single or multiple performers (or demonstrators, facilitators), and several view¬
ers (or commentators). Group drawing or diagramming activities normally take
place within a meeting room equipped with a conferencing system, as in the case

of Boardnoter, where the performer has exclusive access to the big common screen

and all other participants sitting as attendees during a brain-storming session. In
We-Met, the strict WYSWIS feature is relaxed to the extent where participants
can scroll a shared scene into private areas without affecting each other, but the
change of a whole scene remains exclusively controlled by one individual. Con¬
cerning the choice of drawing primitives, the use of semi-structured graphics in
vmacs is a novel idea, which seeks a compromise between the support of agility
and openness by conversational graphics and that of expression processibility by
computerised interpretations.

Based on the review of the system features and the grouping of the prototypes, an
overview of the current survey is presented in Table 3.3. Given the fact that the research
on collaborative drawing support tools is a continuously- (and rapidly-) expanding field,
the above categorisation may be superficial. Nevertheless, to make a small contribution
to the research in this field, it is hoped that this survey can serve, at least, as an index
of what design issues have been considered.

3.5 Conclusions and Issues for Further Investigation

In this chapter, drawing on a selection of observational studies and prototype devel¬
opments, we have presented a survey of the current trends of CSCW researches and
designs in collaborative drawing support tools. This is a rapidly developing research
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Table 3.3. A categorisation of the current research on collaborative
drawing support tools in terms of different group uses and the system
features.
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area; during the writing of this chapter fresh work will undoubtedly have been done.
But based on what we have studied, some remarks can be drawn on the nature of re¬

searching and developing system functions and architectures of shared drawing space.

Basically, how do we justify the attempts that have been made, and what topics for
further investigations can be suggested?

In our overall discussions, distinctions between drawing and designing have not
been made. Based on the differences observed between simple electronic sketch pads
for people to draw together, and rather sophisticated systems for cooperative designers
to develop and manage design ideas structurally, we may point out that drawing and
designing cover somewhat different aspects of human teamwork activity, which give rise
to the diversity in the design and implementation of what is to be supported:

• Drawing can be considered as a general form of human communication in which
pictures and texts are the traces left by communicative acts which took place
sometime in the past. Shared perception and understanding of the traces, thus
communication, is highly conditioned by the sharing of drawing actions that
produce and use the physical traces.

• Designing seems to centre around some previously or currently existing, or yet to
exist, design artefacts, which does not necessarily involve drawing activity; but in
some design fields there can be no designing without drawing. Structures of design
artefacts are introduced by, or emerge from, people's design thinking, which often
conditions communication and collaboration among participating designers.

Systems that support group drawing activity must deal with the issues of support¬
ing direct communications among users who may not be present face-to-face. Unstruc¬
tured graphics proves to be a good choice for a shared drawing surface responsive to
demands for (a) the intimacy between what is drawn and the actions of drawing, (b) the
speed needed to maintain conversations, and (c) the freedom of making expressions.
Structured graphics has been attempted in group drawing mainly for increasing the
functionality of drawing surfaces and for concurrency control; but its real effectiveness
in supporting synchronous graphics communication remains to be demonstrated18.

18This can only be considered as a general observation. Some researchers may argue that structured
graphics can provide flexibility and actually better speed in supporting synchronous graphic communi¬
cation without sacrificing the advantages of pixel-based editors. However, as far as drawing or design
is concerned, the qualities of effectiveness and flexibility of a graphics system can rarely be measured
against a single objective or standard practice. Surely, structured graphics may have greater appeal to
designers who work with a certain formal system of symbols or language.
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Systems that support group work in design need to provide shared drawing space for
construction and communication. The problem of how to integrate formal or informal
representations of graphical objects and design ideas with an understanding of commu¬
nication and coordination in design remains to be explored more deeply. We have seen

two alternative approaches to group design support systems: structured construction
with argumentation and semi-structured conversation with interpretation. Yet, regard¬
ing the former, we have not seen approaches that support group design processes based
upon synchronous and heterogeneous representations and uses of design knowledge.
In respect of the latter, the concept of supporting autonomy in addition to that of
heterogeneity may need to be further addressed such that (a) organisationally, there
is less discrepancy between individuals' making contributions and gaining benefits or

satisfaction through the use of technologies, and (b) administratively, teamwork can be
freed from one single managerial ambit. As a general direction, therefore, we have to
consider what is essential to design practices that normally demand interdisciplinary
participation, as well as integrated design products.

Drawing, being basic to design in many fields, is a natural mode of communication
amnong members of a design team, and the research pursued in the design and imple¬
mentation of shared drawing space has indeed been world-wide. It can be said that the
understanding and developments made, or yet to be made, in this research area can
make important contributions to the advancement of CSCW systems. Though research
into computer-supported collaborative drawing or design poses distinctive system de¬
sign issues and technical concerns, it is useful to see how the specialism may be related
to the issues raised by the CSCW research community in general. CSCW research has
a general concern: the nature and aspects of supporting group processes. Among many

others, Paul Wilson has outlined four aspects of group processes basic to the theory,
practice, and design of CSCW [Wil91]. By referring to, particularly, the first two as¬

pects suggested by Wilson, we would like to point out that research in collaborative
drawing and design presents interesting issues that are worth further investigating:

1. individual work patterns. The design of group support tools and working prac¬

tices has to take into account individual work habits and predilections. In this
respect, design activities present a high degree of idiosyncrasies among partic¬
ipants. How can users specify personal constructs or tools as prerequisites for
supporting individual work patterns? This consideration opens up potential sys¬
tem design issues concerning (a) participants' deriving individual design spaces

from the design space they share, and (b) how a common design space may emerge

and evolve from the interaction between individual design spaces.
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2. representation of organisational knowledge. Research in distributed artificial in¬
telligence has been looking at alternative strategies and schemes of representing
organisational knowledge in structured ways (see, for example, [Smi79, Sta89,
GRHL89]). Can a simple graphical approach contribute to a better management
of organisational knowledge which by its nature tends to be difficult to locate,
recall, and update?

The above issues, seen in this survey and in relation to a broader agenda of CSCW
research are of particular interest to our enquiry into the requirements for computer
support in collaborative design. Especially, these issues are closely related to our view
of design as modelling complex objects explained in the previous chapter. Collaborative
design seen in this perspective involves a group of designers who communicate and co¬

ordinate with each other in the processes of modelling design objects. Drawing activity
will be considered as a part of designing activity which involves other kinds of activity
that may be better understood and supported as a modelling activity. In the following
chapters of the thesis, we shall carry out further analyses and simulations of the struc¬
turalist and the metaphorist teamwork patterns categorised in Chapter 2. It will be
seen that design as modelling and collaborative design as teamwork in design modelling-
can bring forward a study into both representation and communication requirements
that have not been fully addressed by the current research and experimentation in
supporting collaborative drawing.

Summary
Aspects of shared drawing space activities were observed by a number of CSCW re¬

search groups to identify specific opportunities for developing support tools. There
are four main aspects identified in this survey: the four spatio-temporal patterns of
group drawing events, the exchange of action- or representation-oriented information,
the uses of homogeneous or heterogeneous drawing/design tools, and the distinction
between group and individual ownership. By focusing on the various findings of group
drawing activities, a range of prototype tools have been experimented with by the
research groups.

It is shown that there are five classes of design issues emerging from our survey of
11 prototype systems. Under each issue, a number of technical solutions have been de¬
veloped and tested. First of all, the choices of drawing primitives, ranging from natural
free-hand strokes to highly structured graphical construction, seem to reflect how the
researchers see drawings realised in group work contexts. Among them, the approach
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of semi-structured graphics shows some interesting results in supporting dynamics and
heterogeniety ocurring in teamwork.

Collaborative drawing can take place in a geographically (and temporally) dis¬
tributed manner, if each participant's drawing platform is connected through some

architecture of communication networks. Given drawing primitives and a network,
information produced by participants is currently stored in and retrieved from either
video-tape or a workstation filing facility. Computer-based group drawing tools require
some unconventional user interface designs, including a telepointer shared by all users,
multiple cursors associated with each user, concurrence control over graphical objects,
and the separation between private and public drawing surfaces. Most prototype tools
seen in the survey are incorporated with other dialogue channels, including audio links,
video links, and message sending over networked drawing spaces.

When the prototypes were experimentally put to use, we observe three categories
of group use of collaborative drawing tools. Tools in the first category, with the largest
number of system implementations, are able to function as media of real-time graphical
conversations. Through graphical and/or knowledge representation of design ideas or
rationales, tools in the second category serve as media for managing group design work.
Systems in the third category are used mainly by a single performer communicating
with other collaborators in a meeting room.
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Chapter 4

The Emergence of Common
Design Metaphors

Having surveyed the recent CSCW developments in building experimental collaborative
drawing systems, in this and next three chapters we will continue to explore collabora¬
tive design on the basis of the teamwork patterns and elements identified in Chapter 2.
As some notions of architectural modelling have been introduced earlier, our current
task is to differentiate the natures and roles of the common elements, such as 'common
images', 'domain design expressions' etc., in greater detail. In so doing, we are able to
see the implications of each of the teamwork patterns, and subsequently derive require¬
ments for computer support. The significance of the supporting issues defined at the
end is twofold: one is to relate our work to what has been pursued in the CSCW field,
the other is to deliver a guideline in our further exploration of collaborative design
computing.

An exposition of the 'metaphorist' approach to collaborative design is first pre¬

sented in this chapter. The goal is to propose a conceptual framework, explaining
how the production of integrated design is interrelated with the communication and
coordination among individual contributors who work in various aspects of a design
project and have different design specialisms. In addition to the case studies presented
in Chapter 2, this chapter starts with another instance of the metaphorist approach
to collaborative design by quoting a teamwork experience reported by a design team.
An issue to be focused on here is the nature and role of common design metaphors
that are created and shared by a team of designers. We set out to account for how
'meanings of common images' are acquired and shared among team members, and how
the sharing of design metaphors is related to the developments of individual design
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work in a teamwork context.

The chapter proceeds with an abstract scenario of the metaphorist approach, which
presents our initial grasp of the teamwork pattern in terms of its conditions and goals
observed. For the analytical framework, a brief introduction to the situation-theoretical
perspective on information follows, including its potential application in the design of
interactive information systems. The scenario is then classified into the situation types
in collaborative design. A further look into the flow of information among the situation

types classified helps to identify a set of constraints on collaboration. The metaphorist
constraints spell out a logic of collaborative design: the continual interaction between
the inputs from local design decisions to the production of integrated design and the
feedback from resultant integration to the individual courses of design developments.
Following the logic found, we continue to derive some requirements for collaborative
design computing.

4.1 The Sharing of Design Metaphors

In Chapter 2, we observed two main features common to the Seattle Center Fountain
project and the Cummins Research and Engineering Center project, namely, members
of the design groups, at some point, produced (projected) some design images (i.e., in
Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.5) on the basis of individual design contributions; and these
images seem to be associated with some other things or objects (i.e., 'water-scape'
and 'fishbone') commonly recognisable to the team members. We characterise these
features as the 'metaphorist' approach to collaborative design.

In the following, a brief description of the Domo Serakaito House project is quoted,
which, we think, is another instance of the metaphorist approach to teamwork in design
[SpeDl, p.15]:

"The Domo Serakaito, built in 1974, is a house christened "coelacanth" be¬
cause of its (planar) shape, created within a long, heterogeneous group pro¬
cess: five members of the design team designed individual sections, which
was allowed to show in the clear joint within the complete building. They
gain unity from the image of fish."1

1For this design project, Team Zoo's original statement read as "■ • • What came out from almost
three years of straggle was a coelacanth that crawled out from the sea. Domo Serakanto, with its gill,
spine, horn, ciliuin, teeth, antennae and scales, it. appeared in the wind and sank in the light. Domo
Serakanto is a fish dreaming about architecture, an architecture dreaming about fish." [Spe91, p.32].
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Figure 4.1. The plan of the Domo Serakanto Kamakura, designed by
Team Zoo, Kanagawa Prefecture, Japan, 1974.

Rather coincidentally, the common images projected in the American engineering
research centre and in the Japanese house design are all to do with the imagery of
(perhaps, different species of) fish. We do not think that 'fish' is a 'standard' kind of
image that is expected to result in all buildings designed by groups. It's reasonable to
assume that their design results just 'happened' to be 'coelacanth' and 'fishbone' alike.
However, the holistic imagery of fish gained by the Japanese design team is only part
of the story; there is the aspect of, in an anatomical sense, 'parts' of the fish. That
is, the articulation of the common design image into discrete parts that are associated
with certain individuals' design work. As Spiedel put it [Spe91, p.15]:

"Team Zoo has discovered that teamwork, even when markedly individual,
can still produce a coherent whole, if a common image exists that each
individual can interpret differently, and that allows a great deal of scope."

Given the instances of common images as above, we may now be more clearer
about what we mean by 'metaphor' in relation to the context of collaborative design.
Common design metaphor in group design can be defined as some holistic significance
or meaning derived from a set of drawings (or images) viewed by a group of designers.
When the viewers of the set of depictions are themselves the creators of parts of the
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depictions, they may or may not reach a common recognition of a whole out of a sum

of their individual contributions. In cases where a common recognition of a holistics
is reached at some point, we say that the group members are 'sharing' some common

design metaphor.
From the case evidence, we also know that the sharing of design metaphor is a

continuous evolving process. When a whole is reached at some group design stage,
it, in turn, may provide the designers with a new conceptual basis to articulate parts
within the emerging whole (e.g., the gill, spine, horn, cilium, teeth, antennae and scales
within the 'coelacanth'). Any articulation thus made may invite individual members
to generate new parts, which will consequently lead to a new state of whole.

Metaphor and its use is an interesting subject for which linguists have given em¬

pirical as well as theoretical analyses (see, for example, [Lak80, MN91] among others).
But there are some differences between the metaphors studied by the linguists and
the sort of metaphors we propose for collaborative design. The former are largely ex¬

isting linguistic entities used by people who are having conversations2. This is less
straightforward in design. As shown, the metaphors shared among group designers are

essentially graphical. Though there my be some linguistic terms associated with (e.g.,
'fishbone') a design metaphor is distinctive and specific in an imagistic way.

It is not too difficult to imagine that, for different design teams, even if they reach
the same metaphor named, say, as specific as 'coelacanth', it is likely that they actually
produce different design metaphors in terms of the different parts that constitute the
fish and how the parts are connected. Also, there can be nameless metaphors emerging
from group design. Recall the Seattle fountain project discussed in Chapter 2, we do
not see a name associated with the series of squiggles that represents the resultant
fountain effects.

However, we do not feel that this is the right place to develop a deeper discussion
of the distinction between graphical and linguistic metaphor. After all, the sharing of
common design metaphor is only one aspect of the metaphorist pattern of group design.
Our aim is to take the pattern as a whole, not to leave out other aspects without proper
considerations. In the next section, an abstract scenario of the metaphorist approach
is introduced. Given the scenario established, in Section 4.3, a situation-theoretical
analysis is presented, showing the constitutive situation-types in collaborative design.
In Section 4.5, a further look into the flow of information among the situation types
classified gives rise to a set of constraints on collaboration. Following the constraints

2There must be writers who invent new metaphors when creating a new piece of literature, but this
seems not the same as people's employing metaphors for communication purposes.
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identified, a discussion of the issues in supporting collaborative design is given in Sec¬
tion 4.6. The chapter is rounded off with concluding remarks and a plan for further
studies.

4.2 The Metaphorist Scenario: An Abstract

Without certain abstraction, it is not obvious where to locate a starting point for re¬

searching into the group dynamism as complex as collaborative design. This section
presents an abstract scenario of the metaphorist approach to teamwork in building
design. The abstract is basically an intuitive grasp of the main ingredients of the team¬
work activity. A more detailed exposition of the notions outlined within the abstract
will be followed in the next section.

At the inception of a design project, designers of different schools of ex¬
pertise and perspectives firstly set up individual workspaces for generating
and modifying design decisions targeted at particular design aspects (do¬
mains). Participants' setting up individual workspaces may be distributed
over several remote working sites without communication from the outset.

At some (later) stage, participants are motivated by themselves or others
to jointly present their local design decisions in a common workspace. To
realise the potential connections among individual design works that are

perceived during the joint presentation, group members embark on some

design integration tasks in the common workspace. Examples of integration
tasks are:

• aggregation — achieving design composition on the basis of putting
together spatially parts of the design expressions made by individuals
into larger wholes; or

• projection — achieving design composition on the basis of project¬
ing overall design consequences by combining functionally the design
properties modelled in the individual design expressions.

Given the resultant integrated design, participants may be further indi¬
vidually motivated to carry out more design developments in one's own

workspace, that is, modifying or refining their domain design decisions pre¬

viously made.
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As domain design solutions are explored or elaborated to a certain extent,

participants meet again. Regarding the individual design works newly ar¬

rived at, designers carry out yet another round of integration, producing
newer states of integrated design.

The above description is intended as an abstract scenario of the metaphorist pattern;
by 'abstract', we mean an intuitive grasp of the elements or constituents of teamwork
that are common to the cases observed. The scenario given above is short indeed but
sufficient to raise some questions:

• How can common design images be aggregated or projected collectively by par¬

ticipants if they know little about each other's design expertise?

• It seems to be the case that aggregated design parts or projected overall design
consequences may give rise to new developments in individual design work, and
vice versa; how can we give an account of the apparently dual communication be¬
tween what is integrated in a common workspace and what is currently developed
in distributed individual workspaces?

• Given the sharing of common design images among participants, how do design
changes made in one individual workspace affect those in others?

Motivated by the above questions, we develop an exposition of the metaphorist pat¬
tern of collaborative design based on a situation-theoretical framework. The framework
is also applied in our further investigation of the structuralist pattern in Chapter 6.
As we intend to use it as a descriptive framework, a brief introduction to the situation

theory in given in the next section.

4.3 A Situation-Theoretical Framework

In the follow-up of our case studies in Chapter 2, we have drawn up some general
notions of the group dynamics in collaborative design. These include modelling spaces

and acts, categories of design representations, and communicative acts. Based on these
notions, we propose a distinction between the two teamwork patterns. In developing
more elaborate accounts of what is going on in each of the teamwork patterns, we

feel the need for a descriptive framework that can be used to organise the explanatory
contents arrived at into a more coherent exposition. For this purpose, we choose to work
with the framework provided by the situation theory originally founded by Barwise and
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Perry [BP83]. In what follows is a brief introduction of the basic ideas and schemes
that have been set forth by some situation theorists. On top of these ideas, we then
explain how the descriptive framework can be related to our domain of concern.

4.3.1 Basic ideas from the situation theory

A comprehensive introduction to the theory of situations developed by Barwise and
others is not considered necessary here. Instead, it would be more useful to introduce
some of the basic building blocks of the theory that are most relevant to our enquiry
in collaborative design. Furthermore, situation theory was originally intended as a

mathematical foundation for formulating a formal semantics of natural language. We
will not get into the detailed mathematical underpinning of these ideas, but rather
attempt to share the intuitive insights spelled out by these ideas3
situations — A situation is a structured (limited) part of the world (concrete or

abstract) discriminated (or individuated) by an agent. Information is always
taken to be information about some situation, and we can have a proposition

saying that some information is 'made factual by' some situation, or, to put it
another way, that some information is true of some situation.

situation types — A situation type is an abstract (mathematical) object (in situation
semantics) to represent real situations. Two unique situations belong to the same

type if some 'type abstraction' can be applied onto the two situations4
information flow — One situation can contain or carry information about another

situation only if there is a systematic relation that holds between the situation
types that the two situations belong to respectively5 This corresponds to Dretske's
"Xerox principle" [Dre81, p. 57]:

IF A carries the information that B, and B carries the information that
C, then A carries the information that C.

3It should be said that situation theory remains a theory of information that is under development
by many researchers, especially, in the formalisation of its various aspects. The basic ideas discussed
here are drawn from the books written by Barwise and Perry [BP83, Bar89] and Devlin [Dev91].

4To give an example, the situation where "Mary was running in Hyde Park at 3:30pm", and the
situation where "John was running in Princes Street at 5:00pm" belong to the same type of situation
in which "someone is running in some location and at some time".

5To borrow the example of information flow given in [BP83], we may think of a life sketch where
Jane has a dog, Mori, who was injured in an accident. Jane later brought Mori to the vet, Fred. Fred
took an X-ray picture ofMori and saw a bone fracture in the picture. Jane was then told by Fred that
Mori had a fracture in her left leg. The example shows that the information about Mori's broken left
leg flows from the situation where Mori was injured to the situation where Jane was aware of the fact
that Mori had a broken left leg.
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constraints — Constraints are the systematic relations between types of situations
that allow one situation to contain information about another situation. To quote
Barwise and Perry's original thought on constraints [BP83, p. 51]:

"• • • for reality to support intelligent life it must be highly structured.
What happens at one place and time must contain information about
what has happened or will happen, elsewhere and elsewhen. So we need
to provide an apparatus in the theory of situations to characterize this
structure."

An agent's acquisition of information from a situation is circumscribed by those
constraints of which the agent is aware, or to which the agent is attuned6. Situa¬
tion theory characterises constraints by introducing a primitive relation between
types of situations, the relation of involving. A constraint C can be expressed by
a situation S involving another situation S', by writing

C:S =► 5'

logic of activity — The theoretical implication of the situation theory is that it pro¬
vides an ontological foundation for analysing any natural activity (e.g., linguistic
communication, mathematical reasoning, visualisation etc.) in the world of hu¬
man being. That is, given the tools of situation theory, we can describe the
internal structure (i.e., the logic) of a natural activity. The logic is a logic of
information, concerning the constraints on the flow of information. As Barwise
put it [Bar89, p. 52]:

"When we search for the logic of some activity, what we are after is
the collection of constraints S —> S' that govern this activity. For
example, the logic of perception consists of the set of constraints that
govern perception."

4.3.2 A descriptive framework for collaborative design

There are several reasons why we think that an application of the situation-theoretical
framework briefly introduced above in collaborative design is appropriate and useful:

6Think of the example where a person acquires the age of a (dead) tree by inspecting the tree trunk
left on the groimd. There are the representation (the tree stump), and the item of information (the
tree is, say, 45 years old). It is because he is attuned to the constraint "the age of a tree is equal to
the number of rings on the tree stump" that the person acquires that item of information.
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• Collaborative design is a natural human activity involving multiple (intelligent)
agents. In principle, like any other natural activity, group design can have a

situation-theoretical treatment which will lead to a search for the constraints that

govern collaborative design; and this seems to correspond to what we expect.

• We like the constructs of 'situation types', 'information flow' and 'constraints',
which can provide us a kind of 'quasi-formal' framework to describe aspects of
group interaction in the teamwork patterns characterised before with some rigour.

• There are precedent applications of situation theory in various areas that are

close to ours.7

However, to make our application more meaningful, it is considered necessary to
fill some contexts specific to our domain of enquiry into the general framework. We
therefore produce our own version of a situation-theoretical framework to be used
in classifying group design activity. We start with a definition of situation types in
collaborative design.

Situation types in collaborative design. In the context of group design estab¬
lished in Chapter 2, we shall specify three parameters (or, 'uniformities', 'indetermi-
nates', in situation theory) in the construction of situation types in collaborative de¬
sign. In our view, any situation of group design can be characterised by three elements:
modelling space, modelling act, and design state.

modelling space — An agent (or, a number of agents) defines some design constructs
in some medium, an abstract system, or even an existing modelling space with
which a design expression can be constructed and manipulated. In the case of
a single agent, we have individual modelling space, otherwise, group modelling
space. The collection of constructs define the scope of a modelling space.

modelling act — An agent (or, many agents) takes some action in the modelling space

that (s)he or they have defined. The kinds of actions are to do with, for exam¬
ple, representing, constructing, transforming, or mapping etc., of constructs or

7As far as we know, in enterprise integration (EI) modelling, Menzel and others argue that model
integration should be based on the notion of information flow not of translation [MMS92]; in analysing
and describing the fundamental social structures that influence human communication behaviours,
Devlin uses situation theory as a descriptive framework and develops what he calls an 'endogenous logic'
for sociologists [Dev92a]; using tools from situation theory, Devlin and Rosenberg analyse and describe
how speaker and listener cooperate to achieve shared understanding in the course of communicative,
natural language interaction [DR93]; in [Dev92b], Devlin outlines a perspective that situation theory
can be a potential framework for the design of interactive information systems.
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instances of design expressions.

design state — Whatever modelling actions taken by some agent individually or by a

group of agents collectively will lead to a design state. A design state is, so to

speak, an information carrier which contains information that may or may not
have an overt representation. However, design information carried by a design
state can be known to an agent or among agents through communication channels
other than visual ones. Examples of design states are some collection defined by
some individual in his or her own modelling space, some designer's list of questions
to be answered (regarding a piece of drawing, for instance), or some design effect
known to a group of individuals. We have a method to generate a range of design
states for each teamwork scenario; we construct space-action matrices; In a sense,

the matrices constructed force us to somehow exhaust the types of information
carriers encountered in the group design activity.

By putting the above three parameters into a triple of [action, space, state], we may

formulate a definition of situation types more specific to the context of (group) design
as follows:

Situation Types := Modelling Acts located inModelling Spaces
leading to Design States

Information flow among situation types. According to situation theory, if there
are systematic relations between two situation types, then information carried by sit¬
uations of the types can flow from one to another. In our case, we will focus on the
information flow among situation types in (group) design as defined above. Especially,
we are concerned with the flow of information among situations occurring in group

modelling space and those in individual modelling space. A description of information
flow of this nature, we believe, will shed more light on group interaction in collaborative
design.

Constraints on the flow of information. When (potential) information flow among

situation types is identified, the next thing to search for is the 'systematic relations'
(i.e., constraints) that allow the flow to take place. In our case, our way of finding
the constraints is to infer the conditions under which one design state gives rise to
another. The interrelations between the design states are relatively evident to us given
our initial descriptions of the teamwork patterns.
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Design as Modelling
Complex Objects

Modelling Spaces

Modelling Acts

Figure 4.2. an overview of our overall approach to the analysis and
description of the teamwork patterns.

Logic of collaborative design. In our situation-theoretical exposition of the team¬
work patterns, we finally arrive at a collection of constraints that govern the flow of
information among types of (group) design situation. According to the situation the¬
orists, a set of constraints spell out a logic of a particular natural activity. To apply
that premise to our case, we may say that we acquire the logic of collaborative design
with respect to the metaphorist and structuralist constraints identified. But what is
the use of the logic found? Basically, in our view, the constraints in the logic indicate
where the requirements for a system to support collaborative design lie.

A summary of our overall approach to the analysis and description of the metapho¬
rist and structurlaist teamwork patterns is provided in Figure 4.2.

4.4 An Exposition of the Metaphorist Pattern

In this section, focusing on the metaphorist scenario given earlier, a deeper analysis
of teamwork in design is presented in the descriptive framework introduced above.
Starting with the elements of modelling spaces and modelling acts, we record a range
of situation types in the action-space matrix. More discussions are then given to each
of the situation types recorded. At the end, a scheme of information flow based on the
situation types classified is presented, which provides the basis for the discussion of the

Scenario

Descriptions

An abstraction

Design States
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constraints on metaphorist collaboration in the next section.

4.4.1 Modelling spaces

Two kinds of modelling spaces can be identified from the scenario:

IMSs — Individual Modelling Spaces (IMSs) are the kind of workspaces created and
evolved by designers individually for modelling design expressions (e.g., diagrams,
drawings, or any other graphical/textual constructions) targeted at a particular
design aspect or domain of a design project. In teamwork, there can be many

IMSs operated by participants, and by definition, an individual's creating and
using his or her IMS may be physically or logically separate from others.

GMS — Group Modelling Space (GMS) is the kind of workspaces created and evolved
by members of a design team jointly for modelling the integration of design parts
contributed by each member into larger design wholes. A GMS is initially a public
visual space for displaying individually made design expressions; a GMS may be
later developed to accommodate new elements and functionality emerging from
direct or indirect communication among participants. The emerging elements and
functions are essential to the realisation of design integration as jointly intended
by the group members.

4.4.2 Modelling acts

As shown in the scenario, it can be said that designers perform actions of various kinds
to produce, change, or evaluate states of design works. We now look into these actions
of designing more closely in the following terms:

• Abstraction — the acts of forming a design representation scheme8 with which a

designer establishes correspondences between his or her modelling space and the
aspects of the artefact yet to be constructed in the real world.

• Generation — the acts of producing specific (concrete) instances of design ex¬

pressions (e.g., drawings, graphical models, design specifications, etc.). In short,
generation is about the use of a representation scheme by a designer's intent.9

sHere, a design representation scheme formed by an individual is assumed to be visible to us as
observers. In reality, this may not be necessarily so in the sense that the designer has not written/drawn
the scheme in any visible form but in his or her head.

9The notion of a designer's intent in the acts of generating design expressions should be emphasised,
because a representation scheme on its own cannot motivate or explain different (specific) expressions
even if different persons employ the same representation scheme.
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• Interpretation — the acts of assigning, associating, or calibrating the values (or
certain meanings) of design expressions generated. The act of interpretation often
involves a designer's referring to design knowledge developed and accumulated in
certain design domains (e.g., building standards, ergonomics, material strengths,
etc.).

• Modification — the acts of making changes in (parts of) the representation
schemes abstracted or the design expressions generated. The acts of modification
normally have the objectives of extending the scope of a representation scheme
by introducing new elements or operations, and of changing the properties and
relations of design instances constructed.

As discussed before, in adding another dimension into our view of design as mod¬
elling, we may term the above design actions as 'modelling acts'. The kinds of modelling
acts listed above are definitely four among many others; and there are no obvious causal
relations assumed here between the acts.

4.4.3 An action-space matrix

In putting down the elements of modelling spaces and modelling acts, we have, for
convenience, separated them into two camps. As read in the scenario, modelling acts

always take place in group or individual modelling spaces. We now combine the two
dimensions together with the aim of constructing an action-space matrix (Figure 4.3).
The matrix is presented to generate and classify eight types of design states in the
metaphorist scenario. We use the same terms for some of the design states as appearing
in the abstract scenario.

Here a question that needs to be answered is—how do we know of the existence of
other types of design state which are not indicated in the original scenario description?
We have two reasons to make up the 'missing' items. First, a scenario is more or less
an intuitive grasp of a general picture of what's going on in an activity. A scenario,
like the one we present, therefore should not be considered as a 'complete' description.
Therefore, what is not said should not imply the non-existence of other things. Second,
for the items appearing in the matrix but not mentioned earlier, we may treat them as

'hypothetical' or 'complementary' items that wait for future verification.

4.4.4 Situation types in the metaphorist pattern

Following our situation-theoretical scheme of treating situation type as a triple of [ac¬
tion, space, state], eight situation types in the metaphorist pattern can be classified
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Figure 4.3. An action-space matrix generating eight types of generic
design states in the background of the metaphorist pattern.

from the action-space matrix. Explanations for each item are given below.

(1) [abs, IMSs, lOW] — Some designer's abstraction in an individual modelling space
leads to the formation of his or her own Individual Object Worlds10 (lOW).

Basically, a designer's lOW consists of a collection of representation elements
together with the spatial/functional operations for combining, manipulating, or
transforming instances of the design elements abstracted.

(2) [gen, IMSs, CDV\ — Some individual's generation in an individual modelling
space leads to the presentation of Local Design Decisions (CDV).

Instances of CVV are design expressions, showing, for example, what spa¬

tial forms or particular functions are modelled by the designer when embarking
on domain-specific design tasks. Depending on how an TOW is abstracted, an

instance of CVV generated in an IMS may have an underlying (conceptual) struc¬
ture which defines parts and part relations in the instance. In a context of group
work, generations in multiple distributed IMSs may result in a number of CVVs
with, perhaps, highly heterogeneous conceptual structures.

(3) [abs, GMS, SIS] — Team members' collective abstraction in a group modelling
space leads to the formation of Shared Integration Schemas (SIS).

This refers to the situation where group members jointly develop shared con¬

cepts and methods for the purpose of design integration. Recalling that each

10The term 'individual object world' is borrowed from Bucciarelli's ethnographic study of engineering
design [Buc88], and is used here to denote any representation schemes formed by an individual's
abstraction act performed in an IMS.
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expression of an CDV may have an underlying conceptual structure, it is the con¬

cepts linking parts of a proposed CDV with those of others' that are commonly
searched by participants. Several such shared concepts found can be further cor¬
related into 'integration schemas' which can be constantly employed by the group
to handle design integration at a larger scale.

To give examples of group abstraction in a GMS, consider what is needed for
the integration of multiple CDDs through aggregation or projection as mentioned
earlier:

- In aggregation, instances of CDD made in several IMSs are overlaid into
single representations in a GMS. Shared integration schemas for facilitating
aggregation are mainly concerned with the provision of joint elements and
operations that can be used to (geometrically) interrelate parts of the spatial
forms or shapes that are modelled in each CDD.

— In projection, concerns of 'functions' are greater than those of shapes. The
problem is how multiple functions, as proposed by participants in their
CDVs, can be unified into single functions such that overall design effects
can be projected in a GMS. The abstraction of shared integration schemas
for projection is, therefore, mainly to do with translation and combination
of different functions modelled in local design decisions.

Note that collective abstraction in a GMS to achieve shared integration schemas
for aggregation or projection are merely two examples. There are other feasible
ways not discussed here. As a final point concerning group abstraction in a GMS,
we may ask, "Do participants always make shared concepts and methods for de¬
sign integration explicit?" Lam, an experienced lighting designer, talked about
'repercussions' in project-based teamwork [Lam77, p.84]:

"Almost every localized decision can be expected to have extensive
repercussions on the rest of the design." (emphasised by the author).

We may infer from the above statement that if the 'repercussions' are to be
kept constantly alive among participants' making local design decisions, then
there is good reason for the concepts and methods jointly developed by par¬

ticipants to be recorded explicitly; that is, the construction of communication
mechanisms via group practice in abstracting shared integration schemas in a

GMS.
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(4) [gen, GMS, Cl\ — Group members' collective generation in a group modelling
space leads to the composition of Common Images.

Given a state of SIS is reached by team members in a GMS, common images
for the design project can be generated by putting proposed CVT>s together which
are then transformed into single compositions under the operation of integration
concepts and methods.

There are two general properties of common images observed in the metapho¬
rist approach:

— Pictorial objects. The representation of CT is essentially pictorial (or, at

least, diagrammatic). Given that participants know very little about each
other's domain expertise, it would be difficult for them to reach a 'common
sense' of teamwork without CT being pictorial. To a design team, instances
ofCT are generated with the property of serving all participants as commonly
perceivable pictorial objects.

- Composition structures. Given CT being basically pictorial objects, what
can we say about the structures underlying any instances of CT? In relation
to this question, two points can be discussed further:

- Single compositions. In the case that CT are generated on the basis of
unified functions, conveying the overall design consequences of participating
CDT>s, instances of CI are single compositions by and large. In other words,
there are no abstract structures underlying CI that specify parts and part
relations. Participants view and manipulate resultant common images in a

GMS not by parts but as wholes.
— Complex compositions. In the case that CT are generated on the basis of
connecting parts of an CDV geometrically, revealing larger wholes, instances
of CT are complex compositions. That is, there are some abstract structures
(captured in SIS) specifying parts and relations among parts in an instance.
It is possible for participants to view and get access to parts of a CT in a

GMS.

(5) [int, GMS, CVM\ — Group members' collective interpretation (of the state of
common image) in a group modelling space leads to the emergence of Common
Design Metaphors.

Given an instance of CT generated in a GMS, group members search for an
intersection of what the common image means to them. Instances of CT can be
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considered as carriers of certain meanings to the participants who generate these
images. We can think of two examples of how shared meanings of CZ may arise:

— The common image as a whole looks like some natural objects or designed
artefacts familiar to the team members; for instance, some sort of mor¬

phological or physiognomic resemblance is drawn between the CZ currently
modelled and other things.

- The common images suggest certain ways of working recognisable to the
team members; for instance, to participants' eye, the system being devel¬
oped, as manifested in the current state of CZ, works in a similar way to
an existing kinematic or biological system that is commonly known to the
design group.

It should be clearer now that 'design metaphors' is a notion we propose to
better explain why designers of different expertise are capable of reaching shared
recognition of the design images generated in a GMS. The metaphorist approach
shows that group communication in design can establish through group mem¬

bers' sharing of common design metaphors. If communication in group design is
considered not fundamentally different from that in ordinary life situation, then
it is the participants' shared experiences of living in the world that contributes
to their reaching a common interpretation of CZ.

However, unlike the metaphors appearing in ordinary conversations, which
are, more or less, existing rhetorical devices, design metaphors need to be de¬
veloped in situ over certain sessions of group working. Firstly, the formation of
CVM is materially conditioned by the construction of CZ; secondly, given the
uniqueness and complexity, it may well take group members a certain amount of
time to resolve common interpretations of CZ. Bearing these factors in mind, it
is important for us to recognise the 'emergent' nature of CVM..

(6) [int., IMSs, WA\ — A designer's individual interpretation (of the state of common
image in his or her own modelling space) gives rise to Domain Design Agendas.

Given a piece of CVM emerging from the group processes of constructing
and interpreting CZ, interpretation of CZ may proceed at an individual level.
More specifically, individual interpretation of CZ is a designer's bringing out the
significance or role of individual work in the context of an emerging whole. An
individual's interpretation of CZ, being different from that of a group's, has to
take the CVV generated at earlier design stages into account. Interpretation of
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CI taking place in IMSs may give rise to information useful to individuals in
guiding further domain design development; just to give two examples:

- A verification of the part-whole relations that have been assumed by an

individual in the course of proposing original domain design solutions.
- An identification of some potential part-whole relations yet to be developed,
regarding the discrepancies appearing between an existing CDV and the
corresponding parts differentiated in a current scheme of CDM.

Therefore, there is a need to introduce a special term to denote a kind of infor¬
mation repertoire which contains pointers to further domain design development.
We propose it 'domain design agendas'.

(7) [mod, IMSs, ACDV or A.IOW] — Some individual's modification in his or her
individual modelling space leads to changes in the state of local design decision
or of individual object world.

Given a state of domain design development, each participant is individually
motivated to modify either previous domain design decisions or, more fundamen¬
tally, the current scope or capacity of his or her individual object world. These
changes can be done by an individual in an IMSs without involving others in the
first instance.

(8) [mod, GMS, ACI or A<S2IS] — Team members' joint modification in a group

modelling space leads to changes in the state of common image or of shared
integration schema.

If common images generated are of the nature of complex compositions as

explained above, parts of CI can be decomposed and get changed. The making
of these changes may be performed by some individual in a GMS, but any such
changes shall be shared (or made known to) the rest of the group members. Simi¬
lar situations can arise when new integration concepts or methods are abstracted
to enlarge or refine the current capacity of a shared integration schema.

4.4.5 The flow of information

For every single situation type classified in the action-space matrix, we have given
explanations accordingly. The next task is to 'chart' the flow of information among the
types of design states explained. As already implied in the sequence of our explanations,
some situations seem to follow if and only if others occur in the first instance. To see
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Figure 4.4. A scheme of the flow of information among the situation
types classified in the metaphorist approach. (Note that the number of
designers shown on this scheme is only an assumption; in theory, the
number can be scaled up to any group size.)

the relations more clearly, we bring the situation types currently classified back to the
metaphorist scenario given earlier. As a result, a chart of the flow of information in
the metaphorist scenario is derived. To illustrate the flow, a diagram is provided in
Figure 4.4.

4.5 Metaphorist Constraints on Collaboration

We now have a scheme of information flow, but how do we identify the constraints
within it? If we look at Figure 4.4 again, we may find that the current scheme of info-
flow contains six groupings of 'arrows' that link IMSs with GMS almost alternately.
Among the six, four need to be paid more attention since some group processes are

necessarily involved in these links (see the arrows annotated with digits from 1 to 4).
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In this section, we will examine each of the four links and describe the conditions
that allow the links to occur. Our way of searching for the constraints is basically
discussion-based.

(1) from distributed local design decisions (CVVa, CVVb • • •) to a collective pre¬

sentation of CVV (denoted as E CVVi) — i.e., from a situation (type) where
multiple local design decisions distributed over a number of IMSs to a situation
where the distributed local design decisions are commonly present in a GMS.

Question: What is involved when members of a design team decide to jointly
present their local design decisions to one another?

The transition suggests the following conditions to be fulfilled:

- A call for participation is sent out by a member (or members) to other
members of a design team, which specifies when and where a design meeting-
will be held;

- In response to the call, team members turn up for the meeting and bring-
along their latest design developments in various design domains;

- A common visual space is set up for displaying all participants' CVVs such
that potential relations or connections among parts of the CDVs can be
perceived and discussed among the participants.

The above three conditions point to the need of holding design meetings,
in which design decisions marie by different individuals in distributed sites are

gathered together in a single workspace. Regarding this, we may formulate our

first constraint on collaborative design in the following format11:

Constraint 1 : (\CDVa, CVVb, ■ ■ •] ECVVQ ==> Meeting

(2) from E CVVi to the generation of common images (CI) — i.e., from a situation
where local design decisions are present in a GMS to a situation where common

images are generated in the GMS.

Question: Given a common visual space is available, what is involved in

participants' arriving at common design images from their joint display of local
design decisions?

11A general reading of ail the terms and notations employed here in describing the metaphorist
constraints on collaborative design is provided in the Glossary—see Appendix A.l, page 207, and
Appendix A.3, page 209.
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When participants of a design meeting envisage that parts of their local design
decisions can be interrelated in one way or another, common design images can be
constructed in a shared workspace on the basis of gathered jCDVs. To realise the
relations intended, the generation of CI may necessarily involve sets of concepts
for integration, for example:

- concepts in terms of new design elements that can be deployed by partici¬
pants when joining their local designs into a larger composition;

- concepts in terms of spatial operations that can be applied to geometrically
transform parts of local designs prior to the final generation of integrated
design images;

- concepts in terms of projective operations applicable to project certain kinds
of overall design effect on the basis of multiple inputs of local design deci¬
sions.

As described in our action-space matrix, shared integration schemas may re¬

sult from group members' joint abstraction of the means for realising the intended
interrelations among individual works. Seen in the info-flow framework, SIS has
a functional role to play — elements of SIS constrain the flow of design infor¬
mation from gathered CDVs to CI.12 In this regard, the second constraint on
collaborative design can be denoted as follows:

Constraint 2 : (T,CDT>i CI) => SIS

(3) from CI to distributed domain design agendas (VDAi) — i.e., from a situation
where common images are generated in a GMS to a situation where participants
acquire domain design agendas.

Question: How do participants acquire their domain design agendas for fur¬
ther design developments in relation to the common images generated previously?

There are evidences from designers' restrospections showing that a state of
CI can be mapped onto (interpreted as) particular templates or patterns which
serve members of a design team to achieve a sense of wholeness. The mapping
(or interpretation) may be initially proposed by some individual(s), and then get

12A further analysis into what is involved in participants' developing shared integration schemas is
presented in the next chapter.
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recognised by the rest of the team members.13 When such an interpretation of CT
is commonly agreed by all participants, we say that a common design metaphor
has emerged.

Here is a situation similar to the use of metaphors in ordinary conversations
— the creative uses of some rhetorical devices for the purpose of communication.
However, as mentioned before, the metaphors created and passed around by
designers are more of the nature of imagery or graphics, hence the term 'design
metaphors' is introduced.

Given a metaphorical framework emerging from group design processes, par¬

ticipants can always have individual interpretations ofCT with a different purpose
from that of inter-personal design communication14. An individual's interpreta¬
tion of CT is mainly oriented toward a re-formulation of existing relations (or
an articulation of new relations) between individual contributions and emerging
wholes.

This is like a participant's reflecting on (1) what his or her (new) local role is
about, given an emerging design context rendered in CDM; (2) what needs to be
done to fulfil the role more exactly. Therefore, interpretation of this mode involves
a domain- specific design perspective and knowledge that an individual is working
with. A domain design agenda may arise from an individual's design enquiry of
this kind. To different participants, the agendas acquired highlight design issues
to be handled in refining or changing domain design decisions previously made.

Following the above account, we may point out that without the emergence

of CDM, it is less likely that each design party could draw up instant guiding
agendas that are pertinent to continual domain design developments:

Constraint 3 : (CT [VVAn, VDAb, • ■ •]) => CDM.

(4) from design changes in local design decisions (AE CDT>i) to design changes in
common images (A CT) — i.e., from a situation where some design changes in

13A deeper exposition of what constrains a person's ability to suggest such an interpretation and the
abilities of others to recognise the proposed interpretation is beyond the scope of this thesis.
14It may be questionable if all participants can always have individual interpretation of a state of

CT. As an observer, we may have difficulty in knowing what an instance of metaphor is, since it refers
to something outside any currently realised GMS, so it is unclear to us how it constrains or restricts
an individual interpretation of a currently realised CT. We can only comment on the general purpose
of a designer's interpretation of CT when working on an individual base.
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local design decisions are intended and expressed by one or several participants
to a situation where participants come to know the consequent design changes to
be affected in common images.

Question: Assume that some design changes are made by some individuals
(in accordance with their domain design agendas), how are the changes intended
by the individuals going to be realised in connection with the changes resulting
in common images?

Given a newly acquired T>VA , a participant may proceed to develop his or
her domain designs further, resulting in certain (intended) changes, regarding the
existing CDV, or more fundamentally, the current status of TOW.

Due to participants' sharing a working protocol for design integration, changes
intended in one design domain may have critical implications for the works pur¬

sued in other domains; that is, the 'repercussion' effect. Therefore, for an indi¬
vidual to be able to actually realise his or her intended changes, they have to be
publicised to other participants for holding an 'exploratory integration'. By ex¬

amining the consequent changes in the current state of CI, participants can have
their own (domain- oriented) judgements for supporting or rejecting the changes
proposed. More specifically, we may think of the following examples of group
interaction involved in making design changes:

- backtracking. The proposer has to drop the intended changes because some

members cannot accept the outcome or the implications of the proposed
changes from their own design perspectives;

- competing. The proposed design changes are not agreed by some other mem¬
bers but invite the members' design thinking, and they may subsequently
produce alternative design changes that compete with the original ones;

- coordinating. Participants accept the result from an explorative integration
and respond to the changes projected by making changes in relevant design
domains to coordinate the proposed ones;

- confirming. Integration results judged satisfactory to all participants, and
it does not demand further changes to be made in relevant design domains;
participants simply send their confirmations to the proposer(s).

Viewed as the above, communications among team members are necessarily
involved in the transition from (gathered) changes in local design decisions to a
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new state of common images.15 To better summarise what conditions information
flow in this section, a Consulting constraint is expressed as follows:

Constraint 4 : (EACDVi ACI) => Consulting

To summarise, the four constraints discussed above spell out the interior situational
logic of collaborative design in the metaphorist pattern: the continual interaction be¬
tween the inputs from local design decisions to the production of integrated design and
the feedback from resultant integration to the individual course of design developments.
The sharing of common design metaphor is essential to the continual group interaction,
which, in turn, is governed by group members' joint abstraction of integration schemas
for the projection of common images.

4.6 Issues in Supporting Metaphorist Collaboration

Given the current exposition of the metaphorist approach to collaborative design, it
is now relatively easy for us to pinpoint where the communication and representa¬
tion requirements for computer support lie. For this, we conclude the following four
supporting issues.

(Issue 1) Supporting joint presentation of local design decisions.
What is required is basically a common visual space in which members of a design
team can jointly present their (up to date) CVDs so that potential connections
among individual work can be envisaged by whoever participates in the meeting.
In this regard, typical operations to be supported include

- networking. In developing design solutions with a view to satisfying do¬
main design requirements, participants create and evolve their own mod¬
elling spaces; these individual modelling spaces can be distributed over sev¬

eral remote working sites, and participants may have different preferences
of when to work.

A common visual space should be operating synchronously or asynchronously
among all participants' working sites, providing designers with immediate

15There lies a basic difference between the constraint of meeting described earlier and the constraint
identified here; the meeting constraint points to the joint abstraction of means for design integration,
while the latter one points to the joint judgements of the results of design integration.
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access to a shared view ofwhat design solutions have been explored in various
domains.

- meeting scheduling. At any time, one or more participants may request the
holding of a design meeting to keep up to date the interrelations among local
design developments. Requests for meetings may indicate a possible time
and intended contents of the proposed meeting event.

Messages of call for meeting are formed and sent to remote working sites,
asking for participants' replies; when replies are gathered and processed, a
scheduler should broadcast a meeting programme to all working sites.

- structure filtering. Local design decisions are modelled by participants within
individual object worlds that correspond to their domain expertise; there¬
fore, the conceptual structures underlying these locally shaped expressions
are likely to be heterogeneous to one another.
When imported into the common visual space, each local design expression
is a filtered image in the sense that the domain- specific structure is left
out and substituted with some kind of primitive structure supported by the
common visual space.

(Issue 2) Supporting joint abstraction of shared integration schemes.
Participants need to work with a common design language16 with which each
designer can collaborate with others on defining emerging design elements which
can then be employed when combining (spatially or functionally) parts of CVVs,
or specifying transformation rules that can be activated to transform parts of
jCVDs for the purpose of integration. To assist group abstraction of SIS, the
following operations need to be considered:

— co-specifying common constructs as joint elements or functions on the basis
of direct use of the common design language provided in a GMS;

— co-specifying production rules as transformation procedures on the basis
of translating and combining domain constructs that have been developed
locally.

1GIn a superficial way, the term "common design language" refers to a general representation frame¬
work that each participant is (or, at least, can learn to be) familiar with; in theory, the framework
should provide a set of "basic constructs" (geometrical or otherwise) together with a "naming" facility,
but what exactly the language consists of is not clear at this stage.
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(Issue 3) Supporting joint interpretation of common images.
Currently, we observe no clear evidence showing that common design metaphors
are represented in any explicit way, but are seemingly kept in participants' heads.
However, we may think of the following measures to enhance group interaction
in recognising the significance of a newly generated common image:

- a distributed database allowing participants to quickly store and retrieve
visual references for communication purposes;

- a highlighting facility allowing participants to extract or trace configurations
of "wholeness" from any state of CT.

(Issue 4) Supporting consultation in making design changes.
Depending on how shared integration schemas are co-specified by team mem¬

bers, one designer's making changes in his or her design domain may cause

further changes to be coordinated by designers working in other domains. A
housekeeping-like mechanism can be developed to assist consultation among par¬

ticipants for resolving potential conflicts as manifested in the changing states of
common images. More specifically, a bookkeeping agent is expected to perform
coordinating tasks below.

- Detecting state changes in CI arising from local changes proposed by any

participating parties;
- Knowing and locating whomever needs to be consulted whenever a state

change in CT is detected;
- Sending reports to the right participants requesting confirmations or other

modes of coordination;
- Delivering all responses from members involved in the consultation to the

designer(s) making the proposed changes.

Summary
This chapter sets out to give an account of the metaphorist constraints on collaborative
design in accordance with a situation-theoretical framework. Given the initial abstract
of the scenario, we have conducted a situation-theoretical analysis of the teamwork
pattern, focusing on various modelling acts situated in individual as well as group

modelling spaces. As a result, we have identified four constraints on information flow
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from one situation type to another as classified. The constraints identified constitute
what we think of as a logic of collaborative design—the continual interaction between
the contributions of multiple design expertise to the production of integrated design
and the feedback from an emerging communication framework, as manifested in the
changing states of common images, to the evolution of individual courses of design
developments; and shared integration schemas and common design metaphors are the
keys for interaction of this nature to be continuously supported in collaborative design.

Following the constraints discussed, we then turn to a view of these constraints
as pointers to further development of collaborative computing systems. Some require¬
ments for tools to be supportive of the metaphorist teamwork pattern. This chapter
proposes no specific solutions to how collaborative design may be computer-supported
but reports on some basic requirements to be taken into account in future system

building. Surely, there are many regions to be further articulated. In particular, a

deeper understanding "of the structural aspects of joint abstraction of shared integra¬
tion schemas seems naturally to be the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Joint Abstraction and Use of

Shared Integration Schemas:
A Simulation

This chapter presents a computational simulation of the metaphorist approach to col¬
laborative design, focusing on the issues of joint abstraction and use of shared inte¬
gration schemas. The purpose and method of carrying out the simulation is explained
in the beginning of the chapter. We then describe a scenario of collaborative design
exercise where two designers work jointly to achieve integrated design objects on the
basis of their individual design objects modelled in two separate conceptual domains.
Prior to a presentation of the simulation, an introduction to the algebraic specification
language OBJ3, which we adopt as a simulation platform for the exercise, is pro¬

vided. After the brief introduction to how the language works, we report on how the
scenario of collaborative design as described earlier is simulated in OBJ3. With the
current simulation, we bring out some internal structures of the collaboration tasks in
joint abstraction and use of shared integration schemas. As an extended study of the
metaphorist requirements for computer support, the implications of the simulation for
a system strategy are discussed.

5.1 More on the Constraint of SXS

In the previous chapter, the metaphorist pattern has shown us that design comes from
a continuous integration of parts that are under continual design developments pur¬

sued by members of a design team. We propose a descriptive theory of the metaphorist
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approach to collaborative design, which says that participants develop individual de¬
sign work in correspondence with their sharing of common design metaphors emerging
from joint interpretation of common images. Common images, in turn, come from a

projection or aggregation of individual design objects modelled by each group member
in an individual modelling space.

We have given a situation-theoretical account of what might condition the metapho-
rist collaboration in design. It seems to us that, among the four constraints identi¬
fied, the constraint of shared integration schema (SIS, as denoted in Constraint 2 :

(ECVDi CI) => SIS, on page 98) deserves a deeper analysis. The constraint
says that the production of common images from a collection of local design decisions
involves shared integration schemas.

As explained before, the emergence of common design metaphors in collabora¬
tive design is closely associated with certain images realised in some graphical form.
Graphical realisations of common images, as seen in our case studies, are mostly to
do with whether participants can put their individual design parts together in a way

that can produce integrated common wholes1. We suggest that for any teamwork to
achieve common images through putting distributed parts together it must be based on

some integrative concepts or operations. In our descriptive theory of the metaphorist
approach, a set of constructs and operations that can be applied to establish interrela¬
tions among parts of local design decisions is termed as 'shared integration schemas'.
An integration schema is 'shared' in the sense that it has to be developed jointly by
participants working in different individual object worlds.

Though we know in theory the existence of SIS, it remains unsaid in the previous
chapter what group interaction is involved in the development of a shared integration
schema. Given its importance in the metaphorist approach, this chapter is dedicated
to a deeper study of this particular aspect of teamwork. Our method of carrying out
this study is by setting a design exercise of constructing simple shapes presumably
undertaken by two imagined designers. We then represent the exercise in a computer

language to simulate the situation where a common set of integrative constructs and
operations is developed on the basis of the individual design worlds developed by the
designers. The aim of the simulation exercise is threefold:

1. to give an example of symbolic representation of a shared integration schema;

2. to extract the internal structures of collaboration tasks in joint abstraction of

1Note that we do not suggest that there are explicit or objective standards applicable in judging if
a design is an 'integrated common whole' or not. This is a matter for the design group to decide when
seeing a resultant assemblage of parts.
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SIS]

3. to identify the potential areas or topics for developing system strategies if joint
abstraction of SIS is considered as a form of collaborative design computing

As a by-product of the simulation, we find that the use of an existing SIS also
presents no less important issues of collaboration than those occurring at the stage of
joint abstraction.

However, there are conditions on what is to be expected from the simulation ex¬

ercise. First, the scope of our current simulation is restricted to simple shape con¬

struction. There is no claimed close resemblance between our highly simplified design
exercise and the building design practice in the real world. Within the scope we con¬

sider that different sets of (two-dimensional) spatial concepts or constructs can be used
to mark the differences between individuals, i.e., the design participants. Shapes, pro¬
duced by the individuals using their personal spatial constructs, can then motivate or

evoke interactions among designers, which lead to the group process of interrelating
individual shapes into common spatial structures shared by, perhaps, other team mem¬

bers. For this reason, a highly conceptual programming language OBJ3 is adopted as a

simulation platform which allows a modular algebraic specification approach to specify
spatial constructs and to generate instances of shapes.

Secondly, regarding design as modelling objects in computers, we have a rationale
for formal (algebraic) specification of spatial constructs. Specifications of spatial con¬
structs can be thought of as producing shape structures as a theory, and design is
the actual use of these structures in the construction of the intended shapes from the
theory2. Methodologically, by aiming at the computational representation of an overall
process of joint shape constructions, we need to narrow down onto an analysis of the
functionality of spatial concepts, as symbolically specified by different individuals, in
group modelling of shapes.

Given the basic conditions of simulation described above, we propose that a fur¬
ther analysis and description of the constraint of SIS can be based on the following
individual and group tasks:

1. Individual tasks:

• defining (personal) spatial constructs as individual modelling methods;

2Here, we may draw a comparison with the model-theoretical approach to software development,
where formal specification of user requirements is thought of as producing a theory which describes the
computing system to be built, and design is thought of as finding the most appropriate model of the
theory [WL88],
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• generating shape instances in one's modelling method;

2. Group tasks:

• communicating how shape instances can be related with one another by de¬
veloping common operations for transforming and combining source shapes
into integrated shapes as shared spatial structures;

• coordinating in changing parts of source shapes to yield different states of
the shared integrated shapes.

The rest of the chapter is organised in the following manner. In the next section,
a scene of joint shape construction is first described, showing some of the ingredients
to be simulated. A short introduction of how the language OBJ3 works by examples
is given in the third section. After all this, our simulation of the design exercise in
joint shape construction is shown in the fourth section. Finally, the implications of this
study for developing system strategies of collaborative design computing are discussed.

5.2 A Scenario of Joint Shape Construction

Consider a design project consisting of two participating domains: (1) Enclosure, and
(2) Opening. For the Enclosure domain, one of the participants, say, Designer A,
is responsible; and A creates the modelling method, Methoda, which captures what
is required in constructing and manipulating the elements of Enclosure as A sees it.
Another participant, say, Designer B, is responsible for the modelling of Opening using
another method, Methods■ Teamwork in this project is to find ways of putting the
instances of enclosure and opening together so that instances of an emerging domain
Envelope can be formed3. The domain of envelope is considered to be built up jointly
by A and B on the bases of A's enclosure and B's opening. Remembering that this is
a contrived example, we now describe the spatial concepts developed as Methoda and
Methods below.

5.2.1 The Enclosure modelled by Designer A

Designer A, as an expert in designing spatial enclosure, has the following working
principle, described as MethodA, which is supposed to be used by A for the task of

3Think of, Enclosure as referring to walls, or other elements, with the purpose of keeping the weather
out. Opening can be thought of as windows, being elements added to allow light in and a view of the
outside. Envelope can be thought of as the combination of Enclosure and Opening, encompassing the
purposes of both.
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Figure 5.1. An instance of Enclo with an underlying conceptual schema
specified as Methoda by Designer A.

modelling the shapes of enclosure:

MethodA (see Figure 5.1): For an enclosure to exist, there is an initial
point named as Pivot. A number of directed lines, Stems, pass through
this point and are defined by the position of pivot and their angles. Up to
two Nodes can be located on each stem according to their distances from
the pivot. Any segment connecting two nodes defines an Edge. A closed
connected chain of edges then forms a closed area of Enclo, an enclosure in
a two-dimensional space. An enclosure thus formed has the attributes of
length and area; the length of an enclosure is the total of all the lengths of
its constituent edges, and the area of an enclosure is the total areas of its
constituent triangles defined by its edges and the pivot.

5.2.2 The Opening modelled by Designer B

Suppose Designer B, being experienced in window design, has a particular conception
of what is required for a good opening design in responding to a given building site.
We assume that Methods is defined by B as follows:

Methods (see Figure 5.2): In deciding openings for a building, we may

start with a directed view line, named as V7, which is decided by giving
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4
a
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Figure 5.2. An instance of Opening with an underlying conceptual
schema specified as Methods by Designer B.

two initial reference points, view point, Vp, and view target, Vt. Two
directed lines, left view line, L-vI, and right view line, R-vl, are defined by
the position of the view point and view angles. Perpendicular to the view
line, a screen line, SI, can be located by giving a distance to the view point,
Vp. An Opening is then determined by the intersections of the left view
line, and right view line with the screen line. We might thus name the two
ends of an opening as a and {3 respectively; an opening has the attribute of
length which is decided by the distance between its a and 0 ends.

5.2.3 The Envelope modelled jointly by A and B

As shown in the above, apart from some basic geometric elements such as point, line,
directed line, and distance between points etc., the two methods for modelling instances
of opening and enclosure are defined independently of each other. That is, it is not

necessary for Designer A to know what Designer B is defining when he is defining
Methoda, and vice versa.

Suppose in a design meeting, Designers A and B are motivated or invited to put
their domains of expertise together such that a design of Envelope can be developed
on the bases of opening and enclosure. Given the initiative of combining multiple
source shapes of opening and enclosure into a resultant shape of Envelope, a common
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task will be considered by A and B is how their individual modelling methods may be
interrelated. More specifically, a common goal for A and B to achieve is to find new

abstractions of greater interpretative power with which more complex spatial structures
can be modelled by an integration of simpler ones originated from different design
domains. To carry out the joint abstraction of integrative functions for modelling
shapes of envelope, as we may think of this from the graphical examples presented
above (for a more elaborate illustration, see Figure 5.5 on page 121), A and B have
to jointly resolve the interpenetration between opening's disruption of the closeness of
enclosure and enclosure's blocking the views of opening.

5.3 The Simulation Platform: OBJ3

The formal system used to implement a simulation of the above design exercise is
the modular algebraic specification supported by the functional language OBJ3. A
full account of the formal basis of OBJ3 can be found in the original authors' technical
report of the language [GW88]. Being relevant to our exercise of shape construction, an
application of modular algebraic specification to some basic geometrical constructions
can be found in [Gog89]. For our current purpose, other formal systems, notably, VDM
[Jon86] and Z [Spi89] are not used since they are not machine executable languages.
Since OBJ3 is also used in another simulation for the structuralist requirements in

Chapter 7, a brief introduction to the language is provided in this section. In our view,
the best way to introduce the basic ideas and operations of OBJ3 is to go through a

number of examples related to the theme of shape construction. Consider the following
examples.

Example 1 (Point) Consider in 2-dimensional space, a point is defined by its Carte¬
sian coordinates (a,b), in which a is the x coordinate, b the y coordinate. Let A and B
be points in the plane with Cartesian coordinates {x\,y\) and (x2,yz), it follows from
Pythagoras' Theorem that the distance \AB\ is equal to 1/(^2 — ^l)2 + (V2 — J/i)2- The
midpoint of AB has coordinates (l/2(xi +£2), \/2(yi+y2)). How can Point be spec¬

ified in OBJ3?

obj POINT is
protecting FLOAT .

sort Point .

op point : Float Float -> Point .
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ops x y : Point -> Float .

op distance-pp : Point Point -> Float .

op midpoint : Point Point -> Point .

vars Float 1 Float2 : Float .

vars PI P2 : Point .

eq x(point(Float 1,Float2)) = Float 1 .

eq y(point(Floatl,Float2)) = Float2 .

eq distance-pp(PI,P2) = sqrt((y(P2)-y(PI))*(y(P2)-y(PI))+
(x(P2)-x(Pl))*(x(P2)-x(Pl))) .

eq midpoint(PI,P2) = point((x(Pl)+x(P2))/2,(y(Pl)+y(P2))/2) .

endo

In the above specification of the object Point, POINT, obj • • • is, protecting,

sort, op(s), var(s), (c)eq, and endo are system-defined keywords; and FLOAT is
a system built-in module (i.e., an OB.I3 implementation of floating or real number);
sqrt is a system built-in function calculating the square root of a floating-point number.
All other expressions such as object name POINT, sort name Point, predicate names

are used at our discretion. More specifically, what we have presented in the above
specification is basically to give the construct 'point' a mathematical model of an

equational theory consisting of two parts:

• a set of symbols, S, denoting values of the sorts (types). This set is referred to
as the carrier set of the algebra;

• a set of closed operations, E, on the carrier set, possibly including miliary, con¬

stant, and operations. Properties (semantics) of operations are defined by equa¬

tions.

The algebra that models our Point with the operations point (construct a point
out of two floating numbers), x and y (select the x and y coordinates of a point),
distance-pp (evaluate the distance between two points), right-to (evaluate if a point
is to the right of another point), and midpoint (construct a point which is the middle
point of two given points) is

[(BOOL, FLOAT, POINT), point, x, y, distance — pp, right — to, midpoint]4

In Abstract Data Type terms, the form of specifying the syntax of an operation is
called signature. Therefore, in our equational theory presentation of "point", we have

4The sort BOOL has been previously imported into FLOAT by the OBJ3 system. Since we import FLOAT
into POINT, all the sorts, operations, and equations defined into FLOAT and BOOL are also imported into
POINT. For simplicity, they are not displayed here.
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the following signature for 'point':

source data operations resultant data

Float Float

Point

—> point
—> x

—> Point

—> Float

—> Float

—> Float

—> Bool

—> Point

Point —> y
—> distance-pp
—> right-to
—> midpoint

Point Point

Point Point

Point Point

We may continuously add new signatures into the current version of POINT. But we
are now in a position to reduce syntactically valid expressions in OBJ3. When POINT
is input to OBJ3, the-environment, including the built-in modules, BOOL, FLOAT, and
POINT, can compute the results of given expressions to normal form by the system's

term-rewriting mechanism. In POINT, for instance, we can construct a point with
a pair of real numbers (12,-12), or evaluate the distance between point{2,3) and
point(—9,25), or select the x coordinate of the middle point constructed by point(2, 6)
and point(—3, 8):

0BJ> reduce point(12,-12) .

reduce in POINT : point(12.0,-12.0)
rewrites: 0

result Point: point(12.0,-12.0)

0BJ> reduce distance-pp(point(2,3).point(-9,25)) .

reduce in POINT : distance-pp(point(2.0,3.0),point(-9.0,25.0))
rewrites: 17

result Float: 24.597

0BJ> reduce x(midpoint(point(2,6).point(-3,8))) .

reduce in POINT : x(midpoint(point(2.0,6.0).point(-3.0,8.0)))
rewrites: 10

result Float: -0.5

Example 2 (Angle) In a Cartesian coordinate system, we define the angle of a 2-
dimensional vector as a degree or a radian value. For an angle in radians, it is
represented by a real number R. Given an angle D in degrees, the angle is converted
to R in radians by R — it * (D/180), where 0 < f? < 27t if 0 < D < 360. For an
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angle in degrees, it is constructed by a given quadruple of real numbers (xi, y\, x2l 92) ■

Let X = (x'2 — x'i) and Y = (7/2 — Hi)- U (X,Y) is in the first quadrant, the angle
of (xi,yi, X2,y2) is equal to tan~1((y2 — Z/i)/(®2 — ®i)) in radians. If(X,Y) is in the
second quadrant, the angle of (x\, ])\,X2,7/2) is equal to (tt — tan~1(\y2 — yi\/\x2 — xj)
in radians. If (X,Y) is in the third quadrant, the angle of (xi, y\,X2,y2) is equal to
{n+ tan~l(\y2 — yi/\x2 — x\)) in radians. If(X,Y) is in the fourth quadrant, the angle
°f (xi,yi,X2,y2) is equal to (2ir — tan~x{\y2 — yi\/\x2 — Xi|) in radians. The angle of
(x\,yi,X2,y2) is equal to 0 in degrees, 7/772 — 771 = 0 and X2 — x\ > 0. The angle of
(xi,yi,X2,y2) is equal to 90 in degrees, 7/772 — 771 > 0 and X2 — x\ = 0. The angle of
(xi,yi,x,2,y2) is equal to 180 in degrees, 7/772 —771 =0 and X2 — x\ < 0. The angle
of (xi, 771, X2, y2) is equal to 270 in degrees, if 772 — 771 < 0 and X2 — x\ = 0. An OBJ3
specification of Angle is shown below.

obj ANGLE is
protecting FLOAT .

sorts Radian Degree .

subsorts Float < Radian . *** Float is a subsort of Radian

subsorts Float < Degree . *** Float is a subsort of Degree
op inradian : Float -> Radian .

op indegree : Float -> Degree .

op angle : Float Float Float Float -> Degree .

op d-to-r : Degree -> Radian .

op r-to-d : Radian -> Degree .

vars XI Y1 X2 Y2 : Float .

var D : Degree .

var R : Radian .

cq angle(XI,Y1,X2,Y2) = r-to-d(atan((Y2-Yl)/(X2-Xl)))
if Y2-Y1 >0 and X2-X1 > 0 .

cq angle(XI,Y1,X2,Y2) = 180-r-to-d(atan(abs(Y2-Yl)/abs(X2
-XI))) if Y2-Y1 > 0 and X2-X1 < 0 .

cq angle(XI,Y1,X2,Y2) = 180+r-to-d(atan(abs(Y2-Y1)/abs(X2
-XI))) if Y2-Y1 <0 and X2-X1 < 0 .

cq angle(Xl,Y1,X2,Y2) = 360-r-to-d(atan(abs(Y2-Yl)/abs(X2
-XI))) if Y2-Y1 < 0 and X2-X1 > 0 .

cq angle(XI,Y1.X2.Y2) =0 if Y2-Y1 == 0 and X2-X1 > 0 .

cq angle(XI,Y1,X2,Y2) = 90 if Y2-Y1 > 0 and X2-X1 == 0 .

cq angle(XI,Y1,X2,Y2) = 180 if Y2-Y1 == 0 and X2-X1 < 0 .

cq angle(XI,Y1,X2,Y2) = 270 if Y2-Y1 < 0 and X2-X1 == 0 .

eq d-to-r(D) = pi*(D/180) .

eq r-to-d(R) = R*(180/pi) .

endo
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In the above example, we have shown how to declare the subsort(s) relations among

sorts and how to give operational semantics to predicates by conditional equations in
OBJ3. With ANGLE we can now reduce the following expressions:

0BJ> red angle(l,2,3,4) .

reduce in ANGLE :

angle(l.0,2.0,3.0,4.0)
rewrites: 14

result Float: 45.0

0BJ> red angle(12,-8,12,8) .

reduce in ANGLE : angle(12.0,-8.0,12.0,8.0)
rewrites: 31

result Float: 90.0

Since we have specified Point and Angle respectively, how can we combine point
with angle expressions in the construction of an angle? For instance, can we construct
an angle out of the values of two given points?

?? reduce angle(x(point(7.2,-3.5)),y(point(7.2,-3.5)),x(point(-8.56,
-11.23)),y(point(-8.56,-11.23))) .

Because of the lack of interconnectivity between POINT and ANGLE, the current
OBJ3 database does not recognize the above expression (that is, the current ANGLE
does not have a specification of the POINT data type; the angle function cannot be
applied with point as its arguments.). The issue of interconnectivity is an important
notion in modular algebraic specification. We use the next example Line to show a

combination of POINT and ANGLE in LINE.

Example 3 (Line) In line, we consider (a) construct a line of two given different
■points, point{x\,y\), and point(0:2,2/2)> where xi 7^ x% ory\ 7^ 3/2. (b) construct an in¬
tersection of two given different lines, L\{jpoint{f\, f2),point(f[, f!f)) and L^ijpoint (<71,372),
point(g[, g'2)), where one of the four given points is different from the other three points,
(c) evaluate if a given point, point(x,y) is on a given line, line(point(xi, y\),point{x2,3/2))-
For (a), given the importation of POINT, a line L is constructed under two conditions:

(a.l) line(point{xi,y\),point(x2,y2)), where x\ 7^X2 or 3/1 7^3/2.

(a.2) Une(point(xi,yi),point(x2,y2)) is a vertical line if x 1 = X2-
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For (b), given the importation of POINT and ANGLE, the intersection point(X,Y) of
two given lines is constructed as follows under different circumstances:

(b-1) If Lx is parallel to L2, there is no intersection.

(b.2) If Li is not parallel to L2, and both L\ and L2 are general, i.e., not vertical, the
intersection is calculated by the equations

v b2-bi ail)2-a2biX = , Y — ; where
al ~ a2 CLl ~ &2

h-f'2 , /2/1-/2/1 92-02 , 929l-929'i
ai = 7 77' "1 = —7 7/—» 2 = J' 2 = —/1 - f[ fl~ /1 9i ~9i 9i- 9\

(b.2.1) Li is not parallel to L2, if angle(fi, /2, /{, f2) - angle(gi,g2, g'1,92) ^
0,180, -180.

(b.2.2) Both Li and L2 are general, if f[ f1 and g[ ^ g1.

(b.3.1) If Li is vertical, and L2 is general, then the intersection point(X, Y) is
given by

x=f y _ <J~ /1) + gg(/i -91)u
g'i-gi

(b.3.2) If L\ is general, and L2 is vertical, then the intersection point(X,Y) is
given by

v f2(fl ~9l) + f2(9l ~ fi)
TFa

For (c), given the importation of POINT, whether a given point is on a given line is
evaluated in two conditions:

(c.l) If line(point(xi,yi),point(x2,V2)) Is not vertical, and (y — y\)/(x — xi) = (7/2 —

y)/{x2 — x), then the point is on the line.

(c.2) If line(point(xi, y\),point{x2,92)) is vertical, and x = x\ = X2, then the point
is on the vertical line.

A full specification of LINE in OB.J3 is given in Appendix B.3 of the thesis. Our
previous combined expression in POINT and ANGLE is now in a valid form for processing
in LINE:

0BJ> reduce angle(x(point(7.2,-3.5)),y(point(7.2,-3.5)),
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x(point(-8.56,-11.23)),y(point(-8.56,-11.23))) .

reduce in LINE : angle(x(point(7.2,-3.5)),y(point(7.2,-3.5)),x(point(
-8.56,-11.23)),y(point(-8.56,-11.23)))

rewrites: 46

result Float: 206.127

Apart from the above POINT, ANGLE, and LINE examples, following the same ap¬

proach, we can also specify LINE-PA (for constructing a line by a point and an angle),
SEGMENT, ARC, CIRCLE, etc., as a collection of basic (unchanging) geometric entities in
OBJ3. Suppose the collection of well-defined system entities is given at the outset,
then we shall have a formal basis for collaborative spatial constructions participated
by designers using different modelling methods.

5.4 From Enclosure and Opening to Envelope

We have given some examples of modular algebraic specification in the language OBJ3.
As shown, it is with the mathematics of order-sorted algebra that we can achieve
structural representations of simple geometrical constructs as 'mind-sized' modules; the
separation of signature and predicates in a module facilitates typed data abstraction;
and the interconnectivity among distributed modules can be neatly obtained on the
basis of modularisation. Using the computational mechanisms, it is straightforward
to produce symbolic representations of the Enclosure and Opening methods described
informally earlier. In a bottom-up and stepwise manner, for each modelling method, the
constituent constructs are simulated in OBJ3 modules (e.g., node, stem, edge etc. in
enclosure). By putting the modules specified into hierarchical structures, the complete
modelling methods can be symbolically represented. Instances of enclosure and opening-
can then be produced on the OBJ3 platform. Full specifications of Methoda (enclosure)
and Methods (opening) are presented in Appendix C.l and Appendix C.2 respectively.

5.4.1 A scheme of spatial operations

When the participating methods are made available, we are in a position to simulate
how a shape of enclosure might be integrated with a shape of opening. First of all, this
involves new constructs and operations to emerge from the two existing methods. To
simulate the joint abstraction of integrative functions, we have tried out a descriptive
scheme called spatial operations. Basically, a single spatial operation can be consid¬
ered as a new function that emerges from an interconnection of constituent concepts
specified in the individual modelling methods. Interconnection is mainly motivated by
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Designer B's Method-B: Opening

Designer A's Method-A: Edge Designer A & B: Portion(Edgel,Opening,Edge2)

Figure 5.3. The On-Cutting operation can be applied to a pair of edge
and opening, if the a and 0 ends of an opening are collinear with the
nodes of an edge. The result, as intended jointly by A and B, is a 'portion'
configuration of two emerging edges and the given opening.

considering how instances of shapes from different domains might be spatially corre¬

lated with one another. To illustrate the scheme, two example spatial operations are

described informally below.

1. The On-Cutting operation is devised to transform, more specifically, to cut an

edge (of Methoda) with an imposed opening (of Methods) such that a new

element, named Portion, can be generated with a structure of two 'emerging'
edges and the given opening. To see the structure in detail, a description of
On-Cutting together with its depiction is given as follows.

Spatial Operation [On-Cutting] (see Figure 5.3): Given an Edge
and an Opening, if the a end and the 0 end are on the Edge, then
a Portion is constructed by (1) cutting the Edge with the Opening
and yielding two Edges, (2) combining the two Edges of (1), with the
Opening, into a Portion.

A full specification of the spatial operation On-Cutting is provided in Appendix C.3.
Two testing cases of applying On-Cutting onto instances of enclosure and opening
are presented in Appendix C.5.

2. The second example is considered in dealing with a different spatial correlation
between an edge and an opening. For some (e.g. getting a better view or more

light), an opening has to be displaced 'outside' an enclosure. For this, A and
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B are motivated to define another way of breaking an edge and connecting the
resultant edges with the given opening. Again, the Out-Cutting operation can¬

not be fully defined without accessing the structures and instances of both edge
and opening. The following description and diagram show how the Out-Cutting
operation might be specified.

Spatial Operation [Out-Cutting] (see Figure 5.4): Given an edge
and an opening, if the opening is outside the enclosure, then a 'portion'
is defined by connecting the opening with the edge in the following
steps:

• Draw a line l\ parallel to VI (the View-line of Opening) through
either end of the opening if it is parallel to the edge, or through
the end of the opening that is farther from the edge, and get the
intersection i\ of l\ and the edge;

• Draw a line 12 perpendicular to the edge through the other end
of the opening if it is parallel to the edge, or through the end of
opening that is nearer to the edge, and get the intersection i2 of I2
and the edge;

• From left to right, make the following four edges: Edgel(Nodel,
ii) Edge2(ii, a), Edge3(/?,i2), Edge4(f2, Node2);

• Portion is then defined by: Portion(Edgel, Edge2, Opening, Edge3,
Edge4).

A full specification of the spatial operation Out-Cutting is presented in Appendix C.4.

5.4.2 The resultant enclosure and opening

To compute the correlation such as an opening across, or inside an edge, many other
spatial operations might be developed, but to keep the illustration within a reasonable
length they are not presented here. The point is that the repository of spatial opera¬
tions can always be extended whenever A and B identify new ways of correlating the
shapes modelled in each domain. Clearly, in comparison with MethodA and Methods,
the collection of spatial operations can be applied to 'combined' instances of enclosure
and opening jointly given by A and B as 'source shapes'. Depending on what spatial
relations are held between the source shapes (e.g., an edge is 'on', or, 'out' an open¬

ing), specific spatial operations are applied, resulting in a composite shape of envelope.
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Designer B's Method-B: Opening

Figure 5.4. The Out-Cutting operation can be applied to a pair of
edge and opening, if the opening is placed outside the edge regarding the
pivot. The result is a 'portion' configuration of four emerging edges and
the given opening.

Obviously, different spatial operations will result in different integration of enclosure
and opening into envelope.

Our OBJ 3 simulation also shows that, in an envelope, the resultant shapes of
enclosure and opening remain distributable to A's and B's domains if the retrieval
functions (i.e., the operations to extract an enclosure or a set of openings from a given
envelope) are specified. Figure 5.5 depicts an example of an integration of source shapes
and a distribution of the resultant shapes. This is a case of the use of specified spatial
operations, and it illustrates that the use of spatial operations must be a joint effort:

• Before integration, Designer A and B need to prepare jointly a combined source

shape, which consists of original shapes constructed in their individual methods.

• After integration, Designer A and B need to communicate with each other for the
resultant envelope, as, for example, Designer A may see some problems after A's
evaluation of the resultant enclosure. In a sense, each participant sees the design
consequence of his or her domain design proposal in the light of the integrated
envelope image.

What has been demonstrated in the above is a symbolic simulation of joint ab¬
straction of STS in terms of the formal specification of spatial operations. We may

say that a collection of spatial operations constitute an integration schema shared by
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Figure 5.5. A case of integrating a source enclosure and several source
openings into a resultant envelope from which the resultant enclosure and
openings can be retrieved.
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their designers. Clearly, any specification of a spatial operation must be a collaborative
effort that requires joint contributions from each of the participating areas of expertise.
Our OBJ3 simulation also shows that some form of collaboration among participants
is necessarily involved in any use of spatial operations to arrive at integrated designs
as common images. To clarify where collaborations arise, we now turn to the internal
structures of the collaboration tasks discernible in our simulation of joint abstraction
and use of SIS.

5.4.3 Co-specifying spatial operations

The specification of spatial operations is an essential part of group design, without
which common images cannot be produced. Basically, it involves a group process of
correlating the spatial constructs introduced by one participant with those by others.
When designers have jointly specified a number of spatial operations, we say that
they reach a state of sharing an integration schema. Given the structure of a spatial
operation as simulated in the algebraic specification system, joint specification of a
spatial operation involves the following:

• name — the names like On-Cutting, Out-Cutting in our examples. How spatial
operations get named is dependent on the agreements among the authors so that
they can be commonly recallable to all parties later on;

• denotations — declarations of integrative functions made of domain constructs

specified in individual modelling methods. No one designer has complete and
precise knowledge about what modules to import in declaring the signature of an
operation;

• operations — formulations of operational semantics following the signatures de¬
noted. Operations are formulated to do certain things such as translation, selec¬
tion, reconstruction etc. The formulation of operational semantics for a declared
function requires participants to coordinate in giving proper translations and
inclusions of domain constructs to match the denotation of a targeted construct;

• conditions — formulations of operational semantics which computes if certain
spatial relations are held between instances of source shapes (for instance, to

compute if an opening is located on an edge). The formulation of conditions
requires participants to coordinate in giving proper translations of domain con¬

structs to fit with the denotation of a targeted function that checks a geometric
relation (e.g., a point is on a line).
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Figure 5.6. A structure diagram shows the cooperation for a joint spec¬
ification of reconstructing Node with Alpha and Pivot.

The structure diagram in Figure 5.6 shows what might be involved if the operation of
reconstructing Node with Alpha and Pivot is co-specified by Designers A and B5. This
reconstructor is one of the several functions contributing to a full specification of the
spatial operation On-Cutting (see Appendix C.5). The data type Node (of Methoda)
is reconstructed (as in contrast to its original construction) with the source data types
of Alpha (of Methods) and the Pivot (of Met/rod^). In specifying the reconstructor
reconst-Node, Designer A, the person has the knowledge of Node, is able to achieve this
specification if and only if Designer B collaborates with A by providing his knowledge
of translating Alpha to Point and to two Floats. With these translations available, a
shape of Node can be generated in a pair of the a end of an opening and the pivot of
an enclosure.

The above diagram depicts a formal structure of cooperative specification. Firstly,
there is a common target expressed by "Alpha x Pivot —> Node"6. As shown in the
diagram, for A and B to achieve a joint specification, what matters is the algebraic

5The term structure diagram is borrowed from Bergstra et al. [BHK89], The words in verbatim
style are now used to denote that they are formally specified as abstract data types in OBJ3.

6This reconstructor reconst-Node is an overloaded function; it has another targeted form of "Beta
x Pivot —> Node".
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structures of Node and that of the system operation dist-pp, which computes the
distance between two given points. Seen from this example, the lowest common ground
for joint abstraction seems to lie in a set of primitive constructs that domain constructs
can be translated into. We shall discuss what this implies for system strategies later
on.

5.4.4 Joint provision of source shapes

The use of spatial operations for generating integrated shapes as potential common im¬
ages presents another focal task of cooperation. The need for teamwork arises because
successful uses of any spatial operations depend on putting together the source shapes
of each participating domain in a way that matches the algebraic structures specified
in the operations. However, the provision of combined source shapes need not be as

restrictive as this. Participants can explore possible 'dependent' relations among parts
of source shapes.

As an example, Figure 5.7 shows an OBJ3 simulation of a joint provision of com¬
bined source shapes, in which the opening shape is constructed as being dependent on
the edge shape, and a composite shape of portion is computed by the spatial operation
On-Cutting. As shown, the two source shapes are combined in a way that the Opening
is always to be on the Edge. For Designer B to achieve this dependent construction, a
Segment representation of Edge has to be made available by Designer A; what A has
to do in this case is to provide the mapping from Edge to Segment which is within
A's knowledge domain. Without incorporating the mapping, B is unable to fulfil his
intention of modelling the dependent relation among the source shapes.

Drawing upon from this and other examples we have tried out, it can be remarked
that all the system primitives can be potentially employed for mapping parts of a source
shape in one domain into a primitive format, which can then be included in other source
shapes. In consequence, what can be obtained from a joint provision of source shapes
is the generation of a composite shape that contains resultant sub-shapes distributable
to the individual modelling spaces.

5.4.5 Coordination in making design changes

The third aspect of cooperation lies in the coordination among designers in modifying
domain source shapes. A natural consequence of dependent constructions in joint
provisions of source shapes, as described above, is the propagation of design changes
to related source and resultant shapes. Why coordination is necessarily involved may
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Figure 5.7. An OBJ3 simulation of a joint provision of combined source
shape where the opening shape is made jointly by A and B to be on the
edge shape.
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be better explained by the following account:

Assume two designers, (say), A and B, are engaged in a joint provision of
source shapes. We denote that the source shape with the sort 0 modelled by
A as SRq, and the one with the sort ^ by B as SRq,. A joint source shape
can be provided as j(SR.q, SRq,) if the j operation is selected for a valid
shape combination jointly intended by A and B. By executing j(SRn, SRq,),
a composite shape with the sort <h, denoted as CR$, can be generated in
the shared modelling space.

In the case that SR.q, is constructed dependently on SRq by B, then changes
made in SR.q (resulting ASRq) by A at some later moment will conse¬

quently alter the current state of SRq, and that of CRq>. That is, the
alteration will be propagated to the constituents of CR$, i.e., the resul¬
tant sub-shapes of RSRq and RSRq,,, as in CR$ — k(RSRn, RSRq,,)
where k is a label indicating what particular spatial operation has been
applied. Note that RSRq and RSRq,' are recognisable and distributable
to A's and B's modelling spaces respectively. Therefore, the change of
SRq to ASRq made by A shall generate the changing composite shape,
ACRq, = k(AR.SR.q, ARSRq,,), for which B may or may not agree with
the impending ARSRq,'.

A juxtaposition of two examples in Figure 5.8 shows an OBJ3 simulation of making
design changes. Overlapping a shape of Edge initially given by Designer A, Designers
A and B jointly constructs an Opening shape (such that the latter is spatially located
on the former). Given the combined source shapes to the shared integration schema,
the On-Cutting is applied and generates a composite shape of Portion containing
of two resultant sub-shapes of Edge and of Opening'7. Later on, A has a different
consideration of the resultant edge and makes some changes (i.e., the pivot is moved
to a new location with two shortened edges).

As a consequence of A's making changes in edges, alternations in the source shape of
opening is followed due to the dependency constructed previously. When the on-cutting
operation is applied, a new state of the portion shape will be computed, containing
new states of resultant sub-shapes. Assuming that Designer B is able to receive the

7The Opening' data type is built upon Alpha' and Beta', which are developed to make an opening
shape in a way different from that of Opening, Alpha, and Beta, a case of multiple representations of
the same design entity.
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reduce mkPortion(
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An integrated shape of Portion results from
an application of the mkPortion operation.

A change made in the Edge shape results in a change to
the source Opening shape, and then generates a new
Portion shape in which the resultant sub-shape of Opening
has been displaced and reduced in length.

Figure 5.8. An OBJ3 simulation ofmaking design changes in a combined
source shape where dependent relations will give rise to communications
and negotiations.
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changing state of the resultant opening shape, which is his design responsibility, then
B's perceiving the change might trigger further communications and negotiations with
A. It can be the case that the change propagated to the resultant opening shape may

be unacceptable to Designer B; or, B is able to suggest to A that further modifications
in the opening source shape can result in an integrated envelope that appears more

satisfactory than the current one.

5.5 Discussion

Believing that joint abstraction of shared integration schemas is an essential compo¬
nent of the metaphorist approach to collaborative design, we set out in this chapter a

symbolic simulation. The simulation aims to clarify what cooperation tasks might be
involved in the joint abstraction. We are interested in exploring the internal structures
of collaboration where group members develop shared concepts and operations so that
domain design contributions can be integrated into common images. A simple design
exercise is set up indicating what is to be simulated. The exercise is a 'contrived' case
for which we do not claim any 'utility' of the modelling methods exploitable in real
world practice. In simulation, we also have deliberately constructed symbolic repre¬

sentations at a very low level, with which the imagined designers' actions are being
analysed. Collaborative design in this simulation is described and depicted at some
level of abstraction from whatever the actions actually are.

Like any other attempt to simulate complex processes, the above study has been
preoccupied with some system-bound technical details that might distract us from
the real purpose of carrying out the simulation. The following points are made for
clarification and to serve as a note of the limitation of the present OBJ3 exercise:

• Given that we are dealing with two imaginary designers (and we are imagining
them) each with their own imaginary methods—and we are imagining how the
methods might be combined (by Designer A and B). The point of these illustra¬
tions is that any act of combining is motivated by participants' joint intention
to put parts together into greater wholes and a support system must provide
support for the participants' doing this. In the present exercise, we illustrate a

case of joint space-conception, showing that design parts may be put together by
establishing spatial relations among the parts. However, how to combine indi¬
vidual parts into integrated designs in a teamwork context is exploratory. There
can be many other relations for the designers to discover. The spatial opera¬
tions modelled in this chapter cannot be used to explain, for example, the design
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integration occurred in the Seattle Fountain project shown in Chapter 2.

• OBJ3 was used as a simulation platform not a support platform. The impression
that the two designers are modelling their design objects directly with the OBJ3
language should not be taken too seriously. As we know, in design, designers
themselves employ language differently. There is no intention to say that OBJ3
is a ready-made language for collaborative design; rather the formal language was

used to point to specifications of required properties of any conceivable support.

• The current scenario has not covered how what is shared by two designers might
be extended so that a third designer, a late comer, perhaps, can participate as

a member of a trio. We may think that through collaboration, A and B might
be expected to extend their shared form of language expressions (adding spatial
operations, objects etc.)—if C joins much later, how will C (even if C came to
know the shared form at some earlier stage) get to know A and B's form, i.e.,
how does shared form extend?

Given all these 'unrealistic' impressions, does the current study imply anything
useful at all? We believe that it does. It is not a simulation study of a real world
but of a 'conceptual world'. The simulation is useful in two respects: first, it helps to
define the underlying assumptions or boundaries of a formal approach to collaborative
design more sharply; second, some pointers to system strategy can be drawn, if joint
abstraction and use of shared integration schemas is to be developed into a realistic
approach to collaborative design computing. The rest of this section is aimed to give
more discussions of the aspects of a system strategy.

In general, we can think of a design environment developed to allow members
of a design group to embark on two collaboration tasks: first, the construction of
shared design constructs and operations with which domain design decisions can be
integrated; second, the coordination of making local design changes. An overall view
of the proposed components of a system strategy is provided in Figure 5.9

Joint abstraction of SIS. To members of a design team, a shared integration
schema (SIS) is the common apparatus to project integrated design decisions as com¬

mon images. It is important to recognise that a SIS has to be developed by group

members on the basis of individual modelling methods. By jointly describing the
(intended) relations among domain design elements, designers aim to acquire certain
operations that can transform and interrelate parts of design objects with underlying
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A System Strategy

shared integration schemas
Joint abstraction of Joint use of

shared integration schemas

■- a common visual space
■ - system primitives
■ - communication form

■ - dependency relations
■ - retreival functions
■ - design change reports

--generic spatial relations

Figure 5.9. Components of a system strategy for supporting joint ab¬
straction and use of shared integration schemas in collaborative design.

conceptual structures. The basic unit of a SIS is, therefore, a common (spatial) op¬

eration. Once established in a shared modelling space, a SIS can always be extended
and repeatedly used by the team members. Since individual modelling methods are

developed by designers at the time of designing, a system should not be expected to
generate any integrative operations automatically. Instead, a system can be useful in
facilitating the creative human teamwork in describing these operations. In this regard,
our current study suggests the following system components:

(1) A common visual space. Participants' joint abstraction of shared design opera¬

tions is motivated by their perceptions of potential interrelations among design
instances. Therefore, prior to working out what operations are required, design¬
ers need to see each other's local design decisions in a shared workspace. This
implies a shared visual space for displaying local design decisions in graphical
form. Just for the purpose of displaying graphical stimuli, the common visual
space is not required to accommodate any conceptual structures underlying the
proposed design decisions.

(2) System primitives. In our OBJ3 simulation, a set of system primitives plays an

essential role in the formulation of spatial operations and dependent relations
of source designs. System primitives are useful when constructs defined in one

domain are to be included in another existing or an emerging domain. Since
individual modelling methods are built up by participants on the basis of system
primitives, no extra cognitive load should be imposed on designers when using
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these primitives in other occasions. However, the design of system primitives
should not bear any references to specific objects in the real world if the users of
the system work in multiple heterogeneous design worlds. Evidently, our current
study cannot suggest what system primitives should be provided in a design
environment. But given a limited number of system primitives, it should be
possible that users can jointly set up new primitives as shared basic data types.

(3) Communication form. In the course of describing an integrative operation, design¬
ers need to collaborate on giving translations and inclusions of domain data types
in a structured way. The structure can be derived from the descriptive scheme
adopted by a system. There are other possible schemes for specifying spatial
operations other than the algebraic one presented here. The idea is to provide
the users with a 'communication form' on which each participant can fill in his
or her bit of abstraction. Given a communication form filled in by one or more

designers, a system is expected to generate the intended spatial operation.

(4) Generic spatial relations. A description of the conditions of applying a spatial
operation is an integral part of describing the operation. As suggested by our

simulation, a set of 'generic spatial relations' may be developed to ease condition
description. The idea is that users can instantiate generic relations so that specific
spatial conditions are specified (e.g., a generic spatial relation x is located on y is
instantiated to Opening is located on Edge). Again, the question what generic
spatial relations should be included in a system requires further research.

Joint use of SIS. A shared integration schema is supposed to be installed and op¬

erated in a group modelling space. To use integrative operations for design integration,
participants have to jointly provide combined source designs in a way 'recognisable' to
the operations. The task of providing combined source designs legitimate to certain
operations is a joint effort, since the sources must come from different design domains.
Regarding the joint use of SIS, we propose the following system components:

(5) Dependency maintenance. If dependency relations are declared among parts of
source designs prior to integration, the relations need to be maintained so that
changes can be affected by a system in one source design in response to the
changes made in another. A set of spatial constraint satisfaction mechanisms can
be useful in this aspect.

(6) Retrieval functions. What is required after integration is the articulation and dis¬
tribution of the resultant components of an integrated design (e.g., the retrieval of
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the enclosure or opening components from an integrated envelope). This implies
that a system is able to perform certain retrieval functions when requested by the
users. The processes of articulation and distribution can be done in a system-
user interactive way, since any integrated design objects retain underlying formal
structures recognisable both to the system and the users.

(7) Design change reports. Given the integration results articulated and distributed
among individual modelling spaces, group members may carry out domain-oriented
evaluations. In case some of the participants may find the consequences unsatis¬

factory, they set out to modify what is originally proposed in the source designs.
Due to the system's dependency maintenance mechanisms, changes made in one

source design may cause further changes to follow in other source designs. When
a new state of combined source design is re-submitted to integration, undoubt¬
edly, new states of resultant components will be generated. It would facilitate
coordination and negotiation among group members, if a system can generate
and deliver reports of design changes thus arising to the members involved in the
same integration task.

Summary
Seen in the metaphorist pattern, common images are produced by members of a design
group through their integration of local design decisions. To clarify the constraint of
shared integration schemas classified previously, we set out a symbolic simulation of a
simple shape construction exercise. The exercise starts with shape constructions in two

separate modelling methods that are supposedly developed by two individuals; team¬
work arises where interpenetrations between shapes of different conceptual domains are

to be realised. Adopting an algebraic specification language, we aim to give an example
of symbolic representation of a shared integration schema. Given the contents of the
design exercise and the mathematics of the language, we extract the internal struc¬
tures of the collaboration tasks simulated. In our current simulation, joint abstraction
of shared integration schemas is modelled as cooperative specification of a set of spatial
operations. Two other group tasks, provision of combined source designs and making
changes in source designs, are analysed when we come to simulate the use of specified
spatial operations. Drawing on the simulation results, we discuss the implications for
a system strategy, if joint abstraction and use of shared integration schemas is to be
developed as a form of collaborative design computing.
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Chapter 6

The Substantiation of Common

Generic Structures

This chapter presents an analysis of collaborative design activity, explaining how mem¬

bers of a design team collaborate to achieve integrated design on the basis of sharing
and substantiating common generic structures with domain design developments. More
examples of 'generic structures' taken from the history of architectural design are in¬
troduced, showing that teamwork can be based on participants' sharing some kind
of generic objects. To define the issues to be better understood, a scenario of the
structuralist approach to collaborative design is presented. The structuralist scenario
is then given a situation-theoretical exposition. A set of constraints on collaboration
are described, which serve to set down a structuralist logic of collaborative design:
the necessity of maintaining a dual correspondence between the evolution of common
generic structures and the development of domain design solutions distributed over

several sites. Following the constraints identified, we discuss the basic requirements for
computer-based tools to support the aspects of the structuralist approach.

6.1 The Sharing of Generic Structures

At the beginning of the thesis, we have indicated that our research aim is to develop
a structural account of collaborative design in the field of architecture, which has the
following features:

• integration — the teamwork has an ultimate goal of achieving a single integrated
design that satisfies all participants' design requirements and judgements;
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• distribution — the teamwork is undertaken by multiple individuals who are as¬

sembled as a working group because of their various design expertise;

• evolution — the teamwork itself is evolved in the interplay between integration
and distribution (i.e., no fixed or pre-defined routes of integration or of distribu¬
tion are given to designers in advance).

The 'structuralist' pattern characterised in Chapter 2 is just another approach to
collaborative design that demonstrates the above features of teamwork. As shown in
our case study of the Colonia Giiell church project, the structuralist approach brings
us to a crux of group design activity: some common generic structures, as we call
it, are created collectively but viewed and substantiated differently by members of a
design team. The term 'structuralist' is what we choose to name the observed pattern
of teamwork in architectural design. But, as will be shown later, the special term is
purely used to indicate the construction of 'structural objects' in group design modelling
processes. It is not intended to relate to other notions or theories of 'structuralism', as
developed by, e.g., Levi Strauss, Derrida and others.

Recalling the funicular model observed in the Colonia Giiell church design, a model
of that nature is an example of common generic structure. However, to show that the
funicular structure is not the only instance ever invented in the history of architectural
design, we now look at some other examples of common generic structures. In the
following, we shall present a brief review of the evidence from the Greek taxis and its
descendants.

The Greek taxis schema (or, the family of the taxis schemata) is basically a frame¬
work of 'subdivision' in an architectural composition. Tzonis and Lefaivre give the
following characterisation of the taxis [TL87, p. 9]:

"Taxis divides a building into parts and fits into the resulting partitions the
architectural elements, producing a coherent work. In other words, taxis
constrains the placing of the architectural elements that populate a building
by establishing successions of logically organized divisions of space."

Figure 6.1 shows an example of the 'grid', or, more specifically, 'square' schema. The
square framework is presented in an overall, general manner encompassing, initially,
the whole area of the building (supposedly, a church). With its vertical and horizontal
lines set up, it can be applied in a more specific way in controlling the position of the
element of wall, defining the space for the nave and the aisle. An even more elaborate
architectural plan can be produced on the basis of the grid pattern.
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Figure 6.1. An example of square taxis for a church design, attributed
to Serlio, 1691.

Another taxis pattern is the polar one. According to Tzonis et. al., a polar taxis
is a pattern where "One set of dividing lines forms concentric circles, while the other
radiates from the common center of these circles." [TL87, p. 25]. Figure 6.2 shows
examples of polar taxis the spatial subdivision is running in a circular manner.

The Greek taxis frameworks have been continuously used in the classical architec¬
tural composition, and its influence on later work can be seen at least as late as Durand
and Guadet (see Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4). As Tzonis and Lefaivre commented [TL87,
p. 28]:

"Toward the nineteenth century another way of specifying the divisions
of a work became dominant: specification by an axis rather than by an
outline. It is presupposed here that the architectural members of the section
indicated by the axis are laid out—"balances"—around the axis according
to bilateral symmetry."

What we see in the above examples of the taxis schemata is a family of frameworks
or structural objects that are subject to various systems of spatial or topological logic.
Clearly, this is a different category of constraining forces from that of the gravitational.
It can be said that there are at least two categories of form-giving forces employed
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Figure 6.2. Examples of polar taxis schemata which partition building
plans by means of contour and axis, attributed to Cousin, 1560.

Figure 6.3. Examples of taxis schemata developed in the nineteenth
century showing plans with subdivisions of plans embedded in them, from
Durand's Precis 1802-1805.
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Figure 6.4. An grid pattern notation system showing the application of
multiple taxis formulas on the same object by laying one over the other,
from Guadet 1901-1904.

or employable in the field of building design: one is 'physical' (i.e., gravity, acoustics,
light etc.), the other 'intentional' (i.e., some humanly devised spatial/shape grammars

or schemata). As shown, both categories can act as systems of formal constraints in
the construction of structural objects.

Why do we think that these structural objects have to do with an account of team¬
work in design? First, these design objects are representations capable of demonstrating
multiple design perspectives in their construction, manipulation, and substantiation.
Second, these objects (2- or 3-dimensional) are themselves expressions of relations
among constituting parts that may later contribute to form a larger whole. In contrast
to the metaphorist approach, here we have 'emerging parts' instead of an emerging
whole. Design of parts in the structuralist context is distributed among members of a
group on the basis that an initial whole (a common generic structure, in our term) is
presented.

When parts are developed locally to a certain extent, design judgements brought
out by participating expertise will be given to these developments. These are actually
interpretations of the design consequences of the existing generic framework. Since
its being 'multi-viewpoint', a generic structure can be amended by whoever feels it
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is inadequate or unsatisfactory. However, any changes made by one participant onto
a generic framework will logically give rise to problems for other participants who
share the framework. This is due to the action of a 'global' constraint system which
will 'shape' the composition of a structure until a 'balanced' or 'equilibrium' state is
reached. So, the structuralist proposition is that the sharing of a common generic
structure gives rise to group interaction in collaborative design. If group members are

to share a generic structure, they have to deal with any consequent problems, at least,
inter-personally, if not cooperatively.

Having introduced the theme of sharing common generic structures in collaborative
design, we may point out the following more specific questions to be answered:

(1) What are the representational elements or devices that enable a common generic
structure to be constructed, manipulated, and changed from multiple perspectives
brought by group members?

(2) What are the conditions that show whether a generic structure constructed in a

shared workspace is 'shareable' or not among the contributors to its construction?

(3) How is the evolution of developing common generic structures participated by
group members interrelated with the design developments pursued by individuals
in separate domains?

(4) What do members of a design team have to know in order to initiate, or to respond
to, group communications in the course of designing?

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. An overview of the struc¬
turalist approach is introduced in the next section. Given the structuralist scenario,
the third section presents an analysis of the scenario based on our situation-theoretical
framework. Within the framework, the constraints on collaboration are derived in the
fourth section. Following the constraints identified, an informal specification of the
requirements for computer support is presented in the fifth section. The chapter ends
with a discussion of related work.

6.2 The Structuralist Scenario: An Abstract

Given the references from our observation of the sharing of generic structures as an ap¬

proach to teamwork in architectural design and the historical case of funicular modelling
in the Giiell church project in particular, the 'structuralist' approach to collaborative
design can be described concisely as follows:
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At the inception of a design project, members of a design team work jointly
in constructing a group modelling space for the modelling of a single struc¬
tural or spatial framework as a common generic structure. There can be
'forces' introduced in the modelling space with which specific forms or

shapes of the structure can be evolved. When a participant applies pro¬

jective (derivative) devices onto a state of a common generic structure,
derivative structures can be produced and imported to his or her individual
modelling space that is set up and used by the individual for domain design
purpose.

By taking derivative structures as design referents, group members carry

out separate strands of domain design developments; they substantiate the
imported derivative structures as parts of the generic structure into con¬

crete and specific design expressions in their individual modelling spaces.

In the course of elaborating domain design developments, some participants
may be motivated, by seeing the design results in their working domains, to
change parts of the derivative structures in use; to put the intended changes
into effect, the individuals manipulate and modify the (corresponding) parts
of the common generic structure. The changes thus proposed by one indi¬
vidual can subsequently cause further changes to be made in the derivative
structures used by other participants.

6.3 An Exposition of the Structuralist Pattern

Employing the same methodological framework used in our analysis of the metapho-
rist pattern, this section presents a situation-theoretical exposition of the structuralist
approach to teamwork in design. Likewise, our aim is to explore the constraints on

the flow of information among the situation types classified in the structuralist sce¬

nario. After this, we will be in a position to describe systematically the requirements
for computer support from what we know about the structuralist logic of collaborative
design. To start with, a situation-theoretical analysis of the scenario, consisting of an
action-space matrix, a classification of the situation types, and a scheme of the flow of
information, is presented below.

6.3.1 Modelling spaces and modelling acts

Our classification of the modelling spaces for the structuralist pattern is the same as

the metaphorist one. But in the structuralist context the general entities introduced
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to modelling spaces are of a different nature:

GMS — The term 'group modelling space' (GMS) refers to a modelling space created
by designers participating in a design project. One of the key functions of a
GMS here is its use by all participants in modelling some kind of common generic
structures (see more details below). In this regard, more specific qualifications of a
GMS can be stated. A GMS may include the following basic types of components:

• model constructs — a collection of elementary objects that participants
introduce to be used in the construction of a generic structure which is
subject to the constraining forces deployed.

• form-giving forces or constraints— fields of physical or other kinds of forces
that participants deploy to shape or deform parts of a generic structure.
Given a constraining field in a GMS, all participants are concerned with a

state of CSS, as manifested in a configuration of instances of model con¬
structs, to ensure it is in equilibrium or satisfactory to the forces or con¬

straints applied.
• manipulative operations — operations that enable participants to displace,
transpose, or aggregate etc. instances of various types of model constructs
such that common structures can be created and evolved.

• derivative operations — operations that allow participants to perform cer¬

tain spatial actions, such as sectioning, projecting, tracing, truncating, de¬
veloping etc., so that 'secondary' structures can be derived.

IMSs — Individual modelling spaces (IMSs) are modelling spaces created and used
by an individual for the development of his or her domain design solutions. In
general, to carry out their individual design tasks, members of a design team may

include the following components in their IMS set-ups:

• individual object world — a designer's design world, consisting of (domain-
specific) notations and tools for coding, visualising, manipulating and eval¬
uating design expressions.

• derivative structures base — an information space for storing, sorting, and
displaying the secondary structures derived from an existing generic struc¬
ture constructed in a GMS.

For the structuralist, we have the same entries of modelling acts, i.e., abstraction,
generation, interpretation, and modification. Since no fundamental differences arise
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Figure 6.5. An action-space matrix generating eight types of generic
design states in the background of the structuralist pattern.

here, our general comments on these acts presented in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.4.2)
are considered sufficient in the current context.

6.3.2 An action-space matrix

Given the modelling spaces and modelling acts specified above, an action-space matrix
for the structuralist pattern is presented in Figure 6.5. As before, the matrix is con¬

structed to reveal and classify the range of design states, which, in turn, gives rise to
a list of the situation types in the structuralist scenario, inviting further explanations.

6.3.3 Situation types in the structuralist pattern

In consequence, we arrive at eight situation types which classify the structuralist ap¬

proach. Guided by the format of an 'action-space-state' triple, more explanations are

generated for each entry.

(1) [abs, GMS, <SC<S] — participants of a design team perform design abstractions in
a group modelling space resulting in a shared construction set (SCS).

Recall the funicular modelling case. This is the situation where the basic
model constructs (e.g., board, cord, weights, etc.) are introduced by group mem¬

bers. The constructs are the participants' abstractions of the design elements or
factors that constitute the artefact to be built in the real world. We term the set

of elements abstracted in a shared workspace for the modelling of generic struc¬
tures (e.g., a funicular structure) the shared construction set (SCS). Clearly, an
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SCS is an information carrier at a low level, which can be shrunk or extended at
some stage of group work.1.

(2) [abs, IMSs, TOW] — some individual performs design abstraction in his or her
own modelling space resulting in an individual object world (TOW).

This is the situation where elements of design representation are introduced
by a designer working in a particular aspect of a design project. Similarly to the
metaphorist equivalent, the term 'individual object world' is used to denote this
type of design state. A designer's abstraction of an TOW can be seen as the
point where an individual's design expertise enters, since an TOW is the working
basis for its designer to contribute his or her part of substantiation of a common
generic structure. Like the status of SCS, an TOW is a low-level information
carrier subject to changes whenever intended by its designer.

(3) [gen, GMS, CQS] — one or more designers perform design generation in a group

modelling space resulting in a state of common generic structure (CQS).

Given a state of SCS is made available in a GMS, this is the situation where
group members work (concurrently) in generating a configuration of generic struc¬
ture. Common generic structures are 2-D or 3-D generic objects, representing,
mainly, a kind of spatial framework or skeleton. As one of the essential features of
the structuralist approach, the framework is constructed and can be subsequently
used by all participants working in different domains of a design project. The
following general properties of a generic structure can be observed:

• Deformahility. A common generic structure is made of instances of model
constructs that are connected in a field of physical forces or formal con¬

straints. Being constructed and shared by all participants, a structure of
this nature is meaningful and useful in revealing certain spatial forms or

geometrical shapes. Changes in forces/constraints applied or in values of
constructs may deform a structure into different states. The deformabil-
ity entails that the construction of the generic objects is based on certain
physical or formal models which behave in certain systems of constraint sat¬
isfaction or equilibrium of forces.

1We do not. define the present situation type to include the realm of abstracting fields of constraining
forces. In some cases, we believe, designers are not necessarily involved in representing a particular
kind of form-giving force in a GMS. As in the funicular modelling case, designers simply know to use
what is already available (i.e., the gravitational force).
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• Multiple-viewpoint. Parts of a generic structure can be manipulated by
participants from multiple points of view for different design reasons. The
multiplicity is firstly achieved by participants' introducing types of model
constructs that correspond to various 'perspectives' of design modelling (e.g.
site, structure, enclosure, opening etc., in building design). Secondly, there
are multiple ways allowed to assemble or detach model constructs while
modifying parts of a structure. This multiplicity lies in a range of connect¬
ing devices that can be used to associate various types of model constructs
introduced in the first place.

• Derivability. A state of generic structure can be applied with derivative
devices as intended by any individual designers. Applied derivations can

generate instances of derivative structures (see below) that can be further
transported to individual workspaces for domain uses. The derivability al¬
lows participants to establish referencing relations between individual design
developments and the evolution in their sharing a generic structure.

(4) [gen, IMSs, VVS\ — an individual performs design generation in his or her mod¬
elling space resulting in domain design expressions (VT>£).

Given an individual object world set up in an IMS, this is the situation where
a designer generates design expressions specific to his or her domain design tasks
at hand. The sharing of a common generic structure is only half of the struc¬
turalist story. As a project developed, final design products often go well beyond
the design of generic skeletons. An equally important part is concerned with
how the generic structures can be substantiated with more specific substances or
properties. In this respect, domain design expressions are the outcomes from the
specialisation processes carried out by individuals with various design expertise.

Being different from the metaphorist, the generation of domain design so¬

lutions here is closely associated with another type of design state—derivative
structures (see below). The difference lies in that, in the structuralist approach,
all local design expressions are made on the basis of the structures or frameworks
derived from a CQS. That is, designers generate (VT>£) by taking derived struc¬
tures as underlying design referents. For this connection, we introduce a different
type of design state to denote the difference.

(5) [fnt, GMS, VS\ — a designer's performing design interpretation (of a state of
common generic structure) in a group modelling space resulting in derivative
structures (DS).
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Given the set of derivative devices made available in a GMS, this is the sit¬
uation where a designer applies the devices provided onto parts of a CQS and
produces VS as information of secondary order (e.g., the inverted photographs
taken from the exterior or interior of the funicular model). As observed, derivative
structures are basically 2-D or 3-D pictorial objects representing derivative spatial
frames or skeletons. Images of VS, once imported into individual workspaces,
can serve the individuals as referents in generating domain design expressions.
We attribute this activity as an interpretation because how and where to apply
derivative devices involves a designer's knowledge about domain design tasks. In
a sense, this is similar to saying that to designers with different design interests,
a common generic structure might have different meanings as to how it might be
used.

To look at the status of VS in a further depth, in the course of developing
domain designs, a designer may feel the need to manipulate parts of VS acting
as the underlying design referents. However, the manipulation has to be largely
indirect. Since instances of VS are 'frozen' images in its nature, they cannot be
manipulated in parts but only as a whole. To effect changes in the referents of
this nature, corresponding changes have to be affected in the CQS, so that a new

state of VS containing the intended changes can be re-derived.

(6) [int, IMSs, CVJ\ — a designer's performing design interpretation in his or her
own modelling space resulting in local design judgements (CVJ).

When a domain design expression is made in an IMS, this is the situation
where the designer gives interpretation of the expression arrived at. Since each
VV£ is generated in relation to what VS is underlaid, and any instance of VS is
a derivative of CQS, the resultant VV£, as viewed and judged by its creator from
a particular design perspective, is a design consequence of CQS. A participant
may be motivated by his or her state of CVJ to carry out design modification
both in IMS and in GMS.

(7) [mod, GMS, ACQS and/or AiSC5] — one or more designers' performing design
modification in a group modelling space resulting in changes in common generic
structures and/or in the shared construction set.

When a state of CVJ arises in the head of a participant, he or she will get
access to GMS to change the attributes of instances of model constructs (e.g.,
moving a cord from one place to another, or distributing weights in a different
manner), so that undesirable design consequences (as manifested in VV£) can be
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removed. Or, more fundamentally, he or she may introduce new model constructs
to the existing SCS, so that a new aspect of modelling CQS can be opened up. In
both cases, this type of situation will give rise to communication and coordination
among group members (see more discussion in the constraint analysis below).

(8) [mod, IMSs, AVT>£ and/or ATOW] — a designer performing design modification
in his or her own modelling space results in changes in domain design expressions
and/or in individual object worlds.

When a new state of VS is imported in an IMS, this is the situation where
an individual executes intended changes in an existing VDS. As new design
expressions are unravelled with reference to the underlying VS, the designer may
have further interpretations regarding the modified state of CQS, and forms his or
her latest CVJ. So the structuralist story goes on until, perhaps, no participants
in a design group express the need to change any bits of CQS and VT>£s.

6.3.4 Information flow in the structuralist pattern

Putting the above situation-theoretical constructs into an order that follows the proce¬

dural features described in the scenario, we may construct a chart of information flow
in the structuralist pattern. To better illustrate the flow, a diagram showing a scheme
of the information flow in the structuralist pattern is provided in Figure 6.6. The chart
starts with the formation of a shared construction set upon which the generation of
common generic structures is based. Derivative structures are derived from the generics
and imported to a number of distributed individual modelling spaces. With reference
to the underlying derivative structures imported, domain design expressions are made
in individual object worlds. Domain-oriented interpretations of the expressions result
in local design judgements which, in turn, motivate changes to be made in the underly¬
ing derivative structures. The design changes thus initiated in each domain may result
in further changes to be affected or propagated in parts of a common generic structure.

6.4 Constraints on Structuralist Collaboration

In searching for the constraints on the flow of information, we have located two places
where constraints on the flow of design information give rise to group interactions for
accomplishing joint design modelling tasks (see where the digits '1', '2', are located in
Figure 6.6):
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Figure 6.6. A scheme of the flow of information among the situation
types classified in the structuralist approach. (Note that the number of
designers shown on this scheme is only an assumption; in theory, the
number can be scaled up to any group size.)
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(1) from SCS to CQS — i.e., from a situation (type) where a shared construction
set is put forward into a group modelling space to a situation where a common

generic structure is generated in a group modelling space.

Question: Given a shared construction set introduced in a GMS, how do
instances of the constructs come together in forming a generic structure that is
shareable to (all) members of a design team?

In the structuralist approach, an important issue is how to achieve and evolve
a common design framework that can serve the participants to develop domain-
specific substantiated designs. Since the framework has to be shared by all group
members through a design project, the property of being 'shareable' of a com¬

mon generic structure is a critical indicator of the continuing of teamwork. The
shareability of CQS reflects the status of common understanding and judgement
achieved and maintained by team members. In certain circumstances, a CQS
may become not shareable, hence teamwork cannot continue, due to the follow¬
ing conditions:

- deformability —- a CQS may not be deformable in a GMS because an equi¬
librium state of the structure under construction cannot be reached, i.e., the
generic structure collapses under the constraining forces applied;

- multiple-viewpoint — a CQS may not be accessible to some participants
in the course of modelling because of the lack of certain types of model
constructs or connectors;

- genericity— a CQS may not be usable to some members because its deriva¬
tive structures are not generic on an appropriate level to serve the purposes

of domain-oriented design substantiation.

Among the above three factors, the availability of model connectors, we would
argue, is the most crucial one. Types of model constructs may be brought into
play by participants in an arbitrary way in the first instance. Clearly, if two
types of model constructs are introduced by two different designers, to make
use of instances of the constructs in building a structure, a way of making the
connections must be found, and this can be a 'design experiment' jointly carried
out by the two designers. We shall characterise this group activity as 'making
and issuing model connectors'. A collection of model connectors is a kind of
connective device that can be used to join instances of different types of model
constructs in relation to an acting field of form-giving forces. Here we are thinking
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of the 'hooks', 'clippers', 'jointers' etc., shown in the funicular modelling case

(see Section 2.2.3). Once a set of connectives is made available in a GMS, the
deformability, multi-viewpoint, and genericity of a CQS can then be built and
tested.

Given the role of connectives as this, we propose the availability of model
connectives as the first structuralist constraint2 on collaboration3:

Constraint 1 : (SCS CQS) ==>• S (Connectives)

(2) from design changes in derivative structures (AS VSQ to design changes in a

common generic structure (A CQS) — i.e., from a situation where one or more

participants bring up proposals for design changes to be made in the derivative
structures in their uses to a situation where design changes are reflected in parts
of a generic structure.

Question: What is involved for the design changes in derivative structures as

intended by one or more participants to be finally realised?

To better understand the above question, we need a more thorough discussion
of the 'consistency' relations among CQS, VS, and VT>£.

1. {CGS)R.,i{VS) — Derivative structures are derived from a state of a common
generic structure. Therefore, CQS always stands in a relation, denoted as R.,i,
to VS. In theory, the type of relation R,i can be characterised in terms of,
for instance, the derivative devices (methods) used and the spatio-temporal
locations (relative to the CQS in a GMS) of applying the devices.

2. (VS)R.f(VV£) — Domain design expressions are constructed by partici¬
pants with reference to underlying derivative structures. Therefore, VS al¬
ways stand in a relation, denoted as Rf, to VV£. Examples of the type
of relation Rf can be, for instance, geometrical or spatial referencing, or

material substantiating.

2Note that the term 'constraints' in the context of "constraints on information flow" here has a

different domain of discourse from that of 'constraints' in the context of "form-giving forces as design
constraints" as described in Section 6.3.1. Constraints on information flow are the systematic relations
we use to characterise group interaction in collaborative design; while constraints in the realm of design
modelling are the systematic relations employed by the designers to shape design objects. Clearly, the
former is more general than the latter.

3A genera! reading of the terms and notations used here in describing the structuralist constraints
on collaborative design is provided in the Glossary—see Appendix A.2, page 208, and Appendix A.3,
page 209.
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3. (CQS)R,i(VS)Rf{VV£) — Given the above two relations, a more complex
relation among CQS, T>S, and W£ can be formed among the three de¬
sign states. In two aspects, this complex relation describes the problem of
maintaining the consistency of information flow:

CQS CQS' (1) ; (some participant's act causing state changing in CQS)
VS VS' (2) ; (because a Rd is in operation)

VVS VV£'(3) ; (because a Rf is in operation)
Or the information flow can be the other way around

VV£ VV£' (1) ; (some participant's act causing state changing in VT>£)
VS VS' (2) ; (because a Rf is in operation)

CQS CQS' (3) ; (because a Rd is in operation)

Regarding the issue of consistency among different design states, we may

propose two other structuralist constraints on collaboration in the following.

Suppose, at some design stage, a participant (say, Designer A) decides to make
some changes in VSsa (i.e. the set of derivative structures used by Designer A)
to maintain (or validate) an intended domain design solution. Consequently, A's
changing VSa leads to a changing state of the CQS which is shared by other
participants (say, Designers B and C). Owing to the deformability of the CQS,
the derivative structures, VSb and VSc, used by B and C respectively may get

changed in order to maintain the derivative relations introduced previously. This
gives rise to at least two circumstances calling for communication among A, B
and C:

Constraint 2 : EA VSi A CQS =>■ Coordination

Coordination is involved if A's changing VSa is seen in CQS and judged
desirable by B and C, as they inspect the consequent states of their own derivative
structures. Under this circumstance, B and C need to coordinate A's proposals
by making further developments in their domain design solutions in respect of
the changed VSb and VSc-

Constraint 3 : EA VSi A CQS => Negotiation

Negotiation is involved if A's changing VSa is judged undesirable by B
and/or C, as they inspect the differences occurred in the changing states of VSb
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and/or VSc■ Under this circumstance, A needs to negotiate with B and/or C
by either dropping completely the intended changes in VSa, which requires A to

develop his or her domain design in a different direction, or requesting B's and/or
C's suggestions of the extent to which the changes in VSa are acceptable.4

To summarise, we may spell out the structuralist logic of collaborative design from
the constraints identified above: participants in a design project collaborate with one

another by building a generic structure in a shared work space, which provides a com¬

mon framework capable of linking domain design developments undertaken by partic¬
ipants in a distributed manner. A deformable and generic structure can be built and
evolved from multiple viewpoints, if and only if a set of model connectives is made
available. Coordination is involved if one designer's intention to change parts of a

generic structure is acceptable to other team members; otherwise negotiation among

participants for making design changes is necessarily involved until the shareability of
the generic structure is regained.

6.5 Issues in Supporting Structuralist Collaboration

Given the structuralist constraints on collaboration arrived at the above, we now move

onto a discussion of the representation and communication requirements for tools to

support collaborative design. Like our treatment of the metaphorist requirements, a

formal and complete requirement specification for the structuralist approach will not
be presented. Instead, we aim to identify areas of prospective computer support which
have not been fully addressed by current research in collaborative drawing support

tools, and to suggest the connections with related research done in other areas.

(Issue 1) Support for the Construction of a GMS
As clearly revealed in the structuralist scenario, collaborative design begins with
the construction of a common modelling space. Given the initial demand, a

computer-based design environment may have to provide, in the first instance,
representation support in the users' construction of a GMS.

[1.1] Representation of multiple viewpoints. — More specifically, this re¬

quirement can be subdivided into the representation of two kinds of model
objects:

4Note that. A's receiving the suggestions made by B and/or C is same as how B and/or C may
recognise A's intention expressed in changing VSa', the cognitive basis for A to do so is, again, the
deformability of C.QS and the relations between CQS and VS.
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[1.1.a] Types ofmodel constructs — Participants working on various as¬

pects of a project need to introduce types of model constructs that they
consider pertinent representations of design elements. Different view¬
points in a GMS may be better represented by various types of model
constructs. Instances of model constructs can interact with form-giving
forces or constraints applied in a GMS and exhibit certain behaviours
of deformation.

[l.l.b] Types of model connectors — When types of model constructs
are introduced by participants, model connectors, the devices to connect
or disconnect instances of the constructs, are essential. Types of connec¬
tors are used by participants to define and effect ways of manipulating
parts of the common structures for various reasons. Note that model
connectors are neutral objects in a sense that they do not represent any

specific design elements in the real world.

[1.2] Representation of constraint system for shaping CQS. — Design partic¬
ipants are not expected to build up, computationally, a common constraint

system by themselves for modelling CQS, since this demands highly technical
knowledge. It would be a task for system engineers to develop computational
models that can interact with instances of model constructs and connectors

introduced by participants. The design of constraint systems of a GMS can

be of the following nature:

[1.2.a] General constraint systems supporting physical (or, more broadly,
environmental) laws such as gravity, thermal energy, or acoustics etc.

[l.2.b] Specific constraint systems supporting intentional laws such as

particular systems of spatial or shape grammars.

[1.3] CQS is pictorial and generic. — Representation of CQS requires to be
graphical and, at the same time, generic for the following two reasons:

[1.3.a] In serving all members of a design team as a common (global)
representational medium, CQS is essentially pictorial, or, at least, dia¬
grammatic. This implies that the construction of CQS has to be based
on graphical objects so that all participants of different backgrounds
can feel relatively easy to be familiar with.
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[1.3.b] CQS is essentially generic in order to be enriched or refined to
different levels of specificity. Therefore, its representation requires, per¬
haps, a higher order of genericity to support the following flow of infor¬
mation:

nn (-> instantiation—of _ substantiation—with ^
C^/c> * D£) * Due

(Issue 2) Support for the Construction of IMSs
In teamwork, a participant's development of domain design solutions is not less
important than that of common structures. To carry out more technical mod¬
elling tasks, participants need to work with personal workspaces which are not
necessarily known and accessible to others. The problem is how to have a system
capable of interacting with a user and generating an IMS which he or she thinks
pertinent to the design tasks at hand. This requirement gives rise to the following
sub-issues:

[2.1] Representation of individual object worlds— This includes, firstly, a set
of personal design constructs for generating and manipulating domain design
expressions, secondly, domain- oriented constraint systems employable in
shaping domain design developments.

[2.2] Support for the construction ofWE with reference to VS — The
spaces for constructing WE is required to be overlapped or juxtaposed with
the spaces for holding VS as design referents.

[2.3] Support for the construction ofWE by substantiating VS with domain
design elements (substances) — This is a user's need for direct use of VS
imported from a GMS. The type of construction process involves enriching
or refining VS into VVE filled with more domain design details.

(Issue 3) Support for Coordination and Negotiation
The representations in a GMS and multiple IMSs discussed above can be termed
the 'infrastructural' supports for the users' setting up group as well individual
workspaces. In addition to infrastructures outlined, there are system require¬
ments of more dynamic features to be considered. The third issue is concerned
with system ability to support the constraints of coordination and negotiation:

[3.1] Detection of state change in CQS — It is clear to us that CQS is a

dynamic object subject to participants' manipulations from different view¬
points. It is the evolving of a common structure that gives rise to the
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dynamism of teamwork. For a design environment to fit into the dynamic
situation, it has to be concerned with the facts about state change in CQS.
But how do we define such a state change?

[3.1.a] A state of CQS is defined by a two or three dimensional deploy¬
ment of instances ofmodel constructs and connectors under the influence

of a global constraint system activated in a GMS.

[3.l.b] A state change in CQS can therefore be defined as a change in
(parts of) an existing deployment (or, a better word, configuration) re¬

sulting from a net effect of some participant's or participants' modelling
actions together with the constraint influence.

A system's ability to keep track of state changes in CQS lies in whether
the system can generate information about the configuration differences be¬
tween two CQS states given at a time. This bit of information is essential
for the system to trigger further communicational mechanisms, such as the
maintenance of R,i and messages delivering for users' maintaining Rj (see
below). Seen in this requirement, a detection mechanism, so to speak, is
needed.

[3.2] Maintaining the relation R(i in (CQS)R.,i(VS) — In developing domain
design solutions, participants need to extract derivative structures from a

state of CQS as design resources or references. Since the state of CQS may

keep changing, it is a useful support for participants if a system can inform
the users in a timely way of the changing states of VS in use, arising from
state change in CQS. This requires a system to keep a record of the relation
between VS and CQS and compute updated states of VS whenever CQS gets

changed. Apart from the state of CQS, two representations are necessarily
involved in a system's maintaining the relation R(i:

[3.2.a] Representation of derivative operations— To derive a VS, users
require to perform certain spatial operations, such as projecting, sub¬
dividing, or slicing etc., upon CQS. Taken as a bit of information, a

derivative action thus consists of the performer and the spatial opera¬
tion performed.

[3.2.b] Representation of location of deriving— The information about
the time and position (relative to CQS modelled in a GMS) in which a

derivative action takes place is also relevant in keeping a R(i-
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[3.3] Message delivery for maintaining the relation Rf in ('.VS)Rf(VV£)
— Standing from a domain design perspective, a participant shall perceive
his or her development of domain design solutions as design consequences

in relation to a state of CQS. By judging the resulting development, any
participant may well be motivated to make changes in VV£. This kind
of design change activity gives rise to a second dynamism in the course of
teamwork. As explained before, there exists the systematic relation, Rf,
between VS and VV£. Given a change in VV£ desired by some individual,
a Rf will not be sustainable if state changes in VS, and hence in CQS, are
not reflected correspondingly.
A usable collaborative modelling environment should, therefore, not only
allow for participants to freely make changes in VV£ in their IMSs, but also
assist the individuals in dealing with the problem of maintaining Rf. To
support this communication need, two functionalities are considered neces¬

sary:

[3.3.a] Detection ofstate change in VS— A detection mechanism similar
to that of detecting CQS state changes is needed. But the detection
functions need to be installed locally as IMSs may be distributed over

a number of separate working sites.

[3.3.b] Sending the change message to GMS — When a state change
(VS VS') is computed, a message is sent to GMS for activating
corresponding state change in CQS.

When GMS receives and processes the message sent from IMSs, a change in
CQS will be implemented by the system, resulting in CQS'. Owing to the
mechanism ofmaintaining R,i described earlier, further messages (containing
the information about VS VS') being sent from GMS to IMSs shall
naturally follow so that other participants involved shall be informed. The
detection and message delivery mechanisms described here seems to suggest
a local management agent, be set up in an IMS which is the sole information
space for the agent to serve.

[3.4] Communication channels for resolving conflicts manifested in CQS
CQS' — If the coordination constraint, as described previously on page 149,
cannot be satisfied, negotiation among the individuals involved in the dis¬
agreement is needed to resolve the conflict. Since the situation is a highly
non- deterministic one, a system is not expected to automatically detect the
arising of a conflict and resolve it. In principle, this should be left to the
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participants to decide if coordinating or negotiating is needed. In coordina¬
tion, there is no need for participants to express individual judgements of
the state of CQS, and corresponding changes in VD£ shall be carried out in
IMSs separately.
More problematically, in negotiation, participants need to express disagree¬
ment to one another5. This demands a system to provide users with com¬

munication channels with which they can discuss, directly or indirectly, and
resolve the differences in recognising the state of CQS until the sharability
is re-established among members of a design team.

6.6 Related Research

To investigate the possibility of computer-supported collaborative design, we have
started from a study of the structuralist approach to teamwork in architectural mod¬
elling. By carrying out an informal analysis of the structuralist scenario, a classifica¬
tion scheme that explains the constitution of collaborative design activity is presented.
Guided by an examination of the properties of the types of representation and the
systematic relations among them, a logic of collaboration in teamwork is found. The
constraints spell out what is involved when members of a design team co-work on the
substantiation of a common generic structure with heterogeneous design developments
in a distributed manner. Following the constraint presentation, we then give a discus¬
sion of the basic requirements for prospective computer support.

For the purpose of drawing up a promising strategy for a further exploration, we
have some readings from other researchers. In relation to our current enquiry, the
following collection of research references are of particular interest:

1. In their search for what makes research on Computer Supported Cooperative
Work (CSCW) a unique field, Schmidt and Bannon propose a general concep¬
tual framework for CSCW (see [BS91, SB92]). In particular, they argue that
the priority of computer support for group working should be aiming at two

aspects: support for the articulation work, and support for the construction of
a common information space. Our current study of the structuralist (and the
metaphorist) approach seems to be positive about the two supporting aspects as

pointed out by the Schmidt-Bannon framework. But in the light of the struc¬
turalist and the metaphorist experiences, we would argue that computer support

5Again, to use the negotiation situation described on page 149, this is to say that B and/or C must
find a way to let A know that A's intention in making the change in CQS is not acceptable.
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for the interaction between articulation and construction should be added as the

third dimension.

2. Based on analyses of organisational problem solving in scientific communities,
Leigh Star derives the concept of boundary objects and suggests the concept would
be an appropriate data structure for Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI)
[Sta89]. Star identifies four types of boundary object which are considered as

a major method of solving heterogeneous problems. Notably, the properties of
boundary objects bear a close relation to those of our common generic structures
[Sta89, p. 46]:

"Boundary objects are objects that are both plastic enough to adapt
to local needs and constraints of several parties employing them, yet
robust enough to maintain a common identity across sites. They are
weakly structured in common use, and become strongly structured in
individual-site use."

We suggest that the CQS in our case can be another candidate for a type of
boundary object to be used in collaborative design but with a generic-specific
structural adaptation instead of a weak-strong one. Though the general proper¬
ties of boundary objects are researched, no computational representations of the
objects have been proposed.

3. Research on computer graphics models, which can respond in a natural way to

applied forces or constraints, has shown us the technical possibilities of repre¬
senting CQS graphically in computers. In particular, three research results worth
noting: the theory of elasticity was employed by Terzopoulos et al. to construct
elastically deformable models [TPBF87]; Witkin and others explored the repre¬

sentation of (geometrical) constraints as energy functions that behave like forces
pulling and deforming parts of the model into place [WFB87]; three force-based
constraint methods were explored by Piatt and others to add several desirable
properties into flexible models [PB88]. It certainly remains to be seen how the
kinds of graphics model achieved above can serve in a collaborative design con¬

text, satisfying the demands for being generic and manipulable for multiple design
purposes. As for representing design constraints on a smaller scale, Gross and
others developed constraint-based design environments as separate specialised de¬
sign 'labs' (see [GEAF88] for detail). We see this work as a precedent experiment
to the setting of private constraint systems in distributed IMSs.
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4. System research and developments on computer-supported human communica¬
tion in cooperative work have presented two distinct approaches: one is in favour
of supporting informal interaction among users through the design of shared vir¬
tual workspaces; the other focuses on supporting structured group interaction me¬

diated by communication protocols. In the realm of synchronous group drawing,
as shown in our system survey in Chapter 3, research prototypes of shared draw¬
ing systems have demonstrated a range of technological possibilities to re-create
face-to-face communication where users are actually separated geographically.

Along with the second line, several computer-based coordinating protocols
have been implemented. The building of these mechanisms is mainly based on

representation, in a formal language or system, of either particular work proce¬

dures or a body of (often domain-specific) knowledge involved in the design tasks.
Recalling the NETWORK design environment reviewed earlier, the idea is to im¬
plement such a system to test how useful the structured domain design knowledge
is going to be in the hands of computer network designers [FGL+92, RS92]. Not
appearing in our survey, Bond and others develope a set of rules of interaction,
arising from "an organisationally agreed sequence of commitment steps", to model
the collaboration among specialists in aircraft design [Bon89, BR92].

It remains questionable, however, whether the knowledge-based approach to
the design of computer-based coordinating mechanisms can satisfy the needs of
less stabilised group practice in design. The encapsulation of specific knowledge
about artefacts or procedures can be problematic to collaborative design that de¬
mands unique solutions to every single project. Obviously, it is not very sensible
to design a collaborative design environment centred on the funicular structure
shown in the Colonia Giiell church project; as we know, there are always innova¬
tive building structures being developed.

Summary
Following the structuralist pattern outlined in Chapter 2, this chapter develops an

account of collaborative design activity which is featured by group members' joint sub¬
stantiation of common generic structures. To show that the funicular structure seen

earlier is not the only case, we present further evidence of generic frameworks from
a collection of taxis schemata. Structural objects of this nature play an interesting
role in collaborative design. They can be created, manipulated, and evolved by all
members of a design team from different design viewpoints. Once constructed in a
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shared workspace, common generic structures can function as communication frame¬
works upon which participants interact with each other in the course of developing
domain-specific designs.

To unravel what conditions the structuralist approach, we carry out a situation-
theoretical analysis of an abstract scenario. A scheme of information flow among the
situation types classified indicates two transitions where group interaction might have
to occur. One is the generation of a generic structure from a shared construction set,
where participants need to jointly experiment with model connectives so that instances
of various model constructs can be linked in a way responsive to the action of form-
giving constraints. Much more dynamic group interaction can occur when any of
the group members attempts to make design changes. Motivated by domain design
judgements, one or more participants may go on changing parts of a structure which
may cause further changes to follow in other members' work. The continuation of
teamwork is therefore constrained by coordination or negotiation.

We derive three issues to be addressed when computer-based group design envi¬
ronments are to be developed. In the representation aspect, general schemes can be
developed to support the construction of the various components of individual as well
as group modelling spaces. In the communication aspect, mechanisms such as state

change detection and relation-maintaining message delivery can be looked at to facili¬
tate design coordination and negotiation. A potential technological basis for developing
collaborative design computing of this nature can be found by interrelating some of the
related researches done in computer graphics, distributed artificial intelligence, and
collaborative drawing support tools.
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Chapter 7

Collaborative Substantiation of

Common Generic Structures:

A Simulation

In this chapter a computational simulation of the structuralist approach to collabora¬
tive design is presented, focusing on the sharing of common generic structures (CQS).
The sharing of CQS among members of a design team is understood as if a state of
CQS can be substantiated with more specific design expressions given by the team
members working in various domains. Two design examples are described; the first,
as a general case, illustrates design as a process of substantiating generic outlines with
detailed designs, the second example, by extending the first case into a collaborative
one, describes a case of joint design substantiation. The two examples are intended as

(group) design tasks for a symbolic simulation. Again, the algebraic specification lan¬
guage OBJ 3 is chosen as a simulation apparatus, for which we give a brief introduction
to its formalism that supports parameterisation and instantiation. Given the formal
mechanisms introduced, we present and explain the results of a simulation of the two

design examples. Seen from our current simulation, the implications for developing
joint substantiation of common generic structures as a strategy of collaborative design
computing are discussed in the conclusion.

T.l More on the Sharing of CQS

As a general proposition of collaborative design, it can be said that designers develop
certain kinds of design objects that are shareable among group members over the life
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time of a design project. By classifying the design objects of this nature and analysing
the relations among them, we have tried to describe the representation and communica¬
tion requirements with an eye on potential areas of computer support. Our requirement
study presented in the previous chapter indicates that if computer-based tools are to be
developed to support collaborative design with the structuralist features, the enabling
of a group of users to create and share their common generic structures seems to be
a legitimate system goal. Certainly, the goal of supporting distributed heterogeneous
substantiation of common generic structures presents considerable challenges to system

development.
The structuralist pattern explained in the previous chapter suggests that designers

can communicate and coordinate with each other on the basis of some sort of 'structural

objects'. Because of the sharing of these structural objects among designers with dif¬
ferent expertise, the term 'common generic structures' (CQS) was introduced to denote
this teamwork feature. Several properties of the structural objects are observed to be
relevant to the facilitation of teamwork in design; these include genericity, deformabil-
ity, and multiple-viewpoint. However, the group dynamics of the structuralist approach
to collaborative design cannot be explained solely by CGS itself. As analysed, a CQS
is always situated in a bigger context consisting of other categories of representation
objects. Just to recap what we have come across previously:

• Common generic structures made of model constructs and connectives represent¬

ing a common ground at its lowest level;

• Field of form-giving forces introduced to represent or simulate certain systems of
design constraints;

• Derivative structures (VS) acquired and used by individuals as underlying design
outlines or references in domain-oriented design developments;

• Domain design expressions (VV£s) resulted from participants' distributed design
substantiation showing the consequences of an existing common generic structure.

In addition to the above range of representation objects, we also have the following
types of design operations classified, which, when applied, can cause design information
to flow among the objects:

• Construction and manipulation of a CQS;

• Derivation or projection of VSs from a CQS;

• Domain substantiation of VSs into VVSs.
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Given these key elements of the structuralist requirements, how can we demonstrate
these elements in a computing platform, so that a direction for the development of
collaborative design computing can be clarified further?

Like our treatment of the metaphorist requirements, a more narrowing-down anal¬
ysis of the sharing of CQS at a lower level is presented in this chapter. The present
analysis is based on an OBJ3 simulation of simplified design examples1. The purpose

of the simulation is twofold: first, to give an example of symbolic representation of
design as giving substances to underlying generic structures or outlines; second, to see

if any internal structures of collaboration tasks of joint substantiation of CQS can be
proposed. To our purpose, the design examples introduced in this chapter are therefore
of two kinds. We first look at design as substantiating generic structures or outlines
in general (i.e., considering the design exercise undertaken by an individual in the first
instance). The general example is then extended into a teamwork context.

The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. In the next section, two
examples of design as substantiating generic structures in an individual and a group

context are described, delineating what is to be simulated. To better present and
explain the simulation results, a short introduction to the concepts and methods of
parameterisation and instantiation in OBJ3 is provided in the third section. The fourth
section presents our current simulations of the design examples. Finally, pointers to a

system strategy for developing joint substantiating of generic structures as a form of
collaborative design computing are discussed.

Like our previous simulation of a simplified version of the metaphorist approach
to collaborative design, OBJ3 code is frequently introduced to present our simula¬
tion of the structuralist approach. However, a reading of the code may be skipped if
the technical details embedded in the simulation appear overly design- or otherwise,
system-oriented. Explanations of the quoted code are given, which help to illustrate the
concepts of design modelling and of the structuralist approach to collaborative design
simulated. An overview of what has been described in the OBJ3 simulation is provided
in the concluding discussions.

1A simulation of, for instance, the funicular modelling case, or, of the Greek taxis schemas would
certainly appear much more realistic; but the computational complexity involved might appear not so
relevant to the current scope and aim of this chapter.
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Figure 7.1. An example of design as substantiation of a generic outline.
Walls (in thick solid lines) can be seen as being 'built upon' the underlying
construction lines (in dotted lines and small circles). (After Figure 7.9 of
Designing in Words and Pictures, Bijl 1989)

7.2 Some Design Examples

We shall look at design examples of two kinds. The first is a case of a design exercise
supposedly undertaken by a single individual. The purpose of introducing this exam¬

ple is to illustrate more precisely the main points of design as substantiating generic
structures. The individual case is then extended into a teamwork context, where two

(imagined) designers participate in the sharing and substantiating of a generic design
outline.

7.2.1 A general case of design substantiation

In illustrating how the design philosophy of the MOLE system is related to design
practice in architecture, Bijl gives a working example of "joining walls" [Bij89, pp.

197-205]. Figure 7.1 shows a graphic depiction of the design problem and task.
To better see the relation of the end-on wall junction design to our purpose of giving

an example of design substantiation, Bijl's description of the MOLE working example
is quoted below [Bij89, p. 200]:

"• • • drawings of walls start off as variants of rectangles, with long segments
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Figure 7.2. The 'stretching' and 'contracting' operations for dealing
with the problem of wall junctions. (After Figure 7.8 of Designing in
Words and Pictures, Bijl 1989)

that are stretchable and short segments of fixed length. The long segments
are referred to by named parts of walls, 'facel' and 'face2', and the short
segments are named 'endl' and 'end2'. The system knows that walls have
faces and ends and it knows of wall types (external, internal etc.) which
govern the lengths of ends, and wall materials (brick, block, etc.) which
can be associated with the drawings of walls. When any two walls are to be
joined, the drawing depicting one wall is moved to the drawing depicting
another wall, the latter already being fixed within some arrangement of

The diagrams given by Bijl in Figure 7.2 show the number of operational steps
needed to form junctions when combining two joining walls. The steps (a) to (c) can
be seen as the 'stretching' operation, which produces an 'opposite point' opp-pt on
the convex faces of the joined walls; the steps (d) to (f) the 'contracting' operation,
producing an opp-pt on the concave faces of the joined walls.

Intuitively, the correspondence between the wall joining example and our thinking
of design as substantiation of generic structures can be drawn in terms of the following:

wall."
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1. Outline constructions. This example reflects the 'top-down' approach to drawing
that can be seen in many design fields. Design is started by first setting up its
"controlling construction lines" and then developed gradually, by filling in details.
The construction of outlines that describe a general configuration or framework,
therefore, corresponds to the notion of constructing generic structures.

2. Transformation rules. The stretching and contracting operations of the example
are in fact transformation rules. These rules say that if an initial configuration
meets certain conditions then it will be transformed into a new configuration by
executing certain 're-drawing' procedures. In our view, these rules correspond to
the notion of a field of form-giving forces.

3. Detailed designs. In the example, more specific design information (e.g., choices
of different types of walls) is added onto or associated with the outline design
constructed earlier. This can be seen as if a generic outline is substantiated with
domain- specific design substances represented by further graphic and linguistic
notations.

7.2.2 An example of joint design substantiation

We now give the second design example by extending the above wall junction design
example into a teamwork context. That is, we consider a case of collaborative design
where the design of a wall junction is now undertaken jointly by two designers (Designer
A and Designer B, say). Figure 7.3 illustrates how we think of a simple example of
joint design substantiation.

It should be admitted that this example in its current form may appear unrealistic
and superficial. However, by pointing out the following correspondence between the
bits of the design example and the parts of the structuralist framework, we consider
this design example is indeed a case for simulation:

• Joint construction of a CQS in a GMS. We assume that in a modelling space

shared by Designer A and Designer B, there is a construction set (construction
line and point) with which the designers can construct any arbitrary configura¬
tions. There are also the 'stretching' and 'contracting' operations applicable to
initial configurations. The wall junction design starts with Designer A's and/or
Designer B's putting up instances of construction lines (shown in [a]), onto which
an operation is applied, aiming at a resultant generic outline (in [b]);

• Deriving VSs from a CQS. Two derivative structures, VS\ (in c]) and DS2
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Figure 7.3. An example of joint design substantiation of a common

generic outline shared by two designers.
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(in [d]), are extracted from the resultant generic outline by Designer A and B
respectively;

• A local design substantiation. VS\ is substantiated into Wall-B (in [e]) by De¬
signer B in B's individual modelling space;

• Another local design substantiation. VS2 is substantiated into Wall-A (in [f]) by
Designer A in A's individual modelling space;

• Judgements onWEs giving rise to making changes in CSS. On seeing the design
consequence of the join-end of Wall-A and Wall-B, Designer A decides to increase
the thickness of Wall-A by moving facel (in VSf) to its right and face2 (in VS2)
to its left.

• The shareability of a state of a CQS is in question. When the design changes
intended by Designer A are reflected in the initial configuration, a new state of a
resultant generic outline is yielded. Regarding this, Designer B may or may not

agree with the new state of X><Si, which suggests some follow-up changes to be
made in the domain of Wall-B.

7.2.3 What is to be simulated?

For the two design examples above, we intend to give the following interconnected parts
of design substantiation both in the general and in the collaborative cases a symbolic
simulation, using the language OBJ3:

1. a modelling space which provides some elementary constructs for describing initial
design configurations, and the 'stretching' and 'contracting' operations applicable
to any given configurations;

2. the production of design outlines as generic structures from transforming initial
configurations according to whether the stretching or the contracting operation
is applied;

3. the substantiation of an underlying design outline with some domain-specific
substances that are described in an individual modelling space;

4. the extraction of derivative structures from an outline design that is assumed to
be constructed and shared by the two designers;

5. the joint substantiation of a shared design outline (a junction) with domain-
specific substances specified in two individual modelling space;
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6. the situation where changes in one derivative structure give rise to changes in a

common design outline, which, in turn, suggest the changes to follow in another
derivative structure.

Having explained what is to be simulated, a short introduction to the simulation
apparatus we are going to use in the modelling of the design examples is provided in
the next section.

7.3 Parameterisation and Instantiation in OBJ3

As a continuation of the introduction to the language OBJ3 presented in Chapter 5,
we now introduce briefly the concepts of parameterisation and instantiation of the
language. Since these programming concepts are constantly applied and referred to
in our simulation of the design examples, a familiarity with these formal concepts
is considered necessary prior to a presentation of the simulation itself. The formal
approach of parameterised programming was first developed by computer scientists for
the purpose of achieving maximal and successful reuse in software engineering. As
Goguen and Winkler put it [GW88, p. 21]:

"The basic idea of parameterised programming is a strong form of abstrac¬
tion: to break code into highly parameterised mind-sized pieces. Then one
can construct new programs from old modules by instantiating parameters
and transforming modules."

The formal mechanisms provided by OBJ3 to implement parameterised program¬

ming include the following:

1. requirement theories— In OBJ3, a theory defines the interface of a parameterised
module, that is, the 'structure' and 'properties' required of an actual parameter
(see later) for meaningful instantiation. A theory can be parameterised by con¬

taining one or more interfaces declared in other theories.

2. parameterised modules — A parameterised module is an abstract data type con¬

taining one or more requirement theories as its interfaces. In general, a parame¬

terised module is an abstract function which can be applied to specific data types
when it is instantiated with actual parameters.

3. actual parameters— Actual parameters in OBJ3 are executable modules in which

given expressions can be evaluated. Modules like POINT and LINE shown in Chap¬
ter 5 are examples of actual parameters seen from the parameterised programming
point of view.
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4. views — It is possible for a theory to be satisfied with a module in more than
one way. A view is a piece of code expressing that a certain actual parameter
satisfies a certain theory in a certain way. Basically, a view describes a binding
of the signature of an actual parameter to the signature of a requirement theory.

5. instantiation — An instantiation of a parameterised module is the construction
of a new executable module by giving the OBJ3 system the theories, views, and
actual parameters associated with the parameterised module. In Goguen and
Winkler's words [GW88, p. 21], "instantiation of a parameterised module with
an actual parameter, using a particular view, yields a new module."

To illustrate the above basic concepts of parameterised programming in OBJ3, we
now give an example made of several modules respectively: a requirement theory, a

parameterised module, an actual parameter, a view and an instantiation of a new

module.

An example of parameterised programming in OBJ3 Consider a simple design
task of moving an object along with a reference framework, a (base) line in a two-
dimensional space, say, in a way such that a reference (central) line across the object is
aligned with a given base line in relation to a particular 'anchoring' point on the base
line (see Figure 7.4). The object may be a square, rectangle, or a circle. In the following,
we present a theory of 'alignment' and a parameterised 'anchoring' function. An actual
parameter of 'rectangle' is chosen for the time being; a view from the alignment theory
to the object type rectangle is provided. A new function of 'anchoring rectangle' is
then instantiated, which can deal specifically with transposing a rectangle to a specified
location on a base line.

A theory of alignment The key elements of our current alignment theory are:

we have an object made of four components to be moved around; any of the four
components can be specified by two points in a two-dimensional space. There is also a

reference line associated with the object. Bearing these general elements in mind, the
signature body of the theory can be specified in terms of the following constructors,
predicates, and selectors2:

2In talking about specification of abstract, data types, or data abstraction, Harrison classifies three
categories of functions—constructors, predicates, and selectors [Har89, pp. 14-15]; rather recently,
Willis and others suggest another categorisation of constructors, modifiers, and observers [WP92, p.
31],
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Object X

Anchoring

+
A Resultant Unit

Anchor Point Base line

Figure 7.4. Anchoring an object on a base line with reference to an
anchor point if the object is a rectangle.

th ALIGN is protecting LINE .

sort Point . *** the element

sorts Compl Comp2 Comp3 Comp4 . *** four components
sort Object . *** an object of 4-component
sort RefLine . *** reference line

subsort RefLine < Line .

op compl : Point Point -> Compl .

op comp2 : Point Point -> Comp2 .

op comp3 : Point Point -> Comp3 .

op comp4 : Point Point -> Comp4 .

op select-Pl-Compl : Compl -> Point

op select-P2-Compl :: Compl -> Point

op select-Pl-Comp2 :: Comp2 -> Point

op select-P2-Comp2 :: Comp2 -> Point

op select-Pl-Comp3 :: Comp3 -> Point

op select-P2-Comp3 :: Comp3 -> Point

op select-Pl-Comp4 :: Comp4 -> Point

op select-P2-Comp4 :: Comp4 -> Point

op object : Compl Comp2 Comp3 Comp4
op find-refline : Object -> RefLine [memo] .

op is-refline : Point Point -> RefLine .

op select-Compl : Object -> Compl .

op select-Comp2 : Object -> Comp2 .

op select-Comp3 : Object -> Comp3 .

op select-Comp4 : Object -> Comp4 .

op select-Pl-RefLine : RefLine -> Point .

op select-P2-RefLine : RefLine -> Point .

The operational semantics of the above operations are specified in a number of
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equations which can be found in Appendix D.l.l. In short, the theory specifies nothing
in particular, but three requirements of the abstract object Object: (1) "Point is the
element", (2) "The object is an object of four components", and (3) "For each object,
there is a reference line can be found".

Parameterised anchoring To specify the generic function of anchoring an object
on a base line, we start with the inputs of the function: an object, an anchoring point,
and a base line. The intended output would be the translated object with reference to
the base line and the anchor point. Most importantly, the generic function takes the
alignment theory as an interface which has already given a basic definition of what an
object is. The purpose of the parameterised module is to give the data abstraction of
a 'Unit' which is the end product from the operations of translation and anchoring.

obj ANCHOR[X :: ALIGN] is
sort Unit .

sorts Anchor-pt BaseLine .

subsorts BaseLine < Line .

op anchor-pt : Float Float -> Anchor-pt .

op baseline : Point Point -> BaseLine .

op anchor : Object Anchor-pt BaseLine -> Unit .

op isUnit : Object BaseLine Anchor-pt -> Unit .

op is-anchored-on : BaseLine -> BaseLine .

op at-anchor-pt : Anchor-pt -> Anchor-pt .

op translation : Object Anchor-pt -> Object .

op x : Anchor-pt -> Float . *** selector of anchor point
op y : Anchor-pt -> Float . *** selector of snchor point

A full specification of ANCHOR[X]3 is provided in Appendix D.1.2.

"Rectangle" as an actual parameter Now an actual object "rectangle" is con¬

sidered. A rectangle is said to have two short sides and two long sides. Two reference
lines are defined in terms of the central lines running through the short and long sides
respectively. Apart from the selectors, important constructors are the operations to
find the two reference lines of any given rectangle.

3In OBJ3, the symbol in ANCHOR [X :: ALIGN] is a system-defined character, which is used
to declare the formal parameters of a parameterised module. A parameterised module can have more
than one parameters.
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obj RECTANGLE is protecting SEGMENT .

sort Rectangle .

sorts S-sidel S-side2 L-sidel L-side2 .

sort SC-Line . *** Central Line on short side

sort LC-Line . *** Central Line on long side
sort Area . *** Area of a rectangle
subsorts S-sidel S-side2 L-sidel L-side2 < Segment .

subsort SC-Line LC-Line < Line .

subsort Area < Float .

op rec : S-sidel S-side2 L-sidel L-side2 -> Rectangle .

op sc-line : Rectangle -> SC-Line .

op lc-line : Rectangle -> LC-Line .

op area : Rectangle -> Area . *** compute the area of a rec

For a full specification of RECTANGLE, see Appendix D.1.3.

A view from Align to Rectangle To instantiate a parameterised module meaning¬
fully, a view is needed. A view is constructed by mapping (all) the sorts and operators

specified in the requirement theory to those (not necessarily all) in the actual param¬
eter. In our current example, this is a mapping between the signature of the theory
ALIGN and (parts) of the signature of RECTANGLE. The following is one of several other
possible mappings:

view ALIGN-REC from ALIGN to RECTANGLE is

sort Compl to S-sidel . sort Comp2 to S-side2 .

sort Comp3 to L-sidel . sort Comp4 to L-side2 .

sort Object to Rectangle . sort RefLine to SC-Line .

op compl to s-sidel . op comp2 to s-side2 .

op comp3 to l-sidel . op comp4 to l-side2 .

op object to rec .

op select-Compl to
op select-Comp2 to
op select-Comp3 to
op select-Comp4 to
op select-Pl-Compl
op select-P2-Compl
op select-Pl-Comp2
op select-P2-Comp2
op select-Pl-Comp3
op select-P2-Comp3
op select-Pl-Comp4
op select-P2-Comp4
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select-S-side2 .
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select-L-side2 .
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op find-refline to sc-line .

op is-refline to is-SC-Line .

op select-Pl-RefLine to select-Pl-SC-Line .

op select-P2-RefLine to select-P2-SC-Line .

endv

Clearly, another legitimate mapping is sort RefLine to LC-Line, op find-refline
to lc-line, and op is-refline to is-SC-Line, since there are two ways of con¬
structing a reference line for a rectangle. Different views will give rise to different
instantiations, resulting in different new modules.

Making a function for anchoring rectangle We now have the theory ALIGN, the
parameterised module ANCHOR[X : : ALIGN], the actual parameter RECTANGLE, and
the view ALIGN-REC. When all these modules are compiled in the OBJ3 database, we
are in a position to instantiate a new module capable of modelling the transposition of
a rectangle onto a base line. This can be done by giving OBJ3 the following module ex¬

pression: make ANCHOR-REC is ANCHOR[ALIGN-REC] endm

The make expression above is to instruct the OBJ3 system to produce a new module
by instantiating ANCHOR [X] with the view ALIGN-REC filled in. As a result, a new

module, named ANCHOR-REC, is generated in the OBJ3 database. Within this module,
we can construct instances of rectangles, base lines, and anchor points. By applying the
anchoring operation onto an assembled source instance, we shall get the result whereby
a given rectangle is translated and anchored on a base line.

Reduction in ALIGN-REC First, a straightforward construcion of a rectangle.

red rec(s-sidel(point(4.6,7.5).point(4.6,4.2)),
s-side2(point(9.8,7.5).point(9.8,4.2)),
1-sidel(point(4.6,7.5).point(9.8,7.5)),
l-side2(point(4.6,4.2).point(9.8,4.2))) .

rewrites: 0

result Rectangle: rec(s-sidel(point(4.6,7.5).point(4.6,4.2)) ,

s-side2(point(9.80,7.5).point(9.80,4.2)),1-sidel(
point(4.6,7.5).point(9.80,7.5)),l-side2(point(4.6,
4.2).point(9.80,4.2)))

Then, an application of the function anchor onto the above rectangle together with
an anchor point and a base line.
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red anchor(rec(s-sidel(point(4.6,7.5).point(4.6,4.2)),
s-side2(point(9.8,7.5).point(9.8,4.2)),
l-sidel(point(4.6,7.5).point(9.8,7.5)),
l-side2(point(4.6,4.2).point(9.8,4.2))),

anchor-pt(5.7,-3.2),
baseline(point(4.6,-4.2),point(9.8,-1.60))) .

rewrites: 658

result Unit: isUnit(rec(s-sidel(point(5.7,-1.55).point(
0.50,-4.85)),s-side2(point(10.9,-1.55),
point(5.7,-4.85)),1-sidel(point(5.7,-1.55),
point(5.7,-1.55)),l-side2(point(5.7,-1.55) ,

point(0.50,-4.85))),is-anchored-on(baseline(
point(4.6,-4.2).point(9.80,-1.60))),at-anchor-pt(anchor-pt(
5.7,-3.2)))

Using the above example, we hope to have introduced the basic scheme of param-
eterised programming in OBJ3. Due to the lack of space, an exploration of its full
potential is not allowed here. The 'scaling-up' of our anchoring example can be said to
be twofold: (1) given a theory and a parameterised module, a range of new modules
can be instantiated by providing either different views to the same actual parameter (as
mentioned earlier) or to different actual parameters (for instance, a view from ALIGN
to SQUARE, or, to RHOMBUS, if a model of square or rhombus is provided); (2) a pa¬

rameterised module can have more than one requirement theory as its interface (e.g.,
putting another theory of 'rotation' into the parameterised anchoring function).

The design of OBJ3 has delivered some powerful mechanisms for building up larger
systems or models from existing smaller ones in a stepwise manner. Other program¬
ming languages, for instance, Ada [oD80] and Modula-2 [WP92], also provide similar
but weaker formal support for parameterised programming. With the building of re¬
quirement theories, a designer can not only specify the syntax but also the semantics
of the interfaces of a parameterised module. However, this is not a place to discuss
further details of the formal techniques. Our purpose is to use the OBJ3 platform for
a simulation of the design examples given in Section 7.2.

7.4 From Generic Outlines to Wall Junctions

In the design examples described earlier, we consider that design in general is a process

of gradually giving specific substance to some generic structures. This can happen in
individual as well as in group design practice. Our presentation of OBJ3 simulations
of the two examples in this section is to demonstrate how the conceptual framework
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of (joint) design substantiation can take a computational form. Through these simula¬
tions, we hope to draw some implications for a system strategy of collaborative design
computing. The simulation is presented in two parts: first a general individual case,
then an extended joint one.

7.4.1 A simulation of design substantiation

Our first design example on page 162 shows a description of the task of making a wall
junction. In our view, the task can be carried out in two different design worlds: one

is the 'platonic' world of construction lines and points, the other, a more materialistic
world of walls. With parameterised programming in 0BJ3, we first model the different
design worlds in two separate modules. We then show how to make connections between
the two worlds by constructing a theory, a parameterised function, and a view, so that
a demonstration of design as substantiation of generic outlines can be made as clear as
possible.

The entire simulation of the example is carried out in seven steps. First, a basic
construction space is simulated by providing a set of constructs for making initial con¬
figurations subject to operations defined in the space. The outputs from the operations
are generic outlines in the sense that they bear nothing in particular other than the
platonic elements specified in the construction space. A module providing a set of
constructs and operations for describing things in a world of walls is given, which will
act as an actual parameter later on. We then present a theory of substantiation which
specifies what elements in a generic outline are to be given specific contents. A pa¬

rameterised function, which takes our theory of substantiation as the interface, delivers
an abstract regime in which a generic outline is put together with design substances
into substantiated design. To launch an instantiation, a view from the requirement
theory to the actual world of walls is prepared. Given the theory, the parameterised
module, and the view, an instantiation is performed, resulting in a new construction
space where design substantiation can be supported. Finally, some results of running
the programmes are shown.

Generic configurations and outline Following what was said in the wall junction
design example, the basic construction space centres on the descriptions of two types
of constructs: joining and fixed rectangles4. A meeting of these objects gives rise to a

certain type of junction, depending on what operation (i.e., stretching or contracting)

4For simplicity, we consider only three-sided joining and fixed rectangles in the present simulation.
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is applied. The initial rectangles and the resultant junction are complex objects, each
of which is made of simpler constructs. To be able to cover the full range of making
junctions from rectangles, we end up with various types of construction points (ori¬
gin, joint-point, opposition-point by stretching, and opposition-point by contracting),
and several types of segments that constitute the rectangles and targeted junctions.
The following just shows some of the main ingredients of the signature of the module
JOINING:

obj JOINING is protecting SEGMENT .

sorts Join-rec Fixed-rec Translated-rec .

sorts Origin Join-pt S-opp-pt C-opp-pt .

sorts Join-segl Join-seg2 Fixed-segl Fixed-seg2 .

sorts S-j-seg S-f-seg F-seg J-seg C-j-seg C-f-seg .

sorts Join-side Fixed-side .

sorts M-j-seg M-f-seg .

sorts S-Junc C-Junc . *** Junction by stretching, contracting
subsorts Origin Join-pt S-opp-pt C-opp-pt < Point .

subsorts Join-segl Join-side Join-seg2 < Segment .

subsorts Fixed-segl Fixed-side Fixed-seg2 < Segment .

subsort M-j-seg M-f-seg < Segment .

op origin : Float Float -> Origin .

op join-pt : Float Float -> Join-pt .

op join-segl : Origin Point -> Join-segl .

op join-seg2 : Point Point -> Join-seg2 .

op join-side : Origin Point -> Join-side .

op join-rec : Join-segl Join-side Join-seg2 -> Join-rec .

op fixed-segl : Join-pt Point -> Fixed-segl .

op fixed-seg2 : Point Point -> Fixed-seg2 .

op fixed-side : Join-pt Point -> Fixed-side .

op fixed-rec : Fixed-segl Fixed-side Fixed-seg2 -> Fixed-rec .

op trans-segl : Join-rec Join-pt -> Segment [memo] .

op trans-seg2 : Join-rec Join-pt -> Segment [memo] .

op trans-side : Join-rec Join-pt -> Segment [memo] .

op translated-rec : Segment Segment Segment -> Translated-rec
op joining-by-s : Join-rec Fixed-rec -> S-Junc .

op joining-by-c : Join-rec Fixed-rec -> C-Junc .

op translation : Join-rec Join-pt -> Translated-rec [memo] .

op is-S-Junc : S-j-seg M-j-seg J-seg
S-f-seg M-f-seg F-seg -> S-Junc .

op is-C-Junc : J-seg M-j-seg C-j-seg
F-seg M-f-seg C-f-seg -> C-Junc .
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In the above, the data sort Translated-rec and its associated operators are 'in¬
ternal' data abstractions which can be, in a sense, hidden from the use of the module.
The operators joining-by-s and joining-by-c are the specifications of the stretching
and contracting operations respectively. The equations to implement these and other
related operations are provided in Appendix D.2.1. With this module compiled in the
OBJ3 database, we can start to produce instances of junctions which represent what
we mean by generic outlines. For example,

red joining-by-s(join-rec(join-segl(origin(8.7,8.3),
point(13.5,12.2)),
join-side(origin(8.7,8.3).point(6.5,11.3)),
join-seg2(point(6.5,11.3).point(11.5,15.3))),

fixed-rec(fixed-segl(join-pt(5,7).point(5,1)),
fixed-side(join-pt(5,7),point(2,7)) ,

fixed-seg2(point(2,7).point(2,1)))) .

rewrites: 3228

result S-Junc: is-S-Junc(s-j-seg(s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744),point(7.81,
11.6)),sm-j-seg(s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744),join-pt(5.0,7.0)),j-seg(join-
pt (5 . 0 ,7 . 0) .point(9.81,10.9)),s-f-seg(s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744),
point(2.0,1.0)),sm-f-seg(join-pt(5.0,7.0),s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744)),
f-seg(join-pt(5.0,7.0).point(5.0,1.0)))

A world of wall We now specify an object world of 'wall' which contains constructs
and operations for expressing more specific information about walls. This includes,
for example, 'material' (e.g., brick, block, concrete, etc.), 'type of walls' (e.g., internal
and external)5. Our current world of wall also includes some special terms given in
the design example, namely, types of 'face' and 'end' that constitute a wall junction
containing a fixed-wall and a joining-wall. The following shows some parts of the
module WALL. It makes no claim to specify a 'standard' wall design—it simply illustrates
a possible world of describing a wall design.

obj WALL is protecting JOINING .

sorts Material Wall-Type .

sorts F-facel Endl End2 F-face2 J-facel J-face2 .

sorts Fixed-Wall Join-Wall June-Wall .

5As a simplification, we only give symbolic terms here to denote the information about walls. In
theory, it is possible to specify further geometric constructions (some graphic templates, for instance)
specific to the detail design of walls.
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op brick : -> Material .

op block : -> Material .

op concrete : -> Material .

op internal-wall : -> Wall-Type .

op external-wall : -> Wall-Type .

op is-wall-type-of : Wall-Type -> Wall-Type .

op is-material-of : Material -> Material .

op is-SJ-facel : S-j-seg -> J-facel .

op is-SF-facel : S-f-seg -> F-facel .

op is-Endl : M-j-seg -> Endl .

op is-End2 : M-f-seg -> End2 .

op is-F-face2 : F-seg -> F-face2 .

op is-J-face2 : J-seg -> J-face2 .

op is-J-facel : J-seg -> J-facel .

op is-F-facel : F-seg -> F-facel .

op is-CF-face2 : C-f-seg -> F-face2 .

op is-CJ-face2 : C-j-seg -> J-face2 .

op is-Fixed-Wall : F-facel End2 F-face2 -> Fixed-Wall .

op is-Join-Wall : J-facel Endl J-face2 -> Join-Wall .

op junc-wall : Fixed-Wall Join-Wall -> June-Wall .

As shown in the above, to make connections between the various types of segments
in the module JOINING and the various types of face/end in the current module, several
predicates are specified (i.e., is-SJ-facel, is-SF-facel etc.). However, no equations
are given here. A full connection between the construction of generic junctions and
the description of walls requires further specification of a theory and a parameterised
module.

A theory of substantiation In considering how to give the substances of wall to
instances of generic junction, we develop a requirement theory of substantiation. The
theory is basically built upon an observation of the WALL module. It presents a hierarchy
of general data types in terms of 'complex', 'objects', and 'components'. The current
hierarchical structure in the theory is presented by referring to what was described in
the world of wall. The main part of the theory's signature is shown below.

th SUBSTANCE is protecting JOINING .

sort Complex .

sorts Objectl 0bject2 .

sorts Compntl Compnt2 Compnt3 .

sorts Compnt4 Compnt5 Compnt6 .

sorts Substancel Substance2 .
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Figure 7.5. A sort mapping scheme from the theory SUBSTANCE to the
actual parameter WALL.

op declarel : Substancel -> Substancel .

op declare2 : Substance2 -> Substance2 .

op assignl : S-j-seg -> Compntl .

op assign2 : S-f-seg -> Compnt2 .

op assign3 : M-j-seg -> Compnt3 .

op assign4 : M-f-seg -> Compnt4 .

op assign5 : F-seg -> Compnt5 .

op assign6 : J-seg -> Compnt6 .

op assign7 : J-seg -> Compntl .

op assign8 : F-seg -> Compnt2 .

op assign9 : C-f-seg -> Compnt5 .

op assignlO : C-j-seg -> Compnt6 .

op comprisel : Compnt2 Compnt4 Compnt5 -> Objectl .

op comprise2 : Compntl Compnt3 Compnt6 -> 0bject2 .

op constitute : Objectl 0bject2 -> Complex .

Notably, there are a number of 'assigning' predicates presented here, which turn
the types of segments defined in JOINING into the types of components defined in the
current module. It seems that a scheme of a mapping from the theory to the WALL
module is emerging. We shall first present the mapping in the view module next.
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A view from SUBSTANCE to WALL Figure 7.5 depicts what a mapping from our theory
of substantiation to the WALL module is supposed to do. Following the mapping scheme,
the sort mapping in the view WALLV is shown below:

view WALLV from SUBSTANCE to WALL is

sort Substancel to Wall-Type .

sort Substance2 to Material .

sort Compntl to J-facel .

sort Compnt2 to F-facel .

sort Compnt3 to Endl .

sort Compnt4 to End2 .

sort Compnt5 to F-face2 .

sort Compnt6 to J-face2 .

sort Objectl to Fixed-Wall .

sort 0bject2 to Join-Wall .

sort Complex to June-Wall .

Given the sort mapping as above, the operator mapping can be followed. For a full
presentation of the view, see Appendix D.2.5.

A parameterised substantiating function We now specify what is to be achieved
by substantiation for the design of wall junctions. Basically, we want to see types of
'design products' at the end of substantiation. A description of products should contain
combined expressions from the initial construction of generic junctions and the wall
substances intended to be given. Taking the theory of SUBSTANCE as its interface, we
produce the following parameterised substantiation function:

obj SUBSTANTIATION [X :: SUBSTANCE] is protecting JOINING .

sorts Designl Design2 .

op substantiatel : S-Junc Substancel Substance2 -> Designl .

op substantiate2 : C-Junc Substancel Substance2 -> Design2 .

op isDesignl : Substancel Substance2 Complex -> Designl .

op isDesign2 : Substancel Substance2 Complex -> Design2 .

vars F1 F2 : Float .

var SI : Substancel . var S2 : Substance2 .

var SJUNC : S-Junc . var CJUNC : C-Junc .

eq substantiatel(SJUNC,Sl,S2) = isDesignl(
declarel(SI),declare2(S2),constitute(
comprisel(assign2(s4-S-Junc(SJUNC)),

assign4(s5-S-June(SJUNC)),
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assign5(s6-S-June(SJUNC))),
comprise2(assignl(sl-S-June(SJUNC)),

assign3(s2-S-June(SJUNC)),
assign6(s3-S-Junc(SJUNC))))) .

eq substantiate2(CJUNC,Sl,S2) = isDesign2(
declarel(Sl),declare2(S2),constitute(
comprisel(assign8(s4-C-June(CJUNC)),

assign4(s5-C-Junc(CJUNC)),
assign9(s6-C-June(CJUNC))),

comprise2(assign7(sl-C-June(CJUNC)),
assign3(s2-C-June(CJUNC)),
assignlO(s3-C-Junc(CJUNC))))) .

endo

The two constructors substantiatel (2) take the types of junction in JOINING and
the types of substance defined in the theory and return the type of design products.
How design products are described is implemented in the specifications of the two

predicate operators isDesignl (2). Since the mapping scheme is already given in the
view WALLV, we can decide easily which assigning operator will deal with which type of
segment in the junction in formulating the equations.

An instantiated substantiation module What we have in our parameterised spec¬

ification are the theory SUBSTANCE, the parameterised module SUBSTANTIATION [X : :

SUBSTANCE], the actual parameter WALL, and the view WALLV. When all these modules
are compiled in the OBJ3 database, we give the system the following module expression
for instantiation: make JUNC-WALL is SUBSTANTIATION [WALLV] endm

Reduction in JUNC-WALL As a result of the above instantiation, a new module,
named as JUNC-WALL, is generated. Within the instantiated module, a generic junction
outline modelled in JOINING can be substantiated with some wall design elements into
an expression of wall junction. The following is an example of running the module:

red substantiatel(is-S-June(s-j-seg(s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744).point(7.81,
11.6)),sm-j-seg(s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744),join-pt(5.0,7.0)),j-seg(join-
pt(5.0,7.0).point(9.81,10.9)),s-f-seg(s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744),
point(2.0,1.0)),sm-f-seg(join-pt(5.0,7.0),s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744)),
f-seg(join-pt(5.0,7.0).point(5.0,1.0))),internal-wall.brick) .

rewrites: 7

result Designl: isDesignl(is-wall-type-of(internal-wall),
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is-material-of(brick),junc-wall(is-Fixed-Wall(is-SF-facel (
s-f-seg(s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744).point(2.0,1.0))),is-End2(sm-f-
seg(j oin-pt(5.0,7.0),s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744))),is-F-face2(f-seg(j oin-
pt(5.0,7.0).point(5.0,1.0)))),is-Join-Wall(is-SJ-facel(s-j-seg(s-
opp-pt(2.0,9.744).point(7.81,11.6))),is-Endl(sm-j-seg(s-opp-pt(
2.0,9.744),join-pt(5.0,7.0))),is-J-face2(j-seg(join-pt(5.0,7.0),
point(9.81,10.9))))))

With the above seven blocks of OBJ3 specifications, we believe that we have pre¬

sented a symbolic simulation of the design substantiation described in the first design
example. This is a simulation of a case in which a single designer carries out the design
task. Our second design example depicts a case of joint substantiation in which two

designers participate. In the next subsection, we shall continue to present an OBJ3
simulation of the joint case as an extension of the current one.

7.4.2 A simulation of joint design substantiation

In the second design example, the design of a wall junction is taken part in by two
designers, Designer A and B. To simulate what is involved in the joint case, we need to

specify another series of OBJ3 modules on the basis of the previous simulation. These
include the derivative operations for extracting parts of a generic junction as derivative
structures, and two individual design modules, with which Designer A and B can per¬
form domain-specific substantiation of partial outlines derived from the same junction
outline. Therefore, a major part of the simulation requires two separate instantiations
of a (common) parameterised function with respect to the two designers' own actual
object worlds and views.

Derivative operations Suppose that Designer A is in charge of the part of a junction
on the side of a fixed-rectangle; while Designer B is in charge of the joining side. A
and B need to get access to derivative operations for extracting the part of a junction
that particularly concerns them. For this, a number of operations are specified in the
module DERIVING below, which is in fact an extension of the previous JOINING module:

obj DERIVING is protecting JOINING .

sorts SJ-DS1 SJ-DS2 CJ-DS1 CJ-DS2 .

op derivel : S-Junc -> SJ-DS1 . ***Junction by stretching
op derive2 : S-Junc -> SJ-DS2 .

op derive3 : C-Junc -> CJ-DS1 . ***Junction by contracting
op derive4 : C-Junc -> CJ-DS2 .
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op isSJ-DS2 : S-j-seg M-j-seg J-seg -> SJ-DS2 .

op isSJ-DSl : S-f-seg M-f-seg F-seg -> SJ-DS1 .

op isCJ-DS2 : J-seg M-j-seg C-j-seg -> CJ-DS2 .

op isCJ-DSl : F-seg M-f-seg C-f-seg -> CJ-DS1 .

var SJUNC : S-Junc . var CJUNC : C-Junc .

eq derive2(SJUNC) = isSJ-DS2(sl-S-June(SJUNC),s2-S-June(SJUNC),
s3-S-June(SJUNC)) .

eq derivel(SJUNC) = isSJ-DSl(s4-S-June(SJUNC),s5-S-June(SJUNC),
s6-S-June(SJUNC)) .

eq derive4(CJUNC) = isCJ-DS2(sl-C-June(CJUNC),s2-C-June(CJUNC),
s3-C-June(CJUNC)) .

eq derive3(CJUNC) = isCJ-DSl(s4-C-June(CJUNC),s5-C-June(CJUNC),
s6-C-June(CJUNC)) .

The operators derivel and derive3 are used by Designer A for selecting the data
types SJ-DS1 (the derived structure from the fixed side of a junction formed by stretch¬
ing) and CJ-DS1 (the derived structure from the joining side of a junction formed by
contraction). Similarly, the operators derive2 and derive4 are available for Designer
B to use.

A theory of substantiation Since we assume that there are no new elements ap¬

pearing in the construction of a generic junction here, the same theory of substantiation
specified in the previous example (see Appendix D.2.3) can still be employed in the
present case.

A parameterised function for joint substantiation For Designer A and B, the
ultimate goal of collaborative design substantiation is to produce domain design ex¬

pressions in their own individual design modules. Since the intakes of substantiation
functions have changed from generic junctions to derivative ones, the parameterised
module in the previous example has to be expanded to accommodate the changes.
The following parameterised module is provided for both Designer A and B for later
instantiations:

obj JOINT-SUBSTAN[X :: SUBSTANCE] is protecting DERIVING .

sorts Domain-A-Exp Domain-B-Exp .

op substantiate-al : SJ-DS1 Substancel Substance2 ->
Domain-A-Exp .

op substantiate-bl : SJ-DS2 Substancel Substance2 ->
Domain-B-Exp .

op substantiate-a2 : CJ-DS1 Substancel Substance2 ->
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Domain-A-Exp .

op substantiate-b2 : CJ-DS2 Substancel Substance2 ->
Domain-B-Exp .

op isDDEa : Substancel Substance2 Objectl -> Domain-A-Exp .

op isDDEb : Substancel Substance2 0bject2 -> Domain-B-Exp .

var SI : Substancel . var S2 : Substance2 .

var SJDS1 : SJ-DS1 . var SJDS2 : SJ-DS2 .

var CJDS1 : CJ-DS1 . var CJDS2 : CJ-DS2 .

eq substantiate-bl(SJDS2,Sl,S2) = isDDEb(
declarel(Sl),declare2(S2),
comprise2(assignl(s-S-j-seg(SJDS2)),

assign3(s-M-j-seg(SJDS2)),
assign6(s-J-seg(SJDS2)))) .

eq substantiate-al(SJDS1,S1,S2) = isDDEa(
declarel(SI),declare2(S2),
comprisel(assign2(s-S-f-seg(SJDSl)),

assign4(s-M-f-seg(SJDSl)),
assign5(s-F-seg(SJDSl)))) .

eq substantiate-b2(CJDS2,Sl,S2) = isDDEb(
declarel(SI),declare2(S2),
comprise2(assign7(s-J-seg(CJDS2)),

assign3(s-M-j-seg(CJDS2)),
assignlO(s-C-j-seg(CJDS2)))) .

eq substantiate-a2(CJDS1,S1,S2) = isDDEa(
declarel(SI),declare2(S2),
comprisel(assign8(s-F-seg(CJDSl)),

assign4(s-M-f-seg(CJDSl)),
assign9(s-C-f-seg(CJDSl)))) .

endo

As we can see, the operators substantiate-al & -a2 are set up for producing
substantiated design expressions in A's domain, and the operators substantiate-bl
& -b2 are targeted at B's design domain.

Designer A's world of wall-making Suppose that Designer A purports a par¬

ticular body of knowledge about wall design covering, say, the kinds of material for
building a wall, and the instalment of various types of windows on a wall. In represent¬

ing his domain knowledge in the current working context, he will need to incorporate
the types of constructs that appear in the derivative structures under his modelling.
With his world of wall-making, Designer A may proceed to substantiate some part of
a generic junction design into a more specific wall design (say, Wall-A, to associate the
design authorship with the design product). The following module is a simulation of
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A's knowledge about wall design:

obj WALL-A is protecting JOINING .

sort Hide .

sort Wall-A .

sorts Material Install .

sorts F-facel End2 F-face2 .

op brick : -> Material . op block : -> Material .

op concrete : -> Material . op window-1 : -> Install .

op window-2 : -> Install . op window-3 : -> Install .

op is-SF-facel : S-f-seg -> F-facel .

op is-End2 : M-f-seg -> End2 .

op is-F-face2 : F-seg -> F-face2 .

op is-F-facel : F-seg -> F-facel .

op is-CF-face2 : C-f-seg -> F-face2 .

op is-Wall-A : F-facel End2 F-face2 -> Wall-A .

op install : Install -> Install .

op is-material-of : Material -> Material .

op hide : Hide -> Hide .

The data type Hide and the operator hide are devised here purely for the conve¬

nience of theory interpretation. As OBJ3 requires a complete mapping of all the sorts
and operators specified in a theory, a 'token-like' data type and operator is provided in
the target module. This device will be used again in simulating Designer B's individual
object world.

Designer A's view Having specified the module WALL-A, Designer A may proceed
to produce a view which gives an interpretation of how the theory SUBSTANCE may be
mapped onto his actual module. As the current theory covers a greater ground than
the target module WALL-A, the sorts and operators appearing in the theory but bearing
no correspondence to the target have to be 'masked' by the mapping of to Hide and
tohide. The view VIEW-A shown below represents Designer A's mapping scheme:

view VIEW-A from SUBSTANCE to WALL-A is

sort Complex to Hide . sort 0bject2 to Hide .

sort Objectl to Wall-A .

sort Compnt2 to F-facel .

sort Compnt4 to End2 .

sort Compnt5 to F-face2 .

sort Compntl to Hide . sort Compnt3 to Hide .
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sort Compnt6 to Hide .

sort Substancel to Material .

sort Substance2 to Install .

op declarel to is-material-of .

op declare2 to install .

op assign2 to is-SF-facel .

op assign4 to is-End2 .

op assign5 to is-F-face2 .

op assign9 to is-CF-face2 .

op assign8 to is-F-facel .

op assignl to hide . op assign3 to hide .

op assign6 to hide . op assign7 to hide .

op assignlO to hide .

op comprisel to is-Wall-A .

op comprise2 to hide . op constitute to hide .

Designer A's instantiation From Designer A's viewpoint, he is now in a position
to instantiate a new module which can support design substantiation in the domain of
Wall-A. Designer A's instantiation involves the theory SUBSTANCE, the parameterised
module JOIN-SUBSTAN, his personal view specified in VIEW-A, and the following module
expression ofmake: make WALL-A-OF-JUNC is JOINT-SUBSTAN [VIEW-A] endm

Designer B's world of wall-making Similar to the above simulation of Designer
A's domain of design substantiation, the following actual parameter and view are spec¬

ified to simulate Designer B's domain.

obj WALL-B is protecting JOINING .

sort Hide .

sort Wall-B .

sorts Cladding Fenestrate .

sorts J-facel Endl J-face2 .

op ext-cladding : -> Cladding .

op int-cladding : -> Cladding .

op window-a-door-l-window-b : -> Fenestrate .

op window-c-door-2-window-d : -> Fenestrate .

op is-SJ-facel : S-j-seg -> J-facel .

op is-Endl : M-j-seg -> Endl .

op is-J-face2 : J-seg -> J-face2 .

op is-J-facel : J-seg -> J-facel .

op is-CJ-face2 : C-j-seg -> J-face2 .

op is-Wall-B : J-facel Endl J-face2 -> Wall-B .

op is-cladded-with : Cladding -> Cladding .
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op fenestrate : Fenestrate -> Fenestrate .

op hide : Hide -> Hide .

Designer B's view

view VIEW-B from SUBSTANCE to WALL-B is

sort Complex to Hide . sort Objectl to Hide .

sort 0bject2 to Wall-B .

sort Compntl to J-facel .

sort Compnt3 to Endl .

sort Compnt6 to J-face2 .

sort Compnt2 to Hide . sort Compnt4 to Hide .

sort Compnt5 to Hide .

sort Substancel to Cladding .

sort Substance2 to Fenestrate .

op declarel to is-cladded-with .

op declare2 to fenestrate .

op assignl to is-SJ-facel .

op assign3 to is-Endl .

op assign6 to is-J-face2 .

op assign7 to is-J-facel .

op assignlO to is-CJ-face2 .

op assign2 to hide . op assign4 to hide .

op assign5 to hide . op assign8 to hide .

op assign9 to hide .

op comprise2 to is-Wall-B .

op comprisel to hide . op constitute to hide .

Designer B's instantiation Having compiled the theory, the parameterised mod¬
ule, his actual parameter WALL-B, and his personal view VIEW-B, Designer B also
reaches the position to instantiate a new module by typing in the following expression:
make WALL-B-OF-JUNC is JOINT-SUBSTAN[VIEW-B] endm

As a result, the new module WALL-B-OF-JUNC is generated, in which B can carry

out domain design substantiation.

Reductions in domain design modules In the above, we have demonstrated how
the two designers may set up their individual modelling spaces for taking part in joint
substantiation of common generic structures. In the following, we shall see some in¬
stances of collaborative design by running the OBJ3 modules.

First, Design A and B jointly construct an initial configuration in terms of an
expression of JOIN-REC and of FIXED-REC. When the operation joining-by-s is applied
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onto the configuration, a junction of S-Junc is formed, which serves both A and B as

a shared generic outline.

red in JOINING : joining-by-s(join-rec(join-
segl(origin(8.7,8.3).point(13.5,12.2)),

join-side(origin(8.7,8.3).point(6.5,11.3)),
join-seg2(point(6.5,11.3).point(11.5,15.3))),

fixed-rec(fixed-segl(join-pt(5,7),point(5,l)),
fixed-side(join-pt(5,7).point(2,7)),
fixed-seg2(point(2,7).point(2,1)))) .

rewrites: 384

result S-Junc: is-S-Junc(s-j-seg(s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744),point(7.81,
11.6)),sm-j-seg(s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744),j oin-pt(5.0,7.0)),j-seg(join-
pt(5.0,7.0).point(9.81,10.9)),s-f-seg(s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744),
point(2.0,1.0)),sm-f-seg(join-pt(5.0,7.0),s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744)),
f-seg(join-pt(5.0,7.0).point(5.0,1.0)))

Given the junction outline shaped as above, Designer A applies the derivative op¬

eration derivel so that a derivative structure of SJ-DS1 can be extracted. By adding
the wall material and a window template to the extracted outline, Designer A further
applies the substantiating function substantiate-al and gets a design expression in
A's domain. This working procedure can be simulated in the following OBJ3 reduction:

reduce in WALL-A-OF-JUNC : substantiate-al(derivel(is-S-Junc(s-
j-seg(s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744).point(7.81,11.6)),sm-j-seg(s-opp-
pt (2 . 0 , 9 . 744) , join-pt(5.0,7.0)),j-seg(join-pt(5.0,7.0).point(9.81,
10.9)),s-f-seg(s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744).point(2.0,1.0)),sm-f-seg(join-
pt (5.0,7.0),s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744)),f-seg(j oin-pt(5.0,7.0).point(5.0,
1.0)))),brick,window-2)

rewrites: 8

result Domain-A-Exp: isDDEa(is-material-of(brick),install(window-
2),is-Fixed-Wall(is-SF-facel(s-f-seg(s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744),
point(2.0,1.0))),is-End2(sm-f-seg(join-pt(5.0,7.0),s-opp-
pt (2.0,9.744))),is-F-face2(f-seg(join-pt(5.0,7.0).point(5.0,1.0)))))

In parallel to A's work, Designer B can carry out his part of design substantia¬
tion in his own way. By extracting a derivative structure of SJ-DS2 from the same

generic junction outline, B is able to produce his domain design expression, containing
the information about a template of internal cladding, a fenestration pattern, and a

description of Wall-B. The following reduction is to simulate B's design work:
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red in WALL-B-OF-JUNC : substantiate-bl(derive2(is-S-Junc(s-j-
seg(s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744).point(7.81,11.6)),sm-j-seg(s-opp-
pt(2.0,9.744),join-pt(5.0,7.0)),j-seg(join-pt(5.0,7.0),
point(9.81,10.9)),s-f-seg(s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744).point(2.0,1.0)),
sm- f-seg(join-pt(5.0,7.0),s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744)),
f-seg(join-pt(5.0,7.0).point(5.0,1.0)))),
int-cladding,window-c-door-2-window-d) .

rewrites: 8

result Domain-B-Exp: isDDEb(is-cladded-with(int-cladding),
fenestrate(window-c-door-2-window-d),is-Wall-B(is-SJ-
facel(s-j-seg(s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744).point(7.81,11.6))),
is-Endl(sm-j-seg(s-opp-pt(2.0,9.744), join-pt(5.0,7.0))),is-J-
face2(j-seg(join-pt(5.0,7.0).point(9.81,10.9)))))

7.5 Discussion

Design substantiation as a basic form of design modelling is a concept derived from our

understanding of the structuralist approach to teamwork in design. Basically, detail
design is developed from iterative substantiation of a generic or abstract structure
established in the first place. This concept can be applied to individual as well as to
group design practice. The purpose of carrying out the OBJ3 simulation in this chapter
is to have a closer look at design substantiation in computing terms. We set up the
design scenario by introducing an example of wall design. A general and a joint case
are described, which provide the work contents to be simulated.

In the general case, a generic structure of a wall design is built upon a set of con¬
trolling construction lines and associated transformation rules. As shown in our OB.J3
modelling, a set of constructs and operations, bearing no obvious connection with any

elements of a wall as commonly perceived, are coded for the production of outline de¬
signs. Design substantiation in this case is the adding of wall-related substances to an

instance of an outline design. The parameterisation and instantiation of OBJ3 is em¬

ployed to simulate what is involved in substantiation. As a result, design substantiation
can be performed in a modelling space which is generated by instantiating a param-

eterised module (defining substantiation functions) with a particular view (defining a

mapping from a theory to an actual parameter). By applying the substantiation func¬
tion to a design expression, we then demonstrate a specific example where an outline
design is combined with descriptions of substance and results in a wall junction design.

As an extension to the general case, a case of joint design substantiation is also
simulated. The wall junction design is participated by two designers who represent
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their expertise in two different worlds of wall-making. As shown in our OBJ3 code,
the designers share, firstly, a common modelling space where an outline design can be
constructed. By applying the derivative operations defined in the common modelling
space, the designers can derive parts of the shared outline design for substantiation in
their individual design worlds. The simulation shows that the participants also share
a parameterised module that defines a set of substantiation functions. Within this
formal framework, design collaboration is based on participants' setting up individual
modelling spaces by instantiating the common parameterised module with individual
design views. Given the case thus modelled in OBJ3, we demonstrate an example
showing that parts of an initial generic outline design can be substantiated into parts
of a wall junction design in a distributed manner.

We do not claim that our OBJ3 symbolic simulation presented above has exhausted
all the aspects of the structuralist approach to collaborative design. For instance, the
constraining forces that may act upon parts of a generic structure, and the interaction
between domain-oriented design developments and the state of a common generic struc¬
ture are not covered in the present simulation. Nevertheless, given the simulation thus
far, we may proceed to draw some implications for a system development strategy that
considers joint substantiation of common generic structures to be a potential form of
collaborative design computing. Let us look first at the following 'collaboration tasks'
as prompted by our present simulation:

• Construction of generic outlines— This may not have been shown clearly in the
simulation. But we may think of the module JOINING as being a common ground
for construction brought up by Designer A and B jointly, each of whom invents
or designates some general constructs for building up common generic design
outlines. We have used the term 'initial configuration' to denote the provision
of source expressions at the very beginning stage. As a trivial illustration, this
is as though Designer A constructs a fixed-rectangle, B a joining-rectangle; and
then the two source expressions are put together in a form recognisable to the
stretching or contraction operation.

• Coordination in changing generics — The reduction results shown earlier can
be used to illustrate coordination between Designer A and B in making design
changes. The proposition is that, on seeing the domain design expression, De¬
signer A or B may give their judgement on the resultant design from a domain-
oriented point of view. Suppose that B is not totally satisfied with his design
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result, and subsequently decides to make a change. How will B effect his in¬
tended change?

Seen in our simulation, we may say that B has to go back to the initial configu¬
ration, which was proposed jointly with A in the first instance, and manipulate
parts of it so as to produce a new state of junction outline. Given the new outline,
and thus a new derivative structure, B may be able to achieve a more satisfactory
domain design expression subsequently. However, since Designer A's domain de¬
sign expression always contains parts of the junction outline, B's change means

that A can no longer maintain the current status of his expression. Communi¬
cation and coordination is needed if Designer A finds that a re-substantiation of
the new outline causes further problems from his own point of view.

Now considering how to facilitate the above collaboration tasks, what would be the
system features of a collaborative design environment? In general, the environment
should be a network of a group modelling space (GMS) and a number of individual
modelling spaces (IMSs). More specifically, we would suggest the following aspects to
be developed into potential system components:

1. Setting up a GMS— A GMS is a common workspace in which generic structures
are constructed and manipulated by members of a design team. According to our
simulation, there are a number of components to be established in a GMS:

• Basic constructs. The original status of a GMS given to a design team

may be simply a geometric construction space, providing a (minimal) set of
geometric constructs such as construction lines and points. On top of these
initial elements, designers can define whatever 'basic constructs' they like.
However, the set of basic constructs should remain as general as possible so

that all participants can get access to and manipulate the instances of the
basic constructs without particular knowledge.

• Derivative operations. As shown in the DERIVE module, derivative functions
are defined with respect to how a generic structure can be divided into
sub-structures. This implies that derivative operations need to be 'user-
definable' at a time when the users come up with their own decisions.

The above two components seem to suggest an 'interactive specification system'
with which designers can interact in producing the constructs and operations they
intend to use.
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2. Instantiating IMSs — Another challenging issue related to the setting up of a
GMS is the design of a substantiation theory and a parameterised substantiation
function, with which each participant can instantiate his or her IMS. We have
given examples of such a theory and function in our simulation. But this is done
in a manner that assumes a lot of knowledge about the object world of wall. In
reality, this can be impractical. However, we feel that this is a potential area for
basic research into a more fundamental theory of design substantiation and its
presentation. Only if such a basic theory is sought, may we be in a position to
design the facility to assist users' theory interpretation for achieving meaningful
instantiation of IMSs.

3. Bookkeeping design change — This is an area where we consider that computer-
based support can take a more active role. A bookkeeping mechanism can be
developed to inform members of a design group about the status of sharing com¬

mon generic structures. As discussed before, a participant's intention to change
parts of a generic structure may potentially cause problems to other designers.
The usefulness of a computer-based bookkeeper would be the evaluation and de¬
livery of the consequences of making changes proposed by a designer to other
designers' workspaces. A simple outline of designing a bookkeeper of this nature

may include the following:

• Detection or recognition of design changes proposed by some individual in
the current state of an initial configuration;

• Application of form-giving operations onto the changed configuration, re¬

sulting in a (pending) state of a generic outline;
• Applications of derivative operations that have been applied by participants
before onto the (pending) state of a generic outline, resulting in, perhaps, a
number of (pending) states of derivative structures;

• Applications of domain-oriented design substantiation functions that have
been applied before onto the (pending) states of derivative structures, yield¬
ing (pending) states of domain design expressions;

• Delivery of the generated (pending) design expressions to the right workspaces,
alerting the individuals about the consequences of design changes as pro¬

posed by some designer(s).
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Summary
The sharing of common generic structures is one of the most important features ob¬
served in the structuralist approach to collaborative design. Members of a design team
have two roles to play: one is to take part in the construction of a generic structure,
the other is to substantiate parts of the common structures with domain-specific design
expressions. This chapter gives a symbolic simulation of the relations between the two
roles. We use a borrowed example to illustrate that design in general can be consid¬
ered as a substantiation process—the development from a generic outline into a more

specific design specification. The structuralist pattern can be seen as an extension of
the general (individual) practice to a group practice. To gain a clearer understanding
of the relation between the sharing of CQS and group substantiation of CQS, we have
carried out an OBJ3 simulation. With the formal platform provided by OBJ3, we use

the scheme of requirement theories, parameterised modules, and views to simulate a

case of joint substantiation. The current simulation shows that parameterisation and
instantiation may provide a formal basis for developing collaborative design computing
that supports the structuralist requirements.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Further

Research

8.1 Supporting Teamwork in Design as Explored

The primary concern of this thesis is to enquire into the requirements for computing
systems that can be supportive of human collaborative design activity. Our enquiry
starts by asking "what do designers' design expressions, as seen in our case studies,
reveal about group dynamics in building design?". Considering the nature of design
in relation to what has been experienced in computer-aided design, we propose the
perspective of design as an activity of modelling complex objects. From this perspec¬

tive, we set out to elucidate the requirements for computer support by examining what
constitutes teamwork in architectural modelling. In particular, we think that it would
be fruitful if a better understanding and, eventually, a systematic description of the
interrelations between the participation of multiple design expertise and the emergence

of final unity in design products can be achieved.
In retrospect, there are four research tasks pursued and reported in this thesis, each

of which, in our view, makes a contribution to the requirements study in computer-

supported collaborative design:

Case studies and a conceptualisation of teamwork patterns — Three historical cases
of building projects are studied. In each case, there is a collection of design
expressions produced by the members of the design groups. In our view, these
expressions represent, to a certain extent, how design is distributed and inte¬
grated. The case observations have led us to a conceptualisation of two distinct
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teamwork patterns in collaborative design: metaphorist and structuralist. Ad¬
mittedly, from so limited a study, these patterns are not claimed to be definitive
or exhaustive, but provide a useful starting point for analysis. For these team¬
work patterns identified, we subsequently develop more elaborate accounts of the
representation and communication requirements.

A survey of collaborative drawing support tools — To be aware of the related work
undertaken by other researchers in the field of computer-supported cooperative
work, we conducted a survey of the recent experimentation in supporting col¬
laborative drawing and design activities. Various prototype systems have been
developed in the past few years from much diversified perspectives of what to
facilitate in collaborative drawing and design. There are systems developed as a

shared visual and action space for a group of designers to undertake computer-

and/or video-augmented (face-to-face) design meetings. Making use of modern
networking technology and distributed systems, some system researchers have
shown the potentials of supporting simultaneous group drawing activity partici¬
pated in by designers working remotely in separate workspaces. Being developed
from an artificial intelligence standpoint, some systems are built upon a represen¬

tation of the structure of some organisational procedures, design tasks or artefacts
targeted at specific application domains.

Though recent CSCW research has shown some interesting results concern¬

ing how communication and computing tools can be devised to facilitate group

design work, there are research areas unexplored by the current technological so¬
lutions. Alternative system strategies may be suggested if we can have a fresh
understanding of the requirements for supporting collaborative design.

Analyses and descriptions of the requirements for computer support — To better
describe what is involved in collaborative design, we adopt a situation-theoretical
framework in our further account of the metaphorist and structuralist teamwork
patterns. In these 'quasi-formal' analyses, each teamwork pattern is interpreted
as a pattern of information flow. Designers are said to work with one another
in a network consisting of a shared group modelling space and, perhaps, several
distributed individual modelling spaces.

Participants' performing various modelling acts in the network give rise to
the flow of design information. Given the different types of information carri¬
ers (i.e., types of design representation) classified, the differences between the
metaphorist and the structuralist approach are presented more sharply in terms
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of the directions of information flow analysed. For design information to flow
from one type of design representation to another, certain constraints need to be
satisfied. It is by clarifying the constraints that we arrive at the representation
and communication requirements for each teamwork pattern.

Simulation of two potential forms of collaborative design computing — To explore
how our conceptual understandings of teamwork in design can be related to po¬

tential forms of collaborative design computing, two computational simulations
are carried out. One is a simulation of joint abstraction and use of shared in¬
tegration schemas in the metaphorist approach, the other, a simulation of joint
substantiation of common generic structures in the structuralist approach.

For the purpose of illustration, simple design exercises are described, indicat¬
ing, mainly, some of the representation aspects in each approach to be simulated.
In both simulations, examples of joint abstraction and substantiation are given
explicit representations, from which we generate instances of design expressions
that illustrate the need for group communication and coordination in making de¬
sign changes. Given the data acquired through the symbolic simulations, we draw
up some implications for system development in response to the metaphorist and
structuralist requirements. Seeing design as a modelling activity, human design¬
ers will take a more active role in designing with computers. This computer-aided
design paradigm gives even a greater demand for system to support teamwork in
design. We hence would argue that "collaborative design computing" is an alter¬
native to further the current development of computer-supported collaborative
drawing.

Having described what research tasks have been carried out in the thesis, it is
considered important to acknowledge the limitations of the current study. First, as

mentioned before, the range of case studies is limited. Our conceptualisations of the
metaphorist and structuralist teamwork patterns are two among, possibly, many others.
Quite likely, different sets of requirements will arise if further patterns are identified in
a broadened base of case studies.

Secondly, our requirements study has been based more on theoretical analyses, as

opposed to empirical elicitation. This inevitably leads us to the search for rather formal
requirements for system support. Our survey of collaborative drawing support tools
shows that the informal requirements derived empirically have clear influences on most

prototype system developments. However, our effort can be justified by the initial
concern that design is essentially a modelling activity, which is not entirely subject to
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empirical observation. Also, details of group design behaviour, while important and
highly relevant to interface design, may confuse the conceptual issues of modelling.

The third limitation lies in the scope of our symbolic simulations. We realise that
in either the metaphorist or the structuralist approach, visual images are important
mediums for group communication in collaborative design. What we have demonstrated
in the OBJ3 simulations are simplified geometric constructions. Obviously, the issues
of multi-user interface and the generation of graphical images have not been taken into
account. The algebraic specification language enables us to gain structural clarity but
not the fluidity and complexity often associated with real design images.

8.2 Metaphorist vs. Structuralist

To give an overview of the main findings of the thesis, this section presents an excerpt
from our current investigations. Putting the case studies, the conceptual analyses, and
the computational simulations jointly, we may summarise our findings in terms of the
features of the two teamwork patterns and the various requirements for system support.

8.2.1 Features of the teamwork patterns

One of the major findings of the thesis is the differentiation of the two teamwork
patterns termed as metaphorist and structuralist. As presented, an understanding of
teamwork pattern can help a basic definition of computer support for human collabo¬
ration. But how significant is the distinction made between the metaphorist and the
structuralist patterns? In this section, we shall reflect on our current finding of the
differences and draw in other findings in some related areas.

Table 8.1 summarises the various features observed in the metaphorist and struc¬
turalist approaches to collaborative design. We think that the differences between the
two teamwork patterns can be listed in the following aspects:

• Inception — This is the starting point of teamwork in design. The metaphorist
starts with local design decisions made in individual object worlds set up in
individual modelling spaces. Employing a shared set of constructs and connectors,
the structuralist starts with the construction of a common generic structure in a

group modelling space. It seems reasonable to say that how a teamwork project
might be developed is closely related to how it begins. If design teams have
'personalities', it is the inception of a design project that makes one team work

differently from another.
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Metaphorist Structuralist

Individual Modelling Spaces Group Modelling Space

Inception Individual Object Worlds Shared Construction Set

Local Design Decisions Common Generic Structures

Design
Unity

Common design metaphors Common generic structures

Design
Development

Domain-crossing
design integration

Distributed heterogeneous
design substantiation

Design
Consequences
Revealed

Projection of common images
on the basis of integrating multiple
local design decisions in a GMS

Generations of domain design
expressions in distributed IMSs
with reference to a common

generic structure

Design Change
Judgements on projected
common images giving rise to
changes to be made in
local design decisions

Judgements on resultant
domain design expressions
giving rise to changes to be
made in a common generic structure

Table 8.1. A list of the differences between the metaphorist and the
structuralist teamwork patterns as seen in this thesis.

• Design development — Complex building projects often last for a long period
of time, involving various stages of design development. Design development
in the structuralist pattern takes on the task of substantiating common generic
structures with domain-oriented design details. The metaphorist, on the other
hand, takes on the task of integrating multiple local design decisions into greater
wholes.

• Design unity— Architectural design in its nature demands certain kinds of unity
or wholeness to be achieved. It may be difficult for us to define objectively what
is meant by 'design unity' and how the quality of design unity may be achieved
and measured. In fact, any judgement of design unity may have to be left to
the designers themselves to decide. However, the presentation of design unity
has an important role to play in collaborative design since members of a design
team can be motivated to develop individual work by perceiving and interpreting
its presence. The metaphorist gains design unity by sharing common design
metaphors; while the structuralist does so by sharing common generic structures.

• Design consequences revealed — Working as members of a design team, how do
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designers know that they have achieved something they want both from an indi¬
vidual and a team point of view? To collaborate with others, each member has
to work between the goal of design unity and the goal of design development. It
is by making constant connections between the two goals, that the consequences

of collaborative design are revealed to each individual. The metaphorist becomes
aware of design consequences by projecting common images based on an inte¬
gration of the local design decisions developed by different individuals. In the
structuralist case, design consequences are known to group members when do¬
main design expressions are generated on the basis of substantiation of parts of
a shared generic structure.

• Design change — Design change is intended whenever design consequences ap¬

pear unsatisfactory to one or more designers. Following the establishment of in¬
terrelations between design unity and domain design developments, one or more

designers' making design changes may cause others to enter into negotiation or

coordination. For the structuralist, by judging resultant domain design expres¬

sions, design change is targeted at parts of a common generic structure, which
may lead to a call for collaboration in order that the shareability of the generic
structure can be recovered. For the metaphorist, by judging the outcome of pro¬
jected common images, design change is aimed at local design decisions, which
may have further effects upon the formation of the common images.

8.2.2 Requirements for collaborative design computing

Drawing from our information-flow analyses of the teamwork patterns together with
the OBJ3 simulations of two potential forms of collaborative design computing, it can
be said that requirements study, in short, asks three basic questions:

• What do members of a design team share in the processes of modelling a design
artefact?

• How may the shared design images be represented in a common workspace?

• How does the representation of whatever is shared affect the interaction among

team members when working in individual workspaces?

Following the above three aspects outlined, Table 8.2 gives an overview of the
metaphorist and the structuralist requirements for representation and communication

support as explored by this thesis.
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Metaphorist Structuralist

What's
shared?

shared integration schemas
for projecting integrated
design images

common generic structures
for distributed domain

design substantiations

How the
shared is
represented?

• spatial operations
• combined source designs
• integrated design images

• generic outline designs
• parameterised substantiation
functions

• a field of transforming forces

Areas of

representation
support

— basic constructs for

domain-crossing
translation and integration

— visualisation of integrated
design images

— a basic theory of
design substantiation

— a constraint system for
shaping the state of a
common generic structure

the unity emerging
How the from desi9n integration
representation ^es rise tt0 ^dual
of the shared Judgements of domain
affects group dekslf d®velopmer) s-
communication? whlch;turn; tr3sultsin evolution of the

unity achieved

individuals' substantiating
parts of a common generic
structures gives rise to changes
to be made in the generic
structure, which, in turn,
may cause changes in some
domain design dvelopment(s)
to follow

Areas of
communication
support

— communication form
for domain-crossing
translation and

integration
— detection of changes in

integrated design images
— generation and delivery

of design change reports

— communication form for

putting parts of an initial
configuration together

— bookkeeping design changes
in the state of a common generic
structure

— alerting consequences of design
changes in the common generic
structure to the individuals related

Table 8.2. A summary of the metaphorist and the structuralist require¬
ments for system supports as explored in this thesis.
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Based on a combination of the teamwork features and the requirements for system
supports, Figure 8.1 shows a diagrammatic representation of the focal point of the two

system development strategies that attend to the metaphorist and the structuralist
approaches to collaborative design respectively.

It should be noted that the contrasting nature of the above findings indicates a

spectrum of possibilities in computer-supported collaborative design rather than two

specific alternatives. However, more research is needed to investigate whether a unifica¬
tion of the current two strategies can lead to an even more comprehensive and general
theory.

8.3 Related Studies in Three other Areas

Architectural design has been through a long history. We should not feel surprised
to see two, or, indeed, even more, different approaches to the design of architectural
buildings as a creative teamwork enterprise. Presumably, any differentiation arising
from an enquiry represents an understanding of the subject matter in question. In
our case, we would suggest that the design of computer-based support for creative
collaborative design should be founded on an understanding of the teamwork patterns
in question, attending to the representation and communication requirements to be
fulfilled by a system. This thesis presents just two such attempts.

To show that our current understanding of the contrasting features of the teamwork
patterns, no matter how limited, is not an isolated finding, we would like to comment
on related observations in three other areas: (a) modern debate on architectural design,
(b) theory of human knowledge, and (c) enterprise integration (EI) modelling.

8.3.1 Function vs. form in modern architectural debate

Perhaps due to the rapid advancement in modern industrial technologies and the radical
changes in social cultural milieu, the development of modern architecture has experi¬
enced a sharp split between 'function' and 'form'1. Generally speaking, function in
architecture and design often refers to the concepts of utilities, services, performance
and economy etc. From a functional point of view, design is a means to achieve some

practical or utilitarian ends associated with the satisfaction of various human needs

'For a scholarly exposition of the modern architectural design debate on form and fimction, see
Banham's seminal work presented in [Ban60]; for a comprehensive collection of modern architectural
theorists' and designers' writings on this subject, see the anthology edited by Benton, Benton, and
Sharp [BBS75],
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Sharing Generic Structures

Derivative Images as References

Individual Modelling Spaces
(IMSs)

— model constructs
— form-giving forces
— manipulative operations

derivative operations

Group Modelling Space
(GMS)

Domain Design Expressions
(DDEs) construction

Sharing Design Metaphors

VyShared Integration Schemas/

Group Modelling Space
(GMS)

Domain Design Expressions
(DDEs)

— domain constructs
— domain operations

Individual Modelling Spaces
(IMSs)

Figure 8.1. A diagrammatic depiction of two system strategies that
aim at supporting the metaphorist and the structuralist approaches to
collaborative design.
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such as biological, ergonomic, economic, social and so on. Form, on the other hand,
is more concerned with the ideas of shapes, spaces, mass, and volumes that are often
associated with aesthetic judgements and architectural meanings. From the point of
view of architectural form, design is an end in itself, which is to serve, mainly, human
aesthetic sensitivities.

Given the split between form and function, the modern debate on architectural
design (sometimes extended to other design practices such as industrial design, furniture
design etc.) centres on the subordination relation between function and form, that
is, 'form follows function', or 'function follows form'. This is not a place for us to

instigate the debate, but it is interesting to see its relevance to our current study of
the approaches to teamwork in architectural modelling.

The metaphorist pattern seems to start with team members' separate concerns

with functions and ends up with the projection of a common form2. In contrast, the
structuralist approach goes for a common form first and, subsequently, develops more

specific functions in respect to the parts derived from the common form. However, as

we have explored before, in both cases, there is constant interaction between design
decisions on form and on function in its overall group design processes.

8.3.2 Collectives and generics in human knowledge

As said before, an understanding of what designers share in the processes of collabora¬
tive design is an important aspect of requirements study. What is shared by members
of a design team can be considered as a kind of human knowledge. Though it may ap¬

pear highly contextualised and fluid, a representation of the knowledge can be a useful
resource for affecting design communication and coordination. Concerning the nature
of the knowledge shared in collaborative design, we find another relevant observation
in the area of human knowledge studies (Epistemology).

The English mathematician J. L. Jolley once proposed a theory of human knowl¬
edge in which he distinguished two varieties of 'semantic types': the collectives and
the generics. 'Semantic type' is the term Jolley used to denote one of the hierarchical

2Arguably, the starting point of the metaphorist approach might be team members' separate con¬
cerns with forms deliberated on particular design aspects, which are then interrelated and synthesised
into a common form. In dealing with "synthesis of form" in the domain of environmental planning and
design, Christopher Alexander has published a formal method [Ale64], with which simple forms can be
put together to produce a unified complex form. However, as demonstrated in Alexander's applying
the methodology, all the constructions of simple forms (as constituent design parts) are based on (or
guided by) the consideration of various functions in the first place.
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elements with which he modelled the pattern of human ideas. According to Jolley, se¬

mantic types refer to the different types of notions, whose existence has led languages
to develop the different parts of speech—nouns, verbs, and adjectives etc.3 The dis¬
tinction made between generics and collectives is based on Jolley's further abstraction
of the several types of human notions he classifies. To have a general idea of what is
meant by generics and collectives in Jolley's terms, the following quote is worth reading
[Jol73, p. 37]:

"Generics are always closely concerned with the construction of the notions
they bring together. Iodine is a halogen because of the number of electrons
in the outer orbit of each of its atoms. Other elements with the same

structure in this respect are also halogens. Iodine is a thing, and so is an

electron, and indeed it seems that generic ideas always group ideas of the
same semantic type as themselves.
By contrast, a collective idea groups notions which are of a different seman¬
tic type from itself. An example is the concept of a weapon. Weapons are

things grouped according to a phenomenon, namely their use. Antiques,
ironmongery, roofing materials, stock-in-trade, paint, tiles, professors and
public relations officers: these, too, are collectives. We live in a world of
them."

Jolley's distinction between the generics and the collectives is relevant to our finding
of what designers share in collaborative design. As explored in this thesis, to collabo¬
rate with one another, designers create and share common images (CI); but instances
of CI are of two different natures. In the structuralist approach to teamwork, designers
share common generic structures (CQS) that are close to the generic type of human
knowledge as characterised by Jolly. The modelling of CQS is to do with the construc¬
tion of the notions of an architectural form brought together by a team of designers;
and the structuralist construction ofCI is based on a common collection of model con¬

structs. Working in the metaphorist way, designers create and share projected common

images that depict integrated design effects or performance. These common images are

produced by grouping different design parts together, leading to the visualisation of
an overall performance or effect of the designed artefact. As observed, the various
design parts are modelled by members of a design team who have discrete concerns of
domain-oriented functions. To this, we think that the CI shared in the metaphorist
approach is of the collectives.

As a part of a proposed epistemological pattern, Jolley's differentiation of the col¬
lectives and the generics helps to place different notions systematically into a structure

3For a more detailed discussion of semantic types in Jolley's terms, see [Jol73, pp. 16-39].
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of human knowledge. In investigating how collaborative design may be computer-
supported, our concern centres on what is shared by human designers and how the
shared affect communication and coordination. As discussed respectively in the previ¬
ous chapters, whether the design information or knowledge shared is of the generics or
of the collectives can give rise to different requirements of how the making of design
changes may be supported. In the generic case, it is the change in common generic
structures that may cause further changes to follow in distributed domain design de¬
velopments; but the implications of change in CQS can only be revealed by looking at
new states of domain design developments. In the collective case, on the other hand,
it is the change in local design decisions that may cause further change to occur in the
projection of common images. The implication of a participant's design change can

only be known by communication with other participants who interpret the resultant
change in the common image from their own domain viewpoints.

8.3.3 Unification vs. federation in EI modelling

The third related research finding is presented in the area of database system engineer¬
ing. The concept and implementation of models are essential to any serious development
of database systems. Sophisticated models and complex relations among the models
have been put forward. As we see design as a modelling activity, systems that support
collaborative design of this nature will have to resort to methodologies of managing the
integration and distribution of design modelling tasks involving multiple individuals.

Researchers working in the field of enterprise integration (EI) modelling have pro¬

posed the difference between 'unified' and 'federated' approaches to the issue of model
integration. According Hars and others [HKLP92], the basic difference is between early
and late binding. In the unified approach, early binding is the case, where applications
are 'compiled' from models, that is, all links between models and applications are es¬

tablished by the compiler. If a federated approach is taken, then late binding is the
case, where applications and even models are linked only at runtime, as required.

Shown in our OBJ3 simulation of the metaphorist approach, joint abstraction and
use of shared integration schemas is potentially a case of unification by early binding,
where applications (i.e., the projective or integrative operations) are compiled from in¬
dividual models presented by participants working in different domains. Collaborative
substantiation of common generic structures, as demonstrated in our OBJ3 simulation
of the structuralist approach, on the other hand, can be seen as a case of federation
by late binding; applications (i.e., domain-oriented design modules) are instantiated
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from generic theories, substantiation functions, and various views. Regarding this cor¬

respondence, we may say that given our present requirements study accomplished, the
computing strategies developed by EI engineers, as briefly mentioned here, and an

even wider range of methodologies developed by researchers of database systems, as

described by Batini and others in [BLN86], can be a useful technical resource for further
development in system design and implementation.

8.4 A Direction for Future Research

In this thesis, we explore patterns of teamwork in architectural modelling; for each
teamwork pattern identified, a situation-theoretical analysis of the representation and
communication requirements is carried out; and for each potential form of collaborative
design computing, as suggested by the requirements analyses, a symbolic simulation is
given. On the basis of what we have explored here, the following direction for future
research into computer-supported collaborative design is considered worth pursuing:

Emergent communication frameworks. As a general strategy, the way forward
for computer-supported collaborative design is somewhere between AI (or Dis¬
tributed AI) and CSCW. A useful balance to strike is how to integrate formal
representations and the design of informal group workspaces to such an effect
that the systems can support emergent communication frameworks created by
participants in the course of designing. More research is needed to investigate
how such frameworks may be represented in computers and what functionality is

pertinent to support designers' acting upon the 'web' of design communication.

From requirements study to system specification. Up to now, we have used
situation theory as a descriptive framework for capturing the information flow
perspective on the metaphorist and structuralist scenarios. Our present work
is more concerned with descriptions of the representation and communication
needs from the human teamwork point of view. To be able to describe precisely
what system features can be supportive of these needs, more research into spec¬

ification of system behaviours is needed. A move from our present requirements

study toward a formal system specification requires proper tools. In the field of
theoretical computer science, several formal languages have been developed to

describe, in particular, the behaviour of concurrency and communication, which
is one of the system properties rather hard to specify precisely. Regarding this
aspect of further research, the following specification languages are examples of
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potential tools for carrying out formal system specification: Communicating Se¬
quential Processes (CSP) [Hoa85], A Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS)
[Mil89], and modal or temporal logic as established in [BBP89, Sti92],

Building prototype collaborative design environments. Given the strategy
adopted and the formal system specifications constructed, we may arrive at a

better position to build up a prototype collaborative design environment for an
empirical test. Perhaps, like any other research into system design and develop¬
ment, it is in the testing of the prototype systems that we may come to realise
what might have gone wrong, including the prototype mechanisms devised, the
system behaviours specified, and the theoretical standpoint adopted.
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Glossary

Below are the terms and notations used in this thesis (Chapters 4 and 6, mainly) for describing
constraints on collaborative design in a shorthand form. Only general readings of these terms
and notations are given; a system of formal semantics is not intended here.

A.l A Glossary of the Metaphorist Terms

IMS(s) Individual Modelling Spaces: workspaces created and evolved by designers individ¬
ually for modelling design expressions (e.g., diagrams, drawings, or any other graphi¬
cal/textual constructions) targeted at a particular design aspect or domain of a design
project.

GMS Group Modelling Space: a common workspace created and evolved by members of
a design team jointly for modelling the integration of design parts contributed by each
member into larger design wholes.

TOW Individual Object World: a representation scheme formed by a designer's abstraction
act performed (individually) in his or her own IMS.

CDV Local Design Decisions: instances of CD'D are design expressions, showing, for ex¬

ample, what spatial forms or particular functions are modelled by the designer when
embarking on domain-specific design tasks. We use CDVa to denote a local design deci¬
sion made by a designer named a.

SIS Shared Integration Schema: design concepts or methods that are developed jointly
by members of a design team for the purpose of performing the integration of individual
contributions into design wholes. A collection of such shared concepts or methods can be
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correlated into an 'integration schema' which can be constantly employed by the design
team to handle design integration at a larger scale.

CT Common Images: common images are pictorial representations that are generated by
design members' putting proposed CDVs together and then transforming them into single
compositions under the operation of shared integration concepts and methods.

C'DM Common Design Metaphors: common notions or images reached jointly by members
of design group that are taken as common design references to either what a common

image looks like or how a common image functions during design communication.

VVA Domain Design Agendas: an individual's interpretation of a common image may

bring out some significance or role of the individual's work in the context of an emerging
whole. A domain-specific design agenda is formed in an IMS as a result of an individual's
interpretation of CI, which may contain items of information useful in guiding further
domain design development.

A.2 A Glossary of the Structuralist Terms
The terms GMS (Group Modelling Space), IMSs (Individual Modelling Spaces), and IOW
(Individual Object World) appearing in the Structuralist pattern share the same readings given
in the previous section of the Glossary.

SCS Shared Construction Set: a set of modelling primitives introduced by members of
a design team for the modelling of common generic structures (see below) in a group

modelling space.

CQS Common Generic Structures: common generic structures are 2-D or 3-D objects,
representing, mainly, a kind of spatial framework or skeleton that is constructed and
can be used by all participants working in different domains of a design project. There
are several important properties observed in common generic structures, including de-
formability, multi-perspectiveness, and genericity. A more detailed description of these
properties of CQS can be found in Section 6.3.3, page 142.

DS Derivative Structures: derivative structures are 2-D or 3-D objects that are produced
by applying derivative operations onto a state of a common generic structure. Images
of derivative structures, once imported into individual modelling spaces, can serve the
individuals as design referents or outlines in generating more detailed designs of particular
design aspects.

W£ Domain Design Expressions: domain design expressions are the outcomes from de¬

signers' substantiating derivative structures with design expressions that contain specifi¬
cations of domain-specific design substances or properties.
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CDJ Local Design Judgements: an individual gives an interpretation (or an evaluation)
of domain design expressions arrived at an IMS. Since each domain design expression
is generated in relation to what derivative structures are underlaid, the resultant 'DDE.
when viewed and judged by its creator from a domain-specific design perspective, is a

design consequence of a state of a common generic structure.

A.3 Symbols for denoting Constraints on Collaboration
A State Change: any state change occurring to a type of design state. For instance,

ACDVj0hn refers to a state change in a local design decision made by a Designer named
john.

[Ei, E2, £3, • j Distributed Entities: a number of representation entities that are dis¬
tributed over several individual modelling spaces. For instance, [CWa, CWi, ■ ■ ■] refers
to a distribution of information entities consisting of a local design decision made by
Designer„, a local design decision made by Designer1, and others.

E Collective Presentation or Construction: states of, for instance, (multiple) local design
decisions or changes in local design decisions are collectively presented (assembled) by
participants in a common visual space during a design meeting. E is also used to denote
a resultant common set of constructs developed by collaborative designers.

Leading to: a symbol denoting the flow of information (in a situation-theoretical sense)
from what is contained at the left-hand side of the curled arrow to what is contained at

the right-hand side of the arrow.

==> Involving: a symbol denoting the involving relation between two situation types. Situ¬
ation theory characterises constraints by introducing a primitive relation between types
of situations, the relation of involving. The involving relation may be introduced on

the basis of abstract links that capture (are) systematic, regularities (e.g., natural laws,
linguistic rules, conventions, logical rules, etc.) connecting situations of one kind with
situations of another. With reference to the situation-theoretical framework, a constraint
on collaborative design C can be expressed by a situation, in which there is a leading to
relation between two different design states, involving another situation S', by writing

Constraint C : (DesignState R\ DesignState Ri) => S'
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Basic Geometric Construction

OBJ3

B.l A Specification of Angle

obj ANGLE is
protecting FLOAT .

sorts Radian Degree .

subsorts Float < Radian .

subsorts Float < Degree .

op inradian : Float -> Radian .

op indegree : Float -> Degree .

op angle : Float Float Float Float -> Degree .

op d-to-r : Degree -> Radian .

op r-to-d : Radian -> Degree .

vars XI Y1 X2 Y2 : Float .

var D : Degree . var R : Radian .

cq angle(XI,Y1,X2,Y2) = r-to-d(atan((Y2 - Yl) / (X2 - XI)))
if Y2 - Yl >0 and X2 - XI > 0 .

cq angle(XI,Y1,X2,Y2) = 180 - r -to--d(atan(abs(Y2 - Yl) / abs(X2 - XI)))
if Y2 - Y1 >0 and X2 - XI < 0 .

cq angle(XI,Y1,X2,Y2) = 180 + r -to--d(atan(abs(Y2 - Yl) / abs(X2 - XI)))
if Y2 - Y1 <0 and X2 - XI < 0 .

cq angle(XI,Y1,X2,Y2) = 360 - r--to--d(atan(abs(Y2 - Yl) / abs(X2 - XI)))
if Y2 - Y1 < 0 and X2 - XI > 0 .

cq angle(XI,Yl,X2,Y2) =0 if Y2 - Yl == 0 and X2 - XI > 0 .

cq angle(XI,Y1,X2,Y2) = 90 if Y2 - Yl > 0 and X2 - XI == 0 .

cq angle(XI,Y1,X2,Y2) = 180 if Y2 - Yl == 0 and X2 - XI < 0 .

cq angle(XI,Yl,X2,Y2) = 270 if Y2 - Yl < 0 and X2 - XI == 0 .

eq d-to-r(D) = pi * (D / 180) .

eq r-to-d(R) = R * (180 / pi) .

endo
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B.2 A Specification of Point
obj POINT is

protecting FLOAT .

sort Point .

op point : Float Float -> Point .

ops x y : Point -> Float .

op distance-pp : Point Point -> Float .

op _right-to_ : Point Point -> Bool .

op midpoint : Point Point -> Point .

vaxs F1 F2 : Float . vars PI P2 : Point .

eq x(point(Fl,F2)) = F1 .

eq y(point(Fl,F2)) = F2 .

eq distance-pp(PI,P2) = sqrt((y(P2) - y(Pl)) * (y(P2) - y(Pl)) +
(x(P2) - x(Pl)) * (x(P2) - x(Pl))) .

cq PI right-to P2 = true if x(Pl) > x(P2) .

cq PI right-to P2 = false if x(Pl) < x(P2) .

eq midpoint(Pl,P2) = point((x(Pl) + x(P2)) / 2,(y(Pl) + y(P2)) / 2)
endo

B.3 A Specification of Line
obj LINE is

protecting ANGLE .

protecting POINT .

sorts Point? Line Line-V . *** Line-V for vertical line

subsort Point < Point? .

subsort Line-V < Line .

op line : Point Point -> Line .

op vline : Point Point -> Line-V .

op s-pointl-Line : Line -> Point .

op s-point2-Line : Line -> Point .

op s-pointl-VLine : Line-V -> Point .

op s-point2-VLine : Line-V -> Point .

op point-on-line? : Point Line -> Bool .

op point-on-vline? : Point Line-V -> Bool .

op parallel : -> Point? .

op intersect : Line Line -> Point [memo] .

vars P PI P2 : Point .

vaxs L LI L2 : Line .

var LV : Line-V .

cq line(Pl,P2) = vline(Pl,P2) if x(Pl) == x(P2) .

eq s-pointl-Line(line(PI, P2)) = PI .

eq s-point2-Line(line(PI, P2)) = P2 .

cq s-pointl-VLine(vline(PI,P2)) = PI if x(Pl) == x(P2) .

cq s-point2-VLine(vline(Pl,P2)) = P2 if x(Pl) == x(P2) .

*** LI is not parallel to L2 and LI, L2 are both general
cq intersect(Ll,L2) = point

(((x(s-point2-Line(LI)) * y(s-pointl-Line(LI)) -

x(s-pointl-Line(LI)) * y(s-point2-Line(LI))) *
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(x(s-point2-Line(L2)
(x(s-point2-Line(L2)
x(s-pointl-Line(L2)
(x(s-point2-Line(LI)
((x(s-point2-Line(LI)
(y(s-point2-Line(L2)
(y(s-point2-Line(LI)
(x(s-point2-Line(L2)
((y(s-point2-Line(L2)
(x(s-point2-Line(L2)

( ((x(s-point2-Line(LI)
x(s-pointl-Line(LI)
(x(s-point2-Line(L2)
(x(s-point2-Line(L2)
x(s-point1-Line(L2)
(x(s-point2-Line(LI)
((x(s-point2-Line(Ll)
(y(s-point2-Line(L2)
(y(s-point2-Line(LI)
(s-point2-Line(L2)
s-point2-Line(L2)
s-pointl-Line(L2)
(s-point2-Line(L2)

x(s-point2-Line(Ll)) =/
x(s-point2-Line(L2))

(x
(x
x

(x

s-pointl-Line(L2)
s-pointl-Line(L2)
s-point2-Line(L2)
s-pointl-Line(LI)
s-pointl-Line(LI)
s-pointl-Line(L2)
s-pointl-Line(LI)
s-pointl-Line(L2)
s-pointl-Line(L2)
s-pointl-Line(L2)
s-pointl-Line(LI)
s-point2-Line(LI)
s-pointl-Line(L2)
s-pointl-Line(L2)
s-point2-Line(L2)
s-pointl-Line(LI)
pointl-Line(LI)

y(s-point1-Line(L2)
- y(s-pointl-Line(LI)
- x(s-pointl-Line(L2))))) +
* y(s-pointl-Line(L2)
* y(s-point2-Line(L2))) /
- x(s-pointl-Line(L2))))
x(s-pointl-Line(Ll)) and
x(s-pointl-Line(L2)) and

) -

*

) /
*

),
/

)

) /

if

x(s-point2-VLine(LI)) =/= x(s-pointl-VLine(Ll)) and
x(s-point2-VLine(L2)) =/= x(s-pointl-VLine(L2)) and

angle(x(s-pointl-Line(Ll)),y(s-pointl-Line(Ll)),
x(s-point2-Line(Ll)),y(s-point2-Line(Ll))) -

angle(x(s-pointl-Line(L2)),y(s-pointl-Line(L2)),
x(s-point2-Line(L2)),y(s-point2-Line(L2))) =/= 0.0 and

angle(x(s-pointl-Line(Ll)),y(s-pointl-Line(Ll)),
x(s-point2-Line(Ll)),y(s-point2-Line(Ll))) -

angle(x(s-pointl-Line(L2)),y(s-pointl-Line(L2)),
x(s-point2-Line(L2)),y(s-point2-Line(L2))) =/= 180 and

angle(x(s-pointl-Line(Ll)),y(s-pointl-Line(Ll)),
x(s-point2-Line(Ll)),y(s-point2-Line(Ll))) -

angle(x(s-pointl-Line(L2)),y(s-pointl-Line(L2)),
x(s-point2-Line(L2)),y(s-point2-Line(L2)))

* LI is vertical, L2 is general
cq intersect(LI,L2) = point(x(s-pointl-VLine(Ll)),

(y(s-pointl-Line(L2)) * (x(s-point2-Line(L2)) -

x(s-pointl-VLine(LI))) + y(s-point2-Line(L2)) *
(x(s-pointl-VLine(Ll)) - x(s-pointl-Line(L2)))) /
(x(s-point2-Line(L2)) - x(s-pointl-Line(L2)))) if
x(s-point2-VLine(Ll)) == x(s-pointl-VLine(Ll)) and
x(s-point2-Line(L2)) =/= x(s-pointl-Line(L2)) .

* LI is general, L2 is vertical
cq intersect(LI,L2) = point(x(s-pointl-VLine(L2)),

(v(s-Dointl-Line(Ll)) ' i

=/= -180
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x(s-pointl-VLine(L2))) + y(s-point2-Line(LI)) *
(x(s-pointl-VLine(L2)) - x(s-pointl-Line(Ll)))) /
(x(s-point2-Line(LI)) - x(s-pointl-Line(Ll)))) if
x(s-point2-Line(Ll)) =/= x(s-pointl-Line(Ll)) and
x(s-point2-VLine(L2)) == x(s-pointl-VLine(L2)) .

*** Intersection of two parallel lines
cq intersect(LI,L2) = parallel if

angle(x(s-pointl-Line(Ll)),y(s-pointl-Line(LI)),
x(s-point2-Line(Ll)),y(s-point2-Line(Ll))) -

angle(x(s-pointl-Line(L2)),y(s-pointl-Line(L2)),
x(s-point2-Line(L2)),y(s-point2-Line(L2))) == 0.0 or

angle(x(s-pointl-Line(Ll)),y(s-pointl-Line(Ll)),
x(s-point2-Line(Ll)),y(s-point2-Line(Ll))) -

angle(x(s-pointl-Line(L2)),y(s-pointl-Line(L2)),
x(s-point2-Line(L2)),y(s-point2-Line(L2))) == 180.0 or

angle(x(s-pointl-Line(LI)),y(s-pointl-Line(LI)),
x(s-point2-Line(Ll)),y(s-point2-Line(Ll))) -

angle(x(s-pointl-Line(L2)),y(s-pointl-Line(L2)),
x(s-point2-Line(L2)),y(s-point2-Line(L2))) == -180.0 .

*** If a point is on a line? L is general
cq point-on-line?(P,L) = true if

(y(P) - y(s-pointl-Line(L))) /
(x(P) - x(s-pointl-Line(L))) ==

(y(s-point2-Line(L)) - y(P)) /
(x(s-point2-Line(L)) - x(P)) .

cq point-on-line?(P,L) = false if
(y(P) - y(s-pointl-Line(L))) /
(x(P) - x(s-pointl-Line(L))) =/=
(y(s-point2-Line(L)) - y(P)) /
(x(s-point2-Line(L)) - x(P)) .

*** If a point is on a vertical line? L is vertical
cq point-on-vline?(P,LV) = true if

x(P) == x(s-pointl-VLine(LV)) and
x(P) == x(s-point2-VLine(LV)) .

cq point-on-vline?(P,LV) = false if
x(P) =/= x(s-pointl-VLine(LV)) or
x(P) =/= x(s-point2-VLine(LV)) .

endo
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Appendix C

Joint Abstraction of SIS: An
OBJ3 Simulation

C.l A specification of the Enclosure method
obj PIVOT is
protecting POINT *
(sort Point to Pivot, op point to
op s-fl-Pivot : Pivot -> Float .

op s-f2-Pivot : Pivot -> Float .

vars F1 F2 : Float .

eq s-fl-Pivot(pivot(F1,F2)) = F1
eq s-f2-Pivot(pivot(F1,F2)) = F2

endo

obj STEM is
protecting PIVOT .

protecting LINE-PA .

sort Stem .

subsort Stem < Line-pa .

op stem : Pivot Degree -> Stem .

op s-pivot-Stem : Stem -> Pivot .

op s-angle-Stem : Stem -> Degree .

op to-line : Stem -> Line .

var P : Pivot .

var A : Degree .

vaxs F1 F2 : Float .

eq s-pivot-Stem(stem(P,A)) = P .

eq s-angle-Stem(stem(P,A)) = A .

eq to-line(stem(pivot(F1,F2),A)) = to-line(line-pa(point(F1,F2),A)) .

endo

obj NODE is
protecting STEM .

sort Node .

op node : Stem Float -> Node .

pivot) .

*** select 1st float in Pivot
*** select 2nd float in Pivot
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op s-pivot-Node : Node -> Pivot .

op s-stem-Node : Node -> Stem .

op s-dist-Node : Node -> Float .

op node-to-point : Node -> Point [memo] .

var P Pivot

var A Degree
var S Stem .

var D Float

var N Node .

eq s-pivot-Node(node(stem(P,A),D)) = P .

eq s-stem-Node(node(S,D)) = S .

eq s-dist-Node(node(S,D)) = D .

var F1 F2 D : Float .

eq node-to-point(N) = point
(s-dist-Node(N) * cos(d-to-r(s-angle-Stem(s-stem-Node(N)))) +
s-f1-Pivot(s-pivot-Stem(s-stem-Node(N))),
s-dist-Node(N) * sin(d-to-r(s-angle-Stem(s-stem-Node(N)))) +
s-f2-Pivot(s-pivot-Stem(s-stem-Node(N)))) .

endo

obj EDGE is
protecting POINT-LL .

protecting SEGMENT .

protecting NODE .

sort Edge .

subsort Edge < Segment .

op edge : Node Node -> Edge .

op s-pivot-Edge : Edge -> Pivot .

op s-nodel-Edge : Edge -> Node .

op s-node2-Edge : Edge -> Node .

op c-node : Edge Stem -> Node .

op length-of-edge : Edge -> Float .

op area-by-edge : Edge -> Float .

var P : Pivot .

vaxs N1 N2 : Node .

vars F1 F2 D1 D2 : Float .

var A A1 A2 : Degree .

eq s-pivot-Edge(edge(node(stem(P,Al),D1),node(stem(P,A2),D2))) = P .

eq s-nodel-Edge(edge(Nl,N2)) = N1 .

eq s-node2-Edge(edge(Nl,N2)) = N2 .

eq c-node(edge(N1,N2),stem(pivot(F1,F2),A)) =

node(stem(pivot(F1,F2),A),distance-pp(mkpoint-ll(line(node-to-point(Nl),
node-to-point(N2)),to-line(stem(pivot(F1,F2),A))).point(F1,F2))) .

eq length-of-edge(edge(N1,N2)) = length(segment(node-to-point(Nl),
node-to-point(N2))) .

eq area-by-edge(edge(node(stem(pivot(Fl,F2),A1),D1),
node(stem(pivot(Fl,F2),A2),D2))) =
abs(0.5 * D1 * D2 * sin(d-to-r(A2 - Al))) .

endo
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obj ENCLO is
protecting INT .

protecting EDGE .

sorts Enclo NeEnclo .

subsorts Edge < NeEnclo < Enclo .

op nil : -> Enclo .

op : Enclo Enclo -> Enclo [assoc id: nil prec 9] .

op : Edge Enclo -> NeEnclo [assoc prec 9]
op head_ : NeEnclo -> Edge .

op tail_ : NeEnclo -> Enclo .

op visible?. : Enclo -> Bool .

op no-of-side_ : NeEnclo -> Int .

op eval-length_ : NeEnclo -> Float .

op eval-area_ : NeEnclo -> Float .

var E : Edge .

var N : NeEnclo .

var A1 A2 : Degree .

var D1 D2 : Float .

eq head(E N) = E .

eq tail(E N) = N .

eq visible? N = N == nil .

eq no-of-side E = 1 .

eq no-of-side(E N) = 1 + no-of-side N .

eq eval-length E = length-of-edge(E) .

eq eval-length(E N) = length-of-edge(E) + eval-length N .

eq eval-area E = area-by-edge(E) .

eq eval-area(E N) = area-by-edge(E) + eval-area N .

endo

C.2 A specification of the Opening method
obj VP is

protecting POINT *
(sort Point to Vp, op point to vp, op x to s-fl-Vp,
op y to s-f2-Vp) .

endo

obj VT is
protecting VP *
(sort Vp to Vt, op vp to vt, op s-fl-Vp to s-fl-Vt,
op s-f2-Vp to s-f2-Vt)

endo

obj VL is
protecting VP .

protecting VT .

protecting LINE .

sort VI .

op vl : Vp Vt -> VI .

op s-vp-Vl : VI -> Vp .
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op s-vt-Vl : VI -> Vt .

op point-on-vl? : Point VI -> Bool .

var P : Point .

var PI : Vp .

var P2 : Vt .

var V : VI .

eq s-vp-Vl(vl(Pl,P2)) = PI .

eq s-vt-Vl(vl(Pl,P2)) = P2 .

cq point-on-vl?(P,V) = true if point-on-line?
(P,line(point(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V))),

point(s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))))) .

cq point-on-vl?(P,V) = false if not point-on-line?
(P.line(point(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V))),

point(s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))))) .

endo

obj L-VL is
protecting VP .

protecting LINE-PA .

sort L-vl .

op l-vl : Vp Degree -> L-vl .

op s-vp-Lvl : L-vl -> Vp .

op s-angle-Lvl : L-vl -> Degree .

op to-line : L-vl -> Line .

vars F1 F2 : Float .

var P : Vp .

var A : Degree .

var L : L-vl .

eq s-vp-Lvl(l-vl(P,A)) = P .

eq s-angle-Lvl(l-vl(P,A)) = A .

eq to-line(l-vl(vp(Fl,F2),A)) = to-line(line-pa(point(F1,F2),A)) .

endo

obj R-VL is
protecting L-VL *
(sort L-vl to R-vl, op l-vl to r-vl, op s-vp-Lvl to s-vp-Rvl,
op s-angle-Lvl to s-angle-Rvl) .

endo

obj SL is
sort SI .

protecting VL .

protecting LINE-PA .

op si : VI Float -> SI .

op point-sl : VI Float -> Point .

op angle-sl : VI Float -> Degree .

op sl-to-line : SI -> Line .

var V : VI .

var D : Float .

cq point-sl(V.D) = point(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)) +
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D * cos(d-to-r(angle(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),
s-fl-Vt(s-vt-VKV)) ,s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))))) ,

s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)) +
D * sin(d-to-r(angle(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),

s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))))))
if angle(s-f1-Vp(s-vp-VI(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),

s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) < 90 .

cq point-sl(V,D) = point(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-VKV)), D + s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)))
if angle(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),

s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) == 90.0 .

cq point-sl(V,D) = point(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)) -
D * cos(d-to-r(180 - angle(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-VKV)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),
s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))))),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)) +
D * sin(d-to-r(180 - angle(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),
s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))))))
if angle(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),

s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) > 90 and
angle(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),

s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) < 180 .

cq point-sl(V.D) = point(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)) - D, s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)))
if angle(s-f l-Vp(s-vp-VKV)) ,s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),

s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) == 180.0 .

cq point-sl(V,D) = point(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)) +
D * cos(d-to-r(angle(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),

s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) - 180)),
s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)) +

D * sin(d-to-r(angle(s-f1-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),
s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) - 180)))

if angle(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),
s-fl-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) > 180 and

angle(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),
s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) < 270 .

cq point-sl(V.D) = point(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)), s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)) - D)
if angle(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),

s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) == 270.0 .

cq point-sl(V.D) = point(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)) +
D * cos(d-to-r(360 - angle(s-f1-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),

s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) - 180)),
s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)) +

D * sin(d-to-r(360 - angle(s-f1-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),
s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) - 180)))

if angle(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),
s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) > 270 and

angle(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),
s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) < 360 .

cq point-sl(V.D) = point(s-f1-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)) + D, s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)))
if angle(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),

s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) ==0.0 or

angle(s-f1-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),
s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) == 360.0 .
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cq angle-sl(V,D) = 90 + angle(s-f1-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),
s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)))

if angle (s-f l-Vp(s-vp-VKV) ) ,s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)) ,

s—f1-Vt(s—vt—V1(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) < 270 .

cq angle-sl(V,D) = angle(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),
s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) - 270

if angle(s-f1-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Vl(V)),
s-f1-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V)),s-f2-Vt(s-vt-Vl(V))) > 270 .

eq sl-to-line(sl(V,D)) = to-line(line-pa(point-sl(V,D),angle-sl(V,D)))
endo

obj ALPHA is
protecting LINE .

protecting L-VL .

protecting SL .

sort Alpha Alpha' .

op isAlpha : SI L-vl -> Alpha . *** Alpha: constructive form
op s-sl-Alpha : Alpha -> SI .

op s-lvl-Alpha : Alpha -> L-vl .

op alpha : SI L-vl -> Alpha' . *** Alpha': constructed form
op mkAlpha' : Float Float -> Alpha' .

op alphal : SI L-vl -> Float .

op alpha2 : SI L-vl -> Float .

op s-alpha'1-Alpha' : Alpha' -> Float .

op s-alpha'2-Alpha' : Alpha' -> Float .

op translate-A : Alpha -> Alpha' [memo] .

var L : L-vl .

var S : SI .

var F1 F2 F3 F4 D : Float .

var A : Degree .

var A' : Alpha' .

eq s-sl-Alpha(isAlpha(S,L)) = S .

eq s-lvl-Alpha(isAlpha(S,L)) = L .

eq alpha(S,L) = mkAlpha'(alphal(S,L),alpha2(S,L)) .

eq alphal(S,L) = x(intersect(sl-to-line(S),to-line(L))) .

eq alpha2(S,L) = y(intersect(sl-to-line(S),to-line(L))) .

eq s-alpha'1-Alpha'(mkAlpha'(F1,F2)) = F1 .

eq s-alpha'2-Alpha'(mkAlpha'(F1,F2)) = F2 .

eq translate-A(isAlpha(S,L)) = alpha(S,L) .

endo

obj BETA is
protecting LINE .

protecting R-VL .

protecting SL .

sort Beta Beta' .

op isBeta : SI R-vl -> Beta
op s-sl-Beta : Beta -> SI .

op s-rvl-Beta : Beta -> R-vl
op beta : SI R-vl -> Beta' .

*** Beta: constructive form

*** Beta': constructed form
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op mkBeta' : Float Float -> Beta' .

op betal : SI R-vl -> Float .

op beta2 : SI R-vl -> Float .

op s-beta'1-Beta' : Beta' -> Float .

op s-beta'2-Beta' : Beta' -> Float .

op translate-B : Beta -> Beta' [memo] .

var R : R-vl .

vax S : SI .

var F1 F2 F3 F4 D : Float .

var A : Degree .

var B : Beta' .

eq s-sl-Beta(isBeta(S,R)) = S .

eq s-rvl-Beta(isBeta(S,R)) = R •

eq beta(S,R) = mkBeta'(betal(S,R),beta2(S,R)) .

eq betal(S,R) = x(intersect(sl-to-line(S),to-line(R))) .

eq beta2(S,R) = Y(intersect(sl-to-line(S),to-line(R))) .

eq s-beta'1-Beta'(mkBeta'(F1,F2)) = F1 .

eq s-beta'2-Beta'(mkBeta'(F1,F2)) = F2 .

eq translate-B(isBeta(S,R)) = beta(S,R) .

endo

obj FENE is
protecting ALPHA .

protecting BETA .

sorts Fene Fene' .

op isFene : Alpha Beta -> Fene . *** Fene: constructive form
op fene : Alpha Beta -> Fene' .

op mkFene' : Alpha' Beta' -> Fene' . *** Fene': constructed form
op s-alpha-Fene : Fene -> Alpha .

op s-beta-Fene : Fene -> Beta .

ops s-alpha'1-Fene s-alpha'2-Fene : Fene -> Float .

ops s-beta'1-Fene s-beta'2-Fene : Fene -> Float .

ops s-alpha'1-Fene' s-alpha'2-Fene' : Fene' -> Float .

ops s-beta'1-Fene' s-beta'2-Fene' : Fene' -> Float .

op s-vp-Fene : Fene -> Vp .

op translate-F : Fene -> Fene' [memo] .

op width-of-fene : Fene -> Float .

op width-of-fene' : Fene' -> Float .

var L : L-vl . var R : R-vl .

var S : SI . var A : Alpha .

var B : Beta . var F : Fene .

var F' : Fene' . vars F1 F2 F3 F4 : Float .

eq s-alpha-Fene(isFene(A,B)) = A .

eq s-beta-Fene(isFene(A,B)) = B .

eq s-vp-Fene(F) = s-vp-Lvl(s-lvl-Alpha(s-alpha-Fene(F))) .

eq fene(A,B) = mkFene'(translate-A(A),translate-B(B)) .

eq translate-F(isFene(A,B)) = mkFene'(translate-A(A),translate-B(B))
eq s-alpha'1-Fene(F) = alphal(s-sl-Alpha(s-alpha-Fene(F)),

s-lvl-Alpha(s-alpha-Fene(F))) .

eq s-alpha'2-Fene(F) = alpha2(s-sl-Alpha(s-alpha-Fene(F)),
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s-lvl-Alpha(s-alpha-Fene(F))) .

eq s-beta'1-Fene(F) = betal(s-sl-Beta(s-beta-Fene(F)),
s-rvl-Beta(s-beta-Fene(F))) .

eq s-beta'2-Fene(F) = beta2(s-sl-Beta(s-beta-Fene(F)),
s-rvl-Beta(s-beta-Fene(F))) .

eq s-alpha'1-Fene'(mkFene'(mkAlpha'(F1,F2),mkBeta'(F3,F4))) = F1 .

eq s-alpha'2-Fene'(mkFene'(mkAlpha'(F1,F2),mkBeta'(F3,F4))) = F2 .

eq s-beta'1-Fene'(mkFene'(mkAlpha'(F1,F2).mkBeta'(F3,F4))) = F3 .

eq s-beta'2-Fene'(mkFene'(mkAlpha'(F1,F2),mkBeta'(F3,F4))) = F4 .

eq width-of-fene'(F') = distance-pp(point(s-alpha'1-Fene'(F'),
s-alpha'2-Fene'(F')),

point(s-beta'1-Fene'(F'),
s-beta'2-Fene'(F'))) .

eq width-of-fene(F) = width-of-fene'(translate-F(F)) .

endo

C.3 A specification of the spatial operation On-Cutting
obj ON-CUT is
sort Portion .

protecting EDGE .

protecting FENE .

op mkPortion : Edge Fene -> Portion .

op on-cut : Edge Fene' Edge -> Portion .

op reconstruct-Node : Alpha Pivot -> Node [memo] .

op reconstruct-Node : Beta Pivot -> Node [memo] .

var E : Edge . var F : Fene . var A : Alpha .

var B : Beta . var P : Pivot .

cq mkPortion(E.F) = on-cut
(edge(s-nodel-Edge(E),reconstruct-Node(s-alpha-Fene(F),s-pivot-Edge(E))),
translate-F(F),
edge(reconstruct-Node(s-beta-Fene(F),s-pivot-Edge(E)),s-node2-Edge(E)))
if point-on-segment?
(point(s-alpha'1-Fene(F),s-alpha'2-Fene(F)),
segment(node-to-point(s-nodel-Edge(E)),

node-to-point(s-node2-Edge(E))))
and point-on-segment?
(point(s-beta'1-Fene(F),s-beta'2-Fene(F)),
segment(node-to-point(s-nodel-Edge(E)),

node-to-point(s-node2-Edge(E)))) .

eq reconstruct-Node(A,P) = node(stem(P,angle(s-fl-Pivot(P),s-f2-Pivot(P) ,

s-alpha'1-Alpha'(translate-A(A)),
s-alpha'2-Alpha'(translate-A(A)))) ,

distance-pp(point(s-alpha'1-Alpha'(translate-A(A)),
s-alpha'2-Alpha'(translate-A(A))) ,

point(s-fl-Pivot(P),s-f2-Pivot(P)))) .

eq reconstruct-Node(B,P) = node(stem(P,angle(s-f1-Pivot(P),s-f2-Pivot(P),
s-beta' 1-Beta'(translate-B(B)),
s-beta'2-Beta'(translate-B(B)))),

distance-pp(point(s-beta'1-Beta'(translate-B(B)),
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s-beta'2-Beta'(translate-B(B))),
point(s-fl-Pivot(P),s-f2-Pivot(P)))) .

endo

C.4 A specification of the spatial operation Out-Cutting
obj OUT-CUT is
sorts Outcutl 0utcut2 .

protecting LINE-PA .

subsort Point < Outcutl .

subsort Point < 0utcut2 .

protecting ON-CUT .

op mkoutcutl : Fene Edge -> Outcutl [memo] .

op mkoutcut2 : Beta Edge -> 0utcut2 [memo] .

op reconstruct-Node : Outcutl Pivot -> Node [memo] .

op reconstruct-Node : 0utcut2 Pivot -> Node [memo] .

op out-cut : Edge Edge Fene' Edge Edge -> Portion .

var E : Edge . var F : Fene . var A : Alpha .

var B : Beta . vax P : Pivot . var 01 : Outcutl .

var 02 : 0utcut2 .

eq mkoutcutl(F,E) = intersect(
line(node-to-point(s-nodel-Edge(E)),node-to-point(s-node2-Edge(E))),
to-line(line-pa(point(s-alpha'1-Fene(F),s-alpha'2-Fene(F)),

90 + angle(s-alpha'l-Fene(F),s-alpha'2-Fene(F),
s-beta'1-Fene(F),s-beta'2-Fene(F))))) .

eq mkoutcut2(B,E) = perpend-P(
line(node-to-point(s-nodel-Edge(E)),node-to-point(s-node2-Edge(E))),
point(s-beta'1-Beta'(translate-B(B)),s-beta'2-Beta'(translate-B(B)))) .

eq reconstruct-Node(01,P) = node(stem(P,angle(s-fl-Pivot(P),s-f2-Pivot(P),
x(01),y(01))),distance-pp(point(s-fl-Pivot(P),
s-f2-Pivot(P)),point(x(01) ,y(01)))) .

eq reconstruct-Node(02,P) = node(stem(P,angle(s-fl-Pivot(P),s-f2-Pivot(P),
x(02),y(02))),distance-pp(point(s-fl-Pivot(P),
s-f2-Pivot(P)),point(x(02),y(02)))) .

cq mkPortion(E,F) = out-cut(
edge(s-nodel-Edge(E),

reconstruct-Node(mkoutcutl(F,E),s-pivot-Edge(E))),
edge(reconstruct-Node(mkoutcutl(F,E),s-pivot-Edge(E)),

reconstruct-Node(s-alpha-Fene(F),s-pivot-Edge(E))),
translate-F(F),
edge(reconstruct-Node(s-beta-Fene(F),s-pivot-Edge(E)),

reconstruct-Node(mkoutcut2(s-beta-Fene(F),E),s-pivot-Edge(E))),
edge(reconstruct-Node(mkoutcut2(s-beta-Fene(F),E),s-pivot-Edge(E)) ,

s-node2-Edge(E))) if
intersect(segment(point(s-alpha'l-Fene(F),s-alpha'2-Fene(F)),

point(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Fene(F)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Fene(F)))),
segment(node-to-point(s-nodel-Edge(E)),

node-to-point(s-node2-Edge(E)))) =/= non-intersect and
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intersect(segment(point(s-beta'l-Fene(F),s-beta'2-Fene(F)),
point(s-fl-Vp(s-vp-Fene(F)),s-f2-Vp(s-vp-Fene(F)))),

segment(node-to-point(s-nodel-Edge(E)),
node-to-point(s-node2-Edge(E)))) =/= non-intersect and

not point-on-segment?
(point(s-alpha'l-Fene(F),s-alpha'2-Fene(F)),
segment(node-to-point(s-nodel-Edge(E)),

node-to-point(s-node2-Edge(E)))) and
not point-on-segment?
(point(s-beta'1-Fene(F),s-beta'2-Fene(F)),
segment(node-to-point(s-nodel-Edge(E)),

node-to-point(s-node2-Edge(E)) ) ) and
point-on-segment?
(point(x(mkoutcutl(F,E)),

y(mkoutcutl(F,E))),
segment(node-to-point(s-nodel-Edge(E)),node-to-point(s-node2-Edge(E)))) and
point-on-segment?
(point(x(mkoutcut2(s-beta-Fene(F),E)),

y(mkoutcut2(s-beta-Fene(F),E))),
segment(node-to-point(s-nodel-Edge(E)),node-to-point(s-node2-Edge(E)))) .

endo

C.5 Two testing cases of riming On-Cutting
[Fene is dependent on Edge]
red mkPortion

(edge(node(stem(pivot(20,7),150),20),node(stem(pivot(20,7),30),20)),
isFene(isAlpha(sl(vl(vp(28,15),vt(28,70)),distance-pp(point(28,15),

intersect(segment(point(28,15),point(28,70)),
segment(node-to-point(node(stem(pivot(20,7),150),20)),

node-to-point(node(stem(pivot(20,7),30),20)))))),
l-vl(vp(28,15),150)),
isBeta(sl(vl(vp(28,15),vt(28,70)),distance-pp(point(28,15) ,

intersect(segment(point(28,15),point(28,70)),
segment(node-to-point(node(stem(pivot(20,7),150),20)),

node-to-point(node(stem(pivot(20,7),30),20)))))),
r-vl(vp(28,15) ,30)))) .

rewrites: 3123

result Portion: on-cut(edge(node(stem(pivot(20.0,7.0),150.0),20.0),
node(stem(pivot(20.0,7.0),65.6014388446695),10.98063632754477)),
mkFene'(mkAlpha'(24.53589838486225,17.0),mkBeta'(31.46410161513775,
17.0)).edge(node(stem(pivot(20.0,7.0),41.09780538932412),15.2126797718944),
node(stem(pivot(20.0,7.0),30.0),20.0)))

[Edge is dependent on Fene]
red mkPortion

(edge(node(stem(pivot(6,-2),120),distance-pp(point(6,-2),intersect(
to-line(line-pa(point(6,-2),120)),
line(point(s-alpha'1-Fene(isFene(isAlpha(sl(vl(vp(8,15),vt(10,24)),10),

l-vl(vp(8,15),110)),isBeta(sl(vl(vp(8,15),vt(10,24)),10),
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r-vl(vp(8,15),65)))),s-alpha'2-Fene(isFene(isAlpha(sl(vl(vp(8,15),
vt(10,24)),10),l-vl(vp(8,15),120)),isBeta(sl(vl(vp(8,15),
vt(10,24)),10),r-vl(vp(8,15),65))))) ,

point(s-beta'l-Fene(isFene(isAlpha(sl(vl(vp(8,15),vt(10,24)),10),
l-vl(vp(8,15),110)),isBeta(sl(vl(vp(8,15),vt(10,24)),10),
r-vl(vp(8,15),65)))),s-beta'2-Fene(isFene(isAlpha(sl(vl(vp(8,15),

vt(10,24)),10),l-vl(vp(8,15),110)),isBeta(sl(vl(vp(8,15),
vt(10,24)),10),r-vl(vp(8,15),65))))))))) ,

node(stem(pivot(6,-2),60),distance-pp(point(6,-2),intersect(
to-line(line-pa(point(6,-2),60)),
line(point(s-alpha'1-Fene(isFene(isAlpha(sl(vl(vp(8,15),vt(10,24)),10),

l-vl(vp(8,15),110)),isBeta(sl(vl(vp(8,15),vt(10,24)),10),
r-vl(vp(8,15),65)))),s-alpha'2-Fene(isFene(isAlpha(sl(vl(vp(8,15),

vt(10,24)),10),l-vl(vp(8,15),110)),isBeta(sl(vl(vp(8 ,15) ,

vt(10,24)),10),r-vl(vp(8,15),65))))),
point(s-beta'1-Fene(isFene(isAlpha(sl(vl(vp(8,15) ,

vt(10,24)),10),l-vl(vp(8,15),110)),isBeta(sl(vl(vp(8,15) ,

vt(10,24)),10),r-vl(vp(8,15),65)))),
s-beta'2-Fene(isFene(isAlpha(sl(vl(vp(8,15),
vt(10,24)),10),l-vl(vp(8,15),110)),isBeta(sl(vl(vp(8,15) ,

vt(10,24)),10),r-vl(vp(8,15),65)))))))))),
isFene(isAlpha(si(vl(vp(8,15),vt(10,24)),10),l-vl(vp(8,15),110)),

isBeta(sl(vl(vp(8,15),vt(10,24)),10),r-vl(vp(8,15),65)))) .

rewrites: 1800

result Portion: on-cut(edge(node(stem(pivot(6.0,-2.0),120.0),39.1589631314743),
node(stem(pivot(6.0,-2.0),94.17919679289533),28.22044196786174)) ,

mkFene'(mkAlpha'(3.943404731090932,26.14540390119411) ,

mkBeta'(12.3283103676397,24.2820915375166)) ,

edge(node(stem(pivot(6.0,-2.0),76.46179418624334),27.03323598268579),
node(stem(pivot(6.0,-2.0),60.0),28.33624811706596)))

C.6 A testing case of modelling a shape of NeEnvelope
reduce

mkPortion(edge(node(stem(pivot(8,8),180),6),node(stem(pivot(8,8),116.5),6.7)),
isFene(isAlpha(sl(vl(vp(5,9.2),vt(2,12.5)),3.5),1-vl(vp(5,9.2) , 157)),

isBeta(sl(vl(vp(5,9.2),vt(2,12.5)),3.5),r-vl(vp(5,9.2),102))))
mkPortion(edge(node(stem(pivot(8,8),116.5),6.7),node(stem(pivot(8,8),63),6.7)),

isFene(isAlpha(sl(vl(vp(8,12),vt(8,15)),2),1-vl(vp(8,12),125)),
isBeta(sl(vl(vp(8,12),vt(8,15)),2),r-vl(vp(8,12),57))))

mkPortion(edge(node(stem(pivot(8,8),63),6.7),node(stem(pivot(8,8),16),7.3)),
isFene(isAlpha(sl(vl(vp(11.3,9.6),vt(13,12.3)),2.1),1-vl(vp(ll.3,9.6),85)),

isBeta(sl(vl(vp(11.3,9.6),vt(13,12.3)),2.1),r-vl(vp(ll.3,9.6),25)))).

rewrites: 43974

result NeEnvelope: out-cut(edge(node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),180.0),6.0),
node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),165.7054781942579),5.489453555997502)),
edge(node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),165.7054781942579),5.489453555997502),

node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),157. 5466603358499),7.083998071357219)),
mkFene'(mkAlpha'(1.453033627441351,10.70559789909348),
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mkBeta'(4.157401522521126,13.16411416734782)),
edge(node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),126.652800595202),6.436896627453744),

node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),125.0090148647666),6.091765551238675)),
edge(node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),125.0090148647666),6.091765551238675),

node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),116.5),6.7)))

on-cut(edge(node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),116.5),6.7),node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),
103.1377812784058),6.161263051214646)),
mkFene'(mkAlpha'(6.599584923580581,14.0).mkBeta'(9.298815186395021,14.0)),
edge(node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),77.78568458230568),6.138967412229058),

in-cut(edge(node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),63.0),6.7),
node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),55.99997570300782),6.493251733335771)),

edge(node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),55.99997570300782),6.493251733335771),
node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),48.42429683096491),5.282892834817734)),

mkFene'(mkAlpha'(11.5057754527503,11.95202418756034),
mkBeta'(13.56435083222577,10.65588413381652)),

edge(node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),25.51530649798233),6.165688989589882),
node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),25.4692059744215),6.771465950830739)),

edge(node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),25.4692059744215),6.771465950830739),
node(stem(pivot(8.0,8.0),16.0),7.3))))
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Appendix D

Joint Substantiation of An
OBJ3 Simulation

D.l An Example of Parameterised Programming
D.l.l A theory of alignment
th ALIGN is protecting LINE .

sort Point . *** the element

sorts Compl Comp2 Comp3 Comp4 . *** four components
sort Object . *** an object of 4-component
sort RefLine . *** reference line
subsort RefLine < Line .

op compl
op comp2
op comp3
op comp4
op select-Pl-Compl
op select-P2-Compl
op select-Pl-Comp2
op select-P2-Comp2
op select-Pl-Comp3
op select-P2-Comp3
op select-Pl-Comp4
op select-P2-Comp4

Point Point -> Compl .

Point Point -> Comp2 .

Point Point -> Comp3 .

Point Point -> Comp4 .

Compl -> Point
Compl -> Point
Comp2 -> Point
Comp2 -> Point
Comp3 -> Point
Comp3 -> Point
Comp4 -> Point
Comp4 -> Point

op object : Compl Comp2 Comp3 Comp4 -> Object
op find-refline : Object -> RefLine [memo] .

Point Point -> RefLine .

Object -> Compl .

Object -> Comp2 .

Object -> Comp3 .

Obj ect -> Comp4 .

RefLine -> Point .

RefLine -> Point .

op is-refline :

op select-Compl
op select-Comp2
op select-Comp3
op select-Comp4
op select-Pl-RefLine
op select-P2-RefLine
vars PI P2 : Point

var 0 : Object .
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var CI : Compl . vax C2 : Comp2 .

var C3 : Comp3 . vax C4 : Comp4 .

eq select-Pl-Compl(compl(PI,P2)) = PI .

eq select-P2-Compl(compl(PI,P2)) = P2 .

eq select-Pl-Comp2(comp2(PI,P2)) = PI .

eq select-P2-Comp2(comp2(Pl,P2)) = P2 .

eq select-Pl-Comp3(comp3(Pl,P2)) = PI .

eq select-P2-Comp3(comp3(Pl,P2)) = P2 .

eq select-Pl-Comp4(comp4(PI,P2)) = PI .

eq select-P2-Comp4(comp4(PI,P2)) = P2 .

eq select-Compl(object(Cl,C2,C3,C4)) = CI .

eq select-Comp2(object(Cl,C2,C3,C4)) = C2 .

eq select-Comp3(object(Cl,C2,C3,C4)) = C3 .

eq select-Comp4(object(Cl,C2,C3,C4)) = C4 .

eq select-Pl-RefLine(is-refline(PI,P2)) = PI .

eq select-P2-RefLine(is-refline(PI,P2)) = P2 .

endth

D.1.2 A parameterised anchoring function
obj ANCHOR[X :: ALIGN] is
sort Unit .

sorts Anchor-pt BaseLine .

subsorts BaseLine < Line .

op anchor-pt : Float Float -> Anchor-pt .

op baseline : Point Point -> BaseLine .

op anchor : Object Anchor-pt BaseLine -> Unit .

op isUnit : Object BaseLine Anchor-pt -> Unit .

op is-anchored-on : BaseLine -> BaseLine .

op at-anchor-pt : Anchor-pt -> Anchor-pt .

op translation : Object Anchor-pt -> Object .

op x : Anchor-pt -> Float .

op y : Anchor-pt -> Float .

var 0 : Object . var A : Anchor-pt . var B : BaseLine .

vars F1 F2 : Float .

eq x(anchor-pt(F1,F2)) = F1 .

eq y(anchor-pt(F1,F2)) = F2 .

eq translation(0,A) = object(compl(
point(x(select-Pl-Compl(select-Compl(0))) +

(x(A) - x(select-Pl-RefLine(find-refline(0)))),
y(select-Pl-Compl(select-Compl(0))) +
(y(A) - y(select-Pl-RefLine(find-refline(0)))}),

point(x(select-P2-Compl(select-Compl(0))) +
(x(A) - x(select-P2-RefLine(find-refline(0)))),
y(select-P2-Compl(select-Compl(0))) +
(y(A) - y(select-P2-RefLine(find-refline(0)))))),

comp2(
point(x(select-Pl-Comp2(select-Comp2(0))) +

(x(A) - x(select-Pl-RefLine(find-refline(0)))),
y(select-Pl-Comp2(select-Comp2(0))) +
(y(A) - y(select-Pl-RefLine(find-refline(0))))),
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point(x(select-P2-Comp2(select-Comp2(0))) +
(x(A) - x(select-P2-RefLine(find-refline(0)))
y(select-P2-Comp2(select-Comp2(0))) +
(y(A) - y(select-P2-RefLine(find-refline(0)))

comp3(
point(x(select-Pl-Comp3(select-Comp3(0))) +

(x(A) - x(select-Pl-RefLine(find-refline(0))
y(select-Pl-Comp3(select-Comp3(0))) +
(y(A) - y(select-Pl-RefLine(find-refline(0))

point(x(select-P2-Comp3(select-Comp3(0))) +
(x(A) - x(select-P2-RefLine(find-refline(0))
y(select-P2-Comp3(select-Comp3(0))) +
(y(A) - y(select-P2-RefLine(find-refline(0))

comp4(
point(x(select-Pl-Compl(select-Compl(0))) +

(x(A) - x(select-Pl-RefLine(find-refline(0))
y(select-Pl-Compl(select-Compl(0))) +
(y(A) - y(select-Pl-RefLine(find-refline(0))

point(x(select-P2-Compl(select-Compl(0))) +
(x(A) - x(select-P2-RefLine(find-refline(0))
y(select-P2-Compl(select-Compl(0))) +
(y(A) - y(select-P2-RefLine(find-refline(0))

eq anchor(0,A,B) = isUnit(translation(0,A),
is-anchored-on(B),
at-anchor-pt(A)) .

endo

D.1.3 An object of rectangle
obj RECTANGLE is protecting SEGMENT .

sort Rectangle .

sorts S-sidel S-side2 L-sidel L-side2 .

sort SC-Line . *** Central Line on short side

sort LC-Line . *** Central Line on long side
sort Area . *** Area of a rectangle
subsorts S-sidel S-side2 L-sidel L-side2 < Segment .

subsort SC-Line LC-Line < Line .

subsort Area < Float .

op rec : S-sidel S-side2 L-sidel L-side2 -> Rectangle .

op s-sidel : Point Point -> S-sidel .

op s-side2 : Point Point -> S-side2 .

op l-sidel : Point Point -> L-sidel .

op l-side2 : Point Point -> L-side2 .

op s-Pl-S-sidel : S-sidel -> Point

),

),

)),

),

)))

op s-P2-S-sidel
op s-Pl-S-side2
op s-P2-S-side2
op s-Pl-L-sidel
op s-P2-L-sidel
op s-Pl-L-side2
op s-P2-L-side2

S-sidel -> Point

S-side2 -> Point

S-side2 -> Point

L-sidel -> Point

L-sidel -> Point

L-side2 -> Point

L-side2 -> Point
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op select-S-sidel : Rectangle -> S-sidel .

op select-S-side2 : Rectangle -> S-side2 .

op select-L-sidel : Rectangle -> L-sidel .

op select-L-side2 : Rectangle -> L-side2 .

op sc-line : Rectangle -> SC-Line .

op lc-line : Rectangle -> LC-Line .

op is-SC-Line : Point Point -> SC-Line .

op is-LC-Line : Point Point -> LC-Line .

op select-Pl-SC-Line : SC-Line -> Point .

op select-P2-SC-Line : SC-Line -> Point .

op select-Pl-LC-Line : LC-Line -> Point .

op select-P2-LC-Line : LC-Line -> Point .

op area : Rectangle -> Area .

var SI : S-sidel . var S2 : S-side2 .

vax LI : L-sidel . var L2 : L-side2 .

var R : Rectangle .

vars PI P2 : Point .

eq s-Pl-S-sidel(s-sidel(PI,P2)) = PI .

eq s-P2-S-sidel(s-sidel(PI,P2)) = P2 .

eq s-Pl-S-side2(s-side2(Pl,P2)) = PI .

eq s-P2-S-side2(s-side2(Pl,P2)) = P2 .

eq s-Pl-L-sidel(l-sidel(PI,P2)) = PI .

eq s-P2-L-sidel(l-sidel(PI,P2)) = P2 .

eq s-Pl-L-side2(l-side2(Pl,P2)) = PI .

eq s-P2-L-side2(l-side2(Pl,P2)) = P2 .

eq select-S-sidel(rec(SI,S2,L1,L2)) = SI .

eq select-S-side2(rec(Sl,S2,L1,L2)) = S2 .

eq select-L-sidel(rec(SI,S2,LI,L2)) = LI .

eq select-L-side2(rec(SI,S2,L1,L2)) = L2 .

eq sc-line(R) = is-SC-Line(mid-seg(
segment(s-Pl-S-sidel(select-S-sidel(R)),

s-P2-S-sidel(select-S-sidel(R)))),
mid-seg(

segment(s-Pl-S-side2(select-S-side2(R)) ,

s-P2-S-side2(select-S-side2(R))))) .

eq lc-line(R) = is-LC-Line(mid-seg(
segment(s-Pl-L-side1(select-L-sidel(R)),

s-P2-L-sidel(select-L-sidel(R)))),
mid-seg(

segment(s-Pl-L-side2(select-L-side2(R)),
s-P2-L-side2(select-L-side2(R))))) .

eq select-Pl-SC-Line(is-SC-Line(PI,P2)) = PI .

eq select-P2-SC-Line(is-SC-Line(Pl,P2)) = P2 .

eq select-Pl-LC-Line(is-LC-Line(Pl,P2)) = PI .

eq select-P2-LC-Line(is-LC-Line(Pl,P2)) = P2 .

eq area(R) = length(segment(s-Pl-S-sidel(select-S-sidel(R)),
s-P2-S-sidel(select-S-sidel(R)))) *

length(segment(s-Pl-L-sidel(select-L-sidel(R)),
s-P2-L-sidel(select-L-sidel(R)))) .

endo
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D.2 Wall Junction Design: A General Case
D.2.1 A module for junction construction
obj JOINING is protecting SEGMENT .

sorts Join-rec Fixed-rec Translated-rec .

sorts Origin Join-pt S-opp-pt C-opp-pt .

sorts Join-segl Join-seg2 Fixed-segl Fixed-seg2 .

sorts S-j-seg S-f-seg F-seg J-seg C-j-seg C-f-seg .

sorts Join-side Fixed-side .

sorts M-j-seg M-f-seg .

sorts S-Junc C-Junc .

subsorts Origin Join-pt S-opp-pt C-opp-pt < Point .

subsorts Join-segl Join-side Join-seg2 < Segment .

subsorts Fixed-segl Fixed-side Fixed-seg2 < Segment
subsort M-j-seg M-f-seg < Segment .

op origin : Float Float -> Origin .

op join-segl
op join-seg2
op join-side
op join-rec :

Origin Point -> Join-segl .

Point Point -> Join-seg2 .

Origin Point -> Join-side .

Join-segl Join-side Join-seg2 -> Join-rec

op s-Pl-Join-segl
op s-P2-Join-segl
op s-Pl-Join-seg2
op s-P2-Join-seg2
op s-Pl-Join-side
op s-P2-Join-side
op select-join-segl
op select-join-side
op select-join-seg2

Join-segl -> Point
Join-segl -> Point
Join-seg2 -> Point
Join-seg2 -> Point
Join-side -> Point

Join-side -> Point .

Join-rec -> Join-segl
Join-rec -> Join-side

Join-rec -> Join-seg2
op join-pt : Float Float -> Join-pt
op fixed-segl
op fixed-seg2
op fixed-side
op fixed-rec :

Join-pt Point -> Fixed-segl .

Point Point -> Fixed-seg2 .

Join-pt Point -> Fixed-side .

Fixed-segl Fixed-side Fixed-seg2 -> Fixed-rec

op s-Pl-Fixed-segl
op s-P2-Fixed-segl
op s-Pl-Fixed-seg2
op s-P2-Fixed-seg2
op s-Pl-Fixed-side
op s-P2-Fixed-side
op select-fixed-segl
op select-fixed-seg2
op select-fixed-side
op translated-rec

Fixed-segl -> Point
Fixed-segl -> Point
Fixed-seg2 -> Point
Fixed-seg2 -> Point
Fixed-side -> Point

Fixed-side -> Point

Fixed-rec -> Fixed-segl .

Fixed-rec -> Fixed-seg2 .

Fixed-rec -> Fixed-side .

Segment Segment Segment -> Translated-rec
op trans-segl
op trans-seg2
op trans-side
op select-Trans-segl
op select-Trans-seg2

Join-rec Join-pt -> Segment [memo]
Join-rec Join-pt -> Segment [memo]
Join-rec Join-pt -> Segment [memo]

Translated-rec -> Segment .

Translated-rec -> Segment .

op select-Trans-side : Translated-rec -> Segment
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op

op

op

op translation : Join-rec Join-pt -> Translated-rec [memo]
op s-opp-pt : Float Float -> S-opp-pt .

op c-opp-pt : Float Float -> C-opp-pt .

s-j-seg : S-opp-pt Point -> S-j-seg .

: S-opp-pt Point -> S-f-seg .

Join-pt Point -> F-seg .

Join-pt Point -> J-seg .

: C-opp-pt Point -> C-j-seg .

: C-opp-pt Point -> C-f-seg .

S-opp-pt Join-pt -> M-j-seg .

Join-pt S-opp-pt -> M-f-seg .

C-opp-pt Join-pt -> M-j-seg .

Join-pt C-opp-pt -> M-f-seg .

Join-rec Fixed-rec -> S-Junc .

Join-rec Fixed-rec

s-f-seg
f-seg :

op j-seg :

op c-j-seg
op c-f-seg
op sm-j-seg
op sm-f-seg
op cm-j-seg
op cm-f-seg
op joining-by-s
op joining-by-c -> C-Junc

op

op

op is-S-Junc

op is-C-Junc

op select-trans-seg2
op select-trans-side
op s-Pl-trans-segl :

op s-P2-trans-segl :
s-Pl-trans-side :

s-P2-trans-side :

op s-Pl-trans-seg2 :

op s-P2-trans-seg2 :
op s-Join-pt
op sl-S-Junc
op s2-S-Junc
op s3-S-Junc
op s4-S-Junc
op s5-S-Junc
op s6-S-Junc
op sl-C-Junc
op s2-C-Junc
op s3-C-Junc
op s4-C-Junc
op s5-C-Junc
op s6-C-Junc
vars F1 F2 :

vax JREC

S-j-seg M-j-seg J-seg
S-f-seg M-f-seg F-seg -> S-Junc .

J-seg M-j-seg C-j-seg
F-seg M-f-seg C-f-seg -> C-Junc .

op select-trans-segl : Translated-rec -> Segment .

: Translated-rec -> Segment .

: Translated-rec -> Segment .

Segment -> Point .

Segment -> Point .

Segment -> Point .

Segment -> Point .

Segment -> Point .

Segment -> Point .

Fixed-rec -> Join-pt [memo] .

S-Junc -> S-j-seg .

S-Junc -> M-j-seg .

S-Junc -> J-seg .

S-Junc -> S-f-seg .

S-Junc -> M-f-seg .

S-Junc -> F-seg .

C-Junc -> J-seg .

C-Junc -> M-j-seg .

C-Junc -> C-j-seg .

C-Junc -> F-seg .

C-Junc -> M-f-seg .

C-Junc -> C-f-seg .

: Float . var 0 : Origin . vars P PI P2
Join-rec . var FREC : Fixed-rec .

Join-pt . vars SEG1 SEG2 SEG3 : Segment
Fixed-segl . var FSIDE : Fixed-side .

Fixed-seg2 . var JSEG1
Join-side . var JSEG2

Point

var JPT

var FSEG1

var FSEG2

var JSIDE

var SJ

var SF

var CJ

S-j-seg
S-f-seg
C-j-seg

var MJ

var MF

var CF

M-j-seg
M-f-seg
C-f-seg

Join-segl .

Join-seg2 .

. var J : J-seg

. var F : F-seg
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eq x(origin(Fl,F2)) = F1 . eq x(join-pt(Fl ,F2)) = F1 .

eq y(origin(Fl,F2)) = F2 . eq y(join-pt(Fl,F2)) = F2 .

eq s-Pl-Join-segl(join-segl(0,P)) = 0 .

eq s-P2-Join-segl(join-segl(0,P)) = P .

eq s-Pl-Join-seg2(join-seg2(Pl,P2)) = PI .

eq s-P2-Join-seg2(join-seg2(Pl,P2)) = P2 .

eq s-Pl-Join-side(join-side(0,P)) = 0 .

eq s-P2-Join-side(join-side(0,P)) = P .

eq select-join-segl(join-rec(JSEG1,JSIDE,JSEG2)) = JSEG1 .

eq select-join-side(join-rec(JSEG1,JSIDE,JSEG2)) = JSIDE .

eq select-join-seg2(join-rec(JSEG1,JSIDE,JSEG2)) = JSEG2 .

eq select-fixed-segl(fixed-rec(FSEG1,FSIDE,FSEG2)) = FSEG1 .

eq select-fixed-side(fixed-rec(FSEG1,FSIDE,FSEG2)) = FSIDE .

eq select-fixed-seg2(fixed-rec(FSEG1,FSIDE,FSEG2)) = FSEG2 .

eq s-Pl-Fixed-segl(fixed-segl(JPT,P)) = JPT .

eq s-P2-Fixed-segl(fixed-segl(JPT,P)) = P .

eq s-Pl-Fixed-side(fixed-side(JPT,P)) = JPT .

eq s-P2-Fixed-side(fixed-side(JPT,P)) = P .

eq s-Pl-Fixed-seg2(fixed-seg2(Pl,P2)) = PI .

eq s-P2-Fixed-seg2(fixed-seg2(Pl,P2)) = P2 .

eq select-Trans-segl(translated-rec(SEG1,SEG2,SEG3)) = SEG1 .

eq select-Trans-seg2(translated-rec(SEG1,SEG2,SEG3)) = SEG3 .

eq select-Trans-side(translated-rec(SEG1,SEG2,SEG3)) = SEG2 .

eq sl-S-June(is-S-June(SJ,MJ,J,SF,MF,F)) = SJ .

eq s2-S-Junc(is-S-Junc(SJ,MJ,J,SF,MF,F)) = MJ .

eq s3-S-June(is-S-June(SJ,MJ,J,SF,MF,F)) = J .

eq s4-S-June(is-S-June(SJ,MJ,J,SF,MF,F)) = SF .

eq s5-S-June(is-S-June(SJ,MJ,J,SF,MF,F)) = MF .

eq s6-S-June(is-S-June(SJ,MJ,J,SF,MF,F)) = F .

eq sl-C-Junc(is-C-Junc(J,MJ,CJ,F,MF,CF)) = J .

eq s2-C-June(is-C-June(J,MJ,CJ,F,MF,CF)) = MJ .

eq s3-C-June(is-C-June(J,MJ,CJ,F,MF,CF)) = CJ .

eq s4-C-June(is-C-June(J,MJ,CJ,F,MF,CF)) = F .

eq s5-C-June(is-C-June(J,MJ,CJ,F,MF,CF)) = MF .

eq s6-C-Junc(is-C-Junc(J,MJ,CJ,F,MF,CF)) = CF .

eq trans-segl(JREC,JPT) = segment(point(x(JPT),y(JPT)),
point(x(s-P2-Join-segl(select-join-segl(JREC))) +

(x(JPT) - x(s-Pl-Join-segl(select-join-segl(JREC)))) ,

y(s-P2-Join-segl(select-join-segl(JREC))) +
(y(JPT) - y(s-Pl-Join-segl(select-join-segl(JREC)))))) .

eq trans-seg2(JREC,JPT) = segment(
point(x(s-Pl-Join-seg2(select-join-seg2(JREC))) +

(x(JPT) - x(s-Pl-Join-segl(select-join-segl(JREC)))),
y(s-Pl-Join-seg2(select-j oin-seg2(JREC))) +
(y(JPT) - y(s-Pl-Join-segl(select-join-segl(JREC))))) ,

point(x(s-P2-Join-seg2(select-j oin-seg2(JREC))) +
(x(JPT) - x(s-Pl-Join-segl(select-join-segl(JREC)))),
y(s-P2-Join-seg2(select-join-seg2(JREC))) +
(x(JPT) - x(s-Pl-Join-segl(select-join-segl(JREC)))))) .
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eq trans-side(JREC,JPT) = segment(point(x(JPT),y(JPT)),
point(x(s-P2-Join-seg2(select-join-seg2(JREC))) +

(x(JPT) - x(s-Pl-Join-segl(select-join-segl(JREC)))),
y(s-P2-Join-seg2(select-join-seg2(JREC))) +
(y(JPT) - y(s-Pl-Join-segl(select-join-segl(JREC)))))) .

eq s-Pl-trans-segl(segment(Pl,P2)) = PI .

eq s-P2-trans-segl(segment(Pl,P2)) = P2 .

eq s-Pl-trans-seg2(segment(PI,P2)) = PI .

eq s-P2-trans-seg2(segment(PI,P2)) = P2 .

eq s-Pl-trans-side(segment(PI,P2)) = PI .

eq s-P2-trans-side(segment(PI,P2)) = P2 .

eq translation(JREC,JPT) = translated-rec(
trans-segl(JREC,JPT),trans-side(JREC,JPT) ,

trans-seg2(JREC,JPT)) .

eq s-Join-pt(fixed-rec(FSEG1,FSIDE,FSEG2)) =

s-Pl-Fixed-segl(FSEG1) .

*** To make a junction by stretching
cq joining-by-s(JREC.FREC) = is-S-Junc(
s-j-seg(s-opp-pt(x(intersect(segment(s-Pl-trans-seg2(

select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))) ,

s-P2-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

segment(s-Pl-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),
s-P2-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC))))),
y(intersect(segment(s-P1-trans-seg2(

select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))),

s-P2-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

segment(s-Pl-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),
s-P2-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)))))),

s-P2-trans-seg2(select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

sm-j-seg(s-opp-pt(x(intersect(segment(s-Pl-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))),

s-P2-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

segment(s-Pi-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),
s-P2-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC))))),

y(intersect(segment(s-P1-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))) ,

s-P2-trans-seg2(
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select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

segment(s-Pl-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),
s-P2-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)))))),

s-P1-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))),

j-seg(s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)),
s-P2-trans-segl(select-Trans-segl(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

s-f-seg(s-opp-pt(x(intersect(segment(s-Pl-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-P1-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))),

s-P2-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-P1-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

segment(s-Pl-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),
s-P2-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC))))),
y(intersect(segment(s-Pl-trans-seg2(

select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))),

s-P2-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-P1-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

segment(s-Pl-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),
s-P2-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)))))),

s-P2-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC))),

sm-f-seg(s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)),
s-opp-pt(x(intersect(segment(s-Pl-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-P1-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))),

s-P2-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

segment(s-Pl-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),
s-P2-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC))))),
y(intersect(segment(s-Pl-trans-seg2(

select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))),

s-P2-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

segment(s-Pl-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),
s-P2-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC))))))),

f-seg(s-P1-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)),
s-P2-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))) if

point-on-segment?(intersect(select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))),
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select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))) =/= true and

point-on-segment?(intersect(select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-PI-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))),

select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),select-fixed-seg2(FREC)) =/= true .

*** To make a junction by contracting
cq joining-by-c(JREC,FREC) = is-C-Junc(

j-seg(s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)),
s-P2-trans-segl(select-Trans-segl(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

cm-j-seg(c-opp-pt(x(intersect(segment(s-Pl-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))),

s-P2-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

segment(s-Pl-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),
s-P2-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC))))),
y(intersect(segment(s-Pl-trans-seg2(

select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))),

s-P2-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

segment(s-Pl-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),
s-P2-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)))))),

s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))),

c-j-seg(c-opp-pt(x(intersect(segment(s-Pl-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))),

s-P2-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

segment(s-Pl-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),
s-P2-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC))))),
y(intersect(segment(s-Pl-trans-seg2(

select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))),

s-P2-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

segment(s-Pl-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),
s-P2-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)))))) ,

s-P2-trans-seg2(select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),
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f-seg(s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)),
s-P2-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))),

cm-f-seg(s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)),
c-opp-pt(x(intersect(segment(s-Pl-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))),

s-P2-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-P1-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

segment(s-Pl-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),
s-P2-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC))))),
y(intersect(segment(s-Pl-trans-seg2(

select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))) ,

s-P2-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

segment(s-Pl-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),
s-P2-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC))))))) ,

c-f-seg(c-opp-pt(x(intersect(segment(s-Pl-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))) ,

s-P2-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

segment(s-Pl-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),
s-P2-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC))))),
y(intersect(segment(s-Pl-trans-seg2(

select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-P1-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))),

s-P2-trans-seg2(
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))))),

segment(s-Pl-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC) ) ,

s-P2-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC) ))))),
s-P2-Fixed-seg2(select-fixed-seg2(FREC)))) if

point-on-segment?(intersect(select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))),

select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))) == true and

point-on-segment?(intersect(select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC)))),
select-fixed-seg2(FREC)),
select-Trans-seg2(translation(JREC,
s-Pl-Fixed-segl(select-fixed-segl(FREC))))) == true .

endo
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D.2.2 A module for wall description
obj WALL is protecting JOINING .

sorts Material Wall-Type .

sorts F-facel Endl End2 F-face2 J-facel J-face2 .

sorts Fixed-Wall Join-Wall June-Wall .

op brick : -> Material .

op block : -> Material .

op concrete : -> Material .

op internal-wall : -> Wall-Type .

op external-wall : -> Wall-Type .

op is-wall-type-of : Wall-Type -> Wall-Type .

op is-material-of : Material -> Material .

op is-SJ-facel : S-j-seg -> J-facel .

op is-SF-facel : S-f-seg -> F-facel .

op is-Endl : M-j-seg -> Endl .

op is-End2 : M-f-seg -> End2 .

op is-F-face2 : F-seg -> F-face2 .

op is-J-face2 : J-seg -> J-face2 .

op is-J-facel : J-seg -> J-facel .

op is-F-facel : F-seg -> F-facel .

op is-CF-face2 : C-f-seg -> F-face2 .

op is-CJ-face2 : C-j-seg -> J-face2 .

op is-Fixed-Wall : F-facel End2 F-face2 -> Fixed-Wall .

op is-Join-Wall : J-facel Endl J-face2 -> Join-Wall .

op junc-wall : Fixed-Wall Join-Wall -> June-Wall .

op s-F-facel : Fixed-Wall -> F-facel .

op s-End2 : Fixed-Wall -> End2 .

op s-F-face2 : Fixed-Wall -> F-face2 .

op s-J-facel : Join-Wall -> J-facel .

op s-Endl : Join-Wall -> Endl .

op s-J-face2 : Join-Wall -> J-face2 .

op s-Fixed-Wall : June-Wall -> Fixed-Wall .

op s-Join-Wall : June-Wall -> Join-Wall .

var F1 : F-facel . var E2 : End2 . var F2 : F-face2 .

vax J1 : J-facel . var El : Endl . vax J2 : J-face2 .

var FW : Fixed-Wall . vax JW : Join-Wall .

eq s-Fixed-Wall(junc-wall(FW,JW)) = FW .

eq s-Join-Wall(junc-wall(FW,JW)) = JW .

eq s-F-facel(is-Fixed-Wall(F1,E2,F2)) = F1 .

eq s-End2(is-Fixed-Wall(F1,E2,F2)) = E2 .

eq s-F-face2(is-Fixed-Wall(F1,E2,F2)) = F2 .

eq s-J-facel(is-Join-Wall(Jl,El,J2)) = J1 .

eq s-Endl(is-Join-Wall(J1,El,J2)) = El .

eq s-J-face2(is-Join-Wall(Jl,E1,J2)) = J2 .

endo

D.2.3 A theory of substantiation
th SUBSTANCE is protecting JOINING .

sort Complex .
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sorts Objectl 0bject2 .

sorts Compntl Compnt2 Compnt3 .

sorts Compnt4 Compnt5 Compnt6 .

sorts Substancel Substance2 .

op declarel : Substancel -> Substancel
op declare2
op assignl
op assign2
op assign3
op assign4
op assign5
op assign6
op assign7
op assign8
op assign9
op assignlO
op comprisel :

op comprise2 :

op constitute
op select-objl
op select-obj2
op select-com2
op select-com4
op select-com5
op select-coml
op select-com3
op select-com6

Substance2 -> Substance2 .

S-j-seg -> Compntl .

S-f-seg -> Compnt2 .

M-j-seg -> Compnt3 .

M-f-seg -> Compnt4 .

F-seg -> Compnt5 .

J-seg -> Compnt6 .

J-seg -> Compntl .

F-seg -> Compnt2 .

C-f-seg -> Compnt5 .

C-j-seg -> Compnt6 .

: Compnt2 Compnt4 Compnt5 -> Objectl
: Compntl Compnt3 Compnt6 -> 0bject2

Objectl 0bject2 -> Complex .

Complex -> Objectl .

Complex -> 0bject2 .

Objectl -> Compnt2 .

Objectl -> Compnt4 .

Objectl -> Compnt5 .

0bject2 -> Compntl .

0bject2 -> Compnt3 .

0bject2 -> Compnt6 .

var 01 : Objectl . var 02 : 0bject2 .

var CI : Compntl . var C2 : Compnt2 .

var C3 : Compnt3 . var C4 : Compnt4 .

veer C5 : Compnt5 . veer C6 : Compnt6 .

eq select-obj1(constitute(01,02)) = 01 .

eq select-obj2(constitute(01,02)) = 02 .

eq select-com2(comprisel(C2,C4,C5)) = C2
eq select-com4(comprisel(C2,C4,C5)) = C4
eq select-com5(comprisel(C2,C4,C5)) = C5
eq select-coml(comprise2(Cl,C3,C6)) = CI
eq select-com3(comprise2(Cl,C3,C6)) = C3
eq select-com6(comprise2(Cl,C3,C6)) = C6

endth

D.2.4 A parameterised substantiation function

obj SUBSTANTIATION[X :: SUBSTANCE] is protecting JOINING .

sorts Designl Design2 .

op substantiatel : S-Junc Substancel Substance2 -> Designl .

op substantiate2 : C-Junc Substancel Substance2 -> Design2 .

op isDesignl : Substancel Substance2 Complex -> Designl .

op isDesign2 : Substancel Substance2 Complex -> Design2 .

vars F1 F2 : Float .

var SI : Substancel . var S2 : Substance2 .
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var SJUNC : S-Junc . var CJUNC : C-Junc .

eq substantiatel(SJUNC,SI,S2) = isDesignlC
declarel(Sl),declare2(S2),constitute(
comprisel(assign2(s4-S-June(SJUNC)),

assign4(s5-S-June(SJUNC)),
assign5(s6-S-June(SJUNC))),

comprise2(assignl(sl-S-Junc(SJUNC)),
assign3(s2-S-June(SJUNC)),
assign6(s3-S-June(SJUNC))))) .

eq substantiate2(CJUNC,SI,S2) = isDesign2(
declarel(Sl) ,declare2(S2),constitute(
comprisel(assign8(s4-C-Junc(CJUNC)),

assign4(s5-C-Junc(CJUNC)),
assign9(s6-C-Junc(CJUNC))),

comprise2(assign7(sl-C-June(CJUNC)),
assign3(s2-C-June(CJUNC)),
assignlO(s3-C-June(CJUNC))))) .

endo

D.2.5 A view from SUBSTANCE to WALL

view WALLV from SUBSTANCE to WALL is

sort Substancel to Wall-Type .

sort Substance2 to Material .

sort Compntl to J-facel .

sort Compnt2 to F-facel .

sort Compnt3 to Endl .

sort Compnt4 to End2 .

sort Compnt5 to F-face2 .

sort Compnt6 to J-face2 .

sort Objectl to Fixed-Wall .

sort 0bject2 to Join-Wall .

sort Complex to June-Wall .

op declarel to is-wall-type-of .

op declare2 to is-material-of .

op assignl to is-SJ-facel .

op assign2 to is-SF-facel .

op assign3 to is-Endl .

op assign4 to is-End2 .

op assign5 to is-F-face2 .

op assign6 to is-J-face2 .

op assign7 to is-J-facel .

op assign8 to is-F-facel .

op assign9 to is-CF-face2 .

op assignlO to is-CJ-face2 .

op comprisel to is-Fixed-Wall .

op comprise2 to is-Join-Wall .

op constitute to junc-wall .

op select-objl to s-Fixed-Wall .

op select-obj2 to s-Join-Wall .
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op select-coml to s-J-facel
op select-com2 to s-F-facel
op select-com3 to s-Endl .

op select-com4 to s-End2 .

op select-com5 to s-F-face2
op select-com6 to s-J-face2

endv

D.3 Wall Junction Design: A Case of Joint Substantia¬
tion

D.3.1 Derivative operations
obj DERIVING is protecting JOINING .

sorts SJ-DS1 SJ-DS2 CJ-DS1 CJ-DS2 .

op derivel : S-Junc -> SJ-DS1 .

op derive2 : S-Junc -> SJ-DS2 .

op derive3 : C-Junc -> CJ-DS1 .

op derive4 : C-Junc -> CJ-DS2 .

op isSJ-DS2 : S-j-seg M-j-seg J-seg
op isSJ-DSl : S-f-seg M-f-seg F-seg
op isCJ-DS2 : J-seg M-j-seg C-j-seg
op isCJ-DSl : F-seg M-f-seg C-f-seg
op s-S-j-seg : SJ-DS2 -> S-j-seg .

op s-M-j-seg : SJ-DS2 -> M-j-seg .

op s-J-seg : SJ-DS2 -> J-seg .

op s-S-f-seg : SJ-DS1 -> S-f-seg .

op s-M-f-seg : SJ-DS1 -> M-f-seg .

op s-F-seg : SJ-DS1 -> F-seg .

op s-J-seg : CJ-DS2 -> J-seg .

op s-M-j-seg : CJ-DS2 -> M-j-seg .

op s-C-j-seg : CJ-DS2 -> C-j-seg .

op s-F-seg : CJ-DS1 -> F-seg .

op s-M-f-seg : CJ-DS1 -> M-f-seg .

op s-C-f-seg : CJ-DS1 -> C-f-seg .

vax SJUNC : S-Junc . var CJUNC : C-Junc .

var SJ : S-j-seg . var MJ : M-j-seg . var J : J-seg .

var SF : S-f-seg . var MF : M-f-seg . var F : F-seg .

vax CJ : C-j-seg . var CF : C-f-seg .

eq derive2(SJUNC) = isSJ-DS2(sl-S-June(SJUNC),s2-S-June(SJUNC),
s3-S-June(SJUNC)) .

eq derivel(SJUNC) = isSJ-DSl(s4-S-June(SJUNC),s5-S-June(SJUNC),
s6-S-June(SJUNC)) .

eq derive4(CJUNC) = isCJ-DS2(sl-C-June(CJUNC),s2-C-June(CJUNC),
s3-C-June(CJUNC)) .

eq derive3(CJUNC) = isCJ-DSl(s4-C-June(CJUNC),s5-C-June(CJUNC),
s6-C-June(CJUNC)) .

var SJDS1 : SJ-DS1 . var SJDS2 : SJ-DS2 .

var CJDS1 : CJ-DS1 . var CJDS2 : CJ-DS2 .
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eq s-S-j-seg(isSJ-DS2(SJ,MJ,J)) = SJ

eq s-M-j-seg(isSJ-DS2(SJ,MJ,J)) = MJ

eq s-J-seg(isSJ-DS2(SJ,MJ,J)) = J

eq s-S-f-seg(isSJ-DSl(SF,MF,F)) = SF

eq s-M-f-seg(isSJ-DSl(SF,MF,F)) = MF

eq s-F-seg(isSJ-DSl(SF,MF,F)) = F

eq s-J-seg(isCJ-DS2(J,MJ,CJ)) = J

eq s-M-j-seg(isCJ-DS2(J,MJ,CJ)) = MJ

eq s-C-j-seg(isCJ-DS2(J,MJ,CJ)) = CJ

eq s-F-seg(isCJ-DSl(F,MF,CF)) = F

eq s-M-f-seg(isCJ-DSl(F,MF,CF)) = MF

eq s-C-f-seg(isCJ-DSl(F,MF,CF)) = CF

endo

D.3.2 A parameterised function for joint substantiation
obj JOINT-SUBSTAN[X :: SUBSTANCE] is protecting DERIVING .

sorts Domain-A-Exp Domain-B-Exp .

op substantiate-al : SJ-DS1 Substance 1 Substance2 -> Domain-A-Exp .

op substantiate-bl : SJ-DS2 Substancel Substance2 -> Domain-B-Exp .

op substantiate-a2 : CJ-DS1 Substancel Substance2 -> Domain-A-Exp .

op substantiate-b2 : CJ-DS2 Substancel Substance2 -> Domain-B-Exp .

op isDDEa : Substancel Substance2 Objectl -> Domain-A-Exp .

op isDDEb : Substancel Substance2 0bject2 -> Domain-B-Exp .

van SI : Substancel . var S2 : Substance2 .

var SJDS1 : SJ-DS1 . var SJDS2 : SJ-DS2 .

var CJDS1 : CJ-DS1 . var CJDS2 : CJ-DS2 .

eq substantiate-bl(SJDS2,SI,S2) = isDDEb(
declarel(Sl),declare2(S2),
comprise2(assignl(s-S-j-seg(SJDS2)),

assign3(s-M-j-seg(SJDS2)),
assign6(s-J-seg(SJDS2)))) .

eq substantiate-al(SJDS1,S1,S2) = isDDEaC
declaxel(Sl),declare2(S2),
comprisel(assign2(s-S-f-seg(SJDSl)),

assign4(s-M-f-seg(SJDSl)),
assign5(s-F-seg(SJDSl)))) .

eq substantiate-b2(CJDS2,Sl,S2) = isDDEbC
declarel(Sl),declare2(S2) ,

comprise2(assign7(s-J-seg(CJDS2)),
assign3(s-M-j-seg(CJDS2)),
assignlO(s-C-j-seg(CJDS2)))) .

eq substantiate-a2(CJDSl,S1,S2) = isDDEaC
declarel(Sl),declare2(S2) ,

comprisel(assign8(s-F-seg(CJDSl)),
assign4(s-M-f-seg(CJDSl)),
assign9(s-C-f-seg(CJDSl)))) .

endo
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D.3.3 Designer A's world for modelling Wall-A
obj WALL-A is protecting JOINING .

sort Hide . sort Wall-A . sorts Material Install .

sorts F-facel End2 F-face2 .

op brick : -> Material . op block : -> Material .

op concrete : -> Material . op window-1 : -> Install .

op window-2 : -> Install . op window-3 : -> Install .

op is-SF-facel : S-f-seg -> F-facel .

op is-End2 : M-f-seg -> End2 .

op is-F-face2 : F-seg -> F-face2 .

op is-F-facel : F-seg -> F-facel .

op is-CF-face2 : C-f-seg -> F-face2 .

op is-Wall-A : F-facel End2 F-face2 -> Wall-A .

op install : Install -> Install .

op is-material-of : Material -> Material .

op s-F-facel : Wall-A -> F-facel .

op s-End2 : Wall-A -> End2 .

op s-F-face2 : Wall-A -> F-face2 . op hide : Hide -> Hide .

var F1 : F-facel . var E : End2 . var F2 : F-face2 .

eq s-F-facel(is-Wall-A(Fl,E,F2)) = F1 .

eq s-End2(is-Wall-A(Fl,E,F2)) = E .

eq s-F-face2(is-Wall-A(Fl,E,F2)) = F2 .

endo

D.3.4 Designer B's world for modelling Wall-B
obj WALL-B is protecting JOINING .

sort Hide . sort Wall-B . sorts Cladding Fenestrate .

sorts J-facel Endl J-face2 .

op ext-cladding : -> Cladding . op int-cladding : -> Cladding .

op window-a-door-l-window-b : -> Fenestrate .

op window-c-door-2-window-d : -> Fenestrate .

op is-SJ-facel : S-j-seg -> J-facel .

op is-Endl : M-j-seg -> Endl .

op is-J-face2 : J-seg -> J-face2 .

op is-J-facel : J-seg -> J-facel .

op is-CJ-face2 : C-j-seg -> J-face2 .

op is-Wall-B : J-facel Endl J-face2 -> Wall-B .

op is-cladded-with : Cladding -> Cladding .

op fenestrate : Fenestrate -> Fenestrate .

op s-J-facel : Wall-B -> J-facel .

op s-Endl : Wall-B -> Endl .

op s-J-face2 : Wall-B -> J-face2 . op hide : Hide -> Hide .

var J1 : J-facel . var E : Endl . vax J2 : J-face2 .

eq s-J-facel(is-Wall-B(Jl,E,J2)) = J1 .

eq s-Endl(is-Wall-B(Jl,E,J2)) = E .

eq s-J-face2(is-Wall-B(J1,E,J2)) = J2 .

endo
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Published Papers of the Thesis

E.l Exploring Communication in Collaborative Design:
Cooperative Architectural Modelling

Published in i,lie Journal of Design Studies, Vol.15, No.l, pages 19-44, Oxford: Butterworth-
Heinemann Ltd, January 1994.

E.2 Survey of Collaborative Drawing Support Tools: De¬
sign Perspectives and Prototypes.

Published in the Journal of Computer Supported Cooperative Work, Vol. 1, No. 3, pages
197-228, Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, October 1993.

E.3 On the Emergence of Common Design Metaphors
in Collaborative Design

A paper accepted for AAAI 1993 Fall Syposium Series, "Human-Computer Collaboration: Rec¬
onciling Theory, Synthesizing Practice", October 22-24, 1993. Research Triangle Park, Raleigh,
North Carolina, US., included in the Symposium's Technical Report (FS-93-05) pages 09-74,
AAAI Press.

E.4 Supporting Heterogeneous Distributed Substantia¬
tion of Common Generic Structures in Collabora¬
tive Design

A paper presented in AAAI-93 Workshop on Artificial Intelligence in Collaborative Design, 11
July 1993, Washington D.C., included in the Workshop Working Notes, pages 149-170.
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Published papers

E.5 Participatory Architectural Modelling: Common Im¬
ages and Distributed Design Developments

Published in the Proceedings of Participatory Design, Conference (PDC'92), pages 171-180,
Computer Professional Social Resposibility (CPSR). Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge MA, US., 6-7 November 1992.

E.6 A Formal Perspective on Teamwork in Design Mod¬
elling

Published in Edinburgh Architecture Research, Vol. 19, pages 137-154, Department of Archi¬
tecture, University of Edinburgh, April 1992. (An adapted version of this paper was accepted
by the HCI'92 Conference Committee for a poster presentation at the University of York, 15-18
September 1992.)

To abide by the University thesis submission regulation, copies of the published papers are
sewn in at the back of the thesis in the above order.
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Exploring communication in
collaborative design: co-operative
architecturalmodelling
Chengzhi Peng, Edinburgh Computer-Aided Architectural Design,
Department of Architecture, University of Edinburgh, 20 Chambers
Street, Edinburgh EH1 1JZ, UK

An exploration ofcommunication in collaborative design from the
perspective ofco-operative architectural modelling is reported. The
objectives andproblems ofcommunication in collaborative design are

described and analysed by viewing design as, basically, disciplines of
modelling complex objects. Three cases of teamwork in architectural
modelling are studied, each demonstrating a rich and informative approach
to collaboration. Looking at the cases from the co-operative modelling
perspective, important conditions for communication are observed: firstly,
the participation and co-ordination among heterogeneous systems of
representation and action that individual members of a design team work
with; and secondly, the interconnection between common goals shared by
allparticipants and domain-oriented goals pursued by individuals. In
exploring how the conditions were met, it was found useful to characterize
communication in terms of the inter-relations between common images and
distributed design developments. Two genericpatterns ofcommunication in
collaborative design were found, which suggest two alternative conceptual
frameworks for developing computational representations.

Keywords: collaborative design, architectural modelling, distributed design
developments, computer-supported collaborative design

Like many other human activities, the design and construction ofbuilt environments always involves many designers working joint¬
ly as teams. There are two main reasons why a study of

collaborative design in buildings, or, indeed, in any other kinds of
complex artifact, presents an intrinsic research interest, firstly, for
technical necessities, participants work with individual object worlds
(Note 1), calling upon heterogeneous conceptual structures and instru¬
ments; and secondly for critical judgements, the emergence of final unity
in design products as a whole is of essential common concern shared by all
parties in a design team, which is closely connected with the developments
of design solutions pursued in the individual worlds (Note 2). Without a
conceptual understanding of how these basic conditions are met, an

1 Bucciarelli. L 'An ethno-

graphic perspective on engineer¬
ing design', Design Studies Vol 9
No 3 (1988) 159-168
2 Bucciarelli, L, Goldschmidt,
G and Schon, D 'Generic design
process in architecture and en¬

gineering', in J P Protzen, (Ed),
Proceedings of the 1987 Confer¬
ence on Planning and Design in
Architecture, Boston, MA, August
1978, pp 59-64
3 Kahn, E J Design in Art and
Industry C. Scribner, New York
1935.

4 Middleton, M Group Practice
in Design. The Architectural
Press, London (1967) p 279
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ontological account of what communication or computation tools are

needed for collaborative design work cannot be reached. To contribute to
such an understanding, this paper aims to discuss communication in
collaborative design by examining some teamwork approaches to building
design. The reults are represented by alternative conceptual frameworks
that serve as references in the further development of computational
representations and a definition of collaborative design environments.

5 Lawson, B How Designers
Think, Architectural Press, Lon¬
don (1980) pp 171-186
6 Habraken, N and Gross, M
'Concepts design games', De¬
sign Studies, 9(3):150—158, July
1988
7 Schon, D The Reflective Prac¬
titioner: How Professionals Think
in Action, Avebury, Aldershot,
UK (1991), pp 129-168
8 Schon, D The Design Studio:
An Exploration of its Traditions
and Potentials RIBA, London
(1985) pp 30-32
9 Ward, T Design archetypes
from group processes', Design
Studies, Vol 8 No 3 (1987) 157-
169

10 Greenberg, S 'An annotated
bibliography of computer sup¬
ported cooperative work', SIG-
CHI Bulletin, Vol 23 No 3 (1991)
29-62

Certainly, the phenomenon of a group approach to design is not an

entirely new subject within design studies. A variety of interpretative
frameworks have been proposed. One widely taken metaphor of group
design process is, perhaps, design as game. Lawson5 reviewed several
design games that were specially set up to model group dynamics in
architectural and urban design. Working in line with the game metaphor,
Habraken and Gross6 invented a computer program called 'concept
design game' which can record and then replay sessions of participants'
playing for control distribution and territorial organization. By concep¬

tualizing one of his protocol analyses of a design dialogue between an
architecture student and a studio master, Schon7,8 proposed the theory of
'reflection-in-action', acting as an epistemological framework of design
learning. To add just a further example, a studio-based empirical study of
a design project participated by a group of architecture students was
carried out by Ward9, in which seven subjects went through group

processes and developed archetypes for a commercial complex project
mainly by gathering together individually made cardboard models.

1 Collaborative design
Recently, collaborative design has been studied by some computer
scientists working in the field of computer-supported co-operative work
(CSCW). The problem of what and how to develop communication or

computer systems that can support people involved in design teamwork
has become an active research area. In a recent bibliographical survey,
Greenberg10 introduced the keyphrase 'shared workspaces' as a distinct
subarea within CSCW. This survey shows that a large portion of the
research work on shared workspaces has to do with the understanding and
construction of 'shared drawing spaces'. Work on shared drawing/design
systems is exploring novel dimensions, such as human-computer interac¬
tion situated in a group context and the structures of distributed graphics
etc., which are not normally seen in traditional computer-aided design or

drawing systems. Unlike such conventional systems, CSCW-oriented
designs have attempted to provide tele-presence or tele-data, facilitating
direct or indirect communications among members of a design team (Note
3).

20 Design Studies Vol 15 No 1 January 1994



However, due to the richness and complexity of collaborative design
activity, some problematic situations remain unexplored. Especially, little
is known about the nature of co-operation where participants of different
technical specializations communicate and co-ordinate with each other to
achieve, or, to cope with, design unity in final products. This paper

suggests that the communication of that nature in collaborative design can
be better understood by examining what is involved when designers work
jointly in modelling the design of complex objects like buildings. It is
believed that, by looking at co-operative architectural modelling, a clearer
picture of communication in collaborative design can be gained that tells
us how design unity can emerge and evolve on the basis of interaction
among participants using heterogeneous systems of representation and
action. This understanding is expected to contribute to design studies in
general, and to extend the current CSCW conception of shared drawing
space to that of shared modelling space in particular.

In contrast to the design studies mentioned in the above, this paper takes
a different measurement. It is considered that an investigation of col¬
laborative design can be approached by analysing, not simulated nor

controlled but naturally developed, design expressions taken from histor¬
ical examples of architectural modelling. The intention is that, by
examining the common elements and structures from this kind of evi¬
dences, the properties of communication and co-ordination in co¬

operative modelling can then be described in more precise terms. By
further enquiring into the relations among the basic conceptual entities,
coherent frameworks can explicitly specify some of the computational
requirements.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Drawing on design
practice in architecture and other engineering disciplines, Section 2 gives
an introduction to the notion of design as modelling. Three historical
cases as examples of co-operative architectural modelling are analysed in
Section 3. Section 4 presents an exposition of communication in collabora¬
tive design based on the preceding case studies. The exposition leads to
two conceptual frameworks for describing co-operative design modelling,
which centre around the interrelations between common images and
distributed design developments. Finally, the implications of the current

study and a plan for further investigation are briefly discussed in Section
5.

2 Design as modelling complex objects
Owing to the large varieties of components as well as the dynamic
relations between the parts and the whole, the objects designed by

Co-operative architectural modelling 21



architects or engineers tend to be complex in nature. However, alterna¬
tive techniques have been devised to convey and manage the complexities
involved in design. As can be observed in many architectural or engineer¬
ing workshops, designers often use and manipulate physical tokens (e.g.
cardboard, strings, paper, wooden blocks and polystyrene, etc.) when
they construct models for various purposes. Working with these physical
models, designers are better equipped to develop, reflect, and communi¬
cate design ideas with themselves and others. Though it can be extremely
tedious, model making has been generally considered by design educators
and practitioners to be an essential part of the design processes. The
construction and use of physical models has been widely observed not
only in individual cases1213 but also in group processes7'9.

In addition to making physical models, designers always produce draw¬
ings. There are intimate relations between the production of drawings and
model making. Sometimes models are made after drawings have been
produced (i.e. drawings serve as blueprints in model construction); and at
other times, drawings are produced on the basis of models constructed
(i.e. models serve as referents or primary sources for drawing construc¬
tion). In perhaps most cases, designers work in quite a mixed manner,
that is, designers produce drawings to develop or elaborate design
solutions suggested during model construction, and designers construct
models to better inform themselves of the consequences of associating or

disassociating design ideas explored in drawings. It is therefore reasonable
to say that, in designing complex objects, there is a need for constant
switching between drawing making and model making. Seen in this
context, drawing can be thought as a somewhat abstract form of design
modelling.

11 Peng, C 'A survey of CSCW
designs in shared drawing
space', Working paper, EdCAAD,
University of Edinburgh June
1992 (in submission)
12 Janke, R Architectural Mod¬
els, Academy Editions, London
(1978)
13 Goldschmidt, G Interpreta¬
tion: its role in architectural de¬

sign' Design Studies Vol 9 No 4
(1988) 235-245
14 Tjalve, E, Andereasen, M M
and Schmidt, F Engineering
Graphic Modelling: A Practical
Guide to Drawing and Design
Newnes-Butterworth, London
(1979)

As has already been pointed out by Tjalve and others14, a drawing is a

model if it is made to demonstrate the following attributes:

• A drawing represents modelled properties (e.g. structure, form,
material, dimension, surface, etc.)

• A drawing has a receiver who is the person or persons to whom the
drawing communicates information

• A drawing is coded in systems of symbols (e.g. coordinates, graphical
symbols, types of projection) known to the receiver

Seen from the viewpoint of design as modelling complex objects, the
activity of drawing can, in general, be said to encompass two interrelated
aspects: the representation of conceptual structures and the performance
of modelling actions. The former decides to a large extent the range of
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basic construction elements and their properties for design use; the latter,
when performed by individuals, can lead to specific design descriptions
(depictions).

15 Krishnamurti, R 'A model
for design description', Edin¬
burgh Architecture Research, Vol
12 (1985) 71-89
16 Bijl, A 'Strategies for CAD',
in P J W ten Hagen and T
Tomiyama (Eds), Intelligent CAD
Systems I: Theoretical and
Methodological Aspects Springer-
Verlag, Berlin (1987).
17 White, R 'FireMOLE - an
architecture for reasoning with
drawings', Design Studies Vol 13
No 3 (1992) 320-334
1 8 Bly, S L 'A use of drawing
surfaces in different collaborative

settings', In I Greif (Ed) Proceed¬
ings of the Conference on
Computer-Supported Coopera¬
tive Work (CSCW'88) ACM
Press, 1988, pp 250-256
19 Tang, J C Listing, drawing,
and gesturing in design: a study
of the use of shared workspace
by design teams. Technical Re¬
port SSL-89-3, Palo Alto Re¬
search Centre, 1989
20 Lakin, F 'Visual languages
for cooperation: a performing
medium approach to systems for
cooperative work', in J Galegher,
R E Kraut and C Egido (Eds)
Intellectual Teamwork: Social

and technological Foundations of
Cooperative Work, Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates, (1990)
pp453—488
21 Fischer, G, Grudin, J,
Lemke, A, McCall, R, Ostwald,
J, Reeves, B and Shipman, F
'Supporting indirect collaborative
design with integrated
knowledge-based design en¬
vironments', Human-Computer
Interaction, 1992, (To appear in
Special Issue on Computer Sup¬
ported Cooperative Work).

The above conception of design as modelling is even more meaningful
when considering the development of theory and practice in computer-
aided design (CAD). The kinds of conceptual structures, as largely
embedded in the processes of making physical models or drawings, can be
made overt when the models are constructed in an electronic design
studio. Modern CAD systems have provided designers with various
computational devices to do so. One of the main benefits of doing so is
that a dynamic integration of model construction and design production
can be achieved. A good example for illustrating this important notion can

be found in the MOLE project15"17, where a general computational
'kinds-slots-fillers' mechanism is provided for designers to represent and
evolve their own conceptual structures which can then be used by
themselves to instantiate specific design instances. The problem of how to
support collaborative design has not been approached by the researchers
in CSCW from the modelling perspective described in the above.

Some researchers advocate the importance of activities that are observed
in collaborative design sessions18'19. To meet the requirements for direct
communication among collaborators, the supply of real-time supports for
group interaction in design (i.e. via talking, gesturing, sketching and
writing etc.) among geographically distributed participants is of primary
concern. On the other hand, some researchers consider that the structures
and organizational uses of artifacts play an essential role in mediating
collaborative work20'21. The design and use of collaboration-supporting
tools envisaged in the latter view places great emphasis on the inclusion of
formalized structure or knowledge of product that is supposedly agreed by
most practicing designers. Given those CSCW findings and experiences,
this paper proposes that design as modelling can be an alternative
perspective for investigating the communicative aspects of collaborative
design. The objective of the investigation is clear: to identify the
conceptual frameworks that unify the aspect of activities and that of
artifacts, such that the basic criteria for defining CAD tools with CSCW
features can be articulated.

3 Examples of co-operative architectural modelling
Architectural modelling can take place in various dimensions, allowing for
a wide variety of collaborative involvements. What follows is an introduc¬
tion to this variety illustrated by three case studies of co-operative
architectural modelling. The first case shows a one-dimensional converg-
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Figure 1 Landscape designers' constructing and using Score in modelling fountain pattern and actions over a period of time.
(Taken from Halprin22, p.56)

ence of two individual design worlds employing different conceptual
schemes in modelling a fountain design. The second shows the overlaying
of two-dimensional diagrams constructed by at least three engineering
disciplines, for re-engineering a large industrial building. The third case
illustrates a three-dimensional funicular model that was devised common¬

ly, but used differently by individuals who participated in a church design
project.

3.1 Case 1: between score and diagram
Design project'. Seattle Center Fountain, Seattle, USA, 1962-1964.
Design aspects and participants', waterscape design by two landscape
architects (Lawrence Halprin, Curtis Schreier); fountain engineering by a
mechanical engineer (Daniel Yanow)22.

22 Halprin, L The RSVP
Cycles: Creative Processes in
the Human Environment, George
Braziller Inc., New York (1969) pp
54—57

The scoring and diagraming spaces:
• The Landscape Architects (LA) used a particular representation

scheme called "score' for modelling fountain patterns and actions in a

temporal frame (Figure 1). A score has two dimensions: one for
regulating multiple temporal sequences, represented in certain lengths
of bars; the other for configuring spatial structures of different
fountain stages (platforms), represented as point, square cross, rec¬

tangle etc. By manipulating the bars, a score reveals different
compositions of active fountain stages against the inactive ones over a

period of time.
• The Mechanical Engineer (ME) used 'diagrams' to model mechanical

components of piping, jetting, sprinkling design (Figure 2). A pool
piping grid was composed in a system of graphical symbols, corres¬
ponding to a set of design objects whose attributes were specified in
words and numerals. In relation to the piping grid, a mechanical
section was constructed to convey sectional information. Due to the
correspondence between the mechanical components and the graphic-
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Figure 2 Mechanical engineer's model of behaviours of some mechanical components of fountain design, including piping

diagrams and mechanical sections. (Taken from Halprin22, p.56)

al symbols, the ME could virtually change the attributes and relations
of particular design objects by manipulating parts of the diagrams.

A common space for projecting water effects: Figure 3 shows a series of
graphical expressions of squiggles spreading over a regular grid. This
evidence implies that a common modelling space shared by LA and ME
was being used, combining the designs in the score and in the diagram, by
which a sequence of fountain effects can be projected. More importantly,
the projected images of the fountain effects can be interpreted both in the
LA's view - the actions of fountain stages as scored over a time span, and
in the ME's view - the fountain kinematics concerning the motions in
pipes, jet heads, and sprinklers, as configured in the piping grid and the
mechanical section. Clearly, this is a case of collaborative modelling
where a set of common images was generated by a certain convergence of

Figure 3 Model of fountain formed by combining LA's scoring and ME's diagraming, it projects water effects, allowing for

different interpretations. (Taken from Halprin22, p.56)
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two heterogeneous design worlds, and, once formed, it allows for
interpretations of the design consequences from different participating
viewpoints.

Interrelations between the score and the diagram: Given the above
evidence, two interrelations between scoring, diagraming, and projecting
spaces are worth noting, which yield further explanations of what
constitutes participation in developing the fountain design.

• Sequences of water effects at particular moments cannot be projected
solely in the LA's scoring space nor in the ME's diagraming space; the
possibility of projecting these effects is influenced by knowing what
fountain stages are active then and which mechanical devices are

operating on those active stages, plus how they will behave: a

convergence between two individual modelling spaces whenever a

projection is undertaken.
• Modelling actions taken in individual spaces change not only the state

of the score or the diagram but also the state of the common image
when projected; ME may take further actions on the changing water
effects propagated from LA's actions in changing the score, and vice
versa. Communication and co-ordination are called for to resolve any

disagreements or conflicts that arise.

J .2 Case 2: Co-operation through overlay diagraming
Design project: Cummins Research and Engineering Center, Indiana,
USA, 1964—1968.
Design aspects and the participants: Structural Engineering (SE) (The
Engineers Collaborative); Lighting Engineering (LE) (William Lam
Associates); Mechanical Engineering (ME) (Cosentini Associates). The
main design issue is centred on how to 'rearrange ductwork to the
structure and to baffle the indirect light sources'23.

Distributed diagraming spaces: Each engineering discipline had its own

object-based diagraming space, employing a particular set of graphical
symbols and operations to model building components. There were at
least three diagraming spaces participating in the re-engineering project:
SE, ME, and LE (Figure 4). Each diagraming space employed a special
coding system to represent the modelled building components.

23 Lam, w M c Perception and Evolving the environmental design through overlaying: According to
Lighting as Formgivers for Lam23, the group processes evolved a 'fishbone layout' which proved to be
Architecture McGraw-Hill (1977)
pp 125-129 economical and satisfactory to all participants (see Figure 5) . Clearly,
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Figure 4 Multiple diagraming spaces in different layers showing participants' heterogeneous coding systems for modelling aspects

of building design. (Taken from Lam23, p.126)

the emergence of the fishbone image is conditioned by the participants'
continuously overlaying their individual diagrams.

Articulation ofcommon images: Apart from the interrelations observed in
the previous case (Case 1), the current case shows that participants can
further differentiate a common image into various parts that have
different roles and local functions within the emerging whole (the spinal
cord and ribs of a fishbone, in this example). Moreover, differentiated
portions of a common image can be distributed to individual workplaces,
on which the developments of elaborated domain solutions are based.

The current case shows that participation in design is maintained by a to
and fro relation amongst the individual and the commonly shared. More
specifically, by means of overlay diagraming, the overall teamwork
process is composed of the following subprocesses.

• Overlay diagram construction: a participant can construct diagrams on
top of extracted common images which may contain parts of diagrams
drawn by other designers working on different aspects.

• Overlay design checking: collaborative design can be evaluated by
checking overlaid consequences in respect of certain criteria such as
the detection of spatial clashes.
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—— DIRECT LIGHTING
SKYLIGHT

INDIRECT LIGHTING

Figure 5 Combined images of structural, mechanical, lighting design solutions evolved through participants' overlaying design
developments explored in each domain, (a), earlier design, (b), descendant of (a), with fishbone' image. (Taken from Lam23,
p. 126)

24 Collins, G R and Nonell,
J B The Designs and Drawings of
Antonio Gaudi, Princeton, N.J.
Princeton University Press
(1983) pp 31-35
25 Martinell, C Gaudi his Life,
his Theories, his Work Editorial
Blume, Barcelona (1979) p335

• Overlay design amendment a participant can modify parts of his or
her own diagrams by referring to parts of the diagrams underlaid for
various purposes (e.g. geometrical, structural, or acsthetical etc.); and
one designer's amendments may cause related changes to be made by
others.

3.3 Case 3: Funicular modelling revisited
Design project: The Colonia Gtiell Church, Barcelona, Spain, 1889-1914.
Design aspects and the participants: site planning and structural form by
architects (Antonio Gaudt, Jose Canaleta); structural engineering by a
civil engineer (Eduardo Goetz); ornamentation by a sculptor (Juan
Bertran)25.
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Figure 6 Funicular model constructed from Colonia Giiell church project, hanging in workshed.
(Taken from Collins and Nonell24, Figure 39)

The funicular modelling space: An upside-down funicular model was
constructed by the design participants at the inception of the project.
According to Collins and Nonell24, this large three-dimensional model,
which was shared and manipulated by all participants for different design
tasks, had the following distinctive types of model components (Figure 6):
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• Cords hung in loops corresponding upside down to the placement and
shapes of the piers and arches of the building's vault

• Several pieces of irregularly shaped wooden boards fixed onto the
structure of the workshop, representing contour lines of the building
site

• Weights made of pellets contained in small sacks (measured in the
scale of 1/10 000), when attached to the hung cords, distorting the
cords' catenary curves into funicular polygons

• fabric (tissue paper) draped onto the web of funicular polygons,
representing the volumetric effects of the building exterior

• a set of domain-independent objects consisting of jointers, hooks and
clippers, which do not correspond to any particular building compo¬
nents of the church design, but function significantly in connecting the
above types of model components and in facilitating changes in parts
of the funicular model (Note 4)

From the funicular model to other distributed modelling spaces: Apart
from the funicular model constructed by the group, there are other special
modelling spaces created and used by different individuals. As reported in
the research literature, the graphical evidence shows that the distribution
of special modelling spaces includes at least the following.

• The civil engineer's structural calculations: the distribution of loads in
space and the thrusts of force lines were calculated by the engineer in
a two-dimensional vector space; the funicular model was seen as a

three-dimensional illustration of planar and sectional graphic static
calculations.

• The architects' sketches of the exterior and interior spaces: photo¬
graphs of the exterior and interior of the funicular model were taken
and turned right-side up by the architects as the underlay information
for modelling the locations, proportions, and shapes of openings (i.e.
the fenestration of the building).

• The sculptor's sketches of the ornamentations: the sculptor was
concerned with the design of sculptural objects as the ornaments for
the building's exterior and interior; like the architects, he took
photographs of the funicular models for his own design purposes and
tried out design solutions via overlay sketching.

By gathering the different sets of pictorial evidence, Figure 7 shows an
overview of the collaborative setting for the Giiell church design: firstly, a
common workspace is used to construct and change the funicular
skeleton; secondly, a number of separate workspaces are created and used
by different participants for domain-specific design developments; and
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Figure 7 Overview showing number of distributed workspaces involved in Giiell church design project (a), funicular model
constructed in comma workshop; (b), interior design of church sketched by sculptor on top of inverted photographs taken inside

funicular model; (c), exterior design ofchurch sketched by architects on top of inverted photographs taken outside model; (d), force
lines constructed by civil engineer on projected elevation for structural calculations. (Taken from Collins and Nonell24, Figure 41,
Plate 57, Plate 55A and Plate 59, respectively)

thirdly, the distributed modelling spaces are related to the funicular
modelling space in one way or another.

Group interaction supported by the funicular modelling space: Given the
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Figure 7b

above observations, several accounts can be given of what makes the
funicular modelling space a shared workspace for the design team, and
how the shared model serves as evidence of interaction between the

participants.

• Firstly, the funicular modelling space was continuously developed and
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Figure 7c

used by the design team for supporting long-term collaboration; the
participants collaborated on delicate exploratory work lasting over 10

25
years .

• Though all participants shared the same construction of a structural
form, the shared funicular modelling space allowed them to manipu¬
late parts of the skeleton for reasons other than the strictly structural
(Note 5).
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Figure 7d

• For any state of the funicular model, the participants could have
individual interpretations and derive design information from,
perhaps, different measurements. This information served as the basis
for the individuals to elaborate domain-oriented design developments
distributed over several workplaces.

• As the earth's gravity was one of the (direct) forces shaping the
model, this can explain how the group interaction could be co¬
ordinated by the shared modelling space Through the action of
G-force, the model constructed and manipulated always conforms to
the physical law of funicular structure26. Therefore, a modelling action
taken by an individual, for whatever reason, can stimulate other team
members' interpretations and actions in response to the changing state
of the funicular model.

4 Group communication in collaborative design
Verbal and graphical evidence showing that some forms or processes of
communication must have taken place for the participants to arrive at
certain integrity in the design results has been presented in the above
examples of architectural modelling. The aim of this section is to explore
the implications of these case studies, leading to some general notions
about communication in collaborative design. However, a presentation of
these notions should not be taken as programmatic strategies or models of
collaboration applicable to real teamwork practice in design. Instead, a

26 Schodek, DL Structures rr r
Prentice-Hail (1980) set of basic concepts for exploring some abstract patterns of collaborative
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settings is our primary concern, which, in turn, may help to articulate the
objectives and problems of communication in collaborative design.

4.1 General conditions and goals
Though adopting different modelling approaches to the developments of
design solutions, the preceding three examples suggest some general
conditions and goals of collaboration. For communication and co¬
ordination among individual team members to take place naturally, the
following general conditions need to be taken into account.

• Specific or concrete goals of collaboration (e.g. definite descriptions
or depictions of final design products) are not known to or cannot be
clearly defined by any participants at the outset.

• Heterogeneous systems of representation and action employed by
individual members are necessarily involved.

• No predefined scheduling schemes can be applied to how participating
design disciplines should co-ordinate with each other during col¬
laborative sessions, i.e., the strategies for specifying and satisfying
precedence constraints of fulfilling co-operative processes cannot be
determined by particular individuals in advance.

Apart from working with the above conditions, designers have a strong
obligation or commitment to the production of sorts of design information
during or after their joint modelling efforts. Kinds of information
produced in the forms of sketches, drawings, physical models, and
specifications etc., are the outcomes of collaboration. In particular, two
kinds of information may be considered as the general, or metagoals of
collaborative design.

• The information conveys shared conceptions of unity in design
artifacts to be realized via final constructions. The expressions of unity
are made on the basis of shared modelling spaces in dealing with
general issues, such as form, circulation, human biological and
ecological needs, etc.

• The information contains separate records of specifications addressing
problems which occur in particular design aspects. The design speci¬
fications are produced on the basis of separated individual modelling
spaces in dealing with technical problems, such as structural, lighting,
mechanical services design, etc.

Given the above descriptions, we may ask how designers think and act,
under general working conditions, so that the metagoals are fulfilled or

emerge from collaboration. A simple answer is that, of course, designers
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communicate with each other. However, the perspective of co-operative
architectural modelling discussed so far provides a setting for deeper
exploration of the properties of communication in collaborative design.
An exposition of these properties is given below. The intention is to
present a number of elementary concepts that formulate the human and
artifactual factors involved in co-operative modelling. By further enquir¬
ing into the interrelations among these concepts, the general properties of
group communication in collaborative design are described in more

specific terms and put into a coherent framework.

As suggested above, design can be characterized as an open-ended
process of modelling complex objects. If this proposition is accepted, two
related aspects of design follow immediately.

• Design concepts and constructs are continuously introduced and
(re)structured as the basic workspaces by individuals or groups - the
aspect of forming modelling spaces.

• Shapes and nonshape properties of design artifacts are substantiated,
manipulated, and evaluated iteratively by individuals or groups - the
aspect of performing modelling acts.

Therefore, design as an individual or group activity is essentially the
performing of modelling acts in modelling spaces. These two aspects
which constitute a basic setting for exploring group communication in
collaborative design will be discussed more abstractly below.

4.2 Modelling spaces
In a longer term collaborative design process involving heterogeneous
modelling spaces, as shown in each of the examples, a clear distinction can
be made between the modelling spaces that are formed and used by
individuals and by the team. Therefore, it can be said that there are

multiple individual modelling spaces (IMSs) which are physically and/or
functionally separated from a group modelling space (GMS). GMS and
IMSs are constructed to hold the creations and modifications of common

images and domain design expressions, respectively.

Common images in a GMS
It has been repeatedly shown in all three cases that participating desig¬
ners' working with heterogeneous design worlds does not prevent their
achieving visual images that can be shared by all the participants (Note 6).
Taking various forms, expressions of common images are created and
used as either generic structures (e.g. the funicular skeleton) or as specific
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instances (e.g. the fountain squiggles), which allows for individual partici¬
pants to apply different modelling actions.

Constructing common images: It can be seen that, embodied mainly as

graphical objects, common images can be constructed in a group modell¬
ing space in the following two approaches

• A common image is constructed jointly by all the participants
employing a shared representational and operational system: a com¬
mon image, which serves as a generic conceptual structure, allows
each participant to derive and distribute its parts into individual
modelling spaces for different modelling purposes.

• Common images are found by the participants combining and inte¬
grating domain-specific design expressions with, perhaps, heter¬
ogeneous underlying conceptual structures; which serve as the out¬
come of participation and co-ordination, common images are in¬
spected and evaluated by individuals to reflect on the design conse¬

quences from particular viewpoints.

Changing common images: Given an existing common image, its state is
subject to unpredictable changes. Depending on how it is formed (in
either of the two ways discussed above), changes onto the state of a
common image can be effected in two ways. Firstly, changes can be made
directly to parts of a common image by any participant, if it is formed in a
GMS using a shared representational and operational system; changes
made by one individual to parts of a common image may have related
consequences as seen in other participants' IMSs. Secondly, changes can
be made indirectly to parts of a common image, if it is formed by
combining and integrating parts of heterogeneous design expressions
produced by participants. That is, the state of a common image held in a
GMS is updated whenever one or more participants modify parts of their
domain expressions. Thus, changes to a common image caused by one
individual in his or her IMS may stimulate further design changes by other
participants.

Domain design expressions in IMSs
The design of complex things like buildings can seldom reach a contracti-
ble state without continuous development over months or even years.
Each of the case studies clearly shows that, in general, a design project
can not be accomplished by a single profession. This means that design
developments are often carried out in distributed work processes and
settings. Design developments lead to the generation of design express¬

ions, and these expressions tend to be domain-specific in the sense that
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they may contain information that is only fully comprehensible to people
from the same design discipline. Being different from the modelling of
common images, domain design expressions are created and stored in a

number of logically and/or geographically distributed individual modelling
spaces.

Constructing domain design expressions'. With regard to the construction
of domain design expressions, another abstraction from the case evidence
can be made as follows.

1) Domain design expressions are developed by elaborating parts of a
common image that have been proposed in a GMS. Participants
interpret the state of a common image from different perspectives and
trace down derivative images for individual purposes. The derived
images are then imported into IMSs and serve as the basis for further
elaborations, using whatever domain methods the individuals want.

2) Design expressions addressing particular design domains are firstly
developed in the participants' IMSs. The initial developments may be
independent of each other; but at later stages, some of these express¬
ions are brought by the individuals into a GMS, serving as the basis for
joint construction of common images.

Changing domain design expressions: With respect to construction in
IMSs, domain design expressions can be modified in two different ways
with the following consequences:

1) Where domain design expressions are developed on top of the
information derived from a common image, changes in domain design
expressions need to be effected and reflected in parts of the common

image. The changes thus made may consequently change parts of
other derivative images that are distributed in other IMSs.

2) In cases where a common image is formed on the basis of combining
and integrating domain design expressions, changes targeted at the
latter can be made directly in the participating IMSs. The changes thus
made may lead to an updated common image, which, in turn, can
motivate further changes to other participants' domain design express¬
ions.

Coupling of modelling spaces
Four concepts in terms of group/individual modelling spaces, common

images and domain design expressions have been formulated above.
These basic constructs may constitute the artifactual factors of co¬

operative design modelling. They are described as separate conceptual
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entities for purposes of clarity. As has been implied, there are intrinsic
relations between these factors. Particularly, in considering the construc¬
tion and subsequent changes to common images and domain design
expressions, necessary exchanges exist between group and individual
modelling spaces. For these interrelations, the fifth concept, coupling of
modelling spaces, is now formulated more concisely:
• {(C//GMS) —» (DDEs/IMSs)} That is, the construction and change of

common images (CI) in a group modelling space leads to (or
constrains) the developments of domain design expressions (DDEs) in
distributed individual modelling spaces. The funicular modelling and
the graphical modelling in other aspects shown in Case 3 is an example
of such a coupling between group and individual modelling spaces.

• {(DD£s/IMSs) —> (C//GMS)} That is, the development of domain
design expressions in distributed individual modelling spaces leads to
(or constrains) the construction and change of common images in a

group modelling space. The coupling of the scoring, diagramming and
projecting spaces shown in Case 1, and that of the three diagramming
spaces together with shared overlapping space shown in Case 2 are
two examples of this type of modelling spaces coupling.

4.3 Modelling acts
We now explore what acts designers perform in the course of modelling
design objects. It is widely acknowledged that there are no 'correct'
architectural designs. Given the same design task and tools, it is probable
that very different outcomes will come from different designers. A
reasonable account of the differences may be formed in the element of
action. It is through an individual's actions on artifacts that design objects
show their essential character. Therefore, as another conceptual delibera¬
tion, the execution of modelling actions constitutes modelling acts. Some
basic design actions, seen from a modelling point of view, are singled out
in the following general terms.

• Representing - involves first, a collection ofprivate objects (constructs)
which represents analogically or symbolically the corresponding ele¬
ments of a design artifact in the real world: secondly, specifying how
instances of the primitives are related in terms of what {em
operations} are applicable to the constructs. The act of representing
leads to (explicit) conceptual structures in a modelling space.

• Mapping - the act of translation and integration of (parts of) an

existing conceptual structure to (parts of) another conceptual struc¬
ture.

• Constructing - (given a formalized conceptual structure) the act of
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Figure 8 When situated in the
two settings of coupled group/
individual modelling spaces,

modelling acts become com¬

municative acts in collabora¬

tive design (Circled numerals

correspond to numbered items

in section 4.4)
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applying operations to selected primitives for the creation or modifica¬
tion of CI or DDEs.

• Querying - (given a formalized conceptual structure) the act of
applying operations to parts of DDEs or CI for evaluating design
instances.

4. 4 Communicative acts in collaborative design
Finally, a matrix of communicative acts in collaborative design is prop¬

osed, which summarizes the properties of group communication identified
in this study. The matrix is constructed by putting together the elements
drawn from the preceding descriptions of the artifact and the action
aspects of collaborative modelling. A key point is that, when situated in
the settings of coupled group/individual modelling spaces, modelling acts
become design actions that require communications among designers
working in different domains (Figure 8). Following the matrix formulated,
some of the basic requirements for communication in collaborative design
are explained.

1) (Representing in {(C7/GMS) —> (DD&/IMSs}) The modelling act of
representing becomes communicative among participants in the set¬
ting up of shared generic structures in a group modelling space. This
involves the team members' sharing of group primitives and the
operations for manipulating instances of the primitives such that
common images can be evolved.

2) (Representing in {(DDEs/IMS) —> (C//GMS}) Conceptual structures
are set up by the participants in individual modelling spaces; group
communications are required when parts of individual conceptual
structures are combined and integrated into common sets of con¬
structs in a group modelling space.

3) (Mapping in {(C//GMS) —* (DDEs/IMSs}) Participants apply deduc¬
tive or projective means on states of common images and produce
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derivative images for individual users. Group communications come
into play when a member's mapping parts of a common image
overlaps (spatially or logically) with another member's mapping.

4) (Mapping in {(DDEs/IMSs) —> (C//GMS}) Participants translate
parts of individual conceptual structures set up in one design domain
into another. An individual's knowledge of what parts are to be
translated where, relys on communication for resolving interpersonal/
group purposes.

5) (Constructing in {(C//GMS) —» (DDEs/IMSs}) Participants apply
operations onto group primitives yielding states of common images in
a group modelling space. Owing to the coupling of the spaces, events
of creating and/or changing parts of a common image has consequ¬
ences that may affect members' creating/changing domain design
expressions distributed over a number of individual modelling spaces.

Group communications are required in case some of the participants
refuse to accept the changing states of design expressions that are their
domains of concerns.

6) (Constructing in {(DDEs/IMSs) —> (C//GMS}) An individual applies
operations onto his or her own conceptual primitives yielding inst¬
ances of domain design expressions. Owing to the spaces coupling, the
events of creating/changing domain design expressions in individual
modelling spaces may lead to changing states of a common image that
are observable to all participants. Group communications are called
for to resolve disagreements or conflicts thus manifested in the
changing states of common images.

7) (Querying in {(C//GMS) —> (DDEs/IMSs}) In general, querying is to
ask for information about the consequences of making or changing
states of common images or domain expressions. In this case, desig¬
ners are concerned with the consequences of changing parts of
common images modelled in a group space. The acts of querying
become communicative since a true picture of modelling conse¬

quences can only be delivered by gathering the states of domain
design expressions affected by the events.

8) (Querying in {(DD£s/IMSs) —> (C7/GMS}) In this case, designers are
concerned with the consequences of making changes in domain design
expressions. Group communications are called for due to a presenta¬
tion of the current state of common images, which requires partici¬
pants to provide the latest states of domain design expressions
constructed in their individual modelling spaces.

5 Conclusions
A spectrum ofpossibilities: structuralist versus metaphorist. At the begin¬
ning of this paper, a problematic situation of collaborative design was
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introduced, where designers worked with heterogeneous systems of
representation and action. To add more complexities, designers have
shared common goals in parallel to those of individual ones to achieve. An
interesting issue to explore is how do designers participating in a design
project manage to achieve both general design unity and technologically
sound domain specifications. For this, we consider that research into
co-operative architectural modelling may achieve a better understanding
of group communication in collaborative design. From this initial posi¬
tion, the graphical depictions and descriptions from three historical cases
were then examined. This evidence has illustrated the heterogeneities and
integration-distribution parallelisms in question. By abstracting general
constructs from the case material, group communication in collaborative
design has been developed in the preceding section.

Two distinct patterns of group communication seem to emerge. To better
present this finding, it is useful to characterize the two abstract com¬
munication patterns as structuralist versus metaphorist (Figure 9). Seen
from the structuralist stand-point, to collaborate on modelling complex
objects, common images as shared generic structures built upon group

primitives and operations play a significant role in co-ordinating partici¬
pants' modelling activities. Group modelling spaces in this case function
mainly as a shared construction system, making use of some sort or sorts
of physical forces. The funicular modelling space is such an example.
However, in serving a similar purpose, there can be other form-finding
systems which introduce physical or formal laws other than the gravita¬
tional one (Note 7). By mapping parts of common images into derivative
images from different design perspectives, domain design expressions can
be further developed (or elaborated) in distributed individual modelling
spaces. Designers then receive the consequences of making changes by
querying states of common images which may activate interpersonal
co-ordination.

Seen from the metaphorist stand-point, collaborative design is
approached by the participants introducing domain primitives and opera¬
tions with which domain expressions can be modelled in individual spaces.
By presenting domain proposals in a public forum, the collaboration
necessary to achieve integrated conceptual structures or schemata is
initiated. In this case, common images are collaboratively constructed by
combining and integrating domain design expressions, using the shared
constructs and operations. Common images are said to serve the partici¬
pants as shared metaphors, whose states in turn play a role in co¬

ordinating design activities across various modelling disciplines. The
emergence of squiggles and fishbones are examples of common images
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Figure 9 Two abstract communication patterns found in current study of co-operative architectural modelling are characterized as

structuralist versus metaphorist. Number of designers indicated is arbitrary. Scaling of 2 to n designers in a design team can be

envisaged by viewing this diagram as a 'section of a cylindrical structureIn co-ordinating modelling activities with other members,
an individual's workspace is a combination of their own IMS and GMS.

that reveal the consequences of integrating participating domain express¬
ions in certain ways, as intended by the collaborators.

Further work planned: In several respects, the above abstractions of
teamwork patterns in design modelling appear to contrast each other: the
platforms and goals for performing modelling acts, the ways and spaces
for revealing design consequences, and the processes of generating types
of design information, etc. The significance of identifying the two ends of
group communication in collaborative design is that it indicates a spec-
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trum of possibilities for further research and design on computational
supports for collaborative design work

Inspired by the metaphorist approach reported in this paper, a simpler
exercise concerning a case of joint shape construction participated by two
different design domains was developed and investigated. An initial result
has been given elsewhere27,28. This formal analysis of collaborative
modelling has used the computational framework provided by the
approach, an investigation of how common images may be formally
represented as shared generic objects based on higher-order parameter¬
ized specification is in progress.
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Notes

1 The term and concept of 'individual object worlds' was introduced and expounded by Bucciarelli and others
in studying engineering from an ethnographic point of view1,2.
2 This observation is mainly drawn from historical studies of design practice and artifacts. For rich and
scholarly accounts, see References 3 and 4, among others.
3 For a survey of CSCW-oriented designs in shared drawing spaces with a special interest in reviewing how
the issues of supporting collaborative design have been addressed by the research prototypes, see Reference
11.

4 Jointers were used to attaching weights to cords; hooks for connecting the ends of cords to particular
locations on the boards; clippers for clipping cords together at various heights (bifurcation).
5 For instance, for the purpose of site planning, cords can be shifted to different hooks or by moving the hooks
around the board; for modifying fenestration design, cords can be bifurcated at various heights by sliding the
clippers along the force lines; for changing structural form, loads can be redistributed in space by controlling
the number of pellets in the sacks or by displacing the sacks' jointers to different positions on the cords.
6 This is clearly shown in the sequence of squiggies drawn in the fountain design project, the fishbone image
evolved and reported in the engineering research center project, and the state of the funicular skeleton
constructed in the Guell church design project.
7 As far as the construction of spatial structures or skeletons is concerned, there are other eminent formal
form-defining systems such as the ancient Greek taxis schemas of subdividing a building composition29 and
the more modern spatial grammars devised by Durand30.
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Abstract. Along with recent experiments in the design of communication or computer tools for supporting
various kinds of group working, the development of collaborative drawing systems has emerged as a notable
research area within the field of Computer-Supported Cooperative Work. This paper reports a survey of the
experiments in collaborative drawing support tools with an objective of reviewing how the issues of supporting
collaborative design have been addressed by the research prototypes. The survey is presented in three parts: (1)
findings from the observations of group interaction in drawing and design activities, (2) a framework for classi¬
fying the design issues experimented with by prototypes developers, and (3) a categorisation of the current pro¬
totype systems by interrelating the patterns of group use observed with the system features classified. The
survey indicates that there are currently at least three different strategies of developing collaborative drawing
support tools, which reflect the existence of diversified understanding and technological responses to what and
how human collaboration in design may be supported.

Key words. Collaborative Drawing Tools, Shared Drawing Space Activity, Collaborative Design

1. Introduction

Design as a human activity is pervasive; and designers often work jointly to
develop usable and meaningful artefacts. The problem of how to develop com¬
munication and computer systems that can support collaborative design or
problem solving has become an active research area, attracting researchers
working on various perspectives. In a recent bibliographical survey of the
research literature appeared in the field of Computer-Supported Cooperative
Work (CSCW), Greenberg (Greenberg 1991) has formally introduced the key
word shared workspace. It is noticeable that a large portion of research work on
shared workspaces has to do with building prototypes of collaborative drawing
support tools. Being perhaps inspired and guided by earlier observational studies
of working group graphics and shared drawing space activities, (see Lakin 1983;
Bly 1988; Tang and Leifer 1988 among others), researchers have been attempting
to design and implement prototypes of shared drawing systems. The require¬
ments for these systems to meet are different from the tradition ones; one of the
major goals of implementing shared drawing tools is to facilitate communication
and coordination among participants in the course of creating and using technical
or non-technical drawings.
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However, group interaction in design has been observed, described, and
analysed differently due to the various perspectives adopted. There accordingly
appears a diversity of understanding as well as assumptions as to what might
constitute a shared workspace which enables human communication and coordi¬
nation in carrying out design tasks. Differences in the basic investigation of the
question

how are drawings as shared artefacts, and group drawings as shared drawing
space activity, related to collaborative design processes?

have resulted in varied technical approaches to answering

what is to be facilitated by shared drawing support tools?

Though a number of group drawing support tools have been previously
reviewed (see, for instance, Lu 1992: 92-41), this survey, by reviewing a wider
range of group drawing tools, is intended to be more comprehensive. Instead of
giving descriptions specific to particular system implementations, the objectives
of our survey are (1) to identify the important aspects of understanding collabo¬
rative drawing and design activities, regarding the original studies that have been
made, (2) to present an framework for classifying the design issues being experi¬
mented with by the current prototype developers, and (3) to catalogue the fea¬
tures and components of the prototype systems in the survey.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. A discussion of under¬

standing group drawing activities from various perspectives is given in the next
section. Given the conceptual aspects discussed, Section 3 is devoted to a
classification of the design issues emerging from the current experimentation in
collaborative drawing systems. In Section 4, to give a clear overview of the
current status of prototype development, a categorisation which mixes the dimen¬
sion of the modes of system use with the dimension of system components is pre¬
sented. Finally, some potential topics for further investigation are discussed in
Section 5.

2. Aspects of studying group drawing and design activities

Most developments of collaborative drawing tools were motivated and guided
by the current understandings of group drawing and design activities. It is there¬
fore an appropriate starting point to look at what has been said or characterised
about these activities. Table 1 is a summarisation of nine such studies. The nine

groups' studies are chosen because they present original research perspectives
and respond to the problems with various prototype solutions. The differ¬
ences arisen here are significant is showing that it is quite possible to have very
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Table 1. A tabulation of nine studies of group drawing and design activities which have direct influences on
their own or other prototypes system developments.

Research Fields of Group Research Important Research

groups observations size methodology findings prototypes

Lakin et al. Informal and Oner or A linguistic Spatial and vmacs, and
formal working more analysis of temporal

(Lakin 1983; group graphics in facilitators working groups' structures in Visual

Lakin 1988; engineering. with non- text-graphics manipulation of Languages for
Lakin 1990) geological survey, specified images and text-graphics Cooperation

and computing group size manipulation

Stefik et al. Small teams of 2-6 The setting up of The effects of turn CaLab

computer scientists persons an experimental taking systems on Boardnoter

(Stefik et al. engaged in face-to- meeting room by collaborative work Cognoter
1987a; Tatar face meetings networking PCs taken place in a Argnoter
et al. 1991) and a large screen meeting room

Bly et al. Informal drawing 2-3 Video-audio The uses of
in computer designers protocol and drawing surfaces Commune

(Bly 1988; user-interface a drawing events/ in different

Minneman & design problems action/clusters collaborative

Bly 1991) analysis settings

Tang et al. Informal drawing 3-4 Video-audio The importance VideoDraw

in computer designers protocol and an of the process VideoWhite-

(Tang & user-interface action-function of creating and Board

Leifer 1988; deisgn problems framework for using drawings
Tang 1991) protocol analysis

Ishii et al. Informal drawing 2-3 Intuitive The importance TeamWork-

and computer designers understanding of integrating Station

(Ishii 1990; generated images and building social protocols ClearFace
Ishii & Arita in computer various versions with shared ClearBoard-1

1991; Ishii et systems design of experimental workspaces ClearBoard-2

al. 1992

Fischer et al. Formal coding not Observing design The integration of JANUS

systems and the specified experts in work. the design of the NETWORK-

(Fischer et al. structures of expert then developing a artefact (made in HYDRA

1991; Fischer knowledge in the conceptual combined graphics XNETWORK

et al. 1992; designs of kitchens framework and a and (texts) and the
Reeves et al. and computer demonstration communication

1992) networks system among designers

Lu et al. Multi-layer 2^1 Generating Fifteen user CaveDraw
informal drawing designers requirements by requirements for

(Lu & Mantei in architectural mapping design a drawing system
1991; Lu layout design behaviours onto to support idea
1992) skeleton design management
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Wolf et al.

(Wolfet al.
1991;
Wolf et al.

1992)

Informal small

group meetings for
the conceptual
design of a "Clutter
Collector Robot"

2-10

participants
Developing a pen-
based prototype
system, putting it
in group uses, and
getting detailed
user feedback

The potential
meeting process
gains/losses, and
the areas for aiding
search and retrieval
of information

We-Met

Brinck et al.

(Brinck &
Gomez 1992;
Brinck 1993)

The remnants of

office whiteboard

conversations made

for technical versus

administrative uses

2-3

participants
Recording and
analysing
sketches, writing,
and retrospective
descriptions of
conversations

A classification

of whiteboard

objects and their
semantic

properties in
conversational use

Coversation-

Board

different angles when characterising what are involved in group drawing activi¬
ties.1

To better understand the various issues raised by these original studies and
experimentation, a more detailed comparative study is presented below, focusing
on the aspects of events, information, tools, and ownership. These four aspects
are chosen because they are the common conceptual issues that were addressed
by the research groups to various extents. Other issues concerning more of the
aspects of system design and implementation are left to the next section.

2.1. EVENTS: COLLOCATED VS. REMOTE; SYNCHRONOUS VS. ASYNCHRONOUS

Since any collaborative drawing or design activity must take place in space and
time, the patterns of events can be generally differentiated in terms of four basic
spatiotemporal structures2 (Fig. 1.).
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Fig. 1. A spatio-temporal frame for classifying the events of group drawing or design activity into four basic
patterns of collaboration. (The numerals correspond to the enumerated items described in the main text.)
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1. collocated synchronous. All participants taking part in a shared design pro¬
ject work in the same setting via face-to-face simultaneous interactions.
A typical group process of this pattern is a design meeting or brain¬
storming session which demands close physical proximity for intensive
communication among group members. As studied by Lakin (Lakin 1983;
Lakin 1988), working group graphics, operated by one or more operator
(or facilitator), plays an important role in aiding collocated simultaneous
interactions.

2. collocated asynchronous. Given the same projects to embark on, members of
a design group are located in the same setting (say, a large design studio)
through indirect communications over a period of time. Though not being a
substantial observational study, a scenario of what might be involved in a day
of office work where five staff members take part in a telescope engineering
project was described by Lakin (Lakin 1990). What Lakin construed is that
participants work in the same setting but are left alone to concentrate in differ¬
ent aspects of the project.3 In this way, teamwork is carried out mostly via
indirect communication among collocated participants (e.g., passing working
documents or CAD files to one another not necessarily involving face-to-face
meetings).

3. remote asynchronous. In carrying out shared design projects, participants
work in geographically distributed settings through indirect communications.
As a rationale of designing computer tools supporting design teamwork of this
pattern, Fischer and others explained that remote asynchronous collaboration
can be commonly seen in modern technologically oriented design projects
(Fischer et al. 1992):

Meetings and other types of direct communication are the commonly used
means for coordination and collaboration, but in many situations - especially
ones involving long-term collaboration - these are not feasible. Modern
design projects can extend over many years and can involve a high turnover in
personnel. People who are not in the project group at the same time need to
coordinate and collaborate in the design of a system.

4. remote synchronous. Geographically, team members are separated (from a few
feet to, perhaps, thousands of miles away); but they are enabled to have direct
communication while making drawings. Events of this type attract most
CSCW researchers' attention. In fact, a large proportion of the research proto¬
types are dedicated to supporting group drawing activities of this type. Under
the spatio-temporal circumstances, collaborative drawing activities are made
possible by providing participants with shared virtual drawing spaces which
emulate as much as that can be achieved in a direct face-to-face interaction. In
their studies of supporting remote synchronous group interaction in designing
or drawing, the following concepts have been forward:
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• Drawing activities once shared (simultaneously) can pull designers together
and increase their attention and involvement in the design task (Bly 1988);

• The processes of creating and using drawings can convey information that
is as important as, or, actually, not found in, the resulting drawings (Bly
1988; Tang 1991);

• Designers are themselves skilled at coordinating communication, and the
social protocols acquired via the face-to-face communication can serve the
needs of constructive collaboration in the shared workspace (Tang 1989;
Ishii and Ohkubo 1990; Ishii and Artia 1991; Ishii and Kobayashi 1992).

2.2. INFORMATION: ACTION-ORIENTED VS. REPRESENTATION-ORIENTED

Collaborative work in design or problem solving in one way or another has to do
with the generation and exchange of information. However, different perspec¬
tives have varied considerations of what information is to be captured and trans¬
mitted. On most occasions of synchronous collaboration, information useful to
group interaction is considered to be action-oriented; that is, actions recorded or
tracked by devices such as video imaging, shadow projecting, mouse movements
and so on, are the kind of information that participants may generate, recall,
interrupt, and share.
Actions that have been studied in group drawing activities include sketching,

writing (listing alpha-numeric text), talking, gesturing, gazing (making eye-
contact). The sharing of action-oriented information is claimed to foster and
maintain group awareness; but how is collective awareness related to the perfor¬
mance of collaborative work? Recently, Ishii and Kobayashi commented on how
'gaze awareness', as supported by the ClearBoard system (see Fig. 4), affects
two participants' solving the 'missionaries and cannibals' puzzle (Ishii and
Kobayashi 1992):

Through this experiment we confirmed that it is easy for the players to say
which side of the river the partner is gazing at and this information was quite
useful in advising each other.

In less direct collaboration, on the other hand, synchronous or asynchronous
sharing of design ideas or knowledge conveyed by participants in some represen¬
tation forms is considered more important. When group work involves more
technical matters (e.g., the production of technical drawings or the performing
of graphical modelling in engineering design), collaboration may necessarily in¬
volves some formal systems for constructing and interpreting individual or collec¬
tive expressions. The views in favour of representation-oriented collaboration have
presented the following points, arguing how formal representations of informa¬
tion (graphical as well as non-graphical) may serve group interaction in design:
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• In Lakin's view (Lakin 1986; Lakin 1990), spatial and temporal structures
(schemata) can be observed in parts of designers' creating and manipulating
text-graphic expressions. These structures, on the one hand, limit the kind of
expressions and arrangements one may make, while, on the other hand,
provide the basis for well-defined spatio-temporal regularities available for
automated machine interpretations. Various visual languages for collaborative
working such as co-authoring, brain-storming, and task structuring can there¬
fore be formally defined.

• In the view of Fischer and others (Fischer et al. 1992), long-term indirect col¬
laborative design takes the model that coordination of individual work in
groups is achieved by the individuals' interactions with 'group memory',
which can be represented formally as

a collection of shared information repositories containing a cumulative record
of rationale, solution components, information about prior projects, and other
information resources for collaboration."

Given the group memory represented both in (hyper-) textual and graphical
forms, indirect communication among designers can be supported by the com¬
puter-based methods of 'argumentation'4 and 'critiquing'5.

2.3. TOOLS: HOMOGENEOUS VS. HETEROGENEOUS

The third aspect of understanding collaborative drawing activities is concerned
with the use of tools. The problem lies in whether all participants work with the
ame set of tools, or each of them may need to operate different sets of tools.
There appears again a dichotomy between homogeneous an heterogenous sets of
ools used by participants. Heterogeneity of tools may be due to, for instance,
>eing manual or computer-based, the structures of drawings produced, ways of
toring and retrieving data, actions involved in manipulating expressions, or
omains of interpretation and so on. Referring to Tang's, Bly's, and Fischer's
udies (see Table 1), we may first point out two main arguments why the provi-
on and use of homogeneous sets of tools are considered as being sufficient for
pporting collaborative drawing and design:

Synchronous group interaction does not involve domain-specific information
or knowledge; i.e., participants converse with each other on design issues
readily supported by sufficient common sense such that 'pencil and paper'
ypes tools can satisfy the communication needs of the group.

'articipants come from more or less the same professional background and
ork within the same design domain; i.e., there is no need for streams of
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expert knowledge across different design disciplines in the course of collabora¬
tion. It is therefore sufficient for all participants to operate the same set of
tools, even if it is a highly sophisticated one.

Taking a rather different view, Ishii and Miyake introduce the concept of 'open
shared workspace', expressing that "group members should be able to use a
variety of heterogeneous sets of tools (computer-based and manual tools) in the
shared workspace simultaneously" (Ishii and Miyake 1991). And according to
Lakin's observation (Lakin 1990), in ordinary office work, there exist group-indi¬
vidual mode switching, (i.e., participants sometimes work as individuals and
sometimes as members of a group), and technical task switching (i.e., work
change between various tasks requiring special technical support). The design of
various visual languages for cooperation is aimed to provide heterogeneous ana¬
lytical tools, to which not all participants need to pay equal attention. Lakin also
believed that the availability of a general-purpose text-graphic editor, together
with multiple special-purpose analysis tools will enable the team to switch
between discussing general issues and dealing with more technical details during
a meeting session.

2.4. OWNERSHIP: GROUP VS. INDIVIDUAL

There can be no groups without individuals, and this is largely true even if group
members have the same background and work with common languages and
tools. As a need or an obligation, an individual's identity is basic to the concept
of ownership in a context of group work. A drawing created by a group member
may not necessarily be owned by the individual, if other members are allowed to
change or remove it all will. Shown by the observational studies, some
researchers suggest that participants themselves are good at co-ordinating indi¬
vidual activities so that there is no need to provide extra facilities for controlling
ownership; some others implicitly or explicitly address the issue of supporting
the preservation of ownership control to prevent potential malicious or accidental
acts such as removing individual/group work results.
Borrowing from the model of 'permissions' found in many multi-user opera¬

ting systems, the levels or degrees of ownership can be defined in terms of two
dimensions: identities, and operations. For identities, these can be further divided
into, for example, personal, sub-group, group, all; in operations, there can be a
differentiation between read, write, and execute. This file-based permission
model however, can only partially illustrate the ownership issue in shared draw¬
ing space; a more fine-grained framework is needed.
As reported in Lu's (Lu 1992) study of teamwork in architectural design, three

user requirements were identified, revealing the need for 'seamless and dynamic'
transitions between group and individual ownership:
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• Allow participants to declare any portion of a sketch as private and not
subject to deletion by others.

• Allow participants to identify, with no additional interaction, who owns a
specific design sketch.

• Allow participants to bring in their own ideas from a private drawing sur¬
face provided by the shared tools or from a private file to a shared drawing
surface. "

Given the different consideration of how ownership may be defined and mana¬
ged, there are currently three kinds of approaches: (1) the building of multi-user
interface components, (2) the design of arbitration algorithms, and (3) owner¬
ship embedded in separate drawing spaces. To give some examples, the Cave
Draw drawing surface, developed by Lu and others (Lu and Mantei 1991; Lu
1992), has the distinction between 'pencil' input (for producing pencil marks that
can be changed by any participants), and 'marker' input (for producing marker
marks is distinctive colours owned by individuals); an operation of 'cut-and-
paste' is further provided to enable transitions of design ownership during collab¬
oration6.
In arbitrating the potential conflict of multiple users' grabbing the same

drawing object simultaneously, the design of GroupDraw (Greenberg and Bohnet
1991) regulates ownership into various levels (see Section 3.1. for a more
detailed discussion). Being rather as a technological consequence of video-based
or fused computer-video shared drawing spaces, (e.g., VideoDraw, TeamWork
Station), a participant naturally owns what he or she draws on an individual
screen or desktop surface, since no one can change or erase other participants'
work simply by viewing or pointing at them no one's own drawing surface.
Ownership, in this approach, is inherent.
To summarise the above discussions, Table 2 gives an overview of the aspects

of understanding shared drawing space activities. It is shown that some research
aspects are comparatively less explored either empirically or conceptually than
others.

3. Prototypes developments and system features

In the above, we have given a review of the current researches in the aspects of
group drawing or design activities. Motivated or guided by the various under¬
standings of what, CSCW researchers have worked on the problem of how, i.e.,
the development of prototype systems and the demonstration of using these tools
in various contexts of group working. In this section, a survey of the system
issues arising in the current prototype developments is presented. As a result of
this survey, five clusters of system design issues are classified: (1) structures of
graphics, (2) network configurations, (3) information storage and retrieval, (4)
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Table 2. An overview of the aspects of understanding shared drawing space activity investigated by the differ¬
ent research groups in the survey.

Research
r> GroupsResearch

Aspects

Lakin
et at.

Stefik
et al.

Tang
et al.

BIy
et al.

Ishii
et al.

Ficsher
et al.

Lu
et al.

Wolf

et. al.

Brinck

et al.

PatternsofEvents
collocated &

synchronous * cd cd * cd cd * cd
collocated &

asynchronous cd cd cd cd cd cd cd cd cd
remote &

synchronous c3 cd * • • cd • cd •
remote &

asynchronous cd cd cd cd cd cd cd

Informa¬ tion

action-
oriented cd cd * <g||> cd cd

representation
oriented cd cd cd cd o cd

Tools
homogeneous cd cd « cd *

heterogeneous« cd cd cd cd cd cd
■

<D
C Q.

group cd « cd

O U) individual • • cd • cd • cd cd

LEGEND: Addressed C b Not Addressed

<m> Addressed to an Extent

muiti-user interfaces, and (5) other dialogue channels. The classification, which
emerged from our comparative study of the prototype systems reported, is not
intended to be exhaustive. Nevertheless, to our view, it is in dealing with these
issues that components of experimental collaborative drawing systems were
introduced and put together. A discussion of these issues is given in the subsec¬
tions below.

3.1. GRAPHICS PRIMITIVES AND OPERATIONS

Drawings as visual objects, created and passed around among people, are often
constructed from some graphics primitives which may or may not have computa¬
tional representations within a drawing system. In computer-based drawing sur¬
faces, users are provided with drawing functions for making marks or
constructing graphics objects such as lines, rectangles, circles etc. The provision
of drawing primitives and functions determines the properties of a drawing
surface to a great extent, since these primitives delimit what pictorial expressions
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are allowed, and what drawing operations can be applied to parts of these pic¬
tures. Certainly, the design of shared drawing spaces is not an exception to this
basic principle; but the requirements for supporting possibly concurrent multi¬
party interaction in shared drawing space have motivated different views on what
drawing primitives and operations should be provided. Five different structures
ofgroup graphics are found on this basic issue.

1. video-captured images of freehand sketches. By using markers directly on
drawing surfaces, drawings are simply participants' freehand sketches. To
transmit the images of sketches made by team members located in different
workspaces, video monitors, video cameras, projectors, and networks are set
up as working suites. Since there are no computational representations of
drawings involved, participants can use white board markers to draw freely
whatever they want. Supported by video networks, what appears on an indi¬
vidual's drawing surface is a synthesised visual space containing a translucent
overlay of his or her sketches and video-captured images of those by others.
Apart from physically erasing and taking pictures of the marks left on the
drawing surfaces, little can be done on the drawing once made. Figs. 2 to 4
show three design examples of (purely) video-networked drawing surfaces.

2. pixel-based graphics. Pixel-based (or bit-mapped) graphics is often defined
as the picture representation of drawings as arrays of pixels on computer

Fig. 2. The drawing surface of VideoDraw, developed at Xerox PARC, used horizontal 20' video monitor
screens with dry-erase ink markers [Source: Fig. 2 of (Tang and Minneman 1991a)].
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Fig. 3. The shared drawing space of VideoWhiteBoard. also developed at Xerox PARC, used wall-mounted
rear projection screens (approximately 4.5' by 6' with standard dry-erase whiteboard markers. [Source: Fig. 5 of

(Tang and Minneman 1991b)]

Fig. 4. The shared drawing board of ClearBoard-1 developed at NTT was composed of a projection screen, a
polarising film and a half-silvered mirror with water-based fluorescent paint markers7. [Source: Figs 4 & 5 of

(Ishii, Kobayashi and Grudin 1992)]

screens, which corresponds closely to the data storage pattern in computer
memory. As the primitive of most painting systems, a pixel has only the states
on or off, and it has no relation to the states of others. Therefore, drawings in
pixel-based graphics have typically no underlying structures or models
specified by the graphics system. Drawing functions can be implemented as
procedures for generating images of arbitrary marks, lines, rectangles, circles
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Fig. 5. Boardnoter of Colab at Xerox PARC provides participants with mouse-driven cursors ('chalk'),
operating at individual workstations but not visible on the large meeting room screen. [Source: Fig. 13.2 of

(Stefiket. al. 1987)]
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participants' physical gestures such as drawing, typing, pointing, erasing, and directing public attention. The
positions and movements of the cursors at all sites are visible to all participants in real-time. [Source: Fig. 1 of

(Greenberg and Bohnet 1991)]
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etc. Due to its simplicity, pixel-based graphics has been used in several proto¬
types of shared drawing space. Operations like erasing, selecting-and-drag-
ging, and cutting-and-pasting are commonly used for changing bits of drawn
or textual expressions. Among the shared drawing tools built of pixel-based
graphics, a diversity in the design of input devices shows different approaches
to experimenting with how drawing events can be shared among participants
(Figs. 5 to 8).

3. object-structured graphics. Freehand sketches and pixel-based graphics are
unstructured graphical expressions to which very few operations can be
applied. To be able manipulate parts of a drawings as the constructs of line,
rectangle, circle etc., geometric structures need to be included in the imple¬
mentation of graphics primitives. The term 'object-structured' as applied to
graphics refers to a system's drawing primitives being programmed as objects
and stored in a database to be addressed, manipulated, copied as individual
entities. In an object-structured graphics system, types of drawing objects can
modify themselves with various sorts of operations, such as creating, moving,
resizing, grouping, rotating, duplicating, deleting etc. To give an example, one
of the 'tool palettes' of Conversation Board (Brinck and Gomez 1992) pro¬
vides a range of geometric objects including oval, line, arrow, and rectangles
(see Fig. 9). Putting object-structured graphics into group use, there arises the

j? A 53 I'elepointer
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jHow about this wording?^
The Rendezvous system is
a language and toolkit
designed at Rellcore to
build multi-user interfaces.
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Fig. 9. The Conversation Board developed at Bellcore provides a number of structured objects including oval,
line, arrow and rectangle; after objects are placed on the shared canvas they can still be edited and moved.

[Source: Fig. 2 of (Brinck and Gomez 1992)] (Note that the 'Rendezvous' sketch shown here is an imported
image, which was originally drawn by hand and digitised.)
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Fig. 10. GroupDraw was one of the first shared drawing systems using object-structured graphics to address the
issue of concurrency control in collaborative drawing space. [Source: Fig. 2 of (Greenberg et al. 1992)]

problem of concurrency control which is not significant in pixel-based group
graphics. In a session of collaborative drawing, it is likely that two or more
designers intend simultaneously to manipulate the same object appearing on
the shared drawing surface. To coordinate users' potential concurrent manipu¬
lations, the message-sending mechanism of object-oriented programming has
been used in attempting to sequence concurrent processes at different sites. A
good example is the design of object-structured group graphics in GroupDraw
(Greenberg et al. 1991) (see Fig. 10). This example shows an interesting
attempt to integrate the design of communication primitives with the design of
the graphics primitives. As Greenberg's team did, two instance variables were
built into the root object of all graphics primitives: ownerProcess and cou¬

pling Status.8 By indicating who the owner of the process is, the former serves
to arbitrate contention in manipulating an instantiated object; by indicating the
status of object being 'private', 'public', or 'sharable', the latter determines
the extent to which graphical objects are shared (Greenberg et al. 1991).

4. knowledge-based graphics. In contrast to manipulating objects at a syntactical
level (as in object-structured systems), graphical objects are defined and
manipulated semantically in knowledge-based graphics. In a knowledge-based
approach, graphics primitives are programmed in terms of abstract construc¬
tion and operation components that are specific to particular design domains.
Evaluations, explanations, advices, alerts, or criticism of graphical expres¬
sions constructed in those components can then be computed and presented to
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Fig. 11. The Construction Kit of XNETWORK which allows for a connection between graphical construction
and a knowledge base representing 'group memory' of network design. [Source: Fig. 3 of (Reeves and Shipman

1992)]

the designer at work. A shared drawing space connected to a knowledge base
provides a set of domain-specific graphic constructs as a common design lan¬
guage shared by its user groups. The drawing operations, which enable a
user's direct manipulations of objects, are more conceptually bound to the
system's knowledge domain; for example, parts of a construction can be
manipulated by changing the values of attributes associated with the graphical
constructs embedded. At a higher level, a user may gain multiple views of a
design by switching from one underlying construction kit to another.9 The
design of XNetwork (a recent update of network-hydra) environment is
such an example (see Fig. 11), and it proposes a way of sharing drawing
space through (indirect) collaborative construction of the common knowledge
repository (Fischer et al. 1992; Revees et al. 1992).

5. semi-structured graphics. The term 'semi-structured' refers to a picture repre¬
sentation resulting from a mixture of unstructured graphics (freehand or pixel-
based) with structured graphics (object-structured or knowledge-based).
Currently, there appear two ways of enabling the use of semi-structured
graphics in shared drawing space:
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Fig. 12. Semi-structured graphics in the shared drawing space of vmacs enables both unstructured
conversational expressions and visual language expressions which, as characterised by Lakin, are like 'coagu¬

lated lumps in oatmeal'. [Source: Fig. 17.7 of (Lakin 1990)]

• Formal drawings embedded in unstructured conversational sketches - the
graphic editor vmacs10 plus visual languages for cooperation is an example
of this approach (Lakin 1990) (Fig. 12).

• Video captured images of freehand sketches superimposed on formal draw¬
ings generated by some graphics package - the design of TeamWorkstation
presents a shared drawing space where transparent video images containing
hand-drawn expressions are overlaid with formal drawings constructed on a
computer screen (Ishii and Miyake 1991) (see Fig. 13).

3.2. COMMUNICATION NETWORKS AND INTERPROCESS COMMUNICATIONS

As shown by the observational studies, the different perspectives have led to va¬
rious choices of what communication networks are appropriate for supporting the
various patterns of shared drawing events. The term 'communication networks'
has to cover a wider scope of system architectures in implementing shared
drawing space; computer networks, as usually thought of, may not necessarily be
involved here. Video networks, for example, have been exploited to support real¬
time collaborative drawing sessions held between remote working sites.
When computer networks are used to serve the communication infrastructure
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Fig. 13. The shared drawing space of TeamWorkStation facilitates a translucent overlay of a desktop image of
a freehand sketch and an image of operational drawing, which is displayed on the shared screen of all partici¬

pants for remote meetings. [Source: Fig. 5 of (Ishii and Miyake 1991)]

of collaborative drawing surfaces, there arise the issues of concurrency control
and maintaining consistency in data and view sharing. Message passing seems to
be the most widely employed mechanism to handle interprocess communication
which receives inputs from multiple users' drawing acts and delivers the com¬
puted end results to each participating site. It is possible to classify current
network configurations in shared drawing space into the following four different
types.

1. hard-wired configuration. This is the network design adopted by most video-
based, or computer and video fusion approaches. The components of the
network are purpose-built to perform the specific system functions as a
shared drawing surface. In a fully video-based configuration, video cameras,
monitors, and projectors are hard-wired for imaging, transmitting, and pro¬
jecting the images of participants and the state of their work. There may
be two main reasons why a hard-wired architecture is constructed: (a) to
investigate how telepresence can be realistically supported, which is condi¬
tioned by whether the configuration can convey co-operative work together
with participants' 'body language' (e.g., hand gestures, facial expressions, eye
contacts etc.) in the course of a remote meeting; (b) to simulate the elements
of a natural setting of freehand sketching.11

2. centralised configuration. A shared drawing tool with a centralised communi¬
cation structure can be explained by the 'star' network topology, in which all
workstations are connected via a single link to a central switching node
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(Sloman 1987). Within the configuration, a central server runs a single appli¬
cation and conference process. The conference process handles most of the
synchronisation and serialisation issues, and the application process computes
output of drawing functions from input multiplexed by the conference
process. Each user's workstation runs a participant process (a user interface
client), providing low level interactive graphics primitives.12 Two constructs
of interprocess communication in the client/server model have been borrowed
from distributed programming: Rendezvous and Remote Procedure Call
(RPC).13 The advantage of a centralised architecture is the relative ease of
maintaining synchronous display among distributed participant sites. Apart
from heavy network demands and being less robust in the face of network and
host machine failure, a major problem of the centralised approach is that it
does not support participants' sharing the processes of creating and using
drawing expressions, which is an important requirement as specified in (Bly
1988; Tang 1991), since transmissions take place only after drawing acts are
completed.
replicated configuration. In contrast to the centralised approach, a replicated
architecture runs a copy of the conferencing and application processes
on every workstation that a user may interact with. The conference process
at each site sends/receives input to/from other networked sites, and
passes received input to the application process for generating output and
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CSD & TCPMCAST:

Connetion Service Daemon &
Transmission Control Protocol
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TCP/IP: Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol
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Client 3
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Application

Macintosh Workstation

Fig. 14. The communication structure of CaveDraw an example of a hybrid network configuration.
[After Fig. 17 of (Lu 1992)]
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updating its resident display. Besides the merit of reduced network de¬
mands and hence gaining lower latency of application response on each local
site, the replicated approach supports the conveying of drawing actions in the
course of group meeting. A replicated configurations is built upon the serial
bus or highway network topology, in which simultaneous transmission by
multiple stations may result in interference; therefore, a media access control
mechanism is needed to prevent or resolve contention for the transmission
medium (Sloman 1987). As a consequence, it is harder for a replicated archi¬
tecture to achieve integrity of shared drawing surfaces crossing all participat¬
ing sites.

4. hybrid configuration. Here, a participant process run on every workstation
may use a central conferencing process only for serialisation and synchronisa¬
tion, and all other shared drawing space acts are communicated directly
between participant processes. Taking CaveDraw as an example, a hybrid
configuration may consist of a central communication server that mediates the
participating workstations which all run a copy of the application program (Lu
1992) (Fig. 14). According to the CaveDraw experience, there remains the
problem of concurrency because of the seemingly unavoidable time discrep¬
ancy between passing local events (by any one participant process) to the
central communication manager and updating local displays (by the central
manager).

3.3. INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL

To complete a shared design project, it may take participants hours, days, or even
years to carry out individual as well as group tasks. The third class of design
issues in shared drawing space involves the facilities to record and to manage the
history of collaboration. Drawings and other forms of information created and
used in the past may need to be brought back to the present for individual as well
as group purposes. Several notions and functions of storing and retrieving infor¬
mation for supporting group design activity have been attempted.

1. camera or video record. To make records of work results from collaborative

drawing sessions, fully video-base workspaces often resort to videotaping
and/or picture-taking. Since the video-based approach puts great emphasis on
the sharing of drawing actions rather than in data sharing, storage and retrieval
have not been considered an essential function of a shared drawing surface.
This decision is based on two explicit design rationales: that "drawings as
artefacts in themselves are often meaningless" (Tang 1989); and that "hand ges¬
tures help participants to store (to remember) design discourse" (Tang 1991).

2. workstation drawing files. Workstation-based group drawing tools can make
direct use of the file management facilities of most operating systems. In sup-
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porting storing/retrieving data during collaborative drawing and design ses¬
sions, there appear to be different metaphors of storage and retrieval which
lead to interfaces with various design features:
• (time-stamped) pages or scenes: In systems like GroupSketch, Commune,

vmacs, or We-Met, the interface for storage/retrieval simulates the pages of
a note pad or flip chart. New 'pages' or 'scenes' can be continuously
issued for making marks; and, when facilitated by a history mechanism,
one or more pages can be reloaded onto the current working surface.

• (time-stamped) miniature sheets. In Boardnoter, sketches are saved into
reduced views as a collection of miniature sheets visible on the common

screen. When retrieved, each sheet can be re-displayed at full screen size
(Sefiketal. 1987).

• drawing layers. In CaveDraw (Lu 1992), the use of drawing files by a team
of designers comes close to that of tracing paper by a design team, which
facilitates transparent overlay drafting (Woods 1987). Drawings sketched
on one or more layers can be stored in a single file; when recalled, it can be
displayed together with other resident layers on one's drawing surface.

• catalogue items. In network-hydra, design representation is saved in a
catalogue serving as a repository of designs constructed by participants
over, perhaps, a long period of time. The catalogue contains several items,
dealing with different aspects of the design task such as graphical construc¬
tion, design rationales, design specification etc. Existing items in the cata¬
logue can be accessed and copied into a new construction by modifying
what is retrieved; and completed instances of design can be archived into
the catalogue for future use or reference (Fischer et al. 1992).

• content-directed retrieval. As one of the visual languages designed for
cooperation, Lakin proposed a novel function of retrieving drawing files by
their contents period. It is suggested that content-directed retrieval might
proceed by having users write and draw their expressions in a formal visual
language, such as text-graphic-query (Lakin 1990).14

3.4. multi-user interfaces

In supporting multi-party synchronous graphics interaction between collocated or
remotely separated designers, there arise several novel design issues which are
not common in traditional single-user drawing systems.

1. telepointer. A telepointer is a large cursor that appears on a common screen of
a meeting room or on every workstation connected over a local network. As
an interface device for group interaction, it is designed to be manipulated by
participants (one at a time) to point to specific locations on a shared drawing
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surface. Telepointing is often said to simulate the conveying of information by
hand gesturing in group drawing activity. Limited effects of telepointing have
been reported in, for example, Boardnoter and Conversation Board (see Figs.
5 and 9 respectively).

2. multiple cursors. The rationale underlying the design of multiple cursors is
that multiple identities can be attributed to local cursors used by individual
participants. Identity of a cursor can be defined by, for instance, the colour it
produces, the name of its (current) user, or the gesture indicator it serves (i.e.,
pen, marker, eraser, pointer, etc.). But there is a tradeoff between the support
for the various modes of gesturing and the support for rapid switching among
drawing, writing and other actions (Bly 1988; Greenberg and Bohnet 1991;
Brinck and Goemz 1992).

3. group vs. individual views. A shared drawing space may allow users to have
different views that are local to individuals. On this issue, there appear differ¬
ent approaches to user-controllable view sharing:
• A view sharing facility based on the "What You See Is What I See"

(WYSIWIS) principle serves all participants' sharing strictly the same view
during collaborative sessions; events taking place on any one site immedi¬
ately affect the current states of the shared drawing surfaces appeared on
other sites. In this case, no individual views are allowed for private work.

• The WYSIWIS principle is relaxed to some extent so that the effects of
manipulating parts of a shared drawing space can be kept locally. A partici¬
pant can turn away from a public domain by scrolling the shared drawing
interface to different places (e.g., in We-Met, see Fig. 6; and in GroupDraw,
see Fig. 10), or by moving onto another drawing layer (e.g., in CaveDraw,
see Fig. 15).
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Fig. 15. The overlapping layered approach in CaveDraw: Two participants can have individual drawing
surfaces when co-working on different layers. [Source: Figs. 12a and 12b of (Lu 1992)]
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• A participant's workspace consists of an individual screen and a shared
screen. With this workspace setup, a user is given great flexibility of con¬
trolling what and when things are to be made individual or public. Given
the view sharing design of TeamWorkstation, a participant can simply drag
a drawing or a document image on his or her own individual screen onto
the neighbouring screen which can be synchronously shared by all net¬
worked working sites (Ishii and Miyake 1991).

3.5. other dialogue facilities

In supporting rich and complex collaborative design activity, communication
channels other than a shared drawing surface are often provided in parallel. At
least three other dialogue channels have been regularly used to complement the
design of shared drawing space:

• Audio-links are most widely employed to support participants' talking about
parts of sketches while drawing or pointing at them.

• Video links are used not only to capture desktop images but also to transmit
facial images of participants. There is a difference in the extent to which cap¬
tured facial images are integrated with a shared drawing surface, and these are
separate (e.g., in VideoDraw, Commune), juxtaposed (e.g., in TeamWork-
Station), and entirely fused (e.g., in ClearBoard)

• A messaging service is provided in connection with a shared drawing surface,
enabling users to send textual or graphics messages in the course of collabora¬
tion. The MUSK system was designed with a text-based messaging service
(Crampton 1987); the visual language visual-mail15 working together with
vmacs enables users to mail text-graphic pages (Lakin 1990). A mailing
service is a practical alternative channel when audio/video links are not made
available, or collaborative work is not based on synchronous interaction.

4. Shared drawing spaces in three group uses

In the above, we have reviewed the empirical or conceptual studies of group
drawing activity and the design issues in developing prototypes of shared
drawing support tools. To interrelate the two parts of the survey, this section pre¬
sents a discussion of the use of the prototype tools developed. Seen in a broad
view, it seems to us that the current research and development of shared drawing
support tools aims to serve three different group uses of shared drawing tools:
conversation, management, and meeting. Each use purports a way of collabora¬
tive working and thus a set of goals of system support. This view leads us to a
grouping of the current prototypes into three categories:
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1. as conversation media. As seen, most of the prototype designs are concerned
with supporting real-time drawing interaction among remotely located partici¬
pants who, presumably, come from more or less the same professional or tech¬
nical background. To be used by group members, the functions of shared
drawing space are devised mainly for supporting conversations. Systems built
for the purpose may employ graphics primitives and drawing operations
ranging from freehand sketches to object-structured graphics. Since facilitat¬
ing telepresence is a major goal, the provision of multi-modal dialogue chan¬
nels is as important as the setup of a shared drawing surface. Concerning
shared use of the data resulting from conversations, however, current conver¬
sation-oriented systems provide comparatively less functionality for storing
and retrieving during collaborative work sessions.

2. as management media. In the attempts to support collaboration via graphical
and/or knowledge representations of design ideas or rationales, a shared
drawing system may be characterised as a medium for users to manage col¬
laborative design work. Two different views of supporting users' management
behaviours have been expressed. As in the case of CaveDraw, one addresses
the need for direct communication among participants; this view considers the
users' need to organise design ideas that are often represented in graphical
form. The other addresses indirect and long-term collaboration, considering
the need of representing design knowledge in textual form; the formally cap¬
tured knowledge is further connected to the system's drawing space. The
shared drawing surface, as in the case of XNetwork, is shared in the sense
that the graphics construction space has formal (internal) communication with
the state of a shared knowledge base containing design rationales written
down by, perhaps, designers involved in the past.

3. as performing media. The third design perspective considers shared draw¬
ing space activity taking place in meetings, participated by two working
sub-groups; namely, a single or multiple performers (or demonstrators, facili¬
tators), and several viewers (or commentators). Group drawing or diagram¬
ming activities normally take place within a meeting room equipped with a
conferencing system, as in the case of Boardnoter, where the performer has
exclusive access to the big common screen and all other participants sitting as
attendees during a brain-storming session. In We-Met, the strict WYSWIS
feature is relaxed to the extent where participants can scroll a shared scene
into private areas without affecting each other, but the change of a whole
scene remains exclusively controlled by one individual. Concerning the
choice of drawing primitives, the use of semi-structured graphics in vmacs is
a novel idea, which seeks a compromise between the support of agility/open¬
ness by conversational graphics and that of expression processibility by com¬
puterised interpretations.
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Based on the review of the system features and the grouping of the prototypes,
an overview of the current survey is presented in Table 3. Given the fact that
the research on collaborative drawing support tools is a continuously- (and
rapidly-) expanding field, the above categorisation may be superficial. Never¬
theless, to make a small contribution to the research in this field, it is hoped that
this survey can serve, at least, as an index of what design issues have been con¬
sidered.

5. Conclusions and pointers to future investigations

In this paper, drawing on a selection of observational studies and research proto¬
types, we have presented a survey of the present trends of CSCW research and
designs in shared drawing space. This is a rapidly developing research area;
during the writing of this paper fresh work will undoubtedly be done. But based
on what we have studied, some remarks may be drawn on the nature of research¬
ing and developing system functions and architecture of shared drawing space.
Basically, how do we justify the attempts that have been made, and can we
suggest some pointers to further investigations?
In our overall discussions, distinctions between drawing and designing have

not been made. Based on the differences observed between simple electronic
sketch pads for people to draw together, and rather sophisticated systems
for cooperative designers to develop and manage ideas graphically, we may
point out that drawing and designing cover somewhat different aspects of human
activity, which give rise to the diversity in thinking about what is to be supported:
• Drawing can be considered as a general form of human communication in

which pictures and texts are the traces left by communicative acts which took
place sometime in history. Shared perception and understanding of the traces,
thus communication, is highly conditioned by the sharing of drawing actions
that produce and use the physical traces.

• Designing seems to centre around some previously or currently existing, or
yet to exist, design artefacts, which does not necessarily involve drawing
activity; but in some design fields there can be no designing without drawing.
Structures of design artefacts are introduced by, or emerge from, people's
design thinking, which often conditions communication and collaboration
among participating designers.

Systems that support group drawing activity must deal with the issues of sup¬
porting direct communications among users who may not be present face-to-face.
Unstructured graphics prove to be a good choice for a shared drawing surface
responsive to demands for (a) the intimacy between what is drawn and the
actions of drawing, (b) the speed needed to maintain conversations, and (c) the
freedom of making expressions. Structured graphics has been attempted in group
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Table 3. A categorisation of the current research on collaborative drawing support tools in terms of different
group uses and system features.
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drawing mainly for increasing the functionality of drawing surfaces and for con¬
currency control; but its real effectiveness in supporting synchronous graphics
communications remains to be demonstrated.

Systems that support group work in design need to provide shared drawing
space for construction and communication. The problem of how to integrate
formal or informal representations of graphical objects and design ideas
with an understanding of communication and coordination in design remains
to be explored more deeply. We have seen two alternative approaches to
group design support systems: structured construction with argumentation
and semi-structured conversation with interpretation. Yet, regarding the former,
we have not seen approaches that support group design processes based
upon synchronous and heterogeneous representations and uses of design knowl¬
edge. In respect of the latter, the concept of supporting autonomy in addition
to that of heterogeneity may need to be further addressed such that (a) organisa¬
tionally, there is less discrepancy between individuals' making contributions
and gaining benefits or satisfaction through the use of technologies, and (b)
administratively, teamwork can be freed from one single managerial ambit. As a

general direction, we have to consider what is essential to design practices that
normally demand interdisciplinary participation, as well as integrated design
products.
Drawing, being basic to design, is a universal mode of communication in

numerous fields of human cooperative endeavour, and the research pursued in
shared drawing space has indeed been world-wide. It can be justified that the
understanding and developments made or yet to be made in this research area can
make its own contributions to the advancement of CSCW systems. This can be
reinforced by recalling the basic problems raised by the CSCW research commu¬
nity - the aspects of group processes. Among many others, Paul Wilson has out¬
lined four aspects of group processes basic to the theory, practice, and design of
CSCW (Wilson 1991). By referring to, particularly, the first two aspects, we
would like to point out that research on collaborative drawing and design present
interesting issues that are worth further investigating:

1. individual work patterns. The design of group support tools and working prac¬
tices has to take into account individual work habits and predilections. In this
aspect, design activities present a high degree of idiosyncrasies among partici¬
pants. How can users specify personal constructs or tools as prerequisites for
supporting individual work patterns? This consideration opens up potential
system design issues concerning (a) participants' deriving individual design
spaces from the design space they share, and (b) how a common design space
may emerge and evolve from the interaction between individual design spaces.

2. representation of organisational knowledge. Research on structures of graph¬
ics can be further pursued to develop the representation of organisational
knowledge graphically [see, for example, (Star 1989)]. Can a simple graphical
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approach contribute to a better management of organisational knowledge
which by its nature tends to be difficult to locate, recall, and update?
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Notes

1. It may be controversial to include the observations and systems made by Fischer's group in our survey.
However, the inclusion is intended to establish a wider concept of 'shared drawing' activities. In particular,
as mentioned in the beginning of the paper, we fell the need for an examination of any possible links
between supporting shared drawing activities and supporting collaborative design. To us, Fischer's systems
present a distinct attempt to support a form of shared drawing activities, involving participants' indirect
(i.e., asynchronous) communication for exchanging technical knowledge. It is evident that, in Fischer's
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systems, 'graphical construction' is an integral part of the overall collaborative design processes, though it
may appear highly task-oriented.

2. Similar time space matrices have been proposed by Johansen (Johansen 1988) and Ellis and others (Ellis et
al. 1991) in their discussions of groupware design.

3. To this point, 'collaborative' seems not an obvious factor for 'collocated asynchronous' being fundamen¬
tally different from 'remote asynchronous' if the actual physical distance is taken into account. But, basi¬
cally, 'collocated' implies that members can see and talk to each other without moving from one place to
another. To better illustrate this event type, the author wishes to quote the comments given by one of the
anonymous referees of the paper by referring this to 'team room' activities, and another good example of
collocated asynchronous is 'shift work' (i.e., when one shift passes information to the next shift).

4. The argument here refers to the argumentation in the Issue Based Information System (IBIS) method origi¬
nally developed by Kunz and Rittel (Kunz and Rittel 1970), and extended by Conklin and Begeman in the
gIBIS tool (Conklin and Begeman 1988). According to Fischer et al., the issue-based argumentation
method is intended as an interpretation of the 'reflection' in the design theory of reflection-in-action pro¬

posed by Schon (Schon 1985).
5. As a method parallel to argumentation, critiquing (the generation and sending critic messages) is developed

by the Fischer group to identify and explain why a given design construction is inconsistent with the state
of group memory (the so called breakdown situations). The critiquing method has been experimented by
the same research group in implementing several cooperative problem solving systems (see Fischer et al.
1991, for more details). For the theory and practice of expert critiquing systems, a comprehensive survey
can be found in (Silverman 1992).

6. For instance, an individual can cut parts of a drawing originally in his or her own colour marker and then
paste them into the public domain in pencil marks (Lu and Mantei 1991).

7. The design of ClearBoard-1 was subsequently updated to ClearBoard-2 in which a multiuser paint editor,
TeamPaint, run on network Macintosh computers was integrated with the original video network and
drawing boards. For a detailed report on the design and use of the ClearBoard-2 system, see (Ishii,
Kobayashi and Grudin 1992).

8. The concepts and algorithms offlexible coupling and coupling awareness were firstly explored and used in
programming multi-user interfaces by Dewan and Choudhary [see (Dewan and Choudhary 1991a; Dewan
and Choudhary 1991b) for more details],

9. Note that multiple views of a design is different from multiple views of a drawing. In a kitchen design, for
example, multiple views such as structure, lighting, mechanical services etc., can be involved, and each
view may produce drawings in a distinct domain of construction. Multiple views of, say, a sketch of a
kitchen plan, on the other hand, require multiple interpretations of a single graphical construction from dif¬
ferent views. For an exposition of a multi-layered model for interpreting architectural drawings, see
(Stavros 1991).

10. vmacs is a trademark of the Performing Graphics Company.
11. For example, in the prototype design of Commune, Bly and Minneman have described the decision of mod¬

elling the system after a shared pad of paper, which leads to the use of a horizontally positioned drawing
surface and a writing tool like a pen (Bly and Minneman 1989).

12. In Patterson's (Patterson 1991) terms, the centralised application and conference process is the single
abstraction process containing the abstraction objects for the application; and a participant process is a view
process containing the view objects for a particular user.

13. More detailed explanations of the difference between the two communication primitives can be found in
(Baletal. 1989).

14. TEXT-GRAPHIC-QUERY is a trademark of the Performing Graphics Company.
15. VISUAL-MAIL is a trademark of the Performing Graphics Company.
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Abstract

This paper reports an observation of how de¬
signers work together to achieve integrated
building design on the basis of individual con¬
tributions. A case study shows that the key¬
stone of fruitful collaboration lies in the pro¬
jection of common images', and common de¬
sign metaphors emerging from group inter¬
pretation of the common images can function
as a communicative device, allowing for par¬
ticipants to collaborate effectively. A set of
constraints on collaboration is identified via
a situation-theoretical analysis of a scenario
of collaborative design. As shown, the con¬
straints derived have some implications for
building collaboration-supporting tools.

1 An Architecture Dreaming about
Fish?

In my earlier case studies of teamwork in archi¬
tectural design, reported in [6, 7], one of the dis¬
tinct approaches to teamwork in building design
was characterised as 'metaphorist.' And one of
the historical cases observed shows the following
facts (See Figure 1):
The Domo Serakaito, built in 1974, is a house
christened "coelacanth" because of its (pla¬
nar) shape, created within a long, heteroge¬
neous group process: five members of the de¬
sign team designed individual sections, which
was allowed to show in the clear joint within
the complete building. They gain unity from
the image of fish.1

'Formerly, EdCAAD, Department of Architecture,
University of Edinburgh, 20 Chambers Street, Edin¬
burgh EHl 1JZ, U.K.

Tor this design project, Team Zoo's original state¬
ment read as "• • • What came out from almost three

years of struggle was a coelacanth that crawled out

Figure 1: The plan of the Domo Serakanto Ka-
makura, designed by Team Zoo, Kanagawa Pre¬
fecture, Japan, 1974.

The above and other design literature suggests
the existence of a distinct teamwork pattern for
which we name it metaphorist. It involves collec¬
tive projection and interpretation of 'common im¬
ages' on the basis of individual parts contributed
by different designers. Collaborative design of this
pattern presents some interesting features that de¬
mand a systematic explanation which, in turn,
may serve as references for future system design.
Consider the statement below, given by Spiedel

in the same book [8, p.15], as a 'puzzle' to be
solved:

"Team Zoo has discovered that teamwork,
even when markedly individual, can still pro¬
duce a coherent whole, if a common image ex¬
ists that each individual can interpret differ¬
ently, and that allows a great deal of scope."

from the sea. Domo Serakauto, with its gill, spine,
horn, ciliuin, teeth, antennae and scales, it appeared
in the wind and sank in the light. Domo Serakanto
is a fish dreaming about architecture, an architecture
dreaming about fish." [8, p.32],



This paper attempts to propose a descriptive
theory of collaborative design with the metapho-
rist features briefly introduced above. The the¬
ory aims to explain what constitutes collaboration,
and its implications for tool building will follow.

2 The Metaphorist Scenario: An
Abstract

An overview of the metaphorist approach to col¬
laborative design in the following simple (somehow
abstract) scenario. The scenario also highlights
some of the teamwork features to be focused upon.
A more elaborate account of these features is given
in the next section.

At the inception of a design project, designers
of different expertise and perspectives firstly
set up individual workspaces for generating
and modifying design expressions targeted at
particular design aspects (domains). Partici¬
pants' setting up individual workspaces may
be distributed over several remote working
sites without communication in the first in¬
stance.

At some (later) design stage, participants take
part in meetings to jointly present their lo¬
cal design decisions in a common workspace.
On viewing the gathered design expressions,
potential connections among individual works
may be perceived and discussed among group
members. Motivated by the joint conception
of putting things together, participants pro¬
ceed to carry out integration tasks collectively
in the common workspace.
By inspecting the resultant integration, par¬
ticipants are, individually, motivated to carry
out further design developments in their own
working domains. They may decide to mod¬
ify or refine the design expressions previously
made.
As local design solutions are explored or elab¬
orated to a certain extent, participants meet
again. Regarding the individual design works
newly arrived at, designers carry out, again,
integration tasks to reach new states of inte¬
grated design.
The scenario given above is short indeed but

sufficient to raise some questions:
• How can common design images be aggregated
or projected collectively by participants if they
know little about each other's design domain?

• It seems to be the case that aggregated design
parts or projected overall design consequences
may give rise to new developments in individual
design works, and vice versa; how can we give
an account of the apparently dual communica¬
tion between what is integrated in a common

workspace and what is currently developed in
distributed individual workspaces?

• Given the sharing of common design images
among participants, how do design changes
made in one individual workspace affect those
in others?

My current explanation toward the above ques¬
tions comes from an analysis based on the
situation-theoretical framework originally intro¬
duced by Barwise and Perry [3, 1]. In particular,
by examining the constraints on the flow of infor¬
mation among different situation types, the current
study produces a situation-theoretical account of
the metaphorist approach to collaborative design.

3 A Situation-Theoretical

Exposition
Given the scenario of teamwork in design ab¬
stracted above, it seems natural to stipulate that
design is basically a modelling activity. By 'mod¬
elling', we refer to the performing of modelling acts
(mental or otherwise) in modelling spaces (physi¬
cal or abstract) by some individuals. Collabora¬
tive design, therefore, involves multiple threads of
modelling activities that give rise to complex in¬
teractions. As will be shown in what follows, one
of the benefits of seeing design as modelling is that
we can thus arrive at a descriptive theory that uni¬
fies the representation and communication aspects
of collaborative design.
Our presentation of the descriptive theory con¬

sists of four parts. We firstly outline the basic
kinds of modelling acts and modelling spaces ob¬
served in the metaphorist scenario. By putting the
action and the space aspects together, an action-
space matrix can then be constructed, which spec¬
ifies eight different situation types in collaborative
design. Thirdly, we spell out the possible connec¬
tions among the situation types identified, result¬
ing in a map (or, a pattern) of the flow of in¬
formation in the metaphorist approach. Finally,
constraints on collaboration are searched out by
examining the conditions for information to flow
from one situation type to another.

3.1 Modelling Spaces
In seeing design as modelling, we shall introduce
the term modelling spaces to denote, more for¬
mally, the kinds of workspaces set up by designers
to carry out design tasks. Two kinds of modelling
spaces can be identified from the scenario:

(I) Individual Modelling Spaces (IMSs) — the kind
of workspaces where participants create and
evolve to model design expressions targeted at
a particular design aspect or domain of a design
project. An individual's IMS may be physically



and/or logically separate from other individu¬
als'.

(II) Group Modelling Space (GMS) — the kind of
workspaces where members of a design team
create and evolve to model the integration of
design parts, as contributed by the individuals,
into larger design wholes. A GMS is initially
a public visual space for displaying individually
made design expressions; a GMS may be devel¬
oped to accommodate new elements and func¬
tionality emerging from direct or indirect com¬
munication among participants. The emerging
elements and functions are essential to the real¬
isation of design integration as intended by the
group members

3.2 Modelling Acts
As shown in the scenario above, it can be said that
designers perform actions of various kinds to pro¬
duce, change, or evaluate states of design works.
We now look into these actions of designing more
closely in the following terms:

(a) Abstraction—the acts of forming a design repre¬
sentation scheme with which a designer estab¬
lishes correspondences between his or her mod¬
elling space and the aspects of the artefact yet
to be constructed in the real world.

(b) Generation—the acts of producing specific (con¬
crete) design expressions (i.e., drawings, design
specifications, etc.). In short, generation is
about the use of a representation scheme by an
individual's design intents.2

(c) Interpretation—the acts of assigning, associat¬
ing, or calibrating the values (or certain mean¬
ings) of design expressions generated. The act
of interpretation often involves a designer's re¬
ferring to design knowledge developed and accu¬
mulated in certain design domains (e.g., build¬
ing standards, ergonomics, material strengths,
etc.).

(d) Modification—the acts of making changes in
(parts of) the representation schemes abstracted
or the design expressions generated. The acts of
modification normally have the objectives of ex¬
tending the scope of a representation scheme by
introducing new elements or operations, and of
changing the properties and relations of design
instances constructed.

To add another dimension into our view of de¬
sign as modelling, we may term the above design

2The notion of design intents in the acts of generat¬
ing design expressions should be emphasized, because
a representation scheme on its own cannot explain why
different (specific) expressions result even if the indi¬
viduals employ the same representation scheme.
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Figure 2: An action-space matrix generating eight
generic states of individual and group design work.

actions as 'modelling acts'. The entries of mod¬
elling acts listed above are four among others; and
there are no obvious causal relations assumed be¬
tween the acts. For our purpose of developing a de¬
scriptive theory, the four modelling acts included
here are considered sufficient for the time being.

3.3 An Action-Space Matrix
In formulating the notions of modelling spaces and
modelling acts, for the reason of convenience, we
have separated them into two camps. As read in
the scenario, modelling acts always take place in
group or individual modelling spaces. We now put
the two formulations together with the aim of con¬
structing an action-space matrix (Figure 2). The
matrix is presented to generate and classify eight
generic states of individual and group design work.

3.4 The Flow of Information
For every single situation type generated in the
action-space matrix, we have given explanations
accordingly. The explanation thus carried out
seems to suggest some constituents of a struc¬
tural view of the metaphorist, approach. As has
been shown in our sequence of explanation, we
have tacitly implied a kind of dependence relation
among the situation types classified; i.e., some sit¬
uations may follow if and only if others occur in
the first instance. To see the kind of dependency
more clearly, we need to put all the situation types
presently classified back into the metaphorist sce¬
nario given earlier. In so doing, a schematic map
of the flow of information in the metaphorist ap¬
proach to collaborative design is constructed in
Figure 3.

3.5 Constraints on Collaboration

According to situation theory, when once we have
some idea about the flow of information among
abstract or concrete situations classified for an ac¬

tivity, we are in a better position to systematically
spell out the constraints (or logic) which governs
that activity. In the final part of our exposition,
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Figure 3: The flow of information among the situ¬
ation types classified in the metaphorist approach
to teamwork in building design.

a logic of the metaphorist approach to collabo¬
rative design is sought for. Firstly, in a slightly
arbitrary way, the overall picture of the informa¬
tion flow gained above is individuated into four
smaller sections. Upon each section, in the format
of 'from to', an intermediate goal (task) of team¬
work is focused; we then look into the general con¬
ditions for these tasks to be fulfilled by members
of a design team.

(a) from distributed local design decisions (CVVi)
to a collective presentation ofCVV (E CVVi)—
What is involved when members of a design
team decide to jointly present their local design
decisions to one another?

— A call for participation is sent, out by a mem¬
ber (or members) to other members of a de¬
sign team, which specifies when and where a
design meeting will be held;

— In response to the call, team members do turn
up for the meeting and bring along their lat¬
est design developments in various design do¬
mains;

— A common visual space is set up for display¬
ing all participants' CVVs such that potential
relations or connections among parts of the
CVVs can be perceived and discussed among
the participants.

The above three conditions point to the need
of holding design meetings, in which design de¬

cisions made by different individuals in dis¬
tributed sites are gathered together in a single
workspace. From this, we may formulate our
first constraint, on collaborative design as fol¬
lows:

Cons't 1 : ([CVVa, CVVb, ■ ■ •]
HCVVi) => Meeting

(b) from llCVVi to the generation of common im¬
ages (CI)—Given a common visual space is
available, what is involved in participants' ar¬

riving at common design images from their joint
display of local design decisions?
When participants of a design meeting envis¬
age that parts of their local design decisions can
be interrelated in one way or another, common
design images can be constructed in a shared
workspace on the basis of gathered CVVs. To
realise the relations intended, the generation of
CX may necessarily involve sets of concepts for
integration, for example:
— concepts in terms of new design elements that

can be deployed by participants when joining
their local designs into a larger composition;

— concepts in terms of spatial operations that
can be applied to geometrically transform
parts of local designs prior to the final gen¬
eration of integrated design images;

— concepts in terms of projective operations ap¬
plicable to project certain kinds of over all
design effect on the basis ofmultiple inputs of
local design decisions.

As interpreted in our action-space matrix,
Shared Integration Schemas may result from
group members' joint abstraction of the means
for realising the intended interrelations among
individual works. Seen in the information flow
framework, SIS has a functional role to play—
elements of SIS constrain the flow of design in¬
formation from gathered CVVs to CI.3 For this
reason, the second constraint on collaborative
design may be expressed as follows:

Cons't 2 : (£££>£>,• CI) => SIS

(c.) from CI to distributed domain design agendas
(VVAi)—How do participants acquire their do¬
main design agendas for further design develop¬
ments in relation to the common images gener¬
ated previously?
There are evidences from designers' retrospec¬
tion showing that a state of CI can be mapped

3A further analysis into what is involved in par¬

ticipants' developing shared integration schemas is re¬
ported in [5].
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onto (interpreted as) particular templates or pat¬
terns which serve members of a design team
to achieve a sense of wholeness. The mapping
(or interpretation) may be initially proposed by
some individual(s), and then get recognised by
the rest of the team members.4 When such
an interpretation of CX is commonly agreed by
all participants, we say that a common design
metaphor has emerged.
Here is a situation similar to the use of
metaphors in ordinary conversations—the cre¬
ative uses of some rhetorical devices for the
purpose of communication. However, as men¬
tioned before, the metaphors created and passed
around by designers are more of the nature of
imagery or graphics, hence the term 'design
metaphors' is introduced.
Given a metaphorical framework emerging from
group design processes, participants can al¬
ways have individual interpretations of CX with
a different purpose from inter-personal design
communication.5 An individual's interpretation
of CX is mainly oriented toward a redefinition
of existing relations, or an articulation of new
relations, between individual contributions and
emerging wholes.
This is like a participant's reflecting on (1) what
his or her (new) local role is about, given an
emerging design context rendered in CVM\ (2)
what needs to be done to fulfil the role more ex¬

actly. Therefore, interpretation of this mode in¬
volves a domain-specific design perspective and
knowledge that an individual is working with. A
domain design agenda may arise from an indi¬
vidual's design enquiry of this kind. To different
participants, the agendas acquired highlight de¬
sign issues to be handled in refining or changing
domain design decisions previously made.
Following the above account, we may point out
that without the emergence of CVM, it is less
likely that each design party could draw up in¬
stant guiding agendas that are pertinent to con¬
tinual domain design developments:

Cons't 3 : (CI — [VVAa , VVAb, ■ ■ •])=> CVM

(d) from individual or joint design changes in local
design decisions (AE CVVi) to design changes

4 A deeper exposition of what constrains a person's
ability to suggest such an interpretation and the abili¬
ties of others to recognise the proposed interpretation
is beyond the scope of this paper.

5It is cprestionable if all participants can always ex¬
ercise their individual interpretation of a state of CX.
This paper suggests that the association of a CVM
with a state of CX is an essential attribute for allowing
multiple interpretations of CX.

in common images (A CX)—Assume that some
design changes are made by some individuals (in
accordance with their domain design agendas),
how are the changes intended by individuals re¬
flected in the changes of common images?
Given a newly acquired WA, a participant may
proceed to develop his or her domain designs
further, resulting in certain (intended) changes,
regarding the existing CVV, or more fundamen¬
tally, the current status of IOW.
Due to participants' sharing a working proto¬
col for design integration, changes intended in
one design domain may have critical implica¬
tions for the works pursued in other domains;
that is, the 'repercussion' effect. Therefore, for
an individual to be able to actually realise his
or her intended changes, they have to be pub¬
licised to other participants for holding an 'ex¬
ploratory integration'. By examining the con¬
sequent changes in the current state of CX,
participants can have their own (domain- ori¬
ented) judgements for supporting or rejecting
the changes proposed. More specifically, we may
think of the following examples of group inter¬
action involved in making design changes:
— backtracking. The proposer has to drop the

intended changes because some members can¬
not accept, the outcome or the implications of
the proposed changes from their own design
perspectives;

— competing. The proposed design changes are
not agreed by some other members but in¬
vite the members' design thinking, and they
may subsequently produce alternative design
changes that compete with the original ones;

— coordinating. Participants accept the result
from an explorative integration and respond
to the changes projected by making changes
in relevant design domains to coordinate the
proposed ones;

— confirming. The explored integration result
judged satisfactory to all participants, and
it does not demand further changes to be
made in relevant design domains; participants
simply send their confirmations to the pro¬
posers).

Viewed as the above, communications among
team members are necessarily involved in the
transition from changes in local design decisions
to a new state of common images.6 To bet¬
ter summarise what conditions information flow

c There lies a basic difference between the con¬

straint of Meeting described earlier and the constraint
Consulting identified here; the meeting constraint
points to the joint abstraction of means for design inte¬
gration, while the latter one points to the joint judge-



in this section, a Consulting constraint is ex¬
pressed as follows:

Cons't 4 : (HACDVi ~> AC1) => Consulting

4 Pointers to Developing
Collaboration Support

Researchers of situation theory have demonstrated
that a situation-theoretical modelling of human
activities can lay a foundation for designing in¬
teractive information systems useful to the activ¬
ities (see, e.g., [2, 4] among others). As a reser-
ach agenda, the current study of the met.aphorist
pattern of creative human collaboration also sug¬
gests several supporting issues to be further inves¬
tigated:

(1) Support for joint presentation of local de¬
sign decisions. A common visual space is needed
in which members of a design team can jointly
present their latest domain design developments
so that potential connections among locally devel¬
oped works can be constantly envisaged by who¬
ever participates in the meeting. More specifically,
this suggests at least three mechanisms to be pro¬
vided: the networking of remote workspaces, the
scheduling of meeting, and the filtering of surface
images from domain design expressions.

(2) Support for joint abstraction of shared inte¬
gration sc.he.mas. An important requirement is
that the construction of common images are al¬
ways based on local design decisions as the source
expressions. Therefore, a general spatial or func¬
tional language, is needed so that participants can
define new joint elements or operations by trans¬
lating and combining domain concepts into shared
integration schemas.

(3) Support for joint interpretation of common
images. Currently, we don't have evidence show¬
ing that common design metaphors are repre¬
sented in any explicit way but seemingly 'floating'
among the meeting minds. However, a distributed
database allowing participants to quickly retrieve
visual references for current use can certainly en¬
hance group interaction in recognizing the signifi¬
cance of a newly generated common image.

(4) Support for consultation in making design
changes. Due to the operation of shared integra¬
tion schemas, one member's design changes may

cause further changes in other domains to be fol¬
lowed. A housekeeping mechanism can be devel¬
oped to send alerts to group members when mak¬
ing design changes.
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Abstract

This paper presents an analysis of collaborative design activity, explaining how design par¬

ticipants collaborate to achieve integrated design on the basis of sharing and substantiating
common generic structures with domain design developments. Referring to a previous ob¬
servation of teamwork in architectural modelling, an overview of the structuralist approach
to collaborative design is firstly introduced. The structuralist scenario is then classified into
the aspects of model construction, model-constructing constraints, and modelling acts. By
examining the properties of different types of design representations and the systematic re¬

lations among them, the constraints on collaboration are identified; a logic of collaborative
design is found in the necessity of maintaining a dual correspondence between the evolution
of common generic structures and the development of domain design solutions distributed
over several sites. Following the constraints derived, a discussion of the basic requirements
for computer-based tools to support collaborative design is given. The paper concludes with
how the current work can be related to the research carried out in other areas.

Keywords: collaborative design, common generic structures, heterogeneity, distributed
substantiation, computer support requirements.

1 Introduction

Research on designing computer-based tools to support group design activity has recently be¬
come active, attracting the attention of researchers working in various fields. Unlike conventional
computer-aided design tools, the new tools are expected to support collaboration among design¬
ers participating in project work. This paper attempts to establish a conceptual framework for

'Formerly, EdCAAD, Department of Architecture, University of Edinburgh, 20 Chambers Street, Edinburgh
EHl 1JZ, U.K.
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the development of a computer-based modelling environment that can facilitate collaborative
design activity.

Initial solutions to the design of communicating and computing tools that can be support¬
ive for people involved in collaborative design can be seen in the field of Computer-Supported
Cooperative Work (CSCW). In a recent bibliographical survey of the research in CSCW, Green-
berg [Gre91] has introduced the key phrase "shared workspace". It is noticeable that a large
portion of the experimentation on shared workspaces has to do with building prototypes of
"shared drawing space". These group drawing tools were based on earlier observational studies
of working group graphics and shared drawing space activities (see, for instance, [Lak83] [Bly88]
[TL88]).

However, it is evident that, to different CSCW research groups and system developers,
'design' has different meanings. As revealed in the published prototypes, design activities have
been described and analyzed according to various research interests and perspectives. Due to
the differences in studying group work in design, there appears diversity in understanding of
what constitutes a workspace for collaborative design; and the different understandings of 'how
drawings and drawing activity are related to design' have resulted in varied system solutions to
'what is to be facilitated by a shared drawing tool'.

Our current enquiry into computer-supported collaborative design has an emphasis on design
thinking in a teamwork context. For this purpose, it is considered that a move into the study of
design modelling activity can open up a more appropriate research vantage. Seen from design
modelling, a designer not only performs design actions but also considers design representation
which is the designer's concerning with the ways of generating and modifying design results.
We believe that an understanding of teamwork in design modelling can contribute to a unified
framework for eliciting and organising both representational and communication requirements
in collaborative design. In particular, we are interested in giving a structural account of the
collaborative design activity that has the following features:

• Integration— The teamwork has a general goal of achieving single integrated designs that
satisfy all participating design views;

• Distribution — The teamwork is participated by multiple individuals who hold different
design perspectives and work in heterogeneous design worlds;

• Evolution— The teamwork is situated in the interplay between integration and distribution

(i.e., no fixed routes of integration or of distribution are set in advance).

In an earlier case study of participatory architectural modelling, reported in [Pen92c] [Pen92b],
a distinct teamwork approach to design modelling is characterised as "structuralist"1. Our

1 "Structuralist" is the term coined by the author to characterise the observed pattern of teamwork in archi-
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Figure 1: The construction and sharing of the funicular structure in
the Colonia Giiell church design project.

abstraction of the structuralist approach is mainly based on a study of the funicular model
constructed in the Colonia Giiell church design project recorded in [Mar79, p.335] and [CN83,
pp.31-35] (See Figure 1). This approach presents an interesting feature of group design: some

common generic structures are created collectively but viewed and substantiated differently by
members of a design team.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. An overview of the structuralist ap¬

proach is introduced in the next section. Given the structuralist scenario, Section 3 presents a

classificatory scheme, individuating the basic constituents of the collaborative design activity.
Within the framework, the constraints on collaboration are derived in Section 4. Following the
constraints presentation, an informal specification of the requirements for computer support is
presented in Section 5. The paper concludes with a discussion of related research and a direction
to further work.

tectural design. As it will be shown later, the term is purely used to indicate the construction of "structural
objects" in group modelling processes. It is not intended to relate to other notions of "Structuralism" developed
by, e.g., Levi Strauss, Derrida or others.
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2 The Structuralist Approach: An Abstract

By referring to our previous observation of the funicular modelling case, the structuralist ap¬

proach to teamwork modelling can be described concisely as follows:

At the inception of a design project, members of a design team work jointly in
constructing a single spatial framework or skeleton as a Common Generic Structure
in a Group Modelling Space. When applying projective devices onto a state of
a common structure, Derivative Structures can be produced and then imported
to Individual Modelling Spaces that are set up and used by different participating
designers.

By taking derivative structures as design referents, participants carry out separate
strands of Domain Design Developments by substantiating (parts of) the generic
structure into specific design expressions in individual modelling spaces. In the
course of elaborating design developments, however, any participants may work up

to the need to change parts of the derivative structures in use; to fulfill the intended
changes, the individuals manipulate and modify parts of the common structure. The
changes thus proposed by one individual can subsequently cause further changes to
be made in the derivative structures used by other participants.

3 A Classification of the Structuralist Scenario

The special terms introduced in the above abstraction denote some of the primary concepts
of the structuralist approach to collaborative design. In this approach, team members are

enabled to coordinate domain design developments through the sharing of the generic structures
constructed by themselves. The concepts arose here are important in soliciting the requirements
for representing and communicating design intents in collaborative design. To analyse the
scenario further, a more elaborate account of the concepts abstracted above is given below.

3.1 Common Generic Structures

Common Generic Structures (CQS) are 2-D or 3-D generic objects, representing kinds of spatial
frameworks or skeletons that are constructed and used by all participants working in different
aspects of a design project. When created and evolved in a group modelling space (see below),
parts of a common structure can be manipulated directly by participants working in different
design domains. There are the following general properties of CQS:

• Deformability. CQS are made as instances of model constructs that are connected in a field
of physical forces or formal constraints. Being constructed and shared by all participants,
CQS are meaningful and useful in revealing certain spatial forms or geometrical shapes.
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Changes in forces/constraints applied or in values of constructs may deform CQS into
different states. The deformability of CQS entails that the construction of the generic
objects is based on certain physical or formal models which behave in certain systems of
constraint satisfaction or equilibrium of forces.

• Multiple-viewpoint. Parts of CQS can be manipulated by participants from multiple points
of view for different design reasons. The multiplicity is firstly achieved by participants'
introducing types of model constructs that correspond to various "perspectives" of design
modelling (e.g. site, structure, enclosure, opening etc, in building design). Secondly, there
are multiple ways allowed to assemble or detach model constructs while modifying parts of
CQS. This multiplicity lies in a range of connecting devices that can be used to associate
various types of model constructs introduced in the first place.

• Derivability. A state of CQS can be applied with projective devices as intended by any

individual designers. Valid projections of CQS can generate instances of derivative struc¬
tures (see below) that can be further transported to individual workspaces for domain
uses. The derivability of CQS can allow participants to establish referencing relations
between individual design developments and the shared generic structures.

3.2 Group Modelling Space

The term Group Modelling Space (GMS) refers to a modelling space2 created by designers
participating in project work. One of the key functions of a GMS is its use by all participants
in modelling CQS. The basic constitution of a GMS may include the following components:

• Model constructs — a collection of elementary objects that can be instantiated3 to repre¬

sent what participants think of corresponding elements in the the real world.

■ Form-giving forces or constraints — fields of physical forces or formal constraints that
participants choose to shape or deform parts of CQS. In designing buildings, examples
of form- giving physical forces are gravity, acoustics, light etc, and certain spatial/shape
grammars or schemas can act as systems of formal constraints. Given a constraining
field in a GMS, all participants are concerned with if a state of CQS, as manifested in a

configuration of model constructs, is equilibrium or satisfactory to the forces or constraints
applied.

• Manipulative operations — operations that enable participants to displace, transpose, or
aggregate etc. instances of various types of model constructs such that common structures

2In its simplest constitution, we may think of a modelling space as a collection of model constructs and
modelling operations that can be used to generate and modify design expressions.

3By "instantiation", we mean the assigning of particular values (e.g. values of length, weight, spatial position
etc.) to types of objects.
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can be created and evolved.

• Projective operations — operations that allow participants to perform certain spatial ac¬

tions, such as sectioning, projecting, tracing, truncating, developing etc., so that "sec¬
ondary" structures can be deduced.

3.3 Derivative Structures

Derivative Structures (DS) are 2-D or 3-D pictorial objects representing kinds of spatial frames
or skeletons. Images of VS are produced by participants' applying projective devices onto a state
of CQS. Once imported into individual workspaces, instances of VS can serve the individuals
as referents in modelling domain design developments.

In the course of developing domain designs, there may be a need to manipulate the underly¬
ing referents. The manipulation may be direct or indirect. In the case of indirect manipulation
of VS, the imported referents are "frozen" images, and they cannot be manipulated in parts
but only as a whole. To effect changes in the referents, designers make changes in CQS and
then re-derive VS containing the intended changes.

In the case of direct manipulation of VS, participants may have VS re-interpreted so that
domain-specific transformation can be defined and operated with. However, in maintaining
consistency in both cases, changes in VS should trigger corresponding changes to be reflected
in CQS.

3.4 Individual Modelling Spaces

Individual Modelling Spaces (IMSs) are modelling spaces created and used by individual par¬
ticipants for the development of domain design solutions. In general, designers set up IMSs to
include the following components in dealing with individual design tasks:

• Individual design ivorld— a designer's design resource, consisting of (domain-specific) no¬

tations and tools for coding, visualising, manipulating and evaluating design expressions.

• Derivative structures base — an information space for storing, sorting, and displaying the
images derived from CQS.

• Communicating tools — communication channels for receiving and issuing confirmations
or disagreements of making changes in CQS, as manifested in imported states of VS,
among team members.4

4It is supposed that individuals working in different design aspects may be located remotely from each other,
and the "individuality" of the communicating tools lies in the "addresses" of the participating IMSs such that
communications can be directed effectively across distributed work sites.
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3.5 Domain Design Developments

As described, the structuralist approach to collaborative design starts with the the construction
of shared generic structures. However, final design products often go well beyond the design
of general structural skeletons. An equally important part of collaboration is concerned with
how the generic structures can be substantiated with more specific substances or properties.
In this respect, domain design developments are the specialisation processes that are normally
carried out by multiple parties with different design expertises. Typically, there are the following
modelling acts involved in developing domain design solutions:

• Constructing domain expressions— In their own ways, individual designers are contribut¬
ing different aspects of design solutions that can be attributed to particular parts or layers
of the common structures. An important common factor is that all domain designs are

developed on the basis of VS. That is, designers construct Domain Design Expressions
(W£) by taking VS of interest as underlying design referents.5

• Reviewing design consequences— Since each VVS is developed in relation to what VS is
underlaid, and any instance of VS is a projection of CQS, the resultant VVS, as viewed
and judged by its author from a particular design perspective, is the consequence of CQS.

• Evolving shared CQS — When an individual develops domain designs to a certain extent,
on seeing the resultant VVS, he or she may conclude that the underlying design referents
are not satisfactory. To explore other possibilities, the individual searches for modifications
in VS. These intended changes will further affect the state of CQS.8 In this respect,

participants' developing domain designs in distributed IMSs may actually contribute to
the evolution of CQS.

3.6 A Classificatory Scheme

In giving a more elaborate account for the structuralist concepts of collaborative design, we

have started with an explanation of, mainly, what artifactual aspects are involved in the team¬
work activity. However, as we may find, some notions emerged from our discussion need a

better classification. That is, notions like design constraints, and modelling actions are in fact
independent of the existence of the representational artifacts. A larger classifactory scheme for
organizing these notions is needed.

Figure 2 thus presents a classificatory scheme that individuates the complex group design
activity into a collection of simpler components. Seen in this scheme, design expressions are

5We may better characterise this individual modelling act as "constructing domain design expressions by
referencing to parts of shared CQS."

BIn Section 4.2, we shall give more explanations of why this is always the case.
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Figure 2: A classificatory scheme of collaborative design.

constructed and modified (by participants' modelling acts) in modelling spaces. When intro¬
duced into modelling spaces (group as well as individual ones), model-constructing constraints
(e.g. gravitational forces, systems of spatial grammars etc.), can be applied to deform design
expressions until an equilibrium (or satisfied) state is reached.

Members of a design team may perform two kinds of modelling acts. By perceptual acts, we
mean that an individual's acts of constructing or manipulating parts of expressions is motivated
(or caused) by his or her perceiving (or seeing and understanding) states of expressions. An
individual can also perform operational acts to derive referential information from CQS, or, more
fundamentally, to update the constitution of modelling spaces.

Figure 3 illustrates how the components classified can form an abstract platform of collab¬
orative design. The diagram summarises several features of teamwork in design that we have
emphasised:

• Heterogeneity in IMSs — In modelling domain design solutions, participants employ in¬
dividual modelling spaces, often equipped with domain-specific systems of design con¬

straints. To serve individual purposes, the IMSs in use can be highly heterogeneous to
each other.

• Distributedness— Each participant's modelling domain design solutions can be geograph¬
ically and logically separate from the rest of team members'.

• Structure sharing — All participants share the states of CQS modelled in a GMS. The
sharing of common structure is manifested in participants' capabilities of (a) accessing
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Figure 3: An abstract platform for collaborative design. (The num¬
ber of participating designers is not definitive.)

to any parts of the structure, (b) changing the state of CQS, and (c) extracting partial
design structures for whatever design purposes.

The descriptions given in this section can be considered as an articulation of the 'infrastruc-
tural' aspects of teamwork in design. Given the rather static components arrived at, it's our

next task to spell out the 'logical' aspects of collaborative design. In searching for the logic of
collaboration in the next section, we aim to get a clearer picture of the more dynamic aspects
of group design activity.

4 Constraints on Collaboration

In developing a semantic theory of natural language and information, Barwise expresses the
following view [Bar89, p.52]:

"When we search for the "logic" of some activity, what we are after is the col¬
lection of constraints S => S' 7 that govern the activity. For example, the logic of
perception consists of the set of constraints that govern perception."

Following the situation-theoretical stand-point, it seems plausible for us to think of the logic
of collaborative design activity as a set of constraints8 which governs collaboration. In the

7In Situation Theory [BP83], this is read as actual situations of type S which involve there being actual
situations of type S1.

8Note that the notion of 'constraints' here has a different nature from that of design constraints described in
Section 3.6. Model-constructing constraints are targeting at design problems framed in workspaces. Constraints
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search for the constraints on collaboration, we find that a further examination of the properties
and the systematic relations among different types of representations (i.e. CQS, VS, and VSS)
can tell us more about what is actually involved in collaboration.

4.1 Shareability of CQS

The property of being "shareable" of common generic structure is a critical indicator of the
continuing of teamwork. The shareability of CQS indicates the status of common understanding
and judgement achieved and maintained by team members. In certain circumstances, CQS may

become not shareable, hence teamwork cannot continue, due to the following reasons:

• Deformability — CQS may not be sustainable in a GMS because an equilibrium state of
the structure under modelling cannot be reached;

• Multiple-viewpoint — CQS may not be accessible to some participants in the course of
modelling because of the lack of certain types of model constructs or connectors;

• Genericity — CQS may not be usable to some members because of its derivative structures
are not generic on a right level to serve the purposes of domain-related substantiations.

4.2 Consistency among CQS, VS, and W£

In our classification scheme, we have identified three different types of design expressions that
are constructed by participants in different modelling spaces and serve for various purposes.

However, in the course of constructing expressions, there exist certain "operational" relations
such that the consistency of design information contained in different expression types needs to
be maintained. More explicitly, consider the following operational relations:

1. (CQS)Rd(VS) -— Derivative structures are extracted expressions from a state of common
generic structure. Therefore, CQS always stands in a relation, denoted as Rj, to VS. The
type of relation Rj can be characterised in terms of the derivative devices (methods) used
and the spatio-temporal locations (relative to the CQS in a GMS) of applying the devices.

2. (VS)Rf(W£) — Domain design expressions are constructed by participants with refer¬
ence to underlying derivative structures. Therefore, VS always stand in a relation, denoted
as Rj, to VV£. The type of relation Rj can be characterised in terms of 'referring to\
''instantiating of, or 'substantiating with\

3. (CQS)Rd(VS)Rf(VVS) — Logically, due to the information flow between the types of
expressions, a complex relation among CQS, VS, and VV£ can be formed. Moreover, in¬
stances of the expression types can have different states in the courses of design modelling.

on collaboration are more to do with the problems of inter-personal communication.
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As long as the relations Rj and Rf are in operation respectively, there can a problem of
maintaining consistency. Consider further two types of design events:

CQS CQS' (1) ; (some participant's act causing state changing in CQS)
VS VS' (2) ; (because a Rj is in operation)

VV£ VV£'(3) ; (because a Rj is in operation)

Or the event type can be the other way around

VV£ VV£' (1) ; (some participant's act causing state changing in VV£)
VS VS' (2) ; (because a Rj is in operation)

CQS CQS' (3) ; (because a Rd is in operation)

Sharability of CQS and consistency maintenance among types of model expressions con¬

tribute to the main resources that give rise to constraints on collaboration in group modelling
activity. On the basis of the above properties and relations examined, we spell out two con¬

straints on collaboration in the following.
Suppose, at some design stage, a participant (say, Designer A) decides to make some changes

in VSsa (i.e. the set of derivative structures used by Designer A) to maintain (or validate)
an intended domain design solution. Consequently, A's changing VSa leads to a changing
state of the CQS which is shared by other participants (say, Designers B and C). Owing to the
deformability of the CQS, the derivative structures, VSb and VSc, used by B and C respectively
may get changed in order to maintain the derivative relations introduced previously. This gives
rise to at least two circumstances calling for communication among A, B and C:

1. [Constraint Coot : Collaboration =>■ Coordination]
Coordination is involved if A's changing VSa is seen in CQS and judged desirable by B
and C, as they inspect the consequent states of their own derivative structures. Under this
circumstance, B and C need to coordinate A's proposals by making further developments
in their domain design solutions in respect of the changed VSb and VSc-

2. [Constraint Nego : Collaboration => Negotiation]
Negotiation is involved if A's changing VSa is judged undesirable by B and/or C, as

they inspect the differences occurred in the changing states of VSb and/or VSc- Under
this circumstance, A needs to negotiate with B and/or C by either dropping completely
the intended changes in VS a-, which requires A to develop his or her domain design in
a different direction, or requesting B's and/or C's suggestions of the extent to which the
changes in VSa are acceptable.9

9Note that A's receiving the suggestions made by B and/or C is same as how B and/or C may recognise A's
intention expressed in changing VSa', the cognitive basis for A to do so is, again, the deformability of CQS and
the relations between CQS and VS.
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5 Basic Requirements for Computer Support

Given the constraints on collaboration arrived at the above, a natural move forward is to

specify requirements for computer supports, aiming at an ultimate design of a computer-based
modelling environment that can support collaborative design activity. We may rightly ask
"What do these constraints tell us about how collaborative design, as described in this paper,

can be computer-supported!". However, we do not intend to present a formal and complete
requirement specification at present. Instead, we now discuss some of the requirements, as

prompted by our current analysis, for identifying areas of prospective computer support which
have not been fully addressed or interconnected with other related research work.

(Issue 1) Support for the Construction of a GMS
As clearly revealed in the structuralist scenario, collaborative design begins with the
construction of a common modelling space. Given the initial demand, a computer-based
design environment may have to provide, in the first instance, representation supports in
the users' construction of a GMS.

[1.1] Representation of multiple viewpoints. — More specifically, this requirement
can be subdivided into the representation of two kinds of model objects:

[1.1.a] Types of model constructs — Participants working in various aspects of
a project need to introduce types of model constructs that he or she considers
pertinent representations of design elements. Different viewpoints in a GMS may

be better represented by various types of model constructs. Instances of model
constructs can interact with form-giving forces or constraints applied in a GMS
and exhibit certain behaviours of deformation.

[l.l.b] Types of model connectors — When types of model constructs are intro¬
duced by participants, model connectors, the devices to connect or disconnect
instances of the constructs, are essential. Types of connectors are used by partic¬
ipants to define and effect ways of manipulating parts of the common structures
for various reasons. Note that model connectors are neutral objects in a sense

that they do not represent any specific design elements in the real world.

[1.2] Representation of constraint system for shaping CQS. — Design participants
are not expected to build up, computationally, a common constraint system by them¬
selves for modelling CQS, since this demands highly technical knowledge. It would
be a task for system engineers to develop computational models that can interact
with instances of model constructs and connectors introduced by participants. The
design of constraint systems of a GMS can be of the following nature:

[1.2.a] General constraint systems supporting physical (or, more broadly, envi¬
ronmental) laws such as gravity, thermal energy, or acoustics etc.
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[ 1.2.b] Specific constraint systems supporting intentional laws such as particular
systems of spatial or shape grammars.

[1.3] CQS is pictorial and generic. — Representation of CQS requires to be graphical
and, at the same time, generic for the following two reasons:

[1.3.a] In serving all members of a design team as a common (global) represen¬

tational medium, CQS is essentially pictorial, or, at least, diagrammatical. This
implies that the construction oiCQS has to be based on graphical objects so that
all participants of different backgrounds can feel relatively easy to be familiar
with.

[1.3.b] CQS is essentially generic in order to be enriched or refined to different
levels of specificity. Therefore, its representation requires, perhaps, a higher
order of genericity to support the following flow of information:

QQg instantiation—of substantiation—with 'jyjyg

(Issue 2) Support for the Construction of IMSs
In teamwork, a participant's development of domain design solutions is not less important
than that of common structures. To carry out more technical modelling tasks, participants
need to work with personal workspaces which are not necessarily known and accessible
to others. The problem is how to have a system capable of interacting with a user and
generating an IMS which he or she thinks pertinent to the design tasks at hand. This
requirement gives rise to the following sub-issues:

[2.1] Representation of individual design worlds — This includes, firstly, a set of per¬
sonal design constructs for generating and manipulating domain design expressions,
secondly, domain-oriented constraint systems employable in shaping domain design
developments.

[2.2] Support for the construction of VVS with reference to VS — The spaces for
constructing VVS is required to be overlapped or juxtaposed with the spaces for
holding VS as design referents.

[2.3] Support for the construction of VVS by substantiating VS with domain design
elements (substances) — This is a user's need for direct use of VS imported from a

GMS. The type of construction process involves enriching or refining VS into VVS
filled with more domain design details.

(Issue 3) Support for Coordination and Negotiation
The representations in a GMS and multiple IMSs discussed above are the infrastructural
supports for the users' setting up group as well individual workspaces. Given the infras¬
tructures outlined, we are in a position to spell out further system requirements of more
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dynamic features. The third issue is concerned with system ability to support coordination
and negotiation among design participants. In accordance with the constrains on collabo¬
ration explained in Section 4, the following communication requirements are expected to
be fulfilled in the development of a collaborative modelling environment:

[3.1] Detection of state change in CQS — It is clear to us that CQS is a dynamic
object subject to participants' manipulations from different viewpoints. It is the
evolving of a common structure that gives rise to the dynamism of teamwork. For
a design environment to fit into the dynamic situation, it has to be concerned with
the facts about state change in CQS. But how do we define such a state change?

[3.1.a] A state of CQS is defined by a two or three dimensional deployment of
instances of model constructs and connectors under the influence of a global
constraint system activated in a GMS.

[3.1.b] A state change in CQS can therefore be defined as a change in (parts of)
an existing deployment (or, a better word, configuration) resulting from a net
effect of some participant's or participants' modelling actions together with the
constraint influence.

A system's ability to keep track of state change in CQS lies in if the system can gen¬

erate information about the configuration differences between two CQS states given
at a time. This bit of information is essential for the system to trigger further com¬

munication mechanisms, such as the maintenance of Rd and messages delivering for
users' maintaining Rj (see below). Seen in this requirement, a detection mechanism,
so to speak,is needed.

[3.2] Maintaining the relation Rd in (CQS)Rd(VS) — In developing domain design
solutions, participants need to extract derivative structures from a state of CQS as

design resources or references. Since the state of CQS may keep changing, it is a

useful support for participants if a system can inform the users timely the changing
states of VS in use, arising from state change in CQS. This requires a system to

keep a record of the relation between VS and CQS and compute updated states of
VS whenever CQS gets changed. Apart from the state of CQS, two representations
are necessarily involved in a system's maintaining the relation Rd'.

[3.2.a] Representation of derivative actions — To derive a VS, users require to

perform certain spatial operations, such as projecting, subdividing, or slicing etc.,
upon CQS. Taken as a bit of information, a derivative action thus consists of
the performer and the spatial operation performed.

[3.2.b] Representation of location of deriving— The information about the time
and position (relative to CQS modelled in a GMS) in which a derivative action
takes place is also relevant in keeping a Rd-
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[3.3] Messages delivery for maintaining the relation Rf in (VS)Rj (VV£)—Standing
in a domain design perspective, a participant shall perceive his or her development
of domain design solutions as design consequences in relation to a state of CQS. By
judging the development resulted, any participants may well be motivated to make
changes in VV£. This kind of design change activity gives rise to a second dynamism
to the course of teamwork. As explained before, there exists the systematic relation,
Rj, between T>S and VV£. Given a change in VV£ desired by some individual, a Rj
will not be sustainable if state changes in VS, and hence in CQS, are not reflected
correspondingly.
A usable collaborative modelling environment should, therefore, not only allow for
participants to freely make changes in VV£ in their IMSs, but also assist the individ¬
uals in dealing with the problem of maintaining Rj. To support this communication
need, two functionalities are considered necessary:

[3.3.a] Detection of state change in VS — A detection mechanism similar to that
of detecting CQS state change is needed. But the detection functions need to be
installed locally as IMSs may be distributed over a number of separate working
sites.

[3.3.b] Sending the change message to GMS— When a state change (VS VS')
is computed, a message is sent to GMS for activating corresponding state change
in CQS.

When GMS receives and processes the message sent from IMSs, a change in CQS
will be implemented by the system, resulting in CQS'. Owing to the mechanism
of maintaining Rd described in [3.2], further messages (containing the information
about VS VS') sending from GMS to IMSs shall naturally follow so that other
participants involved shall be informed. The detection and message delivery mech¬
anisms described here seems to suggest a local management agent be set up in an

IMS which is the sole information space for the agent to serve.

[3.4] Communication channels for resolving conflicts manifested in CQS CQS' —
If a coordination situation, as described previously on page 11, cannot be reached,
negotiation among the individuals involved in the disagreement is needed to resolve
the conflict. Since the situation is a highly non-deterministic one, a system is not

expected to automatically detect the arising of a conflict and resolve it. In principle,
this should be left to the participants to decide if coordinating or negotiating. In
coordination, there is no need for participants to express individual judgements of
the state of CQS, and corresponding changes in VV£ shall be carried out in IMSs
separately.
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More problematically, in negotiation, participants need to express disagreement to
one another10. This demands a system to provide users with communication channels
with which they can discuss, directly or indirectly, and resolve the differences in
recognising the state of CQS until the sharability is re-established among members
of a design team.

6 Related Research and Further Work

To investigate the possibility of computer-supported collaborative design, we have started from
a study of the structuralist approach to teamwork in architectural modelling. By carrying
out a natural analysis of the structuralist scenario, a classification scheme that explains the
constitution of collaborative design activity is presented. Guided by an examination of the
properties of the types of representation and the systematic relations among them, a logic of
collaboration in teamwork is found. The constraints spell out what is involved when members of
a design team co-work on the substantiation of a common generic structure with heterogeneous
design developments in a distributed manner. Following the constraint presentation, we then
give a discussion of the basic requirements for prospective computer supports.

For the purpose of drawing up a promising strategy for a further exploration, we have some

readings from other researchers. In relation to our current enquiry, the following collection of
research references are of a particular interest:

1. In their search for what makes research on Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW)
a unique research field, Schmidt and Bannon propose a general conceptual framework for
CSCW (see [BS91, SB92]). In particular, they identify that the priority of computer
support should be given to supporting a group of users for articulation work and the con¬

struction of a common information space. Our findings in supporting the structuralist
approach to collaborative design appear in tune with the Schmidt-Bannon framework.

2. Based on analyses of organizational problem solving in scientific communities, Leigh Star
derives the concept of boundary objects and suggests the concept would be an appropriate
data structure for Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) [Sta89]. Star identifies four
types of boundary object which are considered as a major method of solving heterogeneous
problems. Notably, the properties of boundary objects bear a close relation to those of
our common generic structures [Sta89, p.46]:

"Boundary objects are objects that are both plastic enough to adapt to local
needs and constraints of several parties employing them, yet robust enough to

10Again, to use the negotiation situation described on page 11, this is to say that B and/or C must find a way
to let A know that A's intention in making the change in C(/S is not acceptable.
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maintain a common identity across sites. They are weakly structured in common

use, and become strongly structured in individual-site use."

We suggest that the CQS in our case can be another candidate for a type of boundary
object to be used in collaborative design but with a generic-specific structural adaptation
instead of a weak-strong one. Though the general properties of boundary objects are

researched, no computational representations of the objects have been proposed.

3. Research on computer graphics models, which can respond to in a natural way to ap¬

plied forces or constraints, has shown us the technical possibilities of representing CQS
graphically in computers. In particular, three research results worth noting: the theory of
elasticity was employed by Terzopoulos et al. to construct elastically deformable models
[TPBF87]; Witkin and others explored the representation of (geometrical) constraints as

energy functions that behave like forces pulling and deforming parts of the model into
place [WFB87]; three force-based constraint methods were explored by Piatt and others
to add several desirable properties into flexible models [PB88].
It certainly remains to be seen how the kinds of graphics model achieved above can serve in
a collaborative design context, satisfying the demands for being generic and manipulable
for multiple design purposes. As for representing design constraints on a smaller scale,
Gross and others developed constraint-based design environments as separate specialized
design "Labs" (see [GEAF88] for detail). We see this work as a precedent experiment to
the setting of private constraint systems in distributed IMSs.

4. System research and developments on computer-supported human communication in co¬

operative work have presented two distinct approaches: one is in favour of supporting
informal interaction among users through the design of shared virtual workspaces', the
other focuses on supporting formal interaction mediated by communication protocols. Re¬
search prototypes of shared drawing systems have demonstrated a range of technological
means to re-create face-to-face communication where users are actually separated geo¬

graphically (see, for example, [BM89, LeeOO, TM91, LM91, IKG92] among many others,
and [Pen92a] for a more detailed survey).

Along with the second line, several computer-based coordinating protocols have been
implemented. The building of these mechanisms is mainly based on a formal represen¬
tation of either particular work procedures or special knowledge involved in the design
tasks. In the domain of designing computer configuration for buildings, for example, the
knowledge-based design environment NETWORK was implemented to test the idea of
integrating the domain knowledge of configuring computer network and the communi¬
cation between designers [FGL+92, RS92], Bond and others developed a set of rules of
interaction, arising from "an organisationally agreed sequence of commitment steps", to
model the collaboration among specialists in aircraft design [Bon89, BR92],
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It remains questionable, however, if the knowledge-based approach to the design of computer-
based coordinating mechanisms can satisfy the needs of less stabilised group practice in
design. The encapsulation of specific knowledge about artifacts or procedures can be
problematic to collaborative design that demands unique solutions to every single project.
Obviously, it is not very sensible to design a collaborative design environment centred on

the funicular structure shown in the Colonia G'uell church project; as we know, there are

always innovative building structures being developed.

The above overview of related research shows the complexity involved in developing a realis¬
tic collaborative design environment. It covers a very wide spectrum of conceptual and technical
issues. To further our current work, we choose to focus on constructing a coordinating theory
that is in tune with the representational and communication requirements elicited in this paper.
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Abstract

Drawing on cases of teamwork in architectural modeling,
this paper reports a study in rich and informative
approaches to participatory design. Two features of par¬
ticipation and coordination among designers are observed:
(1) for technical necessities, members of a design team
work in individual design worlds calling upon heteroge¬
neous conceptual structures and instruments; and (2) for
critical judgements, the emergence of final unity in design
products as a whole is of common concern shared by all
participants, which is dynamically related to the develop¬
ments of design solutions in individual domains. By
abstracting generic patterns of cooperative modeling from
the cases discussed, several concepts of communication in
participatory design are explored. It is found that a view of
situating modeling acts in coupled modeling spaces can
lead to a useful exposition of participatory design in terms
of the interrelations between common images and dis¬
tributed design developments. As guiding pointers to
further research, the current study identifies two distinct
generic patterns of communication in participatory design.

Keywords
architectural modeling, teamwork, modeling acts, model¬
ing spaces, common images, heterogeneity, distributed
design developments.

1 Introduction
In the field of design study, there are two ways of seeing
participatory architectural design. One sees the participa¬
tion among prospective users, professional designers, and
clients etc, taking part in the planning, design, or even
construction processes (see [Ers80, AHMC85, Kro88],
among many other world-wide examples). The second
focuses on participation by professional designers, for
which various interpretative frameworks of how designers
work with one another have been proposed. In this paper,
I attempt to define participatory design from an architec¬
tural modeling perspective with the participation in the
second sense mentioned.

In PDCV2: Proceedings of the Participatory Design Confer¬
ence. M.J. Muller, S. Kuhn, and J_A. Meskill (Eds.). Cambridge
MA US, 6-7 November 1992. Computer Professionals for Social
Responsibility, P.O. Box 717, Palo Alto CA 94302-0717 US,
cpsr@csli.stanford.edu.

However, in the absence of "user participation", the use¬
fulness of this study remains justifiable by two points: (1)
it demonstrates non-trivial examples of design perspective
and undertakings of highly heterogeneous natures that
often participate in the practice, and (2) it asks for an
exposition of the relationships between the emergence of
design products as a whole and the integration of partial
solutions developed in distributed individual object
worlds.1 It can be argued that the issues of the nature con¬
fronted here may occur in most occasions of participatory
design involving users; and it can be even more relevant if
the design and use of computing tools is considered, as
contemplated in [Gru91],

On interpreting participatory design of a narrower scope,
one of the well-known metaphors is design as game.
Lawson has reviewed several design games that were
specially devised to model group dynamics in architectural
and urban design [Law80], Following the game paradigm,
Habraken and Gross invented a computer program called
Concept design game which can record players' interactive
moves during sessions of control distribution and territo¬
rial organization [HG88]. Schon proposed a theory of
reflection-in-action, drawing on one of his protocol
analyses of a design dialogue between an architecture
student and a studio master [Sch85. A similar studio-based
study of participatory architectural design on a larger scale
was carried out by Ward, in which seven subjects went
through group processes and developed archetypes for a
commercial complex project by gathering individually
made cardboard models [War87],

Assuming that professional designers participating in a
project are capable of communicating and acquiring user
requirements, this paper adopts a somewhat different
measurement toward an analysis of the communicative
aspects of participatory design. Basically, it is considered
that an adequate understanding of participatory design can
be gained by studying, not simulated nor controlled but
naturally developed, design expressions drawn from real
cases of group practice. In particular, the largely graphical
expressions are examined from a modeling point of view.

1 The term and concept of "individual object worlds" is
borrowed from Bucciarelli's recent ethnographic study of
engineering design. For a more detailed description, see
[Buc88].
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That is, design is mainly taken as an activity of modeling
complex objects. The drawings, diagrams or 3-dimen-
sional models are the artifacts that designers produce to
convey and coordinate individual design intentions and
judgements.

As a general finding from analysing the artifacts, a long
and heterogeneous participatory design process is said to
involve two things: one is the emergence of common
images that is shared among participants; the other is the
developments of domain design specifications that are dis¬
tributed over participants' individual modeling spaces.
Having introduced common images first does not mean
that what is common has to be developed in the first
place; as shown in this study, it can be the other way
around. By further inquiring into the interrelations
between the modeling of the common and of the dis¬
tributed, a general setting of participatory modeling is
concluded. When situated in this generic setting, a number
of modeling acts performed by participants are observed to
demonstrate certain communicative properties.

The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. In
Section 2, a study of three examples of participatory archi¬
tectural modeling, taken from real cases of group practice
in design, is presented. Based on the case discussions.
Section 3 gives an exposition of how common images are
formed in relation to distributed developments of domain
design specifications. The implications of two abstract
patterns of communication identified in this paper for
further research into computer-supported cooperative
design is discussed in Section 4.

2 Examples of Participatory Architectural
Modeling
Architectural modeling can take place in various
dimensions, allowing for a variety of approaches to
participation. What follows in this section is an introduc¬
tion to this variety through three case studies of partici¬
patory architectural modeling. The first shows an example
of one dimensional convergence of two conceptual design
worlds participated in a fountain design project. The
second shows an approach of overlaying two-dimensional
diagrams constructed by at least three different design
disciplines for re-engineering a large industrial building.
The third case gives an exceptional illustration of a three-
dimensional funicular model that was commonly con¬
structed but used differently by a number of designers for a
church design.

2.1 fCase 11 Between score and diagram

Design project: Seattle Center Fountain, Seattle, USA,
1962-1964.

Aspects & participants: waterscape design by two land¬
scape architects (Lawrence Halprin, Curtis Schreier); and
fountain engineering by a mechanical engineer (Daniel
Yanow) [Hal69],

The scoring and diagraming spaces
• The Landscape Architects (LA) used a particular repre¬
sentation scheme called "score" for modeling fountain
patterns and actions in a temporal frame (Fig. 1). A
score has two dimensions: one for regulating multiple
temporal sequences, represented in certain lengths of

bars; the other for configuring spatial structures of dif¬
ferent fountain stages (platforms), represented as point,
square cross, rectangle etc. By manipulating the bars, a
score reveals different compositions of active fountain
stages against the inactive ones over a period of time.

• The Mechanical Engineer (ME) used "diagrams" to
model mechanical components for piping, jetting,
sprinkling design (Fig. 2). A pool piping grid was
composed in a system of graphical symbols, cor¬
responding to a set of design objects whose attributes
were specified in words and numerals. In relation to the
piping grid, a mechanical section was constructed to
convey sectional information. Due to the correspon¬
dence set up between the mechanical components and
the graphical symbols, the ME could virtually change
the attributes and relations of particular design objects
by manipulating parts of the diagrams.

A common space for projecting water effects
The graphical expressions in Fig. 3 shows a series of
squiggles spreading over a formal grid. This evidence
implies that a common modeling space shared by LA and
ME was formed on the basis of combining the designs in
the score and in the diagram, in which a sequence of water
effects can be projected. Here we see an example of a set
of common images generated, allowing for interpretations
of the design consequences from various viewpoints. It is
clear that the images of water effects can be interpreted
both in LA's view — the actions of fountain stages as
scored over a time span, and in ME's view -- the fountain
kinematics concerning the motions of pipes, jet heads,
sprinklers as configured in the piping grid and mechanical
section.

Interrelations between modeling spaces
Given the above evidence, two interrelations between
scoring, diagraming, and projecting spaces are worth
noting, which yields further accounts of what constitutes
participation in developing the fountain design:
• Sequences of water effects at particular moments cannot
be projected solely in LA's scoring space nor in ME's
diagraming space; the possibility of projecting is con¬
ditioned by knowing what fountain stages are active at
those moments and what mechanical devices are

operative on those active stages plus how they shall
behave -- a convergence between two individual model¬
ing spaces whenever a projection is undertaken.

• Modeling actions taken in individual spaces change not
only the state of the score or the diagram but also the
state of the common image when projected; ME may
take further actions upon his interpretation of the
changing water effects propagated from LA's actions of
changing score, and vice versa - communication and
coordination are called for to resolve disagreements or
conflicts thus arising.

2.2 (Case 2) Participation through overlay
diagraming

Design project: Cummins Research and Engineering
Center, Indiana, USA, 1964-1968.

Aspects & participants: Structural Engineering (SE) (The
Engineers Collaborative; Lighting Engineering (LE)
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and actions over a period of time. (Drawing taken from [Hal69], page 56)

Fig. 2 The mechanical engineer's introducing and operating with piping diagrams in modeling the
behaviors of the mechanical components. (Drawing taken from [Hal69], page 56)

Fig. 3 The graphical indications of a shared fountain modeling formed by a combination
of LA's scoring and ME's diagraming, which can project water effects, allowing
for different interpretations. (Drawing taken from [Hal69], page 56)

(William Lam Associates); Mechanical Engineering (ME)
(Cosentini Associates).
The main design issue is centered on how to "rearrange
ductwork to the structure and to baffle the indirect light
sources" [Lam77],

Distributed diagraming spaces
Each engineering discipline had its own object-based
diagraming space.There were at least three domain-oriented
diagraming spaces participating in the project: SE, ME,
and LE (Fig. 4). Each diagraming space employed a
special coding system to represent the modeled building
components.

Evolving the environmental design through overlaying
According to Lam, the group processes evolved a
"fishbone layout" which proved to be economical and
satisfactory to all participants [Lam77] (see Fig. 5).

Clearly, the emerging of the fishbone image is condi¬
tioned by the participants' continuously overlaying their
individual diagrams.

Articulation of common images
Apart from the interrelations noted in Case 1, the current
case shows that participants can further articulate a
common image into various parts that play different roles
or functions (the spinal cord or ribs of a Fishbone, for
example); differentiated portions of a common image are
then distributed to serve individuals' developing domain
solutions. Participation in design is therefore maintained
by a to and from relation between the individual and the
common which is in turn built up by the following
processes:
• overlay diagram construction: A participant can con¬
struct diagrams on top of extracted common images
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Fig. 4 Multiple diagraming spaces in different layers
showing the participants' heterogeneous coding
systems for modeling the aspects of the building
design. (Drawings taken form [Lam77], p. 126)
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which may contain parts of diagrams drawn by other
designers working on different aspects.

• overlay design checking: Participatory design can be
evaluated by checking overlaid consequences according
to certain criteria such as detection of spatial clashes.

• overlay design amendment: A participant can modify
parts of diagrams by referring to the diagrams underlaid
in various ways (e.g. geometrically, economically, or
aesthetically etc.); and one designer's amendments may
cause related charges to be made by others.

2J fCase Funicular modeling revisited
Design project: The Colonia Guell Church, Barcelona,

Spain, 1889-1914.
Aspects and the participants: site planning and structural
form by architects (Antonio Gaudi, Jose Canaleta);
structural engineering by a civil engineer (Eduardo Goetz);
ornamentation by a sculptor (Juan Bertran)

The funicular modeling space
An upside-down funicular model was constructed by the
design participants at the inception of the project.
According to Collins and Nonell [CN83], this large 3-
dimensional model, which was shared and manipulated by
all participants for different design tasks, had the
following distinctive types of model components (see Fig.
6):
• cords hung in loops corresponding upside down to the
placement and shapes of the piers and arches of the
building's vault;

• several pieces of irregularly shaped (wooden) boards fixed
onto the structure of the workshop, representing contour
lines of the building site;

• weights made of pellets contained in small sacks
(measured in the scale of 1/10,000), when attached to
the hung cords, distorting the cords' catenary curves into
funicular polygons;

&
Fig. 5 The combined images of structural, mechanical,

lighting design solutions get evolved through the
participants' overlaying individual developments.
(Drawing taken from [Lam77], p. 126)

•fabric draped onto the web of funicular polygons, repre¬
senting the volumetric effects of the building exterior,

• a set of domain-neutral objects made of jointers, hooks,
and clippers, which do not represent any particular
components of the building design but function
importantly in connecting the model objects and in
manipulating parts of the funicular model.2

Funicular modeling and distributed drawing spaces
• The civil engineer's structural calculations: the distribu¬
tion of loads in space and the thrusts of force lines were
calculated by the engineer in a 2D vector space; to him,
the funicular model was a 3D illustration of his 2D
graphic static modeling.

• The architects' sketching out the exterior and interior
spaces: photographs of the exterior and interior of the
funicular model were taken and turned right-side up by
the architects as the underlay information for modeling
the locations, proportions, and shapes of openings (the
fenestration of the building).

• The sculptor's sketching out the ornamentations: the
sculptor was concerned with the design of sculptural
objects such as the ornaments for the building's exterior
and interior, like the architects, he took photographs of
the funicular models for his own design interests and
tried out design solutions by overlay sketching (Fig. 7).

2Jointers were used for attaching weights to cords; hooks for
connecting the ends of cords to particular locations on the
boards; clippers for clipping cords together at various
heights (bifurcation).
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Fig.6 The funicular model constructed for the Colonia
Guell church project as it hung in the workshed.
(Picture taken from [CN83], Fig. 39)

Group interaction in the funicular modeling space
Given the above observations, several accounts can be
made for what makes the funicular modeling space a
shared workspace for the design team, and how the shared
model served as an evidence of interaction between the par¬
ticipants:
• First of all, the funicular modeling space was continu¬
ously developed and used by the design team for sup¬
porting long term participation; the participants collab¬
orated on the modeling in delicate exploratory work last¬
ing over 10 years [Mar79],

• The model served as a common image of a structural
form shared by the participants, since the modeling
space allowed them to manipulate the funicular model
for reasons other than the strictly structural.3

• For any state of the model, the participants could have
individual interpretations and derive design information
from, perhaps, different measurements; and the informa¬
tion derived further served as the basis for the individu¬
als to elaborate individual design models distributed over
several work settings.

• The factor that the earth's gravity was one of the (direct)
forces in shaping the model can explain how the group

3For instance, for the purpose of site planning, cords can be
shifted to different hooks or by moving the hooks around the
board; for modifying fenestration design, cords can be bifur¬
cated at various heights via sliding the clippers along the
force lines; for changing structural form, loads can be redis¬
tributed in space by controlling the number of pellets in
sacks or by displacing the sacks' jointers to different posi¬
tions on cords.

Fig. 7 A freehand sketch of the church interior design,
tried out on top of a photograph of the funicular
model inverted. (Drawing taken from [CN83], PI. 57)

interaction could be coordinated by the shared modeling
space. Through the action of G-force, the model con¬
structed and manipulated always conforms to the physi¬
cal law of funicular structure [Sch80]. Therefore, a
modeling action taken by an individual, for whatever
reason, can motivate or activate other team members'
interpretations and actions in response to the changing
state of the funicular model.

3 Modeling Complex Objects bv Participation:
An Exposition
Alternative conceptual frameworks for describing the
communicative aspects of group working have been pro¬
posed by researchers working in Computer-Supported
Cooperative Work (see e.g. [TL88 JCuu91,SB91] among
many others). The proposed frameworks are useful in two
respects: First, they serve to describe, in more precise
terms, the complex human phenomena, processes, or
activities observed in practice,' and produce coherent
overviews; second, they indicate a range of requirements
for guiding the developments of prototype computing or
communication tools. In this section, by abstracting the
previous case observations, a conceptual framework of
modeling design objects by participation is proposed.
Starting with the basic notions of modeling acts and mod¬
eling spaces, three communicative aspects of participatory
design are explored. As a result of the exposition, two
generic patterns of participation are found, which indicate
several issues for further investigation.

Given the observations in the preceding section, design in
general may be better characterized as an open-ended
modeling process consisting of the following basic ele-
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ments: (a) design constructs or concepts are (continuously)
introduced and (re)structured, i.e. the forming of a design
modeling space; and (b) shapes or forms of design artifacts
are attributed, manipulated, and evaluated iteratively, i.e.
the performing of modeling acts. Therefore, design as an
activity can be conceptualized as the performing of
modeling acts in a modeling space. In a long participatory
process involving heterogeneous sources of design
knowledge and actions, another distinction can be made
among the modeling spaces that are formed/used by
individuals and those by all participants: (c) multiple
Individual Modeling Spaces (IMSs) are separated but logi¬
cally and/or functionally connected with a Group
Modeling Space (GMS).

By combining the above setting with the different types of
artifacts identified, a space-action framework for charac¬
terizing participatory modeling can be set forth. The
framework is constructed in three parts, presented in the
following subsections.

3.1 Common ima°ps in a GMS
The fact that participants speak heterogeneous design
languages does not prevent them from achieving design
images that are commonly shared among them. Taking in
various forms, common images can serve either as
conceptual structures or as specific instances which allow
for individual interpretations from different viewpoints. As
observed, in modeling common images, expressions can
be constructed in a group modeling space by the following
approaches:
• A common image is constructed jointly by all par¬
ticipants, employing a shared construction method or
system; serving as a shared conceptual structure, a
common image allows for each participant's deriving
and distributing its parts over individual modeling
spaces.

• Common images are formed by participants' combining
and integrating domain-specific design expressions with
perhaps heterogeneous underlying structures; serving as
the outcomes of participation and collaboration,
common images are inspected and interpreted by the
individuals for reflecting on design consequences from
various viewpoints.

The state of a common image is subject to continuous
changes that may well motivate intensive group commu¬
nication in respect of how the image may be formed:
• Changes can be made directly in parts of a common
image by any participant, if its existence originates
from a group modeling space; and changes made by one
individual in parts of a common image may have
consequences somehow meaningful to other individuals'
modeling spaces.

• Changes can be effected indirectly in parts of a common
image, if it is formed on the basis of combined and
integrated domain structures. The state of a common
image gets updated by way of one or more participants'
manipulating pans of domain expressions; a changing
common image caused by one individual in an
individual modeling space may thus motivate other
participants' further actions in respect of the changing
states of domain expressions.

3.2 Distributed design developments in IMSs

Design calls for participation mainly because its develop¬
ment requires a combination of design judgements and
technical specializations that in reality one individual can
hardly have. In parallel to the forming and evolving
common images, aspects of a design project are often
developed by designers trained with different design
disciplines in a logically and/or geographically distributed
manner. From a local perspective, design developments
can be distributed according to two approaches:
• Participants employ individual working methods or
object worlds in their own modeling spaces which are
not necessarily known to each other; design expressions
specific to certain modeling aspects are thus produced by
perhaps markedly different individuals which then serve
as the basis of joint construction of common images.

• Participants interpret the states of common images from
different viewpoints; the structural images thus derived
provide the basis for further domain-oriented design
elaborations using modeling methods appropriate to the
tasks.

Design changes targeted at local design developments can
take varied accesses regarding how they may be developed,
and the actions of making changes need to be interactive
since they all have something to do with common images
in group modeling spaces:
• Changing parts of domain design expressions
constructed on top of derivative structures needs to be
based on participants' manipulating corresponding parts
of common images which may consequently change
parts of underlying structures distributed in other design
domains.

• Changes in local developments can be made directly in
individual modeling spaces which may lead to changes
in a common image that, in turn, motivate participants'
taking modeling actions in related domains.

3.3 Interrelations between the common and
the distributed

In the above, the artifacuial aspects of participatory design
including those of Common Images (C7) in a Group
Modeling Space (GMS) and of Domain Design
Expressions (DDEs) in multiple Individual Modeling
Spaces (IMSs), are described in conceptual terms. Given
these concepts, a natural question to ask is how these
aspects are interrelated with each other. To draw the
interrelations, two further concepts need to be introduced
explicitly: the participants' performing a range of
modeling acts, and the coupling of modeling spaces.

Performing modeling acts
A number of distinct actions involved in design modeling
can be drawn from the case studies, for example:
• Representing -- involving, first, listing a collection of
basic objects (constructs) which represents analogically
or symbolically the corresponding elements of a design
artifact; secondly, specifying how instances of the
primitives are related in terms of what operations are
applicable to the constructs.The act of representing leads
to a conceptual structure of a modeling space.
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V Spaces Couping CI DDEs DDEs
_ CI

Modeling Acts GMS IMSs IMSs GMS

Representing

- (L) a shared conceptual structure made
of group objects and operations

- (R:) distributed derivatives of common
images imported as underlying conceptual
structures for domain uses

- (L:) individual conceptual structure made
of heterogeneous sets of objects and
cpera lions

- (R:) integrating individual conceptual
structures into common sets of

objects and operations

Mapping

- applying deductive, projective means
on states of common images and acquiring
derived structures for individual purposes

- translating parts of indvidual conceptual
structures in one design domain into
another for interpersonal/group purposes

Constructing

- (L:) changing states of common images
yieled from applying group opertaions
onto group objects

- (R:) changing states of domain expressions
yielded by applying some coding devices
onto distnbuted derivative structures

- (L:) changing states of domain design
expressions yielded in individual
object worlds

- (R:) changing states of common images
yielded from combining/integrating
domain design expressions

Querying
- retrieving and juding states of common
images regarding design developments
manifested in domain design expressions

- reflecting on domain design developments
in respect of what emerges as states of
common images

Fig. 8 When situated in the settings of coupled group/individual modeling spaces, modeling acts become
communicative acts that require participation and coordination among designers working in different
modeling domains.

• Mapping - the act of translation and integration of
(parts) of an existing conceptual structure to (parts) of
another conceptual structure.

• Constructing -- (given a conceptual structure) the act of
applying operations onto selected primitives for
creation/modification of CI or DDEs.

• Querying -- (given a conceptual structure) the act of
applying operations onto parts of DDEs or CI for
evaluations of design instances.

The Coupling ofmodeling spaces
Based on the previous observations of how common
images and domain design expressions are formed and
changed, it can be inferred that there are two distinctive
ways of interconnecting a group modeling space with
multiple individual ones.
• {(C//GMS) -> (DDEr/IMSs))
Creating, storing, and updating common images in a
group modeling space leads to the creating, storing, and
updating of domain design expressions in distributed
individual modeling spaces. This coupling of group-
individual spaces enables modeling acts to be performed
directly on common images modeled in a group space
which can consequently affect the states of local design
expressions. The funicular modeling is an example of
such an interconnection between group and individual
modeling spaces.

• [(DDEs/IMSs) -> (C//GMS))
Creating, storing, and updating local design expressions
in any individual modeling space leads to the creating,
storing, and updating of the state of a common image.
This coupling facilitates direct modeling acts performed
in individual spaces which, consequently, can trigger the

the projection of changed common images.in a group
space. The coupling of the spaces for scoring,
diagraming, and projecting in the fountain design is an
example.

To conclude the current exposition of participatory design,
the performing of modeling acts and the coupling of
modeling spaces are put together into a matrix [Fig. 8].
The example modeling acts are said to be situated in two
types of participatory setting for modeling design objects,
and modeling acts become communicative acts that
require, or lead to, communication among designers
working in different domains of modeling.

3.4 Related work

The problem of what and how to develop communication
or computer systems that can be supportive for people
involved in collaborative design has become an active
research area within the field of Computer-Supported
Cooperative Work (CSCW). In a recent CSCW
bibliographical survey, Greenberg [Gre91] suggested the
keyword "shared workspaces" to cover an emerging
research area. In this subarea of CSCW research, the
understanding of "collaborative design" is one of the focus
objects of observational studies, and some research
prototypes of "shared drawing spaces" have been developed
to support, mainly, group drawing activities.4 In contrast,
this paper proposes a view of design as modeling
activities, by which more attention is drawn to the issues
of participants with heterogeneous backgrounds and the
interrelations between modeling by sharing and by

For a survey of CSCW-oriented designs in shared drawing
space with a particular interest in reviewing how the issues of
supporting collaborative design work have been addressed by
the research prototypes, see [Pen92a].
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Fig. 9 Two abstract communication patterns found in the present study of participatory architectural
modeling are characterized as Structuralist vs. Metaphorist. The number of designers indicated is
arbitrary. The scaling of 2 to n designers can be envisaged by viewing this diagram as "a section
of a cylindrical structure." Seen from this picture, in coordinating modeling activities with other
members of a design team, an individual's workspace is a combination of his or her own IMS
with a GMS.
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TEAMWORK IN DESIGN MODELLING
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ABSTRACT

How individual members of a design team can use their own concepts and medtods for producing design expressions,
and how those expressions can be correlated and integrated with other expressions composed by other designers using
different means is formally described and analysed. This paper presents a general framework for describing what task
structures may characterise teamwork in design modelling. Taken as a key issue, the representation and use of spatial
concepts by different individuals for collaborating on shape construction is investigated computationally. A formal
system of modular algebraic specification is used to represent some example concepts which are then used to model
the potential interactions between members of a design team. The current formal approach arrives at an indication
that how designers communicate and coordinate can be better and more precisely characterised by looking at three
aspects of teamwork in design modelling: (a) co-specification of spatial operations, (b) joint provision of source
descriptions, and (c) coordination in making design changes.

KEYWORDS: spatial constructs, shape construction, spatial operations, teamwork, design modelling, OBJ3,
modular algebraic specification.

1. INTRODUCTION
Studies and experiences in architectural design have shown drat the forming and exercising of spatial concepts are
basic to the practice of design modelling concerning, particularly, the construction of shapes or form [5] [8]. It is
evident that designers working in different aspects of a building design, such as architectural layout, structure,
interiors, lighting, landscaping or mechanical engineering etc, tend to formulate and act upon spatial concepts with
different features, which make up die modelling methods that the individuals often work with. But there is also the
fact that most buildings have been erected, more or less, in accordance with the joint intentions of the designers who,
working together as design teams, designed die buildings. Given these observations, we are motivated to enquire into
the problem - "How do designers collaborate on shared design projects and achieve unity in buildings on the basis of
individually oriented modelling methods?".

From a computer-aided design point of view, our investigation of the problem is aimed at a conceptual
understanding of die nature of teamwork in design modelling. The basic understanding is essential in establishing
explicitly the principles of designing collaborative computer-aided design environments which are capable of
supporting the needs for communication and coordination among members of a design team in the course of
constructing design models based on individual contributions.

The current study presents a working example that might come to terms with a reflexive perspective of
Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) that argues the importance of catering for the individual's
requirements and preferences in collaborative environments [2] [13]. Teamwork in design modelling is another
interesting but largely unexplored problem domain of research in CSCW. According to our investigation, teamwork
in design modelling does have some features that are different from what have been reported in die designing of
computer systems for supporting other kind of group activities (typically, of collaborative writing [12] [3]). Among
many other points, if designing and implementing groupware for supporting collaborative design modelling is
considered, it would be impractical to impose any pre-defined product structures or working procedures as common
task environments that members of a design team have to work with. To meet the requirements for supporting
teamwork in design would demand that we think about die matter in another way; that is to say, product structures
are actually the outputs of using die groupware by a team of design participants, and a system can be more
supportive if it is capable of mediating the working procedures or relationships that are developed by the
collaborative users themselves in the course of designing. This seems to indicate that the core of a collaborative
modelling environment should be in general a system framework for the users (the building designers) to create
individual design constructs and models, which then allow team members to express and interact with each others'
design intentions and knowledge in modelling a common image with an underlying shared structure, perhaps, unique
to each design project at hand.



In the rest of the paper, our account of teamwork in design is organised in the following manner. A brief review
of other researchers' work is presented in contrast to the method we are using in the paper. An informal description of
a working example is presented in the third section to illustrate our basic view of what constitutes teamwork in
design modelling in some detail. Section Four gives an explanation of how an algebraic specification language is
used to represent and model the aspects of the group work in the computers, and some interactive situations are
discussed with respect to the modelling results. Finally, a concluding remark summarises a conceptual structure of
communication and coordination for design modelling seen from the formal perspective.

2. RELATED WORK AND OUR APPROACH

In studying the aspects of group or social processes of design, several other approaches have been attempted. One
widely accepted is, perhaps, the metaphorical representation of design as game. Lawson has reviewed four design
games (CONNECT, GAMBIT, INIIABS, URBISM) that were specially designed to explore the group dynamics of
game playing, which was said to simulate how designers work with others [9], More recently, Bucciarelli employed
an ethnographical view in his account of design as a social process consisting of constraining, naming, and decision
discourse [1], Habraken and Gross invented a computer program called Concept design games which was taken
mainly as a research tool for studying the interactive processes engaged in by die designers as the game players. This
multi-user computer game was programmed to record die players' chains of moves, and by replaying the recorded
games, the complex interactions involved in the control distribution and territorial organization can be investigated
in a subsequent analysis [7]. In contrast to the physical games, the computerized game seems to offer the players
more abstract means for making die game moves.

In the study of group work in design modelling, a somewhat different approach is adopted here. First of all, we
think diat there is the necessity of representing individualities which serve die foundation of teamwork in design
modelling. This paper proposes that different sets of spatial concepts or constructs can be used to mark the
differences between individuals, i.e., die design participants. Shapes, produced by the individuals using their personal
spatial constructs, can then motivate or evoke interactions among designers, which lead to the group process of
interrelating individual shapes into common spatial structures shared by the team members. For this reason, a highly
conceptual programming language OBJ3 is introduced as an experimental apparatus which allows a modular algebraic
specification approach to specify spatial constructs and to generate instances of shapes. Our use of the formal system
shows that mapping between spadal constructs can be developed as one of the potentially useful task structures for
designing CSCW in design modelling.

Secondly, regarding computational design, we have a rationale for formal (algebraic) specification of spatial
constructs, which says that specifications of spatial constructs can be thought of as producing shape structures as a
theory, and design is the actual use of diese structures in die construction of the intended shapes from the theory1.
Methodologically, by achieving a computational representation of an overall process of joint shape construcdons, we
have demonstrated an analysis of how an individual's spatial concepts, when symbolically specified, function as
computational devices for participadon in group modelling of shapes.

In our formal approach to die problem, the scope of describing teamwork in design modelling has to be
restricted to simple shape construction, for the purpose of clarity. Given the simplicity, a general framework for
describing and analysing teamwork in design modelling is proposed as a composidon of the following individual and
group tasks:

Individual Tasks:

• defining (personal) spatial constructs as individual modelling methods;
• generating shape instances in one's modelling mediod;

Group Tasks:
• communicadng how shape instances can be related with one anodier by developing common operations

for transforming and combining source shapes into integrated shapes as shared spatial structures;
• coordinadng in changing piirts of source shapes to yield different states of the shared integrated shapes.

'Here we may make a comparison; in the model-theoretical approach to software development, formal specification is
thought of as producing a theory which describes the computing system to he built, and design is thought of as finding the
most appropriate model of the theory [14],



3. A WORKING EXAMPLE OF TEAMWORK IN DESIGN MODELLING
In this section, a simple example of joint shape construction is presented. As a hypothetical, but possibly
illuminating example, this exercise is contrived to illustrate a view of group work in design modelling, focusing on
the aspect of shape structure. It begins with a description of two individual domains of spatial concepts that represent
two participating designers' modelling methods. A development of joint shape construction is then introduced on the
basis of the existing concepts.

Consider a design exercise of modelling a two-dimensional shape Envelope, consisting of two aspects: (1)
Enclosure, and (2) Opening. For the Enclosure part, one of the participants, say, Designer A, is responsible; and A
creates the modelling medtod, Mediod-A, which captures a way of constructing and manipulating the elements of
Enclosure. Another participant, say, Designer B, is responsible for the modelling of Opening using another method,
Method-B. Teamwork in this exercise is to find a way of integrating Enclosure with Opening into Envelope, under
the circumstances that Envelope is modelled on tire basis of what Enclosure means for A, and what Opening means
for B, and what Envelope jointly means for both A and B2. Given the development of a contrived example for
illustrative purposes only, we now describe the spatial concepts used by A and B as follows.

3.1 A Shape Construction of Enclosure by Desiqner A
Designer A, as an expert in designing spatial enclosure, has die following spadal notions which are now intuidvely
described as Method-A, which is supposed to be used by A for the task of modelling the shapes of Enclosure:

Method-A (see Figure 1): For an enclosure to exist, we consider that there is an initial point
named as Pivot. A number of directed lines, Stems, pass through this point and are defined by the
position of pivot and dieir angles. Up to two Nodes can be located on each stem according to their
distances from die pivot. Any segment connecting two nodes defines an Edge. A connected chain of
edges then forms a closed area of Enclo, an enclosure in a space. An enclosure has the attributes of
length and area; the length of an enclosure is the total of all the lengths of its constituent edges, and
the area of an enclosure is the total areas of its constituent triangles defined by its edges and the
pivot.

Figure 1: An instance of Enclo with an underlying shape structure described in Method-A by designer A.

3.2 A Shape Construction of Opening by Designer B
Suppose designer B, being experienced in window design, has particular concepts of what an opening would be with
respect to the surrounding environment. We assume that Method-B is defined by B as follows:

Method-B (see Figure 2): In deciding openings for a building, we start with a directed view line,
VI, which is decided by giving two initial reference points, view point, Vp, and view target, Vt.
Two directed lines, left view line, L-vl, and right view line, R-vl, are defined by the position of the
view point and two angles. Perpendicular to the view line, a screen line, SI, can be located by giving
a distance to die view point (Vp). An Opening is then decided by the intersections of the left view

"'Rather informally, Enclosure can be thought of as referring to walls, or other elements, with the purpose of keeping
the weather out. Opening can be thought of as windows, being elements added to allow light in and a view of the outside.
Envelope can be thought of as the combination of Enclosure and Opening, encompassing the purposes of both.



line, and right view line with the screen line. We might thus name the two ends of an opening as a
and p respectively; an opening has the attribute of length which is determined by the distance
between its a and P ends.

Viewpoint

Left-view line (L-^Ji

View-line (VI)

Right-view line
P

Opening

^~View target (

J
Screen-line (SI,

Figure 2: An instance of Opening with an underlying shape structure described in Method-B by designer B.

3.3 Participating in Modelling Envelope
The above descriptions of Method-A and Method-B introduce what individual modelling methods are to participate in
the group design^. As shown, apart from their sharing some geometrical entities such as point, line,
directed-line, and distance-between-points etc, these two methods have been individually defined
without any connection between the constituent constructs represented in each method. Shapes of Enclosure or

Opening can be modelled using the methods, possibly in different workspaces. Suppose that these individually
modelled shapes are subsequently gathered by both designers in a common visual and cognitive space where A and B
can display and view the instances of shapes. Naturally, it can be inferred that A and B shall set out discussions for
how to relate the parts of the shapes in one way or another according to whatever they might think of4.

Continuing to work on the example, we define that joint shape construction of an Envelope is participated in by
A and B for developing the ways of combining the elements of Enclo and Opening. Conceptually, we use a
descriptive schema of spatial operations to represent what might be evolved from the social process. The spatial
operations thus co-created by the participants are applicable to the shape instances and yield integrated shapes
representing the spatial structures shared by the designers as we proposed in Section Two. Computationally, there is
a point to be made concerning the construction of common spatial structures. Note that in a spatial structure, the
underlying structures of participant shapes defined in the individual methods remain as parts of the spatial structure
generated by particular spatial operations; but it is possible to define new structural elements on top of the
participant ones. To illustrate the point, two example spatial operations are given in the following as a partial
representation of joint construction of Envelope by A and B.

The On-cutting operation is devised to transform (to cut) an Edge (ofMethod-A) with an imposed Opening (of
Method-B) such that a new element, named Portion (a shared construction), can be generated with a structure of two
emerging Edges and the given Opening. To see tire structure, a more formal description of On-cutting is stated as
follows:

Spatial Operation 1 [On-cutting] (see Figure 3) Given an Edge and an Opening, if the a end
and the p end are on tire Edge, then a Portion is constructed by (1) cutting the Edge with the Opening
and yielding two Edges, (2) combining the two Edges of (1), with the Opening, into a Portion .

a

JNote that the two methods described here are not claimed to he standard or correct ones that are widely practised in
designing building enclosure and opening, and we do not think that there exist such methods in practice or in theory. Even
the splitting of envelope into enclosure and opening is an arbitrary one. They are devised by us, as design concepts in
reality are developed by the designers themselves, to illustrate what kind of thing we mean by individual modelling
methods.

4The social aspect of group design described here may have relevance to what Walter Gropius advocated as
"participation in the creative process of the basic space-conception"; a process Gropius thought so essential to the result of
final unity in the building, [see Middleton 1967, p279.]
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Figure 3: A sketch of making a shape of Portion out of an Edge and an Opening, if the Opening is on the Edge.

The second example is devised to deal with a different relative relation between an Edge and an Opening. For
some particular reasons (getting a better view or more light, for instance), an Opening has to be displaced "outside"
an Enclosure which may motivate A and/or B to define another way of cutting a local Edge and connecting the two
Edges with the Opening. Again, the Out-cutting operation cannot be fully defined without the co-existence of the
Edge and Opening structures and images. The following definition may show more clearly what interrelations are
involved in Out-cutting:

Spatial Operation 2 [Out-cutting] (see Figure 4) Given an Edge and an Opening, if the
Opening is outside the Enclosure, then a Portion is defined by connecting the Opening with the Edge
in the following steps:
(i) Draw a line /i parallel to VI (the View-line of the Opening) through the end of the Opening

that is fartherfrom the Edge, and get the intersection q of l\ and the Edge;
Draw a line I2 perpendicular to the Edge through the end of the Opening that is nearer to the
Edge, and get the intersection q of I2 and the Edge;
Draw 11 through a and I2 through (3 perpendicular to the Edge if the Opening is parallel to the
Edge;

(iv) From left to right, make the four Edges: Edgel(Nodel, q); Edge2('l, °0> Edge3(P, (2),
Edge4(i2, Node2);
Portion is defined by: Portion(Edgel (Nodel, i i)> Edge2('l,a)>Opemng(a. p),Edge3(p,i'2),
Edge4((2, Node2)).

(ii)

(iii)

(v)

(Designer B : Open)
Opening .

Opening;
*

/Node2

Designer A & Designer B?\
Portion of Envelope J

Figure 4: A sketch of making a Portion of Envelope out of an Edge of Enclo and an Opening, if the given Opening is
outside the given Edge of Enclo.

There are other spatial operations for the spatial conditions such as an Opening across, or inside an Edge that
might be jointly developed by the two designers, but they are omitted here for simplicity. The point is that spatial
operations can always be extended and modified in the on-going processes of exploring the possibilities of relating
the individuals' shape constructions. In our case, with the emerging concepts that are functional across the methods
of Enclosure and Opening, a shared modelling method, say, Method-C (or Envelope method), may thus be created to



accommodate a number of spatial operations. Notably, it is Method-C that enables a joint construction of a
Portion out of an Edge and an Opening. We may say that the functionalities of Method-C constitute a common
workspace where the shape descriptions given by designers A and B can be transformed and combined into integrated
shapes as shared spatial structures according to what set of spatial conditions is met.

According to the example worked so far, teamwork in design modelling can be said to take place at two different
levels: (a) at a lower level, A and B jointly define a common base of spatial operations on the basis of their own
modelling methods; (b) at an upper level, the two designers work together for the modelling of the integrated shapes
as shared constructions by applying the spatial operations to the source shapes that are provided jointly in the
individual methods. [For (b), there are more detailed explanations in Section 4.2.]

We have formally investigated die above working example of interrelating the individual methods into a
common platform for joint shape construction. This investigation was done by formalising the example into a
computational representation using die functional specification and programming language OBJ3 [11]. In the
computational experiment, we demonstrate how spatial concepts, modelling methods, and spatial operations might
be formally specified, represented, and used with respect to the aspects of teamwork illustrated in the example.

4. AN ALGEBRAIC SPECIFICATION FOR MODELLING JOINT SHAPE CONSTRUCTION

A full introduction to die formal basis of modular algebraic specification in OBJ3 can be found in the original
authors' description of die language [6]. An excellent application of modular algebraic specification that is relevant to
our current approach, but with more emphasis on the formal discipline of program specification, and less on design
practice, can also be found in [4],

Briefly, in our formal specification of die teamwork case using OBJ3, a Geometry module is specified to provide
an experimental set of basic geometric constructs such as POINT, ANGLE, LINE, CIRCLE, SEGMENT, ... etc, so
that they can be imported in the specifications of die two individual systems5. Each modelling method has been
specified as a modular system consisting of a set of interconnected OBJ3 objects, corresponding to the concepts
described in the method. These two modular systems are developed independendy of each other (both logically and
functionally), representing die two separate design concerns. The spatial operations such as OnCut, OutCut, and
InCut, which constitute the common operations for modelling the instances of Envelope, are then specified on top of
the objects of the participating modular systems.

With die mathematics of order sorted algebra and the modularization mechanism supported by OBJ3, we firstly
trace out a more detailed structure of die group tasks. Communication and collaboration in joint shape construction
are necessarily involved in performing die following tasks:

(1) specification of spatial operations;
(2) provision of source shape descriptions; and
(3) modification and evaluation of integrated shapes.

4.1 Co-Specifying Spatial Operations
We find that the specification of spatial operations involves correlating the spatial concepts contributed by one
member with those by another, leading to die domain-crossing functionalities for modelling integrated shapes. The
task of specifying spatial operations, however, can only be achieved by collaboration among designers. The process
of co-specification shows that:

(a) how spatial operations get ntuned is dependent on the agreements among the authors such that they are
commonly recognizable to all parties;

(b) no one designer could have complete and precise knowledge about what modules to import, and the
declaration of shared objects also relies on a common recognition;

(c) the form of operations, i.e., die arrangement of sorts (types) of participating shapes together with the sorts
of resultant shape, can only be declared on the basis of what shape constructs are accessible in the
participants' modelling methods;

(d) the behaviour of a spatial operation, i.e., die set of axioms or theories as term rewriting rules and the
conditions of applying diese rules, can only be spelled out by consultation and collaboration.

An immediate question is what conditions such an interactive process.

5The collection of basic constructs, in the form of abstract data types, representing the set of primitive geometrical
entities available for participants to use, is in turn built upon the OBJ3 system built-in data types such as FLOAT (for real
numbers), BOOL (for Boolean expressions), NAT (for natural numbers), INT (for integers) etc.



The structure diagram in Figure 5 shows how an operation of reconstructing Node with a and Pivot might
be co-specified by the two designers6. The data type Node (of Method-A) is reconstructed with the source data types
of a (of Method-B) and the Pivot (of Method-A). As we can see, in the reconstructing of Node with a and
Pivot, A, the person representing the knowledge of Node, is able to complete this specification if and only if B
collaborates with A by providing the knowledge of mapping a to Point and to two Floats. With these
mappings available, an expression of Node can now be computed given a pair of the a end of Opening and the
Pivot.
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Figure 5: A structure diagram shows the collaboration for a joint specification of reconstructing Node with a and
Pivot.

The above structure diagram suggests a picture of collaboration between A and B. Firstly, there is a common
task goal specified by "a x Pivot -a Node" . To achieve the common goal, A and B share a common cognitive
map made of the algebraic structure of Node and that of the system operation dist-pp which computes the
distance between two points. The common cognitive map enables A and B to collaborate on "how" to achieve the
common goal by constructing operations which translate the data types defined in their own modules back to the
geometric data types defined in the geometry module. The "translators" constructed in individual domains thus
become the functions for integrating the elements of spatial concepts originating from the designers. Although our
example merely shows a portion of how common spatial operations may be co-specified by collaborative designers,
the principle of specifying common goals and presenting cognitive maps is general enough to capture the semantics
of cooperation in constructing complete spatial operations.

4.2 Joint Provision of Source Shapes
When a number of spatial operations are joindy specified as common operations for integrating domain concepts and
instances, the use of the set of operations presents another issue of collaboration. Like the use of personal modelling
methods in producing domain instances, the use of spatial operations leads to the production of integrated shapes; but
the latter has to take place in a group process. The necessity of cooperation arises because the use of the spatial
operations to generate integrated shapes is conditioned by providing the operations with valid source shapes. This
implies that the source shapes need be provided jointly by the parties who have co-specified the operations. The goal
for the designers is, therefore, to achieve the provision of valid source shapes. In the use of spatial operations for
modelling parts of Envelope, at least four kinds of shapes can be differentiated conceptually among participating
shape, source shape, integrated shape, and resultant sub-shapes.

• Participating shapes are the initial instances generated by designers' using individual modelling methods
(such as Enclosure and Opening in our case);

6This is one of the two auxiliary operations that contribute to a full co-specification of OnCut.



• A source shape is the combination of participating shapes, which can be further subjected to the application
of a certain spatial operation;

• Integrated shapes refer to the computational results of applying spatial operations to the source shapes;
• Resultant sub-shapes are the constituent shapes decomposed from an integrated shape.

Modelled in OBJ3, a source shape can be provided by simply "putting together" the participating instances,
adhering to the algebraic structure governed by the spatial operations. More interestingly, source shapes can be
constructed with "dependent" shape instances. It is revealed from our representing the events that the construction of
dependence is open to the designers' individual or joint intention of what parts of participating instances to correlate
and how they may be related.

As an example, Figure 6 shows an OBJ3 modelling of the joint provision of a source shape in which the
Opening is constructed as being dependent on tire Edge and an integrated shape of Portion is computed by the
spatial operation of OnCut. In the source shape, the two participating shapes are related by designer B's displacing
the Screen-line in relation to the intersection of the View-line and the Edge, such that the Opening is
always on the Edge. For designer B to achieve this dependent construction in his describing the Opening part of the
source shape, a Segment representation of Edge has to be made available by designer A.

As shown clearly in the OBJ3 expressions, to work with B, A has to provide the mapping from Edge to
Segment which is the domain of A's knowledge. Without incorporating the mapping, B is unable to construct a
valid Opening that is a dependent construction regarding A's Edge. Drawn from the example, all the geometric
primitives can, in theory, be used to map parts of a participating shape in one domain to their corresponding
geometric entities which can then be combined with other participating shapes into the description of a source shape.
Furthermore, an integrated shape, with a different sort definition from the participating ones, can be decomposed into
a collection of resultant sub-shapes which are recognisable and distributable to the individual modelling methods.

OBJ3 EXPRESSIONS EXPLANATION

reduce mkPortion

(edge (node (stem (pivot (20,7) ,150) ,20) , •» .,
, , _ , . _ | As participating shape of Edge,node (stem (pivot (20,7) ,30) ,20) ) , ' r r- a r ^

isOpen(isAlpha(sl(vl(vp(28,15),vt(28,70))
,distance-pp(point(28,15),intersect(
segment(point(28,15),point(28,70)),
segment f node-to-noi nt (node (stem (ni.vot (

20,7) .1501 ,20)) ,

node-to-noint(node(stem(pivot(
20.7),30).20)))))),

1-vl(vp(28,15),150)),
isBeta(si(vl(vp(28,15),vt(28,70)),

distance-pp(point(28,15),intersect(
segment(point(28,15),vt(28,70)) ,

segment(node-to-noint(node(stem(pivot(
20.7) . 1 50 ) . 20) ) ,

node-to-ooint(nodeIstem fnivot(
20.7) .30) .20) ) ) )) ),

r-vl(vp(28,15),30)) ) ) .

rewrites: 3123

result Portion: on-cut ( Integrated shape of Portion has parts:
edge (node (stem (pivot (20 . 0 , 7 . 0 ), 150 . 0) , 20 . 0 ) , _ , , , ,

node (stem (pivot (20.0,7.0),65.60),10.98)), I Resu'tant: Subshapel of Edge;
mkopen' (mkAlpah' (24.54,17.0) ,mkBeta ' (31. 46,17.0)), } Resu'tant Subshape2 of

Opening';

edge (node (stem (pivot (20 . 0 , 7 . 0 ) , 41.10 ) , 15 , 21) , .. . - , .
I Resultant Subshape3 of Edge,

node(stem(pivot(20.0,7.0) , 30.0) , 20 . 0) ) ) *

B's participating shape of opening:
B's Opening is constructed dependency on
the A's Edge by incorperating the mapping
between Segment and Edge provided by A.
(shown in the underlined expressions).
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Figure 6: An OBJ3 modelling of the joint provision of a source shape consisting of dependent participating shapes,
and the result of an integrated shape.

4.3 Coordinating in Making Design Changes
A natural consequence of constructing source shapes with dependent participating shapes is the coordination between
designers in modifying the source shapes and thus the resultant integrated shapes. Why coordination is necessarily
involved may be explained more plainly by the following general account:

Consider that two designers, say, A and B are engaged in a joint provision of source shapes. We denote the
participating shape with the sort Q designed by A as PSq, and the one with the sort by B as PSy. A source
shape can then be provided as j(PSQ, PSy) if thej operation is commonly used to combine the participating shapes.
By executing j(PSq, PSy), a resultant integrated shape with the sort d>, is computed as 7S<j> which is shared by A
andB.

In case PSy is constructed dependently on PSq by B; then changes made in PSq by A will consequently
alter the current states of PSy as well as ISii>. More specifically, the alteration is to be reflected on the constituent
shapes of ISq>j that is the resultant sub-shapes of RSq, RSyt in 7Sq> = k(RSn, RSy) where k is a predicate
indicating what specific spatial operation has been performed by the system7. Note that RSq , RSy are recognisable
to A and B respectively. Therefore, die above change of PSq to PSq made by A shall result in 7Sq> = k(RS^,

t t

RSy ), for which B may agree or disagree with RSy .

A juxtaposition of Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2 shows an OBJ3 modelling of such a condition for coordinating in
making design changes. Pictorially, die coordination occurs in the follow situation: Overlapping a shape of Edge
given by designer A, designer B constructs a shape of Opening (such that the latter is dependent on the former);
these two shapes are further combined by A or B to which a spatial operation, OnCut, is applied and produces the
resultant integrated shape of Portion comprised of two resultant sub-shapes of Edge and one sub-shape of
Opening'8; later on, A has a different intention of die participating Edge and makes changes in it. A's change
leads to the generation of new state of the Portion shape, in which the shape of Opening 1 is altered, since the
Opening shape got changed at the moment of A's changing the Edge shape. Assume there is a way to inform
designer B of the changing state of die resultant Opening, which is his design responsibility, then such a
computational consequence should trigger further communication and negotiation between A and B. It could be the
case that the changes propagated to die shape of Opening1 may not be intended by designer B; or more positively,
B is able to suggest to A that further modifications can result in a better integrated shape of Portion.

7The variation of sort specification from PSy (participating shape of sort T) to RSy (resultant subshape of sort 4*') is
caused by the dependent construction in which the same design entity has varied algebraic structures for accommodating the
mapping of some parts of PSq to selected geometric entities.

8In OBJ3, it is specified that mkPortion : Edge x Opening —> Portion, oncut: Edge x Opening —> Edge x Opening' x
Edge, where Opening' is another abstract data type representing an Opening entity.



reduce mkPortion(
edge(node(stem(pivot(20,7),150),20),

node(stem(pivot(20,7),30),20),
isOpen(isAlpha(sl(vl(vp(22,12),vt(22,45)),

distance-pp(point(22,12),
intersect(segment(point(22,12),point(22,45)),

segment(node-to-point(
node(stem(pivot(20,7),150),20)),

node-to-point(
node(stem(pivot(20,7),30),20)))))),

1-vl(vp(22,12),150)),
isBeta(sl(vl(vp(22,12),vt(22,45)),
distance-pp(point(22,12),
intersect(segment(point(22,12),point(22,45)),

segment(node-to-point(
node(stem(pivot(20,7), 150),20)),

node-to-point(
node(stem(pivot(20,7),30),20)))))),

r-vl(vp(22,12),30)))).
result Portion: on-cut(
edge(node(stem(pivot(20.0,7.0), 150.0),20.0),

node(stem(pivot(20.0,7.0), 123.66), 12.01)),
mkOpen'(mkAlpha'(13.34,17.0),mkBeta'(30.66,17.0)),
edge(node(stem(pivot(20.0,7.0),43.17),14.62),

node(stem(pivot(20.0,7.0),30.0),20.0)))

reduce mkPortion(
edge(node(stem(pivot(15,7),150),15),

node(stem(pivot(15,7),30),15)),
isOpen(isAlpha(sl(vl(vp(22,12),vt(22,45)),

distance-pp(point(22,12),
intersect(segment(point(22,12),point(22,45)),

segment(node-to-point(
node(stem(pivot(15,7),150),15)),

node-to-point(
node(stem(pivot(15,7),30),15)))))),

l-vl(vp(22,12),150)),
isBeta(sl(vl(vp(22,12),vt(22,45)),
distance-pp(point(22,12),
intersect(segment(point(22,12),point(22,45)),

segment(node-to-point(
node(stem(pivot(15,7),150),15)),

node-to-point(
node(stem(pivot(15,7),30),15)))))),

r-vl(vp(22,12),30)))).
result Portion: on-cut(
edge(node(stem(pivot(15.0,7.0), 150.0), 15.0),

node(stem(pivot(15.0,7.0),70.40),7.96)),
mkOpen'(mkAlpha'(17.67, 14.5),mkBeta'(26.33,14.5)),
edge(node(stem(pivot( 15.0,7.0),33.50), 13.59),

node(stem(pivot(15.0,7.0),30.0),15.0)))

Figure 7.1: An integrated shape of Portion results from
an application of the mkPortion operation.

Figure 7.2: A change made in the Edge shape results in a
change to the source Opening shape, and then generates
a new Portion shape in which the resultant sub-shape of
Opening has been displaced and reduced in length.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, to describe the complexity of participation and interaction in a precise and coherent way, we have
limited our coverage of teamwork in design modelling to focus closer examination on shape construction using a
formal specification system. We have presented a formal description and analysis of teamwork in design modelling
by examining a working example of joint shape construction in an algebraic specification language. From the
formal perspective, we have identified at least three factors that condition collaboration among designers: firstly, the
development of individual spatial concepts with which the shapes of interest in some domain can be constructed,
manipulated, and evaluated; secondly, the development of joint spatial concepts in which the integrated shapes and
the functionalities for modelling these shapes are co-specified; and thirdly, shared spatial structures can be generated
by applying common spatial operations to the source shapes with valid structures.

Clearly, the current study indicates teamwork at two levels: Specification (S) and Instantiation (I). At the S
level, Individual Modelling Methods (IMMs) are firstly built on a Geometry modular system whose specification in
turn is based on the OBJ3 system built-in primitives. Each IMM consists of a set of interconnected spatial concepts
that are formally specified as (initial) algebras. On the basis of participating IMMs, spatial operations can be jointly
specified as a Shared Modelling Method (SMM). It is evident that a SMM is not simply a summation of multiple
IMMs, but a functional network accessing and correlating the abstract data types distributed in the IMMs.

At the I level, instances of shapes are modelled either in IMMs or in a SMM. Participating shapes can be
constructed, firstly, in each IMM, and then related by mappings and integrations. Source shapes provided in a valid
form can be subjected to spatial operations according to what spatial conditions are met, yielding resultant integrated
shapes. It is shown that modifications of parts of source shapes may very likely lead to controversies or
disagreements, and thus motivate communication and coordination between the members of a design team.
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